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Series Editors’ Introduction

I
   in interesting times is a curse, it was one that beset

Ruth Landes (née Schlossberg). As an unconventional partici-

pant observer of Afro-Brazilian culture and a Jew in an increas-

ingly Nazi-sympathizing Brazil during the s, she made the

times in that place still more interesting. In many ways her stay in

Brazil before World War II resembled that of the Ingrid Bergman

characterduring thewar inAlfredHitchcock’s classicfilmNotorious.
Landes was branded as ‘‘notorious’’ for nonmarital sexual relations

(and for ‘‘betraying’’ her class and race in associatingwith the black

‘‘lower orders’’). There were spies and wild accusations of spying

(these led to Landes’s expulsion from Brazil). She had a suave and

romantic champion (a darker Cary Grant type), and her enemies

tended to be connected to local Nazis and Nazi sympathizers.

After the very interesting time in Brazil Landes had a long after-

life as a marginal anthropologist, not securing a stable position

until , three full decades after earning her Ph.D. from Colum-

bia University, and then at what she considered a Canadian back-

water (McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario). As Sally Cole’s

perceptive and massively researched biography shows, being a

woman in a man’s world was less of a problem for Landes than

underestimating the will to dominance of those whom she sup-

posedwere on the same side as she, other inter–WorldWar students

of Franz Boas.

Not just Landes’s field results but also her living among her sub-

jects and doing participant observation in Afro-Brazilian Bahia

challenged thepatronizingBrazilian authority on ‘‘Negroes,’’ Artur

Ramos, who never got his hands dirty visiting the slums. Ramos

was allied with American anthropologist Melville J. Herskovits,

who was claiming for himself paramount authority for identify-

ingwhatwas African in the cultures of ‘‘the newWorldNegro’’ and
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whose genteel mixing with the local elites and gathering folklore

and ideal norms in verandah interviews in West Africa, the Carib-

bean, andBrazil was also vulnerable to dismissalwithin the emerg-

ing standards for the more intensive, more participant, and more

protracted fieldwork of Landes and Zora Neale Hurston, which

showed divergences from idealized norms in social practice and in

lived experiences in various cultures. Whether or not Herskovits

was personally shocked that a fellow anthropologist of New York

Jewishbackgroundhadasexual relationshipwithanAfro-Brazilian

(and, earlier, an African American professor at the black Fisk Uni-

versity), he and Ramos knew how to leak the information and in-

nuendo to discredit Landes to those who would be appalled.

Without ever seeming to recognize the underlying motivations

of Herskovits, Landes was aware that he was maligning her. Less

visibly—and therefore more insidiously—another of the postwar

cohort of Boasians, Margaret Mead, was also systematically under-

cutting Landes and blocking a potential rival with better claims

than hers to have done real participant observation. Whereas

Landes worked within the (vast) territory Herskovits claimed, she

did not work in the geographical area (Oceania)Mead did.Hinder-

ing a professional career for Landes maintained Herskovits’s em-

pire andMead’s position as the public woman anthropologist and,

inparticular, as authoritative explicatorof sex andgender toAmeri-

cans. (At least when they were in graduate school, Herskovits and

Mead were close friends, and to some extent she may have been

aiding him in keeping Landes scrambling and peripheral. One gets

the impression thatMeadwas also vying for the easily scattered at-

tentions of Ruth Benedict, mentor to them both: gossip was one

means of getting Benedict’s attention.)

After her adventures and misadventures in Brazil and her be-

smirchment byRamos,Herskovits, andMead, Landesworkedwith

GunnarMyrdal on the Carnegie Institute’s project that became An
AmericanDilemma andwrotewhat seems in retrospect tohavebeen a
premature reflexive ethnography (aswell asone that lookeddirectly

at class in the purported ‘‘racial democracy’’ of Brazil). Both before

and after her Brazilian work, Landes made important contribu-

tions to the study of contemporary Native American/First Nations

peoples on both sides of the U.S.-Canadian border, pioneering in
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telling the stories of women of aboriginal North American soci-

eties, as well as those of candomblé ‘‘mothers and fathers of the

spirits’’ inher vividly experience-nearCity of Women,whichColehas
introduced to a new generation that is better able to understand

descriptionof thepower and class dimensions inongoing societies.

As in the earlier case of Edward Sapir (see Darnell , ;

Murray ), Landes bemoaned isolation in Canada but produced

more research publications in ‘‘exile’’ than in the bustle of large

American cities (metropolitan New York and Chicago for Sapir,

New York and Los Angeles for Landes). Five of the eight books

Landes authored or editedwere published during her first six years

atMcMaster (along with herM.A. thesis, ‘‘Negro Jews inHarlem’’).

As Cole shows, Landes’s professional careermay not have started in

earnest until she was  years old, but before then she had all-too-

interesting relationships with other famous social analysts.

Regna Darnell and Stephen O. Murray





It is not by the direct method of a scrupulous narration that the explorer of the
past can hope to depict that singular epoch. If he is wise, he will adopt a subtler
strategy. He will attack his subject in unexpected places; he will fall upon the
flank, or the rear; he will shoot a sudden, revealing searchlight into obscure re-
cesses, hitherto undivined. He will row out over that great ocean of material, and
lower down into it, here and there, a little bucket, which will bring up to the light
of day some characteristic specimen, from those far depths, to be examined with
a careful curiosity. Guided by these considerations, I have written the ensuing
studies. . . . I have sought to examine and elucidate certain fragments of the truth
which took my fancy and lay to my hand.

Lytton Strachey, preface to Eminent Victorians, 
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Introduction

A Fleeting Glimpse

I
   summer warmth of a southern Ontario Octo-

ber afternoon in , I was getting off the elevator on the sixth

floor of ChesterHall to enter theDepartment of Anthropology

at McMaster University. Passing me to get onto the elevator was a

smallwomanwithbent shoulders and shortish silver-grayhair. She

was wearing a gray cardigan and gray tweed trousers. She carried

white plastic grocery bags in both hands; the bags were not lumpy

with groceries but were smooth and heavy, containing, it would

appear, papers and files. As soon as the elevator door closed, I real-

ized thewomanmusthavebeenRuthLandes. I thought of running

after her to introduce myself, but I refrained. I was self-conscious

and lacked confidence at the time. Iwas acutely aware ofmy imper-

manent status at theuniversity as a newpostdoctoral fellow, a com-

muting part-time instructor, and a mother of two preschool-age

children. My life was structured around the domestic routines of

child rearing: I would be commuting and spending one night each

week in Hamilton, a mid-sized town, one hour west of Toronto

and  kilometers from my home in the smaller town where my

partner taught at the local university. I had taught part-time there

the year before but had been turned down for another appoint-

ment. What little I knew about Ruth Landes I had learned just in

the preceding fewweeks as Imet and introducedmyself to the fac-

ulty and students in the McMaster Department of Anthropology.

Mainly, graduate students had brought her tomy attention. There

were no women sociocultural anthropologists in the department.

The students, knowing that my research was in the area of gender

and development and that I was ‘‘a feminist,’’ volunteered stories

about Ruth Landes as the ‘‘feminist’’ who had once taught in the
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department and who was now professor emerita. The stories were

all anecdotal and told with varying degrees of awe, dismissal, fasci-

nation, and intrigue.

The character who had so far emerged from these tales was one

who had consistently refused to do any administrative work in the

department; whom graduate students either loved or hated but

whose often caustic tongue and rigorous academic standards all

feared; who lived in a time warp where her primary referents were

the people shehadworkedwith in the s, anthropologists Franz

Boas and Ruth Benedict—both long dead—and the candomblé

specialists of Bahia, Brazil, and the indigenous shamans ofOntario,

Minnesota, and Kansas; a grande dame who, long after her retire-

ment from teaching, continued to treat the department’s office

staff as her personal secretaries andwho relied on a few former stu-

dents to drive her on her errands to do banking and grocery shop-

ping and to take her out to lunch; who still enjoyed flirting with

handsomemen and who disdainedmenwho did not combine, for

her, the necessary attributes of both keen intelligence and good

looks; awomanwho tookpride inherbody andcouldbe found sev-

eral days eachweek swimming lengths in theMcMaster University

pool or holding forth in the women’s locker roomwhere, standing

nude, feet firmly planted, she would ensnare an unsuspecting stu-

dent in her conversational web (the student more often than not

frantically trying to cover her own body with a towel as a shield

from the authority that registered from Landes’s unclothed body);

a woman who still delighted in saying and doing the outrageous;

who advised female students against marriage and childbearing,

reminding themthat shehadhad three abortions (andno children)

herself and that her two short-lived marriages had only interfered

with her career.

I hesitated to run after Dr. Landes as the elevator closed because

I feared her dismissal of me as a mother and housewife who did

not put career first. My identity at that time in my life was, even

formyself, conflictedbetweenmaternal andprofessional. In time, I

thought, I would tell her ofmy travels and travails andmy ownun-

conventional lifestyle prior to having children at the age of . But

I had been told she reached quick and harsh assessments of people.

You only received one chance with her. I thought there would be

another opportunity: I would bankmy one chance.
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Teaching ended in December. The next term I was conducting

field research with Portuguese emigrant fishing families in the

townof Leamingtononnearby LakeErie andwas only infrequently

in the department. I heard that Ruth Landes had died on Febru-

ary : her friend and former student, Ellen Wall, had found her

lying beside her bed where she had been doing her morning sit-

ups, with a photograph of her parents prominently displayed on

the night table. Ellen said she died lonely and discouraged by her

failure to publish her two remaining manuscripts. There was no

apparent cause of death. She was . She died, Ellen said, of ‘‘a bro-

ken heart.’’

McMaster University held amemorial service at the faculty club

on April , . Colleagues and former students spoke about

Landes as a ‘‘pioneer.’’ I began to wonder why I had never heard of

her during my  years of training in anthropology at three differ-

entCanadianuniversities, especiallygivenmyowninterests ingen-

der and women’s lives. I wanted to find out more about her career

and her work. Given the challenges I was finding in placingmyself

in the discipline, I approached learning about Ruth Landes’s life

and career as an opportunity to learn how a predecessor—a fore-

mother—had combined ‘‘Life’’ and anthropology. As it turnedout,

I could not have been more misguided in imagining Ruth Landes

as a rolemodel, but the process of discovering this has itself helped

me to structure and discover my own anthropological career dur-

ing the past decade. In unexpected ways she has proven herself a

steadfast companion. She has greatly shaped the architecture ofmy

life, perhaps as much or more than I have shaped hers in the pages

that follow.

Later in the fall of  while conducting fieldwork in Leaming-

ton, I visitedmy friend and colleague, LynnePhillips, at theUniver-

sity of Windsor. She and I were collaborating on an edited volume

of essays by Canadian feminist anthropologists (Cole and Phillips

). My own contribution was an essay that explored the then-

current frustration ofmany feminist anthropologists at postmod-

ernist claims to anewexperimental ethnographicpractice, one that

profiled the politics of textual construction and the use of strategic

narrative devices such as multivocality, personal narrative, inter-

subjectivity, and reflexivity. These same practices were, I argued,
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also the foundation of efforts by feminist anthropologists to de-

mocratize ethnography and anthropology.

During that visit, Ruth Behar came to the University of Wind-

sor to talk about Translated Woman: Crossing the Border with Esperanza’s
Story (). Behar had been an enthusiastic reviewer of my book
Women of the Praia: Work and Lives in a Portuguese Coastal Community
(), but we had never met. She took that opportunity to ask

me if I considered Women of the Praia to be a ‘‘feminist ethnogra-
phy.’’ I mumbled not much by way of reply, embarrassed that I

did not know what she was talking about. Because Women of the
Praia had started out as a doctoral dissertation in a nonfeminist
anthropology department, I had tried to write about gender in a

way that would convince my thesis committee that ‘‘anthropology

that takes gender into account is not only good anthropology but

better anthropology’’ (Abu-Lughod :–). In the book I had

recorded women’s life stories, which I had presented in the first-

person voice, in eachwoman’s ownwords. I hadplaced these stories

in different chapters and hoped they served to offer local voices

and nuances on the book’s analysis of changes in women’s work

and household structure over three generations in a rural commu-

nity that was increasingly integrated into a global economy. I had

also intentionally written the book in a direct and accessible lan-

guage because I wanted to draw undergraduate students into the

large issues of gender, economic development, and social change.

As a student I had found feminist scholarship often dauntingly

theoretical and thus somewhat exclusionary. This, in my view, de-

feated feminist goals to reducehierarchy and increaseparticipation

in working for social transformation. When Ruth Behar asked if I

thought of my book as ‘‘feminist ethnography,’’ I had never heard

the term. I thought ofmy research andwriting as feminist practice

in anthropology in the sense that I hadpolitical goals for social (and

disciplinary) change. I had tried to conduct fieldwork employing

non-elitist and nonhierarchical research methods, and I had tried

towrite a democratic andopen text thatwouldhelpmakewomen’s

lives visible and their voices heardonboth local andglobal terrains.

But the conversation moved on. Ruth Behar talked of her plans

with Debbie Gordon to bring together a collection of essays on

women’s writing in anthropology (Behar andGordon ). Imen-
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tioned that I had begun to reread the work of Ruth Landes and

had been astonished to discover that in the s she had under-

taken fieldworkwithOjibwawomen in Canada and Afro-Brazilian

women in Bahia that had resulted in books—The Ojibwa Woman
() andThe City of Women ()—that not only profiledwomen’s

lives but also experimentedwith textual strategies that anticipated

late-th-century postmodernist and feminist ethnography. Her

writingwas reflexive, and she used dialogue, life histories, and per-

sonal narrative in multivocal texts that create a sense of the dy-

namic complexity, contradictions, and constraints that compose

the experience of living in culture. It was, I said, curious to me

that there seemed to have been little interest in Landes’s work in

her own time and that she had died relatively unknown and for-

gotten. I wanted to find out more about how Ruth Landes’s work

hadbothmirrored anddebarked from the anthropology of her day

and how, in fact, it had been received in its time. It seemed to me

that this would leadme to a greater understanding of the roles and

experiencesofwomen inmychosendiscipline—one inwhich Iwas

myself somewhat tenuously positioned—and, given Landes’s ex-

plicit focus on women, would also help me to develop a historical

perspective on the history of theorizing gender in anthropology.

I wanted to find out the extent to which the study of gender—

fundamental, one would think, to anthropology’s goals to study

human ‘‘nature’’ and the diversity of human experience—was tied

to political and social movements within which anthropology is

practiced. Ruth Behar asked me to contribute an essay about Ruth

Landes to the Women Writing Culture volume (Cole a). Thus it
was thatmypersonal interest in Ruth Landes’s life andwork joined

forces with the then-emerging project of writing ‘‘a critical femi-

nist history of anthropology.’’

Toward a Critical Feminist History of Anthropology

In Barbara Babcock’s words, ‘‘ ‘woman’ is anthropology’s unspeak-

able savage, the irony of the tribe’’ (:). Like other feminist

historians of anthropology (Behar and Gordon ; Di Leonardo

; Parezo ), Babcock urges that to begin to practice a criti-

cal feminist anthropology, we need to ‘‘think back through our
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mothers’’ aswell as our fathers.Weneed tobuild a theoretical gene-

alogy of women, an anthropological matrilineage. As there are few

foundingmothers in anthropology, thismeans revisiting thework

of often little-known or forgotten practitioners. A feminist criti-

cal history of anthropology would ‘‘rethink theory’’ and recover

silenced theoretical positions through rereading women’s writing

in the discipline (Babcock , ; Deacon ; Lamphere ).

As Babcock writes, ‘‘the problem of ‘women’ as well as ‘woman’

in/and ‘the science of man’ entails the recovery and revaluation

of . . . previouslymarginalized andunderestimatedwork, demands

theories and perspectives that are compensatory as well as critical’’

(:). This study of Ruth Landes’s life and work is a contribu-

tion to that project.

A critical feminist history of anthropology is consistent with the

critical history of anthropology Joan Vincent envisions. Vincent

has called for rehistoricizing the discipline, which, she says, re-

quires that anthropology be attuned to the politics of its history

and reflexive (:). Vincent’s critical historicist anthropology

delineates context and understands ethnography not as aesthet-

ics or ‘‘poetics’’—as a postmodernist ‘‘ethnography-as-text’’ ap-

proachwouldhave it (Clifford andMarcus )—but as a commu-

nal process conditioned by social forces, ‘‘a historical phenomenon

that must be associated with social, political andmaterial circum-

stances’’ (Vincent :). This contextual approach places eth-

nographers and their writing within social processes such as colo-

nialismor capitalist expansion or professionalization or civil rights

movements or postcolonialism.

A critical historical practice delineates the hegemonic processes

bywhich someworks are anointedas ‘‘classics’’ andothers arenot. It

recognizes that classics are not designated ‘‘classics’’ solely because

of the ‘‘value of their ideas or the truthof their representations’’ but

because they are ‘‘the victors in struggles forpast andpresent recog-

nition’’ (). According to Vincent, some texts are more vulnerable

than others to selective reading and misrepresentation, especially

those of ethnographers who, like Landes, were not securely placed

within the academy and who did not exclusively locate their work

within an accepted convention or paradigm. The social position of

texts andauthors—which includes the relativeprestigeof thepub-
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lisher, the gender of the author, and so on—affects the way they

are read.

Landes tried to work within the conventions of Boasian particu-

larism and Benedictine pattern, and her ethnography and career

were firmly located on the periphery of mainstream anthropology

during the th century. This study seeks to understand why this

was the case. I argue for a complex intersection of a number of fac-

tors, the first of which is the fact that Landes never fully articu-

lated her theory of culture, which remained implicit in her work.

Rather than proclaiming general laws and offering explanations,

she worked with an intuitive understanding of cultural processes

as dynamic, contradictory, and contested. As a result she produced

multivocal, unruly texts abounding in richdescriptions.Other fac-

tors are her own individualism and insistence—in life andwork—

on challenging orthodoxies and blurring boundaries that others

kept firm, and the fact that she did not find a useful patron among

the more senior and better placed scholars in the discipline.

My goal in this book is to situate Ruth Landes—her life, work,

and career—in the history of anthropology. I treat her life and

career as a case study that provides a lens onto the larger processes

of canon building and disciplinary professionalization that placed

her on the margins. From one point of view the book is ‘‘biogra-

phy ashistorical anthropology’’ (Laslett ).Historiansof anthro-

pology such as George Stocking and Sydel Silverman consider that

biographical or individual case studies of anthropological careers

are necessary data to develop a full understanding of the history of

theory in anthropology. Silverman writes:

That the development of theory is a social process, a product of life histo-
ries embedded in time and place, is a principle that most anthropologists
take as axiomatic. Yet the rapid expansion of anthropology . . . and the
necessity of simplifying ideas for teaching purposes have produced a stan-
dardized treatment of the history of anthropological theory—as seriated
‘‘isms,’’ concepts, and names of notables divorced from the social and per-
sonal contexts out of which they have emerged. As anthropological theory
becomes codified in this manner, and as each generation of anthropologists
and students becomes further removed from the seminal figures of the field,
an understanding of their work as part of a life, a career, a personality, and
a social and cultural setting, becomes more and more elusive. (:ix)
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Ruth Landes is not a leading figure in the history of American

anthropology. She is not known for a distinctive theoretical ap-

proach. She did not train and influence a cadre of students, and

her books and articles were, until recently, rarely cited. Those who

knewof herworkusually knewof only one aspect of it: thosework-

ing in Native American anthropology were often unaware of her

Brazilian work as much as Brazilianists were unfamiliar with her

contributions to Americanist anthropology. In this book I try to

bring together these two fields of scholarship. Most students who

complete graduate degrees in anthropology do so as I did—with-

out reading any of her work. Invariably when students have heard

of Ruth Landes, they have heard not about her work but about her

personality, that she was blackballed from the discipline because

she was somehow a ‘‘problem.’’ I attempt to get behind the folk-

lore by returning to her work. This book is, then, a study in the

life and work of a marginalized practitioner, not a biography of a

seminal figure in the discipline. From this point of view, writing

about the life, work, and career of Ruth Landes is ‘‘backstairs’’ or

‘‘pantry-door’’ history of anthropology (Marcus ).

I link my project to feminist life writing. Feminist theorists ar-

gue that writing women’s lives is different fromwriting biography

(Caine ; Heilbrun ; Laslett ). Conventional biography

characteristically tells the story of a successful quest. It privileges

public achievement and extraordinary individuals. Where biogra-

phy seeks to legitimate a ‘‘greatman’’ status for an individual, femi-

nist lifewritingseeks to reveal the significanceof the ‘‘everyday,’’ the

embeddedness of women’s lives in relationships of intimacy and

power and in contexts of time and place. Unlike the lives of ‘‘great

men,’’ women’s lives are ‘‘muchmore likely to be tangled than pur-

poseful’’ (Cameron and Dickin :) and to be characterized by

fragmentation, marginality, and ‘‘improvisation’’ (Bateson ).

In contrast to the resources available to biographers who work

in the ‘‘great man’’ genre, those of us writing lives of little-known

women are often working with a relatively small corpus of pub-

lished works, fragmented diaries, and interrupted correspon-

dences. Ruth Landes’s archival remains include diaries for only a

few years of her life during the s, her letters to and from Ruth

Benedict andMargaretMead during the s and s, preserved
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only becauseMead’s and Benedict’s papers are preserved, and other

correspondencemainly for the years after she was settled with ten-

ure () and was able to keep her papers in one place. A few early

drafts of some of her published work as well as a number of un-

published papers and lectures also exist. Field notes survive from

her Brazil fieldwork but not her notes from the Native American

research, which she had depositedwith Benedict at ColumbiaUni-

versity during the s and which were subsequently lost. In the

last decade of her life, Ruth Landes herself organized her papers

for deposition in the National Anthropological Archives and tried

unsuccessfully to relocate the missing field notes.

The scattered and impoverished resources available for writing

a life of Ruth Landes are probably typical of women in mid-th-

centuryanthropologyand inacademiamoregenerally.Unlikemale

scholarswhosewives often typed theirmanuscripts, organized and

filed their correspondence and papers, and kept their names alive

after their deaths by publishing their remaining unpublished

works, female scholars of Landes’s generation were typically un-

married and childless and left behind no one to nurture their lega-

cies. As in the case of Landes, female scholars often had unstable

careers,moving from institution to institution on short-term con-

tracts and shedding their papers each time theymoved. The abun-

dant resources available to scholars ofMead’s andBenedict’s stature

are the exception.Meadwas extraordinarily prolific and also has an

anthropologist daughter;Mead herself served as Benedict’s literary

executor. That establishedmale scholars usually also hadwives and

children means that wives and descendants are often available for

the biographer to interview. Ruth Landes left no descendants. Her

two ex-husbands and one brother are dead.

During the years I have worked on Ruth Landes’s work and life I

was often asked, ‘‘But is there enough for a biography? After all, she

wasn’t a very important person. She didn’t make a brilliant contri-

bution to anthropology.’’ The paucity of resources were discourag-

ing at times, but as biographer Elspeth Cameron notes: ‘‘[To] give

up, to let the inviting array of materials on male writers dictate

whowill be canonizedbybiographers is to confirma skewed,male-

centred . . . tradition and further silence thewomenwhowere their

equals. . . . The choice . . . is between an academically self-righteous
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silence, which imprisons [a forgotten or little-known woman] in

unfair anonymity, or a nodoubtflawed attempt to interpret the in-

complete assemblage of documents, interviews, fictions and non-

fiction in order to release at least the echo of her voice’’ (:).

The primary resources I have relied on are Ruth Landes’s ownwrit-

ings—especially her six ethnographies based on her s field-

work—not only because other resources are scarce but becausemy

intention in this book is to return Ruth Landes to anthropology

through her own work.

My research reveals thatRuthLandeswasdrawn to anthropology

because she thought itofferedhernewpossibilities to live a lifeout-

side the immigrant world of her childhood and outside the gen-

dered constraints she experienced in her youthful marriage. She

self-consciously sought to live an original life as a woman in th-

century America. It is her life and career that leadme to situate this

study of a woman’s career in anthropology within feminist story-

telling of women’s lives.

In , the year Ruth Schlossberg married at the age of , Vir-

ginia Woolf declared, ‘‘very little is known about women’s lives.’’

Woolf ’s entire literary opus—her essays, diaries, fiction, readings

of history, feminism, politics—can be understood as being moti-

vated by her desire to find new forms for ‘‘women’s as yet unnar-

rated lives’’ (Lee :).Muchmore, of course,has sincebeenwrit-

ten about women’s lives, but at the end of the th century such

feminist literary critics as Carolyn Heilbrun maintained that the

‘‘scripts’’ for women had changed little. In The Education of a Woman:
The Life of Gloria Steinem published in , four years after Ruth

Schlossberg Landes died, Heilbrun portrays the life of one of the

th century’s most powerful feminists as riddled with contradic-

tions, as ruled by the ‘‘romantic script,’’ and, finally, as culminating

inmarriage at the age of .
1
Heilbrun urges that there is a need for

new and alternative narrative forms for women’s lives, especially

‘‘ambiguous women’’ like Landes. Unambiguous women are those

whose lives have followed the age-old ‘‘female plot,’’ the ‘‘romantic

script.’’ Telling stories of the lives of ambiguouswomen is difficult:

the lives ‘‘are painful, the price is high, the anxiety is intense, be-

cause there is no script to follow, no story portraying how one is

to act, let alone any alternative stories’’ (Heilbrun :). Telling
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stories of such lives is, Heilbrun says, necessary to the creation of

new scripts for women. The lives may not be lives to emulate, but

they are lives to learn from. Certainly, this life of Ruth Landes is a

cautionary tale.

That storytelling is a resource for women is a lesson that her

Ojibwa informantMaggieWilson taught Ruth Landes in northern

Ontario in . For me, one of the most exciting finds in writing

this book on Ruth Landes’s life was to discover her as a storyteller

of other women’s lives. Returning to her life discloses to us these

other women in other times and places. A life of Ruth Landes not

only explores the challenges she faced in the creative construction

of her own life but also takes us to the lives of Native American

and Brazilian women who charted unconventional life courses in

theirworlds. While recognizing the particular parameters and con-
straints of women’s lives in these different cultural and histori-

cal contexts, Ruth Landes nonetheless boldly wrote about Brazil-

ian and Native American women and men also as members of the

world she herself inhabited. Landes profoundly believed that there

were some aspects of women’s experiences—of the institutions

of conjugal relations, for example—that crossed cultural bound-

aries. Landes had married and divorced before she began field re-

search as an anthropologist. She sought cross-cultural knowledge

of women’s experiences of marriage and divorce as a resource for

herself in coming to terms with her own sense of loss and lone-

liness. The women she met and introduced to us in her ethnog-

raphies are, as her McMaster colleague Richard Slobodin once re-

marked, ‘‘womenwho strangely resembled herself: individualistic,

energetic, strong-minded, stubborn.’’
2

For Ruth Landes, the hazards and hurdles along the way were

many. First and foremost theywere ideological: despite her best at-

tempts the romantic script of courtship,marriage, and family con-

tinually interfered with her efforts to establish professional goals

for herself. She wavered between convention and individualism,

between compliance and confrontation, and between a desire for

marriage and family and the goal of a professional career in anthro-

pology. Second, there were institutional constraints: the economic

depression of the s; the increasing professionalization of uni-

versities, which hired few women during the decades after Landes
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receivedher Ph.D. in ; and thediscipline of anthropology itself,

which, in themid-th century, welcomed some research topics—

such as cultural evolution, ecology, materialism, semiotics—more

than others, such as gender, sexuality, race, power, the topics that

concerned Ruth Landes. The third obstacle was Landes’s own indi-

vidualism, her rejection of orthodoxies, her refusal to compromise.

The story that follows is laden with contradictions. Ruth Landes

was the daughter of Jewish immigrants, but she lived her adult life

firmly outside Jewish contexts. She sought integration, taking on

the attitudes andmores ofmodern,middle-class American girls of

the s and s. But after a short-lived marriage to her sweet-

heart, the son of friends of her parents, she experimented in a

series of interracial relationships—something most middle-class

American girls did not do. Landes admired hermentor, Ruth Bene-
dict, more than any other person (including her father, whom she

had adored as a child), but she was not, like Benedict, a woman-

identified woman. Her open sexuality was firmly directed toward

heterosexual relationships.

As it was for many immigrants, a university education for Ruth

Landes offered a route intomainstreamAmerica. Once in the acad-

emy, however, she did not conform to the patron-client relations

required in the intellectual lineage system—although she tried

in her compliance with Ruth Benedict. She knew the prevailing

theoretical conventions in American anthropology, and because of

her desires for acceptance, her work always maintained one foot

firmly in Boasianism. But she chose unconventional research ques-

tions and methods. In Bahia, for example, she observed the Afro-

Brazilian spirit possession religion, candomblé, in terms of bodies
and sexuality, and she described the rituals and temples aswomen-

centered, offering members economic support and social solace

from poverty, discrimination, and abuse. Her contemporaries, by

contrast, either catalogued the symbolism of the African spirits

and speculated on the intensity of surviving African traits or mea-

sured the heartbeat, pupil dilation, and other physiological re-

sponses during trance and possession. BronislawMalinowski’s The
Sexual Life of Savages became foundational in anthropology, but

Ruth Landes’s ethnographic focus on sexuality was regarded not

as science but as symptomatic of ‘‘disorderly conduct’’ (Smith-
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Rosenberg ), as a sign that she was not a dutiful anthropologi-

cal daughter (Landes b). Among the Canadian Ojibwa, where

her anthropological contemporaries described male shamans as

the cultural apotheosis and marriage as an economic partnership,

Ruth Landes heard and recounted story upon story of women’s

struggles both inmarriage and for economic survival. Critics, how-

ever, labeled her focus on women’s experience ‘‘idiosyncratic.’’ Al-

though Landes was interested in gender, race, and sexuality—and,

in thepages that follow, I argue thiswas sopreciselybecause shewas

not a dutiful, middle-class American daughter—she also sought a

place in American society as a professional person, in this case as

an anthropologist. Her efforts to establish the legitimacy of her

work using mainstream Boasian anthropology contradicted and

hindered her ability to theorize the original questions presented

byher research amongAfro-Brazilian andNativeAmericanwomen

andmen. Seeking both to be accepted in the discipline and to chal-

lenge orthodoxies, her ethnography is, as a result, often contradic-

tory or ambiguous. Her great strength was that she had an acute

eye and the audacity to record what she saw.

Landes sought professional recognition as an anthropologist but

found herself unable to play by the rules. She did not compro-

mise in the ways women must in order to occupy the tenuous

spaces available to them in the academy. She had a quickmind and

tongue, always ready to engage in intellectual banter, and she did

notdefer to eithermenorwomen in academicdebates.On the con-

trary, she passed rigorous judgment on peoples’ intellects—both

men’s and women’s. In letters to Benedict and Mead she would

often describe male colleagues in terms of their physical presence

(‘‘that little man,’’ etc.), for she linked physical appearance to both

intellectual stature and virility. Her insistence, through her com-

portment, on absolute equality with men sabotaged her efforts to

secure a place for herself within professional anthropology. Her

personal comportment was problematic not only for men but also

for some women in the discipline, notably Margaret Mead, who

once wrote to Benedict that she wished that Ruth Landes would

behave either ‘‘like a lady’’ or in a more ‘‘routine way’’ in academic

situations (October , ,, box ).

Ruth Landes is a lonely figure in the history of anthropology.
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She seems to have been happiest and to have found a sense of be-

longing, of shared experience, among the (extra)ordinary women

and men she met in other cultures. Through her conversations in

Bahia and Manitou Rapids, Red Lake, and Kansas, she developed

and began to articulate her cross-cultural perspective on collec-

tive experiences of race, class, gender, and sexuality. Ruth Landes

represents one of the first critical voices in anthropology to argue

for a radically new mode of understanding gendered subjects’ re-

lations to social-historical realities. In the s Benedict had writ-

ten about gendered ‘‘others’’ in the guise of writing about cultural

‘‘others’’ (Babcock ). Mead had projected American bohemian

ideals onto other cultural contexts such as Samoa (Di Leonardo

). Gladys Reichard had found an idealized communal ‘‘earth

mother’’ among the Navaho (Gordon ). Others, such as Phyllis

Kaberry, foundwomen’sworlds that paralleled and complemented

men’s in aboriginal Australia and the Cameroon grasslands (Ka-

berry , ). Only Landes wrote about gender conflict, contra-

diction, and ambiguity cross-culturally. Hers is a new critical ana-

lytical voice—the trickster of s anthropology.

Thebook isorganized in threeparts.DiscussioncentersonLandes’s

field research during the s and on my rereading of her ethno-

graphic writing based on this work. This was the period of her

training under Franz Boas and Ruth Benedict. It was her formative

andmost productive time, during which she incubated her theory

of culture, honed her ethnographic writing style, and developed

her philosophy of fieldwork, which I argue place her in the center,

not the margins, of the discipline.

Part , ‘‘Beginnings,’’ traces the roots of her anthropological in-

terests in her experiences as the daughter of Jewish immigrants,

her childhood in a liberal trade unionist family, and her coming

of age as a New Woman in the interwar years and leads to her dis-

covery of anthropology as her route to integration in individualist

America. In part , ‘‘Apprenticeship in Native American Worlds,’’

I describe her initiation in anthropology through fieldwork with

theCanadianOjibwaandher extraordinary collaborationwith sha-

maness and storyteller Maggie Wilson, which resulted in the pio-

neering text Ojibwa Woman. In this part I also discuss her subse-
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quent fieldwork in different Native American contexts with the

Minnesota Chippewa, the Santee Sioux, and the Prairie Potawa-

tomi.Through thiswork shefine-tunedher ethnographic observa-

tion skills by recording themarginal and subaltern voices of trans-

gressingwomen, lusty shamans, and gender variants.Her ability to

see marginality as a site of culture making, her focus on the inter-

stices of culture—the cracks in cultural hegemonies—is, I argue,

a product of her own gendered experiences of acculturation and

provides the basis for her theoretical understanding of culture as

dynamic and internally diversified. In part , ‘‘She-Bull in Brazil’s

China Closet,’’ Landes, having received her Ph.D. in , is now

a professional anthropologist and is sent by Columbia University

to study race relations in Brazil. The fieldwork results in her most

original work, The City of Women, but also in her ultimatemarginal-
ization from themainstreamof the discipline for her ethnographic

focus on gender, race, and sexuality, her theoretical interpretation

of candomblé as a NewWorld cultural creation and not a holdover

from life in Africa, her personal comportment in the field, and her

reflexive,multivocal, ‘‘unscientific’’ writing style. In thefinal chap-

ter, ‘‘Conclusion: Life and Career,’’ I summarize the events in her

life after her professional marginalization, her years on the road as

a gypsy scholar, and during what she considered to be her even-

tual exile in Canada. In the process we rediscover herwork andfind

that, far from being marginal, Ruth Landes and her writing lie at

the very heart of the discipline of American anthropology.





 

Beginnings It was an extraordinary gift for hope, a romantic
readiness such as I have never found in any other
person and which it is not likely I shall ever find
again. – F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby





 

Immigrant Daughter

Relatives and friends filled my mother, Anna, with feeling for Old Testament
events that might touch her life. Especially there was the Book of Ruth, the young
Moabite who clung to her Jewish mother-in-law. Anna ‘‘knew’’ she carried a girl-
child and felt inspired to visit the Museum of Art on Fifth Avenue where she
seated herself near Millet’s reverent painting of ‘‘Ruth Gleaning in the Fields of
Boas.’’ By Jewish law, Boas was obliged to marry the widow of a near kinsman,
as Ruth’s late husband was, in order to raise children for the deceased (who had
died without issue). The grave Bible story was echoed in Anna. And  years later
this Ruth would join some six others of the name, varied in age and origins, to
work in the American field governed by Boas.1

R
  enjoyed telling this story that related her

choice of a career in anthropology to the choice made by

the biblical Ruth after whom she was named. As she tells

it, she was predestined for anthropology by events that took place

when she was carried in her mother’s womb.

In the biblical story Ruth, after the death of her husband, at-

tachedherself tohermother-in-law,Naomi, saying: ‘‘Whither thou

goest, I will go; and where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy people

shall be my people, and thy God my God’’ (Book of Ruth, :).
Naomi brought Ruth with her to the land of her elder kinsman,

Boaz, who allowed Ruth, the Moabite stranger, to glean a living in

his fields until he eventually married her, making her kin and no

longer a stranger. Through this personal originmyth Ruth Landes

claimed that she was predestined to meet the paternal Franz Boas

—known to his women students as ‘‘Papa Franz’’—and to become

his anthropological daughter.
2

And, in Ruth’s story, Naomi, the

adoptive mother, may be understood as Ruth Benedict, to whom

Ruth Landes attached herself in anthropology. The story tells of

Ruth’s experiences of marginality, her desires for integration, and
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her inclination toward spirituality and suggests that these led her

to anthropology.

Immigrant Mother

In telling her personal origin story, Ruth gave her mother, Anna,

an important role in naming her and in anticipating her career

in Boasian anthropology. Did Anna also know that Ruth Landes

would always be a stranger, like the biblical Moabite Ruth? Did

Anna know that Ruth, the child of immigrants, would be an out-

sider, not owning but only gleaning a place for herself in anthro-

pology and in the wider American society? If so, this is a deep and

critical understanding of Ruth, who would always be seeking ac-

ceptance,whowouldalways feel on theoutside looking in, andwho

would spend the last  years of her life in what she called ‘‘exile’’

in Canada. The story, told after Anna’s death, suggests that Anna

‘‘knew’’ and understood Ruth in ways she did not directly express

when she was alive. During their lifetimes there was little under-

standing andmuch conflict betweenmother and daughter.

Anna Grossman had had her own experiences of displacement,

and she lived her life torn between dreams and practicalities. She

was born in Russia in August  to well-educated and comfort-

ably well-off Bundist parents.
3

Her mother died when she was

young, and Anna and her sister Miriam were separated, Miriam

going to live with the paternal grandparents and Anna to live with

her maternal grandmother and her mother’s two younger sisters.

One of these aunts, Adele, married the poet David Pinski. The son

of a teamerchant, David Pinski was born in  in the Belorussian

town of Mohilev. His family’s wealth and their non-Jewish busi-

ness connections had enabled him to circumventmany of the legal

and social restrictions on Jews and permitted him to study atMos-

cowUniversity. David and Adele moved to Berlin in  for David

to continuehisuniversity studies, and they took the teenagedAnna

with them.

AnnawouldrememberDavidas adreamerwhohadcharmedand

inspired her during an otherwise sad and lonely adolescence. Late

in her life, after receiving news of the well-known Yiddish writer’s

death in  in Israel, where he had emigrated ten years earlier,

Anna wrote to Ruth:
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Uncle David’s passing brought back to me my sad adolescent years with
him as the central figure inmy life. Hewas a brother, an impatient teacher,
and, according to his own judgment, a practical advisor. He erred in many
of the things he advised me but he and his home environment were defi-
nitely different and it made an inroad inmy life. In that home Imet Pa and
that too changed my entire outlook on life. I cannot say that uncle David
was a great thinker but he was a great dreamer. He built castles in the
air which, of course, would enchant adolescents. In his youth, uncle David
was a lover of people. He helped many people find themselves. I was one
of them. At the age of fourteen I did not believe there was another person
living to match David. (August , )

In Berlin Adele took paramedical training in massage therapy.

Anna studied bookkeeping at a commercial school and lived at a

boardinghouse with other girls who were studying at the school.

Althoughmanyof thegirls enjoyeda lively social life, Anna remem-

bered being a cautious and lonely adolescent:

In my loneliness I had two good friends in the house. They lived at the
boarding house and studied at the [school]. They were Lieschen Höning
and Vera Farber, close friends but very different in appearance and char-
acter. Lieschen, the younger one, was pretty and temperamental; Vera, the
older one, was eventempered and plain and had a heart of gold. The three
of us went to picnics and to the famous Berlin Tiergarten (Zoo). Lieschen
liked the boys and they liked her. She was always asked to dance and had
a wonderful time. Vera’s reserve, and mine, was strange to her. Marriage
to a military man was an unrealizable dream. Girls without a substan-
tial dowry could never reach such height. A military officer was expected
to marry in his own social status. The result: illicit relations. Many babies
were born out of wedlock. That happened to Lieschen. She was compelled to
leave the school and the boarding house. The baby was placed in a found-
ling home. Lieschen never showed up again. Vera and I graduated. . . . She
went back to her home in Hamburg. I lost track of both girls. ( to ,
December , , )

After graduating, Anna found her first job as a secretary to a medi-

cal specialist. She was a serious and practical girl but was soon un-

happy with the constraints this work imposed on her: ‘‘I learned

Russian stenography and took dictation in Russian and German. I

lived with the doctor’s family, his wife and four children in Char-
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lottenburg, a section of Berlin. . . . I had a room, board and a small

salary. TheDoctor andhiswifewent out evenings and Ididbabysit-

ting. I endured that for a year. I became restless.When the Spectors

[family friends] askedme to come to them inWarsaw, I lost no time

and went. In Warsaw I took up medical massage which was very

popular at that time’’ (December , , ).

Anna, who had wanted to study medicine, retrained in medi-

cal massage, a profession that women turned to because medical

schools then were closed to women. When the Pinskis moved to

NewYork in they invitedAnnato join them,andshedid.David

attended Columbia University, and Anna went to work in Adele’s

medical massage practice. The Pinskis moved in a social circle of

writers and socialist intellectuals, andAnna enjoyed theworld they

introduced to her. As her daughter Ruth would later describe it,

the Pinskis were ‘‘beautiful, ambitious and rebel ‘secularists.’ . . .

Flourishing on wifely earnings and David’s reputation, they kept

lavish open-house for artists and political radicals; inevitably my

father was a guest, then an intimate’’ ( to George Park, May ,

, box , ).

Thus it was through David Pinski that Anna met Joe Schloss-

berg, the man she would marry in . Joe Schlossberg was six

years Anna’s senior. He was then working as a floorwalker in a de-

partment store earning a paltry income and devoting his energy to

unionizing garment workers and writing for the Yiddish presses.

Joe was handsome and a passionate idealist—a man very much a

dreamer like her uncle David. Anna ‘‘admired him and his bond

with the Pinskis’’ and proposed the marriage, offering to support

them throughmedical massage, which she did for several years. In

their marriage, which would last almost  years, there would be

room for only one dreamer, and it was Anna who would have to

become the practical one.

Trade Union Father

Born in  in Koidanov (now Dzerzhinzk), Belorussia, near

Minsk, Josephwas the eldest child of Bessie Feldman andMatthias

Schlossberg.
4
Bessie’s mother had died when she was only seven

years old, and when her father quickly remarried and started a sec-
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ond family, Bessie was sent out to work as a domestic servant. Re-

calling his mother, Joe once wrote to Ruth: ‘‘In the tiny Russian

town motherlessness was a tragedy. A stepmother came into the

family. She tyrannized the young orphan. At a very tender age, be-

fore her teens, she became a servant girl with another family. She

was not taught how to read and write, but all her half brothers

and sisters received, for that time and place, a good education.

Their mother saw to it and their father could afford it. Mymother

was always conscious of her inability to read or write, and suf-

fered bitterly’’ ( to , December , , ). Bessie married

Matthias, a tailor and Talmudic scholar, in , and in quick suc-

cession they had four children, Joseph, Dora, Mary, and Isaac. The

violent pogroms and laws that restricted Jewish settlement, em-

ployment, and education made conditions unbearable for Jews,

and Matthias, like hundreds of thousands of others, made the de-

cision to immigrate to America. He went alone, planning to send

for Bessie and the children once he was settled. Matthias arrived

at Castle Gardens, New York, in  and attempted to establish

a tailoring business on the Lower East Side. His wife and children

joined him in .

The family lived in desperate poverty. Bessie took in boarders

to help pay the . a month rent for their crowded tenement

rooms. Four more children, Anna, Harriet, Julia, and Abraham,

were born. Thirteen-year-old Joseph was forced to go to work in

a sweatshop to help support the family. Joe left school after only

one year; angry with his parents, he also rejected Orthodox tradi-

tions and refused to be bar mitzvahed. Instead, embittered by the

conditions that made the lives of immigrant families like his own

so difficult, Joseph joined the movement to unionize the garment

sweatshops and fight for better wages and working conditions. In

, at the age of , he was involved in his first strike and was

soon recognized as a leader and orator. He avidly pursued his own

self-education through extensive reading and that year organized

the CloakMakers Citizens Educational Club. For the next  years,

from  to , he was a moving force in the American labor

movement, and education for the working poor would always be

one of his deepest concerns.

By the time Ruth was born in , Joe was  years old and an
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active public figure and forceful speaker in the Yiddish labor so-

cialist community. A self-taught writer and thinker, he had served

as editor of Abendblatt, a Yiddish labor daily newspaper, from 

to  and of Der Arbeyter, the socialist labor party’s weekly, from
 to . In  Joe was working as secretary-treasurer of the

New York Joint Cloak Board of the United Brotherhood of Tailors

when a group of Jewish labor socialists led by Chicago unionist

SidneyHillman (–) recruitedhim tohelp found theAmal-

gamated Clothing Workers of America (). Joe was elected first

general secretary-treasurer of the , an office he held for more

than a quarter of a century until he retired at the age of .

As secretary-treasurer, Joe Schlossberg edited the ’s weekly,

Advance, for many years and regularly contributed to both the En-
glish and Yiddish labor presses for  years. In  the American

Labor Party published a collection of his essays entitledWorkers and
Their World: Selected Essays by Joseph Schlossberg. The same year he was
appointed to the Board of Higher Education by New York’s Mayor

Fiorello La Guardia, a position he held until  and described as

‘‘twenty-eight years of joy, close association with the colleges and

gifted students.’’
5
In he ran for theU.S. Congress on theAmeri-

can Labor Party ticket but was defeated.

Labor Zionism was also an important part of the context within

which Ruth grew up. Her father was an organizer of the first Con-

gress for Labor Palestine held in New York in . During World

War I he helped organize the massive relief efforts sponsored by

the American Jewish Committee to send aid to Jews suffering in

Eastern Europe. In  he was a charter member of the National

LaborCommittee forPalestine andwas elected itspresident in .

He worked with the leading socialist Zionists of the day, including

David Ben-Gurion and Albert Einstein.
6
He traveled to Palestine in

 and  and accompanied Ben-Gurion on an overland trip

from Palestine to Europe in . When he retired from the 

in , Schlossberg devoted the next  years of his life to Zionist

affairs. Following the establishment of the state of Israel in ,

he worked in the New York office of Histadrut, the Israel General

Labor Federation, and became chairman of the American National

Committee for Labor Israel.Histadrut established a cultural center

in his honor at Ashkelon, Israel, in .
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Ruth was six years old when her father became secretary-

treasurer of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, and the ‘‘Amal-

gamated’’ had a direct impact on her life and career. The world of

her family was governed by labor politics, and even as a child she

knew this was not the world of mainstream America. She recalled

that on her school forms her father always signed his occupation

simply as ‘‘bookkeeper’’ and did not identify his work with the

unionmovement ( to George Park, May , , , box ). She

intimately experienced her marginality and fiercely longed to be-

long. The Schlossberg family, however, critiqued dominant prac-

tices of exclusion and discrimination, and Ruth also grew up not

only with a deep sense of her own entitlement to equality but also

with a deep concern for the rights of minorities.

Ruth adored her father and frequently accompanied him to

union meetings, where she listened to his speeches and met activ-

ists, writers, and intellectuals in the labor socialist movement. She

was bright, precocious, and a lively observer. Her parents and their

friends encouraged her dramatic retellings of events in the union

halls, and early on she developed confidence in her own intuition.

One of the most heated topics in union circles of the time was the

‘‘womanquestion.’’ Immigrantwomenworkers hadpredominated

in the wave of strikes that had paralyzed the clothing industry in

major cities across the country between  and .Women had

emerged as passionate spokespersons for the garment workers and

had played instrumental roles in the founding of the  (Glenn

:; Hyman :). By  the ‘‘Amalgamated’’ had en-

rolled nearly , members, one third of whomwere women.

Unlike traditional American unions that were geared almost ex-

clusively to male workers and that conducted their business in

taverns, the  faced the challenge of accommodating the large

numbers of women members in its ranks. The  introduced

educational and recreational programs aimed to meet the specific

needs of its immigrant female membership and maintain their

allegiance. Drawing on models from the late-th-century Ger-

man socialist movement and the Jewish Labor Bund in Russia and

Poland, the  established an array of cultural programs includ-

ing gymnastic competitions, choral and drama societies, reading

circles, schools, and clubs (Glenn :). These educational and
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recreational programs offered young people social alternatives to

the urban consumer activities, dance halls, clubs, and commercial

amusement parks that attracted young working women andmen.

The Amalgamated’s educational program, established in 

when Ruth was nine years old, included cultural field trips, con-

certs, and movies for members and their families. Lectures by Co-

lumbia University professors in history, economics, anthropology,

English, and art educationwere especially popular. Participation in

these programs had a special meaning for women, many of whom

would not have had educational opportunities in the shtetls of

Russia and Poland, where educationwas typically religious and the

prerogative of men. Union-sponsored courses and programs pro-

vided acceptable contexts within which women could obtain edu-

cation. They offered women opportunities for intellectual growth

and personal self-improvement and embodied their broader am-

bitions to integrate in American society.

The Amalgamated also developed summer holiday programs at

resort centers in themountains of New York and Pennsylvania. For

years the Schlossbergs holidayed at Tamiment and later at Wood-

ridgeandother summercoloniesof Jewish labor socialists.Here the

young Ruth escaped the August heat of crowded city living, swam,

picnicked, and continued her education in labor politics. Here she

and her brother, David, also met their future spouses, children of

like-minded family friends.

At union meetings Ruth listened to militant women organizers

as they expressed the concerns ofwomenworkers about piece rates,

working conditions, sexual harassment, and women’s representa-

tion on the male-dominated union executive (Hyman :).

These women offered the young Ruth dynamic public female role

models.

The women labor activists were divided on the question of what

kind of strategy would best advance women’s interests—whether

to try to integrate into male-dominated union organizations or

to form semi-autonomous women’s institutions. The question

plagued both the union and the socialistmovements in this period

and was much discussed at  meetings. Most women wanted

to participate in the labor movement on the same terms as men;

they spoke in terms of their shared experiences with men as wage
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earners and providers. But increasingly frustrated with the men’s

lack of concern for women’s working conditions, some women or-

ganizers tried to organizewomen’s localswithin the . The edu-

cational director of the  in Chicago, Raissa Lomonossoff, ex-

plained in a letter to Joseph Schlossberg in the fall of  why she

thought a woman’s local was ‘‘abnormal’’ but necessary: ‘‘Being a

Russian, I [am] inclined to believe that if men and women work

together, theycanmeet togetheralso, andrespect eachother’sopin-

ions. [In theunion]menarevery ‘nice’ towomen,butwhen it comes

to businessmatters thewomen are being pushed aside.’’ This is not

‘‘normal,’’ she continued, in labor organizations ‘‘on which we all

build our hopes for a better world to live in’’ (as quoted in Glenn

:). The viability of the women’s locals in the Amalgamated

was continually challenged, however, by the women’s own dilem-

mas about how to advance their position without undermining

class solidarity. Theywere tornbetween ethnic loyalties, class inter-

ests, and their specific concerns as women.

For Ruth Landes, women labor activists were a potent symbol

of the possibilities of a modern life for a young Jewish woman in

America. Union-related activities had created new opportunities

for women and men to come together in a mass movement based

in class and community interest and legitimated women’s partici-

pation in the public affairs of their communities. Union activ-

ism was clearly a forum for women’s political participation, for

claiming citizenship, and, for some, a route to integration in the

broader society. The movement provided the young Ruth Schloss-

berg with a broad vision of roles and responsibilities for women,

one thatmoved themout of thehousehold andneighborhood into

the wider political sphere of communal life and toward the main-

stream of American society.

The labor politics of working-class immigrant women that in-

spired Ruth also provided inspiration to American-born middle-

and upper-class militant suffragists and radical feminists. Viewed

by an earlier generation of American reformers as ‘‘victims to be

pitied,’’ immigrant women wage earners and union activists

emerged in early-th-century America as ‘‘a vanguard to be imi-

tated’’ (Cott ). And in their leisure activities working-classmen

and women pioneered new styles of mixed-sex public behavior:
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‘‘Well before the appearance of the flapper of the s, immigrant

daughters engaged in leisure habits that defied both the norms of

the shtetl and the standards of respectable middle-class American

morality. Seekingpleasure andmale companionship, young female

wage earners who went to dancehalls, amusement parks, and the-

aters and participated in other forms of mixed-sex leisure, antici-

pated—even paved the way for—the new feminine styles of the

Jazz Age’’ (Glenn :).

Gender Politics of Family Life

The Schlossberg household was firmly secular. Both son and

daughter attended ethnically diverse public schools in New York

and embraced the s youth culture of the wider American so-

ciety. The Schlossbergs strongly supported higher education for

both children. Ruth graduated from Brookwood High School in

May , received a bachelor’s degree in sociology in  from

New York University and a master’s degree from the New York

School of Social Work (now Columbia University) in , and re-

ceivedaPh.D. inanthropology fromColumbia in .Herbrother,

David Matthias, graduated from Harvard Law School and became

a practicing lawyer.

In importantways theSchlossbergs also retained immigrant sen-

sibilities and aspirations for their daughter. They hoped that her

higher educationwould secure her socialmobility in America, and

for a young woman mobility was signified by marriage to a man

whose single income could provide them both with the security

of a middle-class standard of living.
7

Joe and Anna also expected

Ruth tomarry within their social and ethnicmilieu—and she did:

on June , , following her graduation with a master of social

work, she married Victor Landes, a medical student and the son of

family friends, fellow socialists. Joe andAnnahad encouragedRuth

to pursue higher education, but they had not anticipated that she

wouldpursue a career aftermarriage. Ruthhad assumed shewould

marry, but she also hoped for a different kind ofmarriage than that

of her parents.

The pattern of the contradiction between ideals and aspirations

for equality and the reality of constraint in everyday life that Ruth
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observed in the  also dominated her own life. Although the

Schlossbergs’ public life expressed their progressive politics and

labor activism, gender roles and relations within the family re-

mained conservative. Joe was like other men in the union and

socialist movements who ‘‘contrary to their ‘liberated’ or ‘revolu-

tionary’ attitudes towards marriage and the family . . . lived very

conventionalmarried lives which, in fact, provided themwith cer-

tain comforts and allowed them certain freedoms’’ (Baum et al.

:–). A small man ( feet  inches tall) with thick, bushy

hair that turned a startling white as he aged, Joe was intense and

preoccupied with social philosophical questions and political is-

sues rather than with the practical concerns of family life. Ruth

idolizedher father and fromhimlearned toargueanddefend intel-

lectual ideas and principles. She did not, however, learn how to

bend or accommodate the imperfections and messiness of emo-

tional relationships in everyday life. Both father and daughter

would argue to the end for the correctness of their principles and

were unable to compromise.

Ruth described the Schlossberg home as emotionally cold and

comfortless, as aplacewhere ‘‘one let downone’shair anddedicated

oneself to aches and pains’’ (, Notebook , ; see also Bordo

). Joe, who was fondly thought of by his comrades in the labor

movement and by nieces and nephews as a warm and loving uncle,

was uninvolved in the daily life of the Schlossberg home, whose

management he left to Anna. Anna took little pleasure in the tasks

involved in running a household. In contrast to Joe, she is remem-

bered by extended family members as ‘‘shrewish’’ and incessantly

critical. She made domestic tasks as joyless and labor intensive as

possible. A frugal housekeeper, she insisted on walking great dis-

tances for bargains and on struggling home alone with the loaded

shopping cart. Although she did not enjoy it and was a poor cook,

she also insisted on entertaining. She prepared the food herself for

extended family gatherings and for the numerous occasions when

Joe would invite local and visiting dignitaries for dinner. Nor did

Anna take pleasure in mothering. She apparently rejected Ruth as

a newborn and would later tell family members that she had not

wanted to have anymore children. Twenty-twomonths later, how-

ever, David Matthias (–) was born. Anna apparently limited
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further intimacy with her husband in order to ensure that there

were nomore pregnancies.
8

If family members remember Anna as a cold and angry person,

we can only guess at the reasons.Was she unhappy in themarriage?

She admired Joe and had herself proposed the marriage. A photo

taken of Joe and Anna shortly after their marriage shows them as a

handsome couple and suggests a physical attraction between them

(see figure ). But she had alsomarried an older, less educatedman

inpart because of the endogamousmarriage practices of the immi-

grant Jewishworld inwhich she foundherself onher arrival inNew

York in the first decade of the th century. She had been attracted

to the dreamer Joe who was like her uncle David, but marriage to

a political idealist who showed little concern for earning money

meant that she had had to give up her own dreams and assume

the practical responsibilities of managing the household. Had she

imagined herself living in the style and comfort of her childhood

in her grandparents’ home in Russia or as the hostess of a Berlin-

style salon like her aunt Adele for poets like her uncle David? Was

she frustrated trying to create that social life with few resources?

Did she resent the routine of the domestic work of wifehood and

motherhood? She had lived independently as an adolescent in Ber-

lin and Warsaw, and she had had a career and income for several

years both before and after her marriage. Did she begrudge the

time Joe gave to his political work in the labor and Zionist move-

ments? She was proud of his work, but was she also often lonely in

the marriage?

Whatever the roots of Anna’s anger, frustration, or disappoint-

ment, she communicated ambivalence to her daughter, and their

relationship was always fraught with tension. Anna recognized

Ruth’s quick intelligence and early precociousness and was proud

of her academic achievements. But her pride was tinged with jeal-

ousy as Ruth energetically sought a life that was both grounded in

intellectual work and also sexually and emotionally fulfilling. In

one breath Anna would praise Ruth’s academic accomplishments

and in the next would criticize her hair, her dress, her comport-

ment. Anna could not justly attack Ruth’s intellectual achieve-

ments. Instead, she focused on her sexuality. Especially after the
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failure of Ruth’s first marriage, Anna would relentlessly criticize

Ruth’s lifestyle, sexual freedom, and choices in male partners.

Reflectingonherunmarried andchildless status atmidlife,Ruth

Landes would write in her diary in :

I unconsciously regarded ‘‘husband-material’’ as similar to my family and
my brother, and so avoided it because I had enough of family; and so I
chose lovers who were exotic and distinctly outside the family-constellation
which was so fraught with unappealing qualities. . . . I have loved and even
wanted to be the brilliant, irresponsible, charming weak man—beginning
with Peter Pan (played by Maude Adams!) which Aunt Hattie took me to
see when I was seven. . . . My fear of marriage and childbirth is all tied up
with my rejection of my mother—she was so cold, cruel and small, filled
my young life so with terror that I rejected anything that would put me in
her role—and there lay all my ‘‘destructiveness.’’ . . . No wonder I hated
to be a wife and have that usual household. Better a Peter Pan who flies
away. (Notebook , )

Ruth was claustrophobic in the role of immigrant daughter. She

chose integration and embraced American individualism as the

path to creating a modern autonomous self. And she would em-

brace anthropology closely following upon her rejection of femi-

nine roles in immigrant Jewishhouseholds andher choice for inte-

gration.Her engagementwith anthropology andherwriting about

women’s lives inother cultures canbeunderstood as an ‘‘act of defi-

ance’’ against the script for immigrantdaughters inAmerica (Antler

:).

Ruth’s rejection of her mother as a role model was accompa-

nied by a strong admiration for her father and dependence upon

him and his social network for her escape from the gendered con-

ventions of the immigrant world. In rejecting constraints within

the immigrant world she fully exposed herself to new vulnera-

bilities in the male-dominant social structures and institutions

of mainstream society. This dependence was at the root of the

deeply contradictory sense of self she developed. Although she re-

fused dominant social constructions of women, she would always

seek male recognition both professionally and personally. Liter-

ary critic Janet Burstein has described a similar conflicted sense

of self for other bright, creative, and ambitious Jewish immigrant
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daughters—writers likeMaryAntin, Anzia Yezierska, EmmaGold-

man, and Kate Simon—who, like Landes, rejected ‘‘the subordi-

nated mother’’ and found the father was the ‘‘way into the world’’

they needed and longed to enter. Burstein speaks of the ‘‘not always

heroic’’ ‘‘manifold self ’’ of immigrant daughters like Ruth Landes

who were, on the one hand, driven, assertive, and vividly self-

expressive and, on the other, ‘‘emotionally dependent on the con-

firming gaze of a powerful man’’ (:–).

Reflections on the Eastern European Jewish Family

As an anthropologist, Ruth Landes would later write about family

relationships in immigrant Jewish households in a  article she

coauthored with Mark Zborowski entitled ‘‘Hypotheses concern-

ing the Eastern European Jewish Family.’’ In , unable to find

employment in anthropology, she had moved home again to live

with her parents in their apartment in the Bronx and was work-

ing as a contract researcher for the American Jewish Congress, a

job her father had obtained for her. Margaret Mead, who had suc-

ceeded Ruth Benedict as director of the Columbia University Re-

search inContemporaryCultures Project (), recruited Landes to

conduct interviews for the with  immigrants from the Rus-

sian shtetls and  immigrants who had been born in New York.

These informants included  women and  men of different so-

cial classes and degrees of education and ranging in age from  to

.The article iswritten in thedistinctive voiceof RuthLandes, and

she said she had been the principal author (, Notebook , ).

In Margaret Mead’s words, Ruth Landes contributed ‘‘her broad

and rich anthropological experience and her second generation ac-

quaintance with the culture’’ (:).

In the article Landes and Zborowski describe how the Eastern

European Jewish family supported gender hierarchy. In the ideal-

ized gendered division of labor, men worked outside the home in

scholarly or business activity, and women were located firmly in

the home, where they were responsible for the daily maintenance

and overall well-being of the home and family members: ‘‘Tradi-

tion views the differentiation as complementary, but in actuality

there are frequent implications of male status-superiority and of
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female status-inferiority. . . . There is . . . a complete dichotomy be-

tween the intellectual burdens and opportunities charged tomen,

and the earthy ones charged to women ().’’

Landes and Zborowski reported: ‘‘It came as a surprise to all of

the researchers to realize the seemingly considerable perseverance

of traditional Europeanmodes in American surroundings, even in

the third generation, despite some evidence of important changes

or, at least, of shifts of emphasis’’ (). They note that these pat-

terns of gendered relationships persisted alongside certain signifi-

cant changes such as the change from arranged marriages to mar-

riages based on romantic love and the changing basis of paternal

authority from religious and scholarly expertise to financial suc-

cess.

The article describes husband-wife, father-son, mother-son,

father-daughter, andmother-daughter relationships and portrays

all as carrying considerable tension. The portrait resonates life in

the Schlossberg home and is consistent with the now-extensive

writings on theRussian Jewish immigrant family (Prell ;Wein-

berg ). The focus is on themother-daughter and father-daugh-

ter relationshipsandstronglyechoesLandes’spersonal experiences:

‘‘A girl’s place in the family is a reflection of her mother’s, but her

truly affectionate tie is with her father. She is peculiarly his; when

she is little, her father calls her his ‘queen’ and ‘princess.’ At all

ages she is the one familymember in whose company he can relax’’

(Landes andZborowski :). ‘‘Themotherobserves all this and

complains that the father spoils his daughter . . . she herself nags

her daughter, especially before marriage, but conveys none of the

overtones of affection and play that temper her nagging of hus-

band and son’’ (). ‘‘With his daughter, the father is indulgent

and undemanding. . . . Real intimacy is not expected of a Jewish

father . . . but he shows his daughter a unique affection and com-

radeship’’ (). ‘‘The daughter may utilize her father’s indulgence

to advance herself beyond the limitations of her status’’ ().

Ruth Landes was an avid filmgoer all her life, and here she re-

flected on the film God, Flesh and the Devil, which she had recently
seen. Based on a Yiddish play, the film told the story of a child-

less couple who raised the orphaned daughters of the wife’s sister.

When the eldest girl reached marriageable age, her foster father
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proposedmarriage, sayinghe could legally divorce hiswife because

their -year marriage had not yielded any children (as he phrased

it, ‘‘she is barren’’). The foster daughter accepted the proposal, and

her foster mother resigned herself to the situation. Ruth inter-

preted the plot as indicating ‘‘the powerful emotional current that

possibly underlies relations between father and daughter, threat-

ening to draw them together and to displace the mother from her

wifely status’’ (). She continued in a passage that described her

own troubled relationship with her mother:

Since her status is defined in terms of her domestic roles, [the mother] ex-
presses her anxieties in this area. . . . The mother-daughter relationship
contains more rivalry and even hostility than do the other family cou-
plings. . . . Though she nags at all members of the family, in her special
woman’s idiom of communication, she nags at her daughter in a consis-
tently hostile manner . . . she is determined to keep the daughter in her
place as a junior female as long as the latter lives in the parental home . . .
the mother does not really wish to teach the daughter cooking or any other
skill that might replace her own services, and so she rails, for example,
‘‘Keep out of my kitchen! This ismy kitchen! You don’t know how to cook!
You just waste time and food.’’ . . . When the daughter makes a house-
hold suggestion or any other suggestion touching on the mother’s sphere
of influence, the mother may react as to a challenge and strive to confine
her. This can be interpreted as the mother’s jealous protection of the adult
status she acquired by marriage. (–).

A shift ‘‘from authoritarian to egalitarian’’ in the relationship be-

tweenmother anddaughterwouldoccuronlyuponmarriagewhen

the daughter leaves her parents’ home.

* * *

Ruth’s relations with her parents were never resolved in part be-

cause she never fulfilled the ideal adult roles of an immigrant

daughter: she never did establish her own household with hus-

band and children. Instead, she married twice, briefly both times,

and divorced. Rather than become a mother, she terminated three

pregnancies in abortions. Inmidlife, she told her mother that ‘‘my

trouble re marriage and other things was that this family—un-

like other Jewish families, doted on its daughter instead of its son,
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and reared her in confusion as to whether she was a boy or a girl’’

(December , , Notebook , ). Because Ruth lived many

years workingwithout secure employment, she often called on her

father for financial help or even returnedhome to livewithher par-

ents when she was between jobs and looking for work. As late as

 when she was still working on short-term teaching contracts

and hoping for a permanent academic appointment, her parents

were writing to her, as they hadwhen she was a student, to say that

they were ‘‘happy with her progress.’’
9

She was over  years old,

but because she was an unmarried woman without children she

did not have adult status in her parents’ eyes.When her father died

in  at the age of , he left Ruth’s inheritance in trust with her

brother. She was  years old. Anna died in , also at the age of

. Ruth did not attend either of her parents’ funerals.





 

New Woman

In anticipation I can say that my gender was never an argument by my parents
against schooling, graduate study, association with Blacks, Africans, people of
other revealed religions. –  to George Park, May , , , box 

C
   in New York during the s and s,

Ruth was caught in the furor of flappers, the gendered

images in advertising, films, and plays, the arguments for

companionate marriage, and the public debates surrounding the

working girl. Popular images of women were changing from self-

sacrificingandmaternal to sexuallyprovocative andglamorous.Ex-

pressionsof feminismmovedaway fromthepolitical andeconomic

reformsadvocatedby the turn-of-the-centurywomen’smovement

and toward amore individualized focus on equality withmen and

freedomof (hetero)sexual expression. This was the period between

the twoWorldWars and encompassed the Great Depression (–

) and a further economic downturn during –.

The timewas oneofmassive social and economic transformation

in the United States. Over one-half of the population now lived in

urban areas. Most lived in apartments, but by the end of the s

people were flocking to newly built suburbs. By  one in six

Americans owned a car. Economic growth measured by manufac-

turing production, per capita income, and consumer spendingwas

at an all-time high. Advertising emerged as amajor industry in the

s, becoming a new means of both socialization and represen-

tation of women, who purchased  percent of all consumer goods

(Cott :). Wage earnings of industrial workers, advertiser-

promoted consumer behavior, and new forms of communication

and leisure (especially radio and movies) combined—despite con-

tinuing rural-urban and South-North differences and increasing

immigration and ethnic diversity—to give birth to Americanmass
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culture in the s. During that decade,  percent of households

acquired radios, and by  weekly attendance at movie theaters

numbered  million to  million ().

When Ruth Schlossberg entered New York University in the

s,daughtersof immigrants, second-generation Jewishwomen,

were enrolling in coeducational high schools and colleges in dis-

proportionately higher numbers than women of other ethnic

groups. At the turn of the century, most women who went to col-

lege were daughters of elite families and attended the private

women’s colleges. In the early decades of the th century, pub-

lic postsecondary education expanded and becamemore accessible

for an increasingly ethnically diverse population. By  nearly 

percent of Americans between the ages of  and  were enrolled

full-time in college or graduate school, quadruple the proportion

of young people who were receiving higher education at the turn

of the century. Women’s attendance advanced faster than men’s:

in  only  percent of college students were women, but by

the s women constituted almost half of the college population

(Cott :). By , . percent of female college students in

New York were Jewish (Weinberg :).

When upon her graduation in  at age  Ruth Schlossberg

married, she followed the course of most women graduates of the

time. The average age at marriage for women was . in the s.

Historians Charlotte Baum, Paula Hyman, and SonyaMichel note:

‘‘For women of all classes and all educational levels, marriage was

the prevailing social expectation of the twenties and thirties. It

was the unusual woman who went against the tide’’ (:). Al-

though the divorce rate also increased in the s, the proportion

of women who never married was reduced by almost one-third.

‘‘People were marrying younger and more of them were marry-

ing. . . . The same cohorts of womenwhowere flowing into second-

ary and higher education and into the job market in the s, in

other words, were those who were marrying younger and making

more certain tomarry’’ (Cott :–, ).Women’s increased

labor force participation also encouraged younger marriage since

the earnings of both husband and wife could contribute to the

savings of the household.

Most women quit their jobs once children were born, and this
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was especially trueof collegegraduates in the s.The consumer-

housewife symbolized a husband’s and household’s material

success and also became intimately tied to dominant notions of

masculinity, so that a working wife symbolically emasculated a

husband by publicizing his inability to provide for the family. Im-

migrants aspired to these middle-class notions of respectability

that stressed thatmarried women remain in the home. Immigrant

daughterswere expected toworkbeforemarriage, but the question

of women working after marriage was unresolved for this genera-

tion. Economicnecessitymight require thatwomen return towage

work at some points during the marriage, but aspirations for so-

cialmobility and for integration inAmerican societymademarried

women’s wage work undesirable.

Premarital sexual experimentation was widely assumed and ac-

cepted in the s, and such feminist historians as Nancy Cott

suggest that the increased rate of marriage for college women was

a product of greater public discussion and acceptance of women’s

sexuality. Like other young college women, Ruth Schlossberg

flaunted a new image of femininity whose trademarks were smok-

ing, drinking, sex, and staying out at night. She linked free ex-

pression of sexuality with a modern American identity—not with

feminism. In this she was also typical of modern young women

of her generation. According to Cott: ‘‘Young women in the s

connected female heterosexual expression with bravado, pleasure,

and knowledge, with a modern, and realistic approach to life—

perhaps even with a more egalitarian ideal of relations between

the sexes—but they did not (by and large) connect it with femi-

nism’’ (). At the turn of the century the termNewWoman referred
to ambitious, career-oriented, middle-class reformist and unmar-

ried women who had been educated at the women’s colleges. The

New Woman in the s referred to women like Ruth who lo-

cated their identity in individualism, consumerism, experimental

heterosexual relationships, and ‘‘companionatemarriage’’ basedon

notions of romantic love.
1

Overt critique of the institution of marriage all but disappeared

in the s (Cott :). In its place a modern discourse on

companionate marriage seduced the young Ruth Schlossberg into

thinking that in amodernmarriage she couldavoid thepitfalls that
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she observed and feared in her mother’s married life. She was also

attracted to American idealization of romantic marriage. Roman-

tic marriage, as Riv-Ellen Prell writes: ‘‘created a new household

through freely chosen love that simultaneously rejected traditional

Jewish authority relations and espoused the national values of

freedom, equality and pleasure’’ (:). Romantic marriage

appeared as a desirable alternative to traditional Jewish marriage

arrangements, and because it was based on love and attraction, it

appeared to translatemodernnotionsof comradeship andpartner-

ship into the domestic setting.

The idea of companionate marriage was constructed in the con-

text of a public debate on thenature of female sexuality in the s

and s. Experts—social scientists, physicians, sexologists, and

ethicists—produced ‘‘scientific evidence’’ to argue the heterosexu-

ality of ‘‘normal’’ female sexual drives and the ‘‘abnormality’’ of

homosexuality.
2

New social sites for heterosexual mixing—public

high schools and universities, factories, movie halls, amusement

parks—promoted women’s sexual expression within these con-

texts and reinforced heterosexuality as the norm. As Cott observes:

‘‘Just when individual wage-earning made it more possible than

ever before for women to escape the economic necessity to marry,

the model of companionate marriage with its emphasis on female

heterosexual desires mademarriage a sexual necessity, for ‘normal’

satisfaction’’ (:). The experts described companionate mar-

riage as a new site for ‘‘emotional intimacy, personal and sexual ex-

pression, and nurture among husband, wife, and a small number

of children’’ even though married women did not have economic

equality withmen, and the gendered division of labor withinmar-

riage remained unchanged in that women, as wives, were respon-

sible for domestic tasks and child rearing (). As Riv-Ellen Prell

notes: ‘‘Companionate marriage and love implied a very specific

set of social relationships built on men as providers and women

as consumers and managers’’ (:). Marital advice books de-

scribed ‘‘an ideal of intimate sexual partnership in which female

sexuality is presumed and marriage was for eliciting the partners’

individuality as well as for uniting them’’ (Cott :). The ideal

of companionate marriage in the s made sex the ostensible

centerpiece of marriage, firmly established heterosexuality as the
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norm for female sexual expression, and simultaneously confirmed

conventional marriage as women’s destination.

Women who did not marry were now suspect, and relationships

betweenwomen—once so prevalent as to go unnoticed—were re-

assessed. As a majority of the women who publicly identified as

feminists in the late th century and the first decades of the th

century were also unmarried, feminism now became linked in the

public mind with ‘‘maladjustment’’ and ‘‘abnormality.’’ By the

s, charges of lesbianism had become a common way to dis-

credit women professionals, reformers, and educators (Smith-

Rosenberg :). Although small groups of lesbians, especially

writers and artists, did continue to flourish in the s, these

groups withdrew from the kind of collective public defense of

women’s political, economic or professional rights that had con-

cerned earlier generations of feminists.
3

According to historian Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, two symbolic

constructions now stigmatized the feminist New Woman: the

‘‘Mannish Lesbian’’ (who was linked to transvestism and women’s

assumptions of male roles) and the aging ‘‘Lady in Lavender’’ col-

lege professor who was said to ‘‘prey . . . on the innocence of young

girls, teaching them to fear men and their own [i.e., heterosexual]

sexual impulses’’ (:–). Sexologists linked lesbianism—

which they referred to as ‘‘sexual inversion’’—to a rejection of con-

ventional female roles and saw it as a sign of disorder, a threat

to social order. Male sex reformers, psychologists, and physicians

effectively removed the question of women’s autonomy from po-

litical and economic contexts and redefined it in sexual terms. In

Smith-Rosenberg’s view, the subjectivityof theyoungergeneration

of New Women of Ruth Schlossberg’s cohort in the s is ‘‘de-

centered’’ and ‘‘incoherent’’—the result of ‘‘investingmale images

with feminist political intent’’ ().

The ‘‘flapper,’’ not the ‘‘feminist,’’ emerged as the symbol of fe-

male emancipation, and thedominant image of themodern young

woman as ‘‘the culture of modernity and urbanity absorbed the

messages of feminismand re-presented them’’ (Cott :).Not

interested in political activism, this new single woman sought

physical freedom, lack of parental interference, sexual awareness,

and escape fromroutine. The educatedmiddle-classwoman-iden-
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tified suffragette whose self-presentation was asexual and morally

superior seemed tohavedisappeared, buriedunder thenew images

of carefree smoking, drinking, and sexually adventurous flappers,

of exceptional public role models such as Amelia Earhart, of glam-

orous Hollywood stars, and of happy consumer-housewives.
4

Ruth Landes sawherself as progressive in her free expression and

pleasure in sexuality, but she never identified with feminism as a

politicalmovement.That shedidnot canpartlybe explainedby the

public conflation of feminism with ‘‘sexual maladjustment’’ dur-

ing the interwar years of her young adulthood. Unlike her father,

who dedicated his life to collective political organizing for com-

munalwell-being,Ruthwasdrivenby individualistic goals for self-

actualization. It would be through anthropology, not feminism,

that shewould launch her critique of gender relations in American

society.

Black Jews of Harlem

As Ruth Landes dramatically told it years later, a chance encounter

‘‘stirred [her anthropological] imagination’’ in the fall of when

shewas still a student at theNewYork School of SocialWork before

she met Boas and before she studied anthropology.

I myself heard of them purely by chance, from a stranger, one afternoon at
a Broadway theatre when attending a new George Gershwin musical with
my father. Near us sat a blond young rabbi turned lawyer, named Harold
Roland Shapiro. Was it Gershwin’s genius for Negro themes that led him
to tell us that he had been attending Black Jewish services? This accident,
more than the rising and brilliant ‘Negro Renaissance’ of the intellectuals,
stirred my imagination. (Landes b:)

Landes suggests she was by nature an anthropologist because she
recognized the phenomenon of the Black Jews as a creative cul-

tural process andbecause she appreciated the cultural agencyof the

marginal and dispossessed. Her storytelling highlights how accul-

turation challenged stereotypes and how the mixing attracted the

iconoclast Ruth Landes: the blond rabbi turned secular lawyer; the

Jewish composer writing in the black mediums of jazz and spiri-

tual; the Black Jewish services inHarlem. Among these hybrids she
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insertedherself andher ownproject of composing anew life course

for an immigrant daughter.

Following this afternoon encounter she and the former rabbi,

Harold Shapiro, attended a service of the Black Jewish congrega-

tion, BethB’nai Abraham, inHarlem. She found a groupof poor re-

cent Caribbeanmigrants, mostly women, struggling against racial

discrimination and poverty and following the charismatic leader-

ship of Barbadian choirmaster Arnold J. Ford. Ford asserted heredi-

tary rights to the office of rabbi and had adopted thewearing of the

skullcap and the shield of David emblem for his ‘‘synagogue.’’ He

arguedthat Judaismoriginated inAfrica, andthroughaconvoluted

history of past migrations, intermarriages, and cultural contacts

he identified his congregation as descendants of the first Hebrews.

Fordplanned to lead a groupof ‘‘pioneers’’ back toAfrica to reclaim

their rights and homeland. Landes decided to study this social and

cultural phenomenon as the subject of her master’s thesis.

The School of SocialWorkwas one of the channels of higher edu-

cation open to Jewishwomen in the s, and for Ruth social work

neatly combined the Schlossberg family’s goals for higher educa-

tion, images of gender-appropriate work, and socialist ideas about

the social responsibility of intellectuals. Studying the Black Jews in

Harlem allowed Ruth to build on values of her family and at the

same time to move out from the Jewish milieu as she so wanted

to do. Ruth passed through both Jewish and black neighborhoods

of Harlem as she traveled each day to and from the Bronx to the

School of Social Work.

Significantly, as she tells it, she was with her father at this por-

tentousmoment, and itwould be throughhim that shewould dis-

cover anthropology as the intellectual forum that would give her

license to observe, record, discuss, and analyze the cultural worlds

on the margins of mainstream society that intrigued her and with

which she identified. It would be with her father’s friend, ‘‘Goldy,’’

the ‘‘brilliant and thoroughly unreliable’’ Alexander Goldenweiser,

that she would first discuss the Black Jews, and it would be Gold-

enweiser, Franz Boas’s favorite student, whowould lead her to Boas

and anthropology (Deacon :).

After her graduation and marriage in June , Ruth worked

as a social worker in Harlem and continued to visit the Beth B’nai
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Abrahamsynagogue.During this time shemetwithBoas todiscuss

the beliefs and practices of the Harlem Black Jews. He encouraged

her to publish the results of her research and to consider doctoral

studies in anthropology.
5

Ruth’s anthropological sensibility was rooted in her intimate

personal experiences of acculturation. As she recordedher observa-

tions of cultural mixing in Harlem in the s, she began to hone

the ethnographic skills she had intuitively begun to develop as a

child in the union halls. Here she also began to develop the com-

parative perspective that is so central in anthropology. It was the

height of theHarlemRenaissance, the explosion of African Ameri-

can artistic production in theater, poetry, literature, and music

known as the New Negro Movement (Baker ; Franklin ;

Huggins ; Johnson ). Ruth, like her father, admired the

work of theHarlem intellectual elite: the poetic writing of the cos-

mopolitan Langston Hughes, the social critique of Walter White,

James Weldon Johnson, and Alain Locke, and the spiritual voice of

Paul Robeson. As a social worker, however, she worked with the

poor and illiterate recent migrants from the southern states and

various Caribbean islands who had moved north by the tens of

thousandsduring theGreatMigration afterWorldWar I andwhose

lives were far removed from the artistic world of the intellectuals

of the Harlem Renaissance. Class and cultural differences divided

Harlem’s , blacks, and Ruth’s sympathies and intellectual

curiosity led her to explore the less well known communal life and

cultural production of the poor. And so inHarlem in the s she

began her career of observing the social worlds of the nonliterate

and non-elite, of those who were excluded in modernist nation

building. Of the Harlem black community, she observed:

Although the group as a whole has the same fundamental problem to
face—the winning of status in the American community—the different
classes within it are not equally equipped to handle the problem. A very
small minority possesses real advantages, such as higher education, physi-
cal traits of the white group, friends among the upper-class whites, wealth,
opportunities for demonstrating ability; while the majority lacking these
assets are quite disabled . . . find practically no support from thewhiteworld
and its social system and are driven to test their own slight, untutored, re-
sources. They encourage the emergence of certain restless personalities, men
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born of them who most eloquently symbolize their strivings. The Jamai-
can Marcus Garvey and the American Father Divine are the two such
leaders best known to the white world. Besides these there are a number
of minor leaders, supported by small and usually short-lived followings.6

(b:)

There weremore than  African American churches inHarlem

in . Intellectuals of theHarlemRenaissance such as JamesWel-

don Johnson and activist organizations such as the National As-

sociation for the Advancement of Colored People () criti-

cized the churches as ‘‘ephemeral,’’ ‘‘nomadic,’’ and ‘‘belonging to

no established denomination.’’ According to Johnson: ‘‘Many of

their leaders are parasitical fakers, evendownright scoundrels, who

count themselves successfulwhen theyhaveunder theguiseof reli-

gion got enoughhard-workingwomen together to ensure theman

easy living’’ (:–).

Arnold Ford was one of these minor leaders. He was the former

choirmaster of MarcusGarvey’sUniversalNegro Improvement As-

sociation () and had founded the Beth B’nai Abraham congre-

gation in  as a breakaway group from the . Like Garvey,

Ford’s religious philosophy was a political nationalist program ad-

vocating a ‘‘return to Africa.’’ For ritual and scripture, Ford had

turned to Judaism because, Landes said, he had observed ‘‘the

prominence of philanthropic Jews in the American Negro world

and more immediately in Harlem’’ and had noted how success-

ful other churches were in fund-raising from Jewish sympathizers

(b:). According to Landes, he secured patronage for the con-

gregation frommanyof their Jewishneighbors inHarlem().The

Black Jews, Landes noted, through their adoption of Jewish reli-

gious ritual, hoped to reproduce thematerial success of immigrant

Jews. Some members of the congregation sent their children to a

white high school in JewishHarlem forHebrew instruction. As one

practitioner bluntly explained toher: ‘‘We think the Jews are a great

people! They have gone far in spite of their persecution! They own

all the money in the country. Their religion did that for them, and

may be it will do the same for us’’ ().
7

The Beth B’nai Abraham congregation dissolved after six years

due to internal disputes. Arnold Ford, criticized for unscrupulous

handlingofmoneyand forhis relationswithwomencongregation-
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ists, abandoned the group and reportedly sailed for Africa. Landes

concluded her thesis by observing that, although the group dis-

banded, the conditions of social and economic insecurity that

spawned it continued and ‘‘provid[ed] fertile soil for the growth of

all mushroom organizations. The Negro masses drift among reli-

gious sects, among healing cults, among lodges, among political

clubs seeking stimulation and substance’’ ().
8

Anarticle basedon

her thesis was rejected by the American Journal of Sociology because,
the editor explained, themovementwasnot endorsedby the

and therefore was ‘‘unimportant’’ ( to , August , , ).

Ruth Landes’s master’s degree study of the Black Jews presaged

her lifelong interest innewreligiousmovements, oneof the threads

that runs through her ethnographic research in different cultural

contexts: theOjibwaMidéwiwinsocietyandshamanisminOntario

and Minnesota; the Potawatomi Drum Dance, Peyote religious

movement, and medicine bundle religions in Kansas; the Afro-

Brazilian candomblé spirit possession practices and healing ritu-

als in Bahia. Her original interests in anthropology also presaged

the studies of acculturation and cultural change andmessianic and

nativistic revitalization movements that soon became important

subjects of study in the discipline.
9

Building on the Harlem ex-

perience, in her Brazilian fieldwork Landes would also be a pioneer

in adapting anthropological methods to urban settings. Urban re-

search was atypical in the anthropology of her day, which focused

on isolated and small-scale societies.

Seeking Independence

Ruth’s work in Harlem aggravated tensions in her already fragile

marriage. In anunpublished ‘‘lightlyfictionalized’’ autobiographi-

cal memoir,
10
she described her sense of loss in the romantic ideals

of companionate marriage:

What did the whole situation mean? The confusion was terrifying. The
only comprehensible period had been the courtship, an impassioned play-
time when they had visited each other at their respective colleges and
gone to dances and weekend parties. The marriage ritual, which should
have opened stately corridors, seemed instead to drop curtains over young
glamor. She had become bored. The handsome youngman she married was
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metamorphosed into a sulky, fatigued, penniless doctoral student, averse
to her conversation but intent on her presence at home. She would ask her-
self aghast, Must I endure this for decades to come, my God, for fifty years
more? There isn’t even any passion. Does marriage destroy sex, at the age
of twenty? What happened to love? What happened to our dreams? What
happened? (N.d., ‘‘Athens’’:)

As the protagonist ‘‘Adele,’’ she presented herself as daring and dif-

ferent from her ‘‘set’’—from the group of friends she shared with

her husband—because she was choosing separation and divorce

andbecause shewasmovingoutside their social circle to friendship

and intimacy with blacks: ‘‘Their intellectual friends (still unmar-

ried) discussed free love, companionatemarriage, divorce, and even

partying withNegroes. Free love and companionatemarriage were

not altogether mysterious. . . . Divorce and Negroes were some-

thing else. No one in their set had first-hand acquaintance with

either. But discussion approached these rising phenomena bravely,

in a noble spirit of daring and so-called ‘frankness.’ . . . But thuswas

talk;who of them had actually sought divorce!’’ (–).

Although she dared to be different, she also experienced the dis-

sipation of her marriage as humiliation and failure:

The humiliation that the law added to the private torment decided Adele
to choose, for future use, an alternate word to divorce. Could she say she
was widowed, even at her early age? People died of heart attacks in child-
hood. As widowhoodmeant being left alone, then that was the word. It had
been some time coming, if she’d but understood portents. For her husband
had broken his hostile silence to denounce her graduate studies, though . . .
was he not studying? Had they not met through college circles? But it
was ‘‘different’’ for her; she was to stay in. Oh-h-h! Weren’t they intel-
lectual equals? Especially while they couldn’t afford a family? Oh-h-h!
‘‘Stay home and quit school—or I leave!’’ ‘‘Well! Leave then!’’ she had de-
clared. He had sprung up, snatched his hat (to think she’d married a chap
called ‘‘the best-dressed in his class yearbook’’!) and departed for good to
his mother. All was over. At age twenty-three.
Over! Nothing had even begun! There had been no pattern, no pur-

pose—nothing to test themselves by. There had been her illusions, probably
attached to his presence and to the words reflecting their married status.
For at his be-hatted exit, these pillars of her universe trembled, thundered,
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and crashed. Bruised and stunned, she slept, wakened to weep, slept fur-
ther. Sleeping and waking, her mind circled the debris of old assumptions.
What did they mean: love, marriage, partnership, ideals? How could she
continue without faith in illusions? What was she to do?Who was she?
When they married, she and her husband had talked of life as fulfilling
themselves and adding to society by fine deeds and thoughts, expedited by
professional skills. In the end, this was nothis dream. (N.d., ‘‘Athens’’:)

In , within two years of their marriage, Ruth and her hus-

band had separated.
11
She was  years old. Taking with her ‘‘a less

Jewish sounding name’’ but with the stigma of divorce and a sense

of loss anddisillusionment, she returned to livewithher parents in

their Bronx apartment. In the fall of  she entered the doctoral

program in anthropology at Columbia.



 

Student at Columbia

How many loved your moments of glad grace,
And loved your beauty with love false or true,
But one . . . loved the pilgrim soul in you . . .
–W. B. Yeats, ‘‘When You are Old and Full of Sleep’’

‘‘
M

.  meet Mrs. Benedict. Mrs. Benedict, this

is Mrs. Landes’’ was Franz Boas’s introduction when,

one September day in , he took the new student,

-year-old Ruth Schlossberg Landes, down the hall to meet Ruth

Benedict, who was his ‘‘right-hand’’ (Mead ) and was to be

Landes’s main supervisor. ‘‘I never had the courage,’’ Ruth Landes

later recalled, ‘‘to informhimthat themarriagewasdissolvedwhen

I joined his Department. For it was still considered disgraceful

when a woman lived unmarried’’ (n.d., ‘‘Ruth Benedict’’:). Al-

though neither woman in fact lived with either Mr. Landes or Mr.

Benedict, Boas allowed himself to think of them as financially pro-

vided for by husbands, as not requiring secure paid employment,

and as pursuing anthropology as a vocation motivated purely by

intellectual curiosity.
1
While Boas was incorrect in assuming that

the two women were economically protected by husbands, it was

true that theywere pursuing anthropology not only for career pur-

poses but also as part of their creative efforts to improvise lives as

NewWomen in early-th-century America. In this project of self-

realization that Richard Handler calls a ‘‘hallmark of modernism’’

(:), they quickly recognized one another as ‘‘pilgrim souls.’’

Landes later recalled themomentofmeetingBenedict: ‘‘Boashad

taken me, a bewildered young creature, into her office to explain

that he had invited me to study with them. He had in fact invited

me a whole year before, when I had ventured to consult him about

Negromovements thatwereburstingout all over theUnitedStates,
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in all social groups. I had taken the year to ponder this very re-

condite discipline, to consider spending time on the luxury of it

during the profound economic depression when I actually had a

social work job (paying about , a year), to appraise my inten-

tion against the threat ofmy young husband to depart if I adopted

graduate study.My final decision promised a very difficult if inter-

esting life’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Ruth Benedict’’:).

* * *

If Landes’s domestic life was undergoing irreversible changes, her

first year of study during the winter of – also marked the

beginning of a decade of change in Columbia’s Department of An-

thropology. Franz Boas suffered a heart attack in December .

Already emotionally debilitated by the sudden death of his wife in

a car accident in , Boas began to withdraw from the admin-

istration of the department he had founded in  and in which

he had trained the first generation of professional anthropologists,

several of whom were now directing new anthropology programs

in universities across the country.
2

Ruth Benedict (–) had

entered thegraduateprogramin andreceivedherPh.D. in .

After his heart attack in , Boas increasingly left the responsi-

bility of managing the day-to-day affairs of the graduate program

to Benedict. Although he continued to supervise doctoral students

until he retired in , during this prewar decade he also began to

devote his energies to anti-Nazi activities in the United States.
3

The impetus for Franz Boas’s anthropology was his critique of

the speculative generalizations of th-century unilinear schemes

of social evolution. In these schemes small-scale foraging societies

were the least ‘‘evolved’’—the most ‘‘primitive’’—andWestern so-

cieties were at the pinnacle of this presumed universal process. Ar-

guing against evolutionary thinking that supported the political

subordination and economic marginalization of small-scale soci-

eties through racism and colonial processes, Franz Boas argued in-

stead that each society, nomatter how simple or complex its social

organization, was the product of its own history. He established

it as anthropology’s mandate to place individual cultures within

the contexts of their own particular histories and environmental

settings and to endeavor to appreciate the meaning of behavior
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and customs within these specific contexts. The first step in this

program for cultural relativismwas to employ rigorous descriptive

methods to record the distribution of culture traits and trait com-

plexes and to establish local and regional histories and relation-

ships among groups. The doctoral dissertations of Boas’s students

were such trait distribution studies as ‘‘Decorative Symbolism of

theArapaho’’ (Kroeber in ), ‘‘TheConceptof theGuardianSpirit

in North America’’ (Benedict in ), or ‘‘The Cattle Complex in

East Africa’’ (Herskovits in ).

If theultimategoalwas tounderstandwhatwascalled ‘‘thenative

point of view,’’ Boas saw this as a later stage possible only after a

large number of descriptive studies using empirical methods had

cumulatively illustrated that a unilinear sequence did not exist.

These detailed empirical studies of the distribution and cluster-

ing of traits revealed culture patterns that are the result of social

processes of integration produced through local cultural dynam-

ics. In the s some of his students, notably Edward Sapir ()

and Ruth Benedict (), had begun to theorize the integration of

culture patterns and the individual’s experience of enculturation

and membership.
4
Boas identified  as the date that he himself

hadbegun to stress ‘‘the problems of cultural dynamics, of integra-

tion of culture and of the interaction between the individual and

culture’’ (:). These questions gave direction to culture and

personality studies in the late s and s.

The early trait distribution studies were library theses based on

published sources. Itwasonly in the s following thepioneering

field studies of Bronislaw Malinowski (Argonauts of the South Pacific,
) and Margaret Mead (Coming of Age in Samoa, ) that pro-
fessional anthropology became clearly identified with long-term

intensive fieldwork and with the production of scientific mono-

graphs that recorded data collected throughfirsthand observation.

And it was only through such intensive fieldwork that anthro-

pology could make the transition from trait distribution as a cri-

tique of evolution to a psychologically oriented examination of the

integrationof culturalwholes thatwouldbegin tounderstand cul-

tures in their own terms. It would be Ruth Benedict who would

train students, including Ruth Landes, to identify and study the

patterning of values andmeaning that integrated andprovided the
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‘‘psychology’’ of a culture: ‘‘Benedict was the key figure in mov-

ing the Boasian program from the study of cultural traits to their

articulation into cultural wholes’’ (Darnell :).

If Boas held a unifying vision for the discipline, by the s

it was increasingly apparent that his students did not. With the

growth and expansion of the discipline to universities across the

United States, the discipline diversified. Each of Boas’s students

had a slightly different theoretical focus: Benedict and Mead on

personality; Sapir on language; Kroeber on cultural configuration

and culture areas (from which his student Julian Steward would

develop cultural ecology); Paul Radin on religion and philosophi-

cal thought; Robert Lowie and others on social organization; and

many working on material culture and in archaeology and physi-

cal anthropology. Ruth Landes allied herself to Benedict and the

culture-and-personality approach.

The anthropology program at Columbia under Boas and Bene-

dict in the s embodied Ruth Landes’s ideal intellectual world,

one in which individuality could be openly expressed in a climate

of debate and controversy. Franz Boas has been described as an

‘‘iconoclast,’’ and there is no doubt that Ruth Landes, having these

characteristics herself, was attracted to the intellectual environ-

ment Boas had created in the anthropology department at Colum-

bia (McMillan ). Many of the students in anthropology at Co-

lumbia in the s were also mature students who, like Landes,

brought diverse life experiences into the classroom. Andunlike the

Midwestern or New England Anglo-American student bodies of

other anthropology departments, a large proportion of the stu-

dents in anthropology at Columbiawere Jewish. Like Ruth Landes,

they were propelled by personal and romantic optimisms andmo-

tivated by the social urgencies of the time: race relations, poverty,

fascism, communism, and the imminence of war.

The program was unstructured: students registered for two

years of graduate work and spent the first year in residence taking

courses. There were few required courses, and often no exams and

no grades were given. In a  letter Boas described the program

to his former student Alfred Kroeber, who had established the De-

partment of Anthropology at Berkeley: ‘‘Our general method of
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administration has been such that we set aside a very general allo-

cation of work that has to be done and we leave everybody free to

do what he considers himself best fit to do. . . . I am of the opin-

ion that the principal thing students have to learn is how to tackle

problems, while the subject matter has to be learned by them by

experience’’ (February , ,  Papers).

Boas andBenedictpossessedanenormouscapacity forhardwork;

they were in their offices seven days a week and expected the same

intense commitment from their students. Boas set high standards

for students and assumed a breadth of knowledge that few pos-

sessed. Students were expected to develop a ‘‘general knowledge’’

in the four subfields of anthropology (linguistics, physical anthro-

pology, archaeology, and cultural anthropology) and to special-

ize in one. Boas also encouraged students to take courses ‘‘across

the hall’’ in the psychology department, with which anthropology

shared a student reading room in Skermerhorn Extension. Soci-

ology,however,was clearly separated fromanthropologyatColum-

bia, and students rarely took courses in both disciplines.
5
Key to

student learning was the weekly Wednesday afternoon graduate

seminar where students who had recently returned from the field

presented their preliminary research and discussed their experi-

ences. Students also gathered daily at ‘‘Al’s place,’’ a stationery store

and luncheonette just off campus, to discuss anddebate their read-

ings. Both community and factionalism ruled. Anthropology at

Columbia in the s was ‘‘more in the nature of a debating so-

ciety’’ than a ‘‘school of thought’’ (McMillan :). This learning

environment socially and intellectually suited Ruth Landes.

Ruth Landes entered anthropology at this transitional time in

its history, and she can be understood as a transitional figure in the

discipline. She would retain elements of Boas’s trait distribution

approach and implement Benedict’s theory of the psychological

integration of culture, but building on her own gendered experi-

encesof acculturation, shewouldalso innovate an intuitive analysis

contextualizing culture within relations of gender, class, and race,

an analytical approach that anticipates the studies of power and

cultural dynamics that were to become so important in late-th-

century anthropology.



Women in the Discipline in the s

I recall the decade of my studies at Columbia University, when ‘‘women’s
lib’’ was as yet uncoined but, under Boas, there was professorial acceptance
of women as equally people . . . it was heady for us and obnoxious to certain
men. Its singularity still arrests the mind. (Landes a:–)

The same urge to see aboriginal mentality in all its phases has made Boas
encourage work by trained women. Since primitive peoples often draw a
sharp line between the sexes socially, a male observer is automatically shut
out from the native wife’s or mother’s activities. A woman anthropologist,
on the other hand,may naturally share in feminine occupations that would
expose aman to ridicule.Women havemade important contributions inde-
pendently of Boas, but probably nowhere have they achieved so much work
as under the stimulation of the Columbia atmosphere. (Lowie :)

During the interwar years under Boas and Benedict, Columbia was

unique among American universities in its openness to women,

and the number of womenwho obtained degrees in anthropology

nearly equaled thenumberofmen.
6
Contrary toLowie’s essentialist

constructionof the ‘‘womananthropologist,’’womenhaveadopted

different personas and produced a wide diversity of scholarship

and writing in the discipline. Their guises have included the th-

century social reformist, Alice Fletcher (Lurie ; Mark ); the

wealthy patroness, feminist, andNewWoman, Elsie Clews Parsons

(Deacon ); the mentor and poetess, Ruth Benedict (Babcock

;Modell ); thehonorarymale,MargaretMead (Parezo );

the anthropological wife, Frances Herskovits or Marjorie Shostak

(Tedlock ); the African American andNative American Boasian

daughters, Zora Neale Hurston and Ella Deloria, who humanized

and ‘‘voiced’’ colonized experience (Finn ; Hernandez ;

hooks ); the dutiful daughter, Gladys Reichard (Lamphere

); and the unruly daughter/disruptive woman, Ruth Landes

(S. Cole a).

Despite their number and diversity, in Hidden Scholars ()
Nancy Parezo refutes the view that anthropology is the ‘‘welcom-

ing science’’ for women. Not only did few of the women find per-

manent employment, but she maintains that they were also con-

strained in the research they undertook.
7

According to Parezo,
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women’s careers have followed strategies of accommodation, com-

partmentalization, or confrontation. These gender-specific strate-

gies are reflected in choice of research topics, of field site, ofwriting

style, and of career goals. Successful (or secure) women in anthro-

pology have typically been thosewho accepted and accommodated

the constraints. Parezo observes: ‘‘[Women] tried to work around

[the barriers]—to whittle away at the edges—by working hard,

ignoring thediscrimination, hopingnoonenoticed them, demon-

strating they were not bad risks’’ (). This is what Margaret Ros-

siterhas referred toas ‘‘a strategyofdeliberateoverqualificationand

personal stoicism’’ (:). Accommodation required adopting

the comportment of a dutiful daughter—of a ‘‘good girl.’’ Itmeant

conducting research on topics that reflected what Robert Lowie

called ‘‘natural feminineoccupations,’’ topics thatminimizedcom-

petition with men, that, he said, would ‘‘expose a man to ridi-

cule’’ if he showed interest in them, and that were ‘‘considered of

minor theoretical importance’’ (Lowie :; Parezo :).

These were topics such as culture-and-personality studies, child

rearing and socialization, and health and nutrition.
8

Accommoda-

tion strategies also often included adopting a nontheoretical (and

therefore ‘‘nonscientific’’), descriptive style of writing; emphasiz-

ing one’s role as teacher rather than researcher; and popularizing

anthropology rather than maintaining an exclusive professional

scientific audience for one’s work.

Compartmentalization, Parezo says, characterized the anthro-

pologyof RuthBenedict,who ‘‘compartmentalized [her] discourse,

writing poetry under pseudonyms, disguising or eliminating [her]

feminist writings under pressure to conform to standards of scien-

tific, objective, and apolitical academic anthropology’’ (:–

). Barbara Babcock, one of Benedict’s biographers, has similarly

interpreted Benedict’s writing as ‘‘coded and double-voiced,’’ with

‘‘issues of race and ethnicity stand[ing] in for gender,’’ and sug-

gests that Ruth Benedict’s anthropological writing about cultural

‘‘others’’ was a way to write metaphorically about (her own) gen-

dered experience as ‘‘other’’ (:).

Least successful were womenwho fought against gender stereo-

types and adopted an uncompromising ‘‘bad girl’’ confrontational

style that aptly describes Ruth Landes’s eventual comportment in
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anthropology. Parezo writes: ‘‘The confrontational style . . . was

used by idealistic, stubborn, liberal/radical women who continu-

ally fought against all societal stereotypes of women and worked

for the feminist goal of full equality’’ (:). Nancy Lurie has

observed that a woman anthropologist who incited controversy

through confrontation ‘‘is remembered for her personality rather

than for her works’’ (:). This is certainly true in the case of

Ruth Landes, whose writing was rarely cited until its rediscovery

in the late th century, but whose personality wasmuch talked of

for years in the corridors of universities. Furthermore, according to

Parezo, ‘‘Even for confrontational women, certain areas of writing

and theoretical statements were too controversial and too danger-

ous to use. A strong feminist controversial style would have led to

ostracismor blacklisting’’ (:–). Late in her life, reflecting

back on her career, Ruth Landes herself would say that her ethno-

graphic focus on the lives of women in Ojibwa and Afro-Brazilian

cultures had hampered her from gaining ‘‘straight professional at-

tention’’ and that ‘‘my personality was focussed on, not theirs . . . I

was the presuming woman’’ ().

Ruth Benedict, Teacher and Mentor

You and Boas have set a tone to the Department which has unfitted many
of us for effective dealing with the critters outside. On the other hand, you
provoke something like religious enthusiasm among those of us who draw
breath from great personal qualities rather than from the pursuit of am-
bition. I was never happy until I began to study with you and I owe you
far more that my Ph.D. The Ph.D. was incidental to the things I was doing
through your inspiration. ( to , November , , )

Ruth Landes had never known anyone like Ruth Benedict. On that

September daywhenBoas introduced them, the twowomenbegan

a relationship that was probably themost complex in Landes’s life.

Benedictwas awomanwho, like Landes, had escaped a stiflingmar-

riage and who sought productive and creative work, but she had

also been born into an established Anglo-American family andwas

a Vassar graduate and New York professor. She represented much

that Ruth Landes aspired to in her personal quest for both integra-

tion and autonomy, and Landes longed for her approval:
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She was the sole woman employed in graduate anthropology at a major
American university. . . . To see her was looking at a star. . . . She met her
appointment with brilliance, of a special sort; and we, her students, shone
in the reflection. . . . From such as she, none doubted who worked with her,
were goddesses made. . . . Her physical self was important though not prin-
cipal. Her face was elegantly lovely—oval and olive-skinned, graced by a
dainty aquiline nose, long watching grey eyes that lipread to compensate
for her partial deafness, prematurely white cropped hair that crowned her
considerable height. Her dress was often dowdy, even for Academia and the
Great Depression; and her strong body moved rigidly erect, awkward on
turned-out feet, as if trained in ballet. . . . What mesmerized students and
others were the attentive, unblinking, luminous eyes. There was her hushed
voice also, hushed in volume always, as if restraining something. . . . It put
restraints on the listener. Then we who came into her hospitably open office
to discuss our studies—we remember that receptiveness all our lives—we
would look to her still face with the wide eyes intent upon the speaker and
project upon its seeming serenity the approval we longed for. (Landes n.d.,
‘‘Ruth Benedict’’:–)

Benedict’s open, extemporaneous style of presenting ideas dur-

ing lectures captivated Landes, who usually sat in the front row

‘‘looking up her dusty length to the intense half-stricken face. I

felt I was about entering that head where the furnace of concepts

blazed. . . . When Ruth lectured to us, standing, unconcerned with

her chalk-smeared black dress, her voice small, soft, hesitant, she

sounded as if she was thinking, in sound. The sentences came

slowly, incompletely; words were begun and abandoned; correc-

tionsmovedbackand forth; therewerepauses in thepartsof speech

to incubate a thought. I found it wonderful, wonderful, because

the style promptedmyriad ideas inme’’ (n.d., ‘‘Ruth Benedict’’:).

For Landes, Benedict was ‘‘a great teacher because she was a unique

personality to responsive minds. . . . She pursued anthropology to

answer her own private questions about the individual’s fate. Her

lectures focused on the cultural designs and their sanctions that

in each of the various societies mark out the scope of individual

lives, bringing torment, dreary suffering, and occasionally special

fulfilment. The overwhelmingdesigns or ‘patterns’must imprison

the soul of each ‘culture carrier’, ormember of society, and they ac-

complish this in ways that vary from place to place and from one
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era to another’’ ().
9

Landes, in her Native American and Brazilian

ethnography, would try to discover the ways in which the indi-

vidual spirit—the pilgrim soul—can thrivewithin the constraints

of culture.

Benedict’s teaching was very much based on establishing per-

sonal relationships. According to another biographer, Margaret

Caffrey, Benedict had ‘‘a bias . . . toward students who were some-

what out of step with the world around them, who grew up like

herself as misfits in American culture . . . she seemed to take these

people especially under her wing’’ (:). At the time this

seemed a blessing for Landes, who sought Benedict’s approval, but

in the long term this would not prove strategic. Benedict would

discover in Ruth Landes a keen observer and able fieldworker and

would help arrange funding for numerous field trips, but she

would not help Landes find a permanent academic job in anthro-

pology. Landes’s faith in Benedict’s mentoring, however, was un-

shakeable for years to come. ‘‘What I . . . remember is that she ex-

pectedstudents toproduce seriouswrittenworks, inducing inall of

us a grim sense of that responsibility. She conveyed the attitude that
madescholarsof the survivors, receivinguswhenwewantedto talk,

reading every scrap of our manuscripts for eventual appearance in

print, finding stipends to support us during the writing, editing

the final drafts, and forgetting to congratulate us when the article

or book appeared. . . . She paid the inspiring compliment of taking

our little achievements for granted’’ (n.d., ‘‘Ruth Benedict’’:–).

Anthropology and the ‘‘Abnormal’’

Two aspects of Ruth Benedict’s theory of cultural integration ap-

peared to address Landes’s interests in acculturation and margin-

alization: Benedict’s theorizing of the ‘‘abnormal’’ and her focus

on the experience of the individual. Ruth Landes would see that

Ruth Benedict’s cultural patterns constituted patterns of domi-

nant norms that also created the marginalization of individuals

and groups of individuals—‘‘abnormals’’—who live outside the

patterned norms. Landes’s empathy for cultural mixing based on

her own experience would lead her to blur the boundaries that

Benedict maintained in her dichotomy between the ‘‘normal’’ and
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the ‘‘abnormal’’ and to see them instead as necessarily coexisting in

cultural dynamics. But Benedict’s theory of culture would initially

guideRuthLandes’sfieldworkwith theCanadianOjibwa () and

would continue to frame her research with the Minnesota Chip-

pewa (), Santee Sioux (), Kansas Potawatomi (–) and

Afro-Brazilians in Bahia, Brazil (–), even as her field obser-

vations challenged its simplicity. Where Benedict was primarily a

theorist, Landes would prove to be a dauntless fieldworker and

an acute, intuitive observer. In her ethnography she would high-

light the experiences of women, spiritualists, and gender variants

and discover the social spaces they created for themselves in mar-

ginalizedNative American and Afro-Brazilian cultural contexts. In

her ethnographies of gender, race, and religion, Landes, basing her

work on her observations in the field, ultimately would expand on

Ruth Benedict’s theoretical framework by showing a more explicit

concern for power and cultural change.

Ruth Benedict hadmoved forward Franz Boas’s particularist and

cultural relativist program. She simultaneously engaged in an ar-

gument that cultures are psychologically integrated wholes and in

a critique of American society. She theorized that each culture is

integrated arounda set of norms, values, andpractices in a ‘‘more or

less consistent pattern’’ that guides behavior and social interaction

(:–). According to Benedict, a cultural pattern represented

an arbitrary selection, through adaptive processes and ‘‘uncon-

scious canons of choice,’’ from an ‘‘arc’’ of possible norms, values,

and practices (). She described dominant norms as local cultural

definitions of ‘‘normality’’ that are reinforced and reproduced be-

cause they are socially constructed as ‘‘morally superior.’’ Defining

‘‘normality’’ as ‘‘primarily a term for the socially elaborated seg-

ment of human behavior in any culture,’’ Benedict talked of

‘‘abnormality’’ as the termfor ‘‘the segment that [a] particular civili-

zationdoesnotuse’’ (:). ‘‘The conceptof thenormal isprop-

erly a variant of the concept of the good. It is that which society has

approved,’’ wrote Benedict ().
10

Benedict taught that temperaments that are consistent with

dominant behavioral norms in a particular cultural setting will

also become dominant in that setting, and that other personali-

ties and behaviors will be seen as ‘‘abnormal’’ and will be margin-
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alized in this context. Observing that ‘‘most individuals are plas-

tic to the molding force of the society into which they are born’’

(:), Benedict noted: ‘‘Most human beings take the channel

that is readymade in their culture. If theycan take this channel, they

are provided with adequate means of expression. If they cannot,

they have all the problems of the aberrant everywhere’’ (:).

Those whose behavior lies outside the local definition of ‘‘normal’’

are ‘‘culturally unprovided for’’ (:).

Rooted in her personal knowledge of marginality due to her ex-

periences of deafness, childless marriage, homosexuality, and the

conflict she found between the domesticity of middle-class mar-

riage and her desires for creative expression, Benedict sought to

show how dominant values and behaviors are local cultural prod-

ucts, how behavior that is devalued in one cultural context may

be the source of authority or distinction in another culture: ‘‘Most

of those organizations of personality that seem to us most incon-

trovertibly abnormal have been used by different civilizations in

the very foundations of their institutional life. Conversely themost

valued traits of our normal individuals have been looked on in dif-

ferently organized cultures as aberrant,’’ she wrote (:).
11

She trainedher students to observe anddocument theways indi-

viduals find agency in diverse cultural contexts, and she advocated

the life history method for the cross-cultural study of the indi-

vidual’s experience of cultural norms. The life history, she argued,

‘‘tests out [an interpretation of ] a culture by showing its workings

in the life of a carrier of that culture’’ and is ‘‘the essential tool

in the study of a culture’’ (:). She urged the collection of

life histories and ethnographic illustrations of cultural contexts in

which behaviors deemed ‘‘abnormal’’ in American society (height-

ened psychic powers, homosexuality)—behaviors that American

culture ‘‘makes no use of ’’—may be the foundation of honor, au-

thority, and power. She underscored: ‘‘One of the most striking

facts that emerge froma study ofwidely varying cultures is the ease

with which our abnormals function in other cultures’’ (:).

Her motivation was her belief that awareness of diverse cultural

systems (systems of normality) would create greater tolerance for

individual diversity within American society.

Landes saw that by using Ruth Benedict’s theoretical framework
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and methodological approach she could focus on her own inter-

est: individuals whose behavior lies outside the local definition of

‘‘normal’’—those Benedict called the ‘‘culturally unprovided for’’

(:). Landes’s concern was for those members of society

whose experience is not reflected in the dominant pattern. She rec-

ognized that an analytical focus on the ‘‘abnormal’’ would both

reveal dominant norms and patterns and make visible the experi-

ence of acculturation andmarginality. SidneyMintz has written of

Benedict that ‘‘her anthropology was, in some basic way, her own

self embodied’’ (:). This became true for Landes as well.

Planning Fieldwork

As her thesis supervisor, Ruth Benedict advised Landes against fur-

ther study of African American religious movements and instead

encouraged her to conduct her Ph.D. fieldwork in a Native Ameri-

can community aswas then the convention in the discipline. Bene-

dict also directed Landes to study the guardian spirit concept,

which had been the topic of her own doctoral thesis written al-

most ten years earlier.
12
Benedict suggested that Landes study the

religious practices of the Canadian Ojibwa because little had been

published about Ojibwa religion and because she thought they

were less assimilated than the Chippewa (Ojibwa) on American

reservations. The only published study of Ojibwa religionwasW. J.

Hoffman’s ‘‘The Midéwiwin or ‘Grand Medicine Society,’ ’’ pub-

lished in  and based on secondary written sources, not on first-

hand observation.

Benedict was also concerned about her student’s safety. The pre-

vious summer a Columbia graduate student, Henrietta Schmerler,

hadbeen rapedandkilledwhenconductingfieldwork in theAmer-

ican Southwest, and Benedict was cautious now about sending

young women to the field alone. She consulted other anthropolo-

gists who had recently conducted research in the area: the British-

trained New Zealander Diamond Jenness, who had succeeded Ed-

ward Sapir as director of theNationalMuseumsofCanada andwho

was conducting research with the Ojibwa of Parry Island, Ontario

(Jenness ); A. Irving Hallowell of the University of Pennsylva-

nia, whohad initiatedhis long-term researchwith the BerensRiver
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Ojibwa in Manitoba (, , , , , ); and Father

JohnCooper of theCatholicUniversity inWashington, whohad

made a brief field trip to the Ojibwa of Rainy River district along

theMinnesota-Ontario border in . Themen all recommended

that Landes go to Manitou Rapids because a renowned visionary

and competent interpreter,Mrs.MaggieWilson, lived there. Bene-

dict asked Jenness to arrange letters of introduction for Landes to

the local Indian agent.
13

After a year studying with Franz Boas and Ruth Benedict, Ruth

Landes left New York by train for Fort Frances, Ontario, where she

would spend the summer working with Maggie Wilson at the

nearby reserve of Manitou Rapids.



 

Apprenticeship in Native American Worlds





Prologue

A
 , : Driving through endless stands of birch

andpine bush,we knewwehad arrived onManitouRapids

reserve lands when a police car, appearing from nowhere,

signaled me over to the side of the road, and an Ojibwa officer

handed me a  speeding ticket. The speed limit on reserves is

 kilometers per hour, a great deal slower than the  kmph on

provincial highways. I had been traveling  kmph.

I had driven almost two thousand kilometers fromMontreal in

a Honda Civic Wagovan withmy two children, Sam, age eight, and

Isabella, age six, and was beginning to think the entire expedition

foolhardy. I was also nervous, wondering how I would be received.

When I had presented a paper discussing Ruth Landes’s Ojibwa

ethnography at the annual Canadian Anthropology Society meet-

ings the year before, a few anthropologists had accosted me after-

ward to tellme that some people atManitou Rapids were unhappy

with Ruth Landes’s writings. I was making a pilgrimage to meet

descendants of her key informant, Maggie Wilson, and to find out

for myself how Ruth Landes and her work were remembered.

We continued driving,more slowly now, and arrived in the small

communityofManitouRapids.RuthLandes’sdescriptionshadnot

prepared me for the peace and beauty of the place. It was early on

a hot afternoon. There was no one on the streets. The community

sat on a flat, treeless piece of land that dropped in a clay bluff to

the Rainy River. The river could not be seen from the houses. Stark,

unadorned, and unlandscaped pastel-colored boxlike houses and

trailers sat in the open meadow. Lazy, soft white cumulus clouds

drifted in the blue sky; amaze of telephone andhydroelectricwires

and poles dissected the horizon. This landscape contrasted sharply

with the spruce and pine bush that circled the lakes just  kilo-
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meters to the north at the hunting-and-fishing camp where we

were staying.

We went first to find the river. The water level was low at this

time of year, and the river ran gently along a beautiful cracked clay

shoreline. It was perhaps a kilometerwide here—Minnesota lay on

the other side. A shallow set of late summer rapids slowed the river

flow just below the community council office where Sam and Bella

explored the shoreline, collecting rocks.

Reluctantly, I tore them away from the idyllic site to climb up

the hill to the council office. There the first person we met said he

was a grandson of Mrs. Wilson. He did not work for the council;

he hung around the office to pass the time and to keep up on town

happenings. He told me he ‘‘didn’t know anything about her’’ and

that I should speak to Jeannie (pseudonym), a granddaughter of

Mrs. Wilson, sister of a former chief, and mother of a recent chief.

He phoned Jeannie and asked if I could come to speak to her about

‘‘our grandmother.’’ She graciously said I could visit her that same

afternoon; our aide pointed us in the direction of her trailer, which

was just visible on the horizon, and we walked to it across an open

grassy field and along the gravel streets of town.

A large, pleasant woman with short gray hair, Jeannie had re-

tired that year at the age of ; she had worked for the Minis-

try of Education as a consultant for the Ojibwa language. In the

living room adjoining an immaculate modern kitchen, we sat on

thecouchtogether. Jeanniewaswearingcottonpants, aT-shirt, and

newdeerskinmoccasins that her sister hadmade for her. The room

was lined with books and decorated with Ojibwa crafts and art.

Throughout our conversation I kept one eye onmy son, who could

not resist picking up and admiring the carved wood and stone fig-

ures of birds and animals that rested on the coffee tables and book-

shelves. The O. J. Simpson trial was on the -inch  screen.

Jeannie well remembered her grandmother,MaggieWilson, but

regretted that she had been more interested in ‘‘playing’’ than in

learning from her at that time. She said that if she’d ‘‘paid atten-

tion’’ then she could ‘‘help’’memore now. Shewas  or  years old

when her grandmother died.

Jeannie remembered that her grandmother did beautiful work

in embroidery, birch bark, buckskin, and hook rugs. ‘‘I don’t even
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know how to hook a rag rug! The ones you see here were made by

my sister. . . . My grandmother was also a wonderful cook. I re-

member her teaching my [future] husband’s mother how to make

cookies and cakes. It was during the depression and we didn’t have

all the ingredients, but my grandmother knew how to make won-

derful cookies. They were good—really good—even without the

ingredients.’’

Jeannie also admired Maggie Wilson’s spiritual powers. She had

been ‘‘blessed’’ with her dance and her drum, Jeannie said. Her

drum had recently been repaired, she told me. Unfortunately, the

neighbor who looked after it was away from Manitou for a few

weeks so I would not be able to see the drum. Jeannie remem-

bered that her grandmother ‘‘used to do naming ceremonies and

received gifts.’’

I turned the conversation to The Ojibwa Woman, which had been
reprinted in , at which time many in the community became

aware of it for the first time. ‘‘A lot of people were upset by that

book,’’ Jeannie told me. ‘‘I’ve read only a few parts. I didn’t want

to read the book afterwards. There’s a lot that’s exaggerated. It was

only gossip, stories. It should not have been written down. A lot of

people felt that it was gossip.’’ Jeannie said that she had not known

about it before the s, and until I told her, she had not known

that Landes had written two other books about the Ojibwa:Ojibwa
Sociology, published in , and Ojibwa Religion and the Midéwiwin,
written in the s but not published until . People were con-

cerned only about The Ojibwa Woman, she said. ‘‘My grandmother
had turned Christian. Why would she talk like that?’’ she asked

me, expressing the same moral outrage by which the community

had disciplinedMaggie Wilson three-quarters of a century earlier.

She was also asserting to me, the anthropologist, that she and her

people were Christian, not pagan, and were—then as now—civi-

lized, not ‘‘primitives.’’ I suggested that being Christian did not

preclude being lots of other things aswell. She immediately agreed

and became animated, saying: ‘‘Like around here. Even in these

small communities there’s lots of prejudice. It’s who you know,

your influence, thatmatters, or people will pass you over. There’s a

lot of prejudice in these small Christian towns.’’ Returning to ‘‘the

book,’’ she said, ‘‘It’s not that the things she writes are untrue; it’s
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that the book is written like gossip—it’s exaggerated—and dis-

turbing.’’

I had the feeling that if she and I had had the opportunity to

continue our conversation over several days and weeks, we might

have found ourselves collaborating in a way and on topics similar

to thoseMaggie and Ruth had discussed  years earlier. Wemight

have explored the truths between the lines of the ‘‘gossip.’’ As it

was, my children were getting restless. We had been talking for an

hour and a half. Jeannie’s daughter had just come into the trailer

andwas talking to us now from the adjoining kitchen. Jeannie told

her we were talking about her grandmother and ‘‘the book the an-

thropologist wrote.’’ Her daughter, a teacher in her s, became

irate and, like Jeannie, expressed moral outrage: ‘‘There’s a story in

there aboutmy grandmother that says she had seven husbands! It’s

not true! It makes her sound like an easy woman. There’s a lot that

simply isn’t true, that’s gossip. I had the book taken off the shelves

when it showed up here. It should never have been written!’’

I asked why they thought Maggie Wilson had participated in

the project, why shewouldworkwith an anthropologist. Both said

they did not know why she would. The daughter suggested that

Maggie probably had not known that what she saidwould bewrit-

ten down in a book. When I said that she was paid for her time

and to write accounts of women’s lives inManitou Rapids, Jeannie

said, ‘‘I didn’t know she was paid.’’ Jeannie suggested that transla-

tionwas part of the problem: ‘‘My grandmother was one of the few

aroundherewho spoke English, but shewasn’t educated. Everyone

spoke Ojibwa, and Ojibwa can’t be translated into English.’’ I de-

scribed howMaggie andher daughter, Janet, worked together, first

discussing the stories in Ojibwa and then developing an English

version that Janet would write down. They would mail batches of

stories to New York, and Ruth Benedict, Ruth Landes’s teacher,

would send money orders back to Manitou Rapids: . per fif-

teen pages, one side. ‘‘She [Janet] wasn’t educated either,’’ Jeannie’s

daughter said then.

I asked the question that stemmed from my own thoughts on

whyMaggieWilsonmight have collaboratedwith the anthropolo-

gist (beyond the important cash earnings during the depression). I

wondered aloud if Maggie might have been trying to tell the out-
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side world about the difficulties of women’s lives, if perhaps she

was sending amessage through the anthropologist. Neither Jeannie
nor her daughter saw what I was suggesting—that women’s issues

can be uncomfortable to hear about, that they may not reflect cul-

tural ideals or dominant images, and that as a result they are often

silenced or dismissed as gossip. Both women were themselves well

connected to the current power structures and employment op-

portunities inManitouRapids—notmarginalized or ostracized as

their grandmother had felt herself to be.

It was time to go. The afternoon had passed quickly. Jeannie

seemed to have enjoyed the conversation—as I had. She had been

gracious, relaxed, and forthcoming; she wished she could have

‘‘helped’’ memore, she said, as we parted.

I left with a strong sense of Maggie’s competence, her skill as a

craftsperson, andher spiritual knowledge andpowers andwith the

impression that thedominant local explanation for thebookwas to

blame the anthropologist who had published inadequately trans-

lated stories toproduce abook that ‘‘shouldnothavebeenwritten.’’

Chagrined bymy  speeding ticket and bymy recognition that

there were people at Manitou Rapids who rejected Ruth Landes’s

presentation of women’s lives, I wondered if I should pursue the

work I had started.

But I also left more certain than ever that the local emotion ‘‘the

book’’ roused signaled that women’s experience was of deep and

critical importance to understanding Ojibwa society—precisely

the kind of ‘‘unorthodox’’ experience Ruth Landes would look for

and would want to document to get behind dominant culturally

endorsed patterns of behavior.
1





 

Maggie Wilson and Ojibwa Women’s Stories

R
  arrived in Fort Frances, Ontario, Canada, on

July , . For the next three months until her return

toNew York, shemaintained regular correspondence with

Ruth Benedict.
1
The letters reveal her first impressions in the field,

her frustrations and elation, her keen sense of observation, and her

insights into the collected data.

Uponher arrival shemet A. E. Spencer, the Indian agent. Follow-

ingher inquiriesof himandother locals concerningseveral reserves

in the vicinity, she opted, as recommended by A. Irving Hallowell,

for Manitou Rapids ( to , July , , ). She found lodg-

ingswith theDepartment of Indian Affairs farm instructor andhis

wife, William and Helen Hayes, the only non-Native family living

on the reserve. Her first impressions, unlike mine in  taking

in the beauty of the landscape, emphasize the poverty, the shabby

living conditions, the rampant tuberculosis. She found the work

strenuous, writing in her first letter to Benedict: ‘‘The Indians live

considerable distances apart. The first house I arrive at requires a

hike of  miles. Only the divine pursuit of knowledge drove me to

make this walk  different times under yesterday’s blazing sun.’’

In her first letter she also informs Ruth Benedict that she has

hiredMrs.MaggieWilson asher interpreter for . aday. AChris-

tian, Wilson was ‘‘the one informant recommended by the agents

and by Miss Densmore; it turned out too that Mr. Hallowell had

used her’’ ( to , July , , ). It was Wilson who would,

in the Boasian tradition, serve as Landes’s ‘‘key informant’’ for her

ethnological research at Manitou.

Within thefirst fewdays in thefield, she learned that ‘‘Midé cere-

monies are to be held next week.’’ The midé ceremonies were rites
of the Midéwiwin, the religious society and revitalization move-

ment concernedwith curing andwith the continuity of aboriginal
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beliefs and cosmology. Landes also learned that the reservewas ‘‘di-

vided in two factions: the ‘Christian’ and the pagan. . . . Christian

andpaganpractiseswith regard to the same set of situations coexist

in the same individual’’ ( to , July , , ), a dichotomy

that, as wasmade clear tome duringmy visit with Jeannie, Maggie

Wilson’s granddaughter, persists if not de facto then as anoperative

category.

During the summer and fall of , Landes passed most of her

days in the company of Maggie Wilson and her married sons and

daughters, Leonard, Albert, Christina, and Janet. She worked with

Wilson, whom she always referred to as ‘‘Mrs. Wilson,’’ and other

elders to record midé knowledge: ‘‘The work goes along rather

nicely—the hours are closely packed. There is considerable to be

resuscitatedhere fromtheolder folks’’ ( to, July , ,).

She also devoted a great deal of time to recording kinship ter-

minology and was impressed by the discrepancies she found be-

tween formal marriage rules and actual social practice. She wrote

to Benedict: ‘‘One interesting thing struck me. I collected an ex-

tensive vocabulary of kinship terms; and they showed 

all the equivalences that Hallowell has been seeking. But the prac-

tise—present, and ancient according tomy informants—carefully

avoids the implications that might be assumed from the linguis-

tic evidence . . . and the genealogies show there is a great deal of

marrying into strange places. Hallowell was here for four days last

summer; I wonder what he’ll make of his findings.’’

Twelve days later she wrote ‘‘very excitedly’’: ‘‘About these cross-

cousinmarriages: Ifinallypinned threeoldpeopledowntodefinite

independently unanimous statements that these marriages have

been discountenanced since the beginning of time; that the first

degree cross-cousin marriages in the environs are recent, within

the history of their own lifetimes; and that they are associatedwith

a general relaxation of the oldways.What do you think of thatwith

which to confront Hallowell: cross-cousin marriage as a symptom

of breakdown? . . . The situation tickles me. However I would not

consider this explanation complete. Of course the genealogies

would be the crux’’ ( to , August , , ).What is striking

is that in this first effort in anthropological fieldwork Landes col-

lected awealth of information in less than amonth andhad the te-
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merity to contradictHallowell. The letters also reveal two strengths

repeatedlymarking her research: her excellence in the field andher

eye for disparities and inconsistencies within the professed norms.

Ojibwa Sociology, published in , was Ruth Landes’s first pre-
sentation of the data she collected at Manitou Rapids. A conven-

tional scientific ethnological report, it was written and published

to fulfill the requirements for the Ph.D. The analysis was organized

under the headings Political Organization, Kinship Organization,

Gens Organization, Marriage, and Property. Against the historical

context of shattering sociopolitical and economic changes, Landes

identified continuities in the values of a peoplewho had once lived

a nomadic lifestyle relying on hunting and foraging scattered and

seasonally available resources. She described the importance of au-

tonomy for individuals and families; respect, ‘‘kindness,’’ andegali-

tarianism in social relations; indulgence of the young and respect

for elders; teasing, humor, and ridicule, but never shame, asmeth-

ods to discipline and control behavior; the importance of romance

and sex in conjugal relations; resourcefulness, responsibility, and

flexibility in the work of subsistence; the ownership of certain

skills and forms of knowledge such as midwifery, curing, dances,

and songs that were acquired by individuals through visions or

purchase (those who desired access to these services or knowledge

were expected to give gifts or payment); and a vibrant imaginative

life and spirituality such that everyone (male and female) was en-

couraged to dream, dreams being themost highly valued personal

property.
2

In this portrait of Ojibwa social values and principles Ruth Lan-

des’s doctoral thesis was largely consistent with the work of her

contemporaries,but inherdescriptionsof kinshipandproperty re-

lations she developed twopoints of differencewith them. Building

on the genealogical data she had recorded for the  residents of

ManitouRapids, shediverged fromA. IrvingHallowell’s discussion

of cross-cousin marriage among the Ojibwa. Landes argued that

although cross-cousins are formally classified as ‘‘sweethearts’’ and

the relationship between cross-cousins was stylized in incessant

ribald joking, among the Rainy River Ojibwa it was not local prac-

tice for cross-cousins to marry (Landes b:–; cf. Hallowell

). Instead Landes argued that the choice of marriage partner
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was based on personal decision and affection (). The economic

contribution of a partner was valued—especially for widows—

but economic considerations were not overriding: a partner had to

please. A couple’s residence after marriage was also based on con-

geniality and practicality rather than on prescriptive postmarital

residence rules (). Furthermore, theManitouRapids genealogies

indicated a high rate of separations and remarriages in this small

population rather than long-term partnerships (). The behavior

of both men and women was, Landes said, motivated by a combi-

nation of economic necessity and desires for romance and sexual

fulfillment rather than by prescribed rules and kinship classifica-

tions.Herdescriptioncontrastedwithher contemporaries’ formal-

ist anthropological studies of kinship relations in that she evalu-

ated prescriptive kinship rules against actual social behavior.

Landes’s portrait of Ojibwa concepts of usufructuary property

rights also diverged from the work of her contemporaries, specifi-

cally Frank Speck’s  description of the ‘‘family hunting terri-

tory’’ as fixed hunting and trapping grounds that were owned and

inherited by a group of adult male relatives. In Landes’s account,

hunting and trapping grounds were inherited or acquired by indi-

viduals, not groups, and inheritance was according to ties of affec-

tion, not prescription (). Territoriesmight be lost through disuse

and, if abandoned, might be acquired by others who could claim

them through use.

Configuration and Contestation

Fromthebeginning a critical tension is present in Landes’swriting.

She endeavors to establish general principles in Ojibwa social rela-

tions, to write in the distanced, authoritative voice that she knows

is scientific practice, and to look for the Benedictine ‘‘pattern’’ that

served as the integrativemechanismofOjibwa culture. But instead

of pattern, she is struck by the number of ways and instances in

which individualsmoderate, reinterpret, or ignore the general rule

in order to fulfill their own preferences, needs, or desires. She is

attracted by ‘‘the democratic and individualistic spirit of this cul-

ture [that] is always overriding dogma’’ (b:). Quietly she has

begun to diverge from her teacher’s concern for pattern and to
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document the behavior that interested her: the evidence for indi-

vidual agency. We begin to see that they are different pilgrims:

Benedict, the victim who stressed the pattern that the individual

rails against, and Landes, the iconoclast who relishes the strategies

and behaviors that individuals create to meet their goals.

In her ethnography Landes followed the discursive practice of

introducing each topic (cross-cousin relations, marriage prescrip-

tions, residence patterns) bypresenting the general rule. Shewould

then offer several specific examples of actual practice of individu-

als; their behavior inevitably contradicted the rule. As a final illus-

tration, she would provide a direct quotation from a story she had

been told (e.g., see Landes b:–). According to Landes, this

pattern followed Maggie Wilson’s teaching: ‘‘She would explain

the traditional rules impeccably, only to top this with accounts

of big violations by individuals. . . . Her discussions always fol-

lowed this sequence: specific social rules were taught and heavily

sanctioned by gens, family, and supernatural powers, but these

could be and were universally set aside’’ (:). Maggie Wilson’s

method of teaching Landes through storytelling nicely comple-

mented Boasian training to record oral texts from key informants.

This reflexive questioning in the text took Landes’s analysis in

two directions: the first was to describe individualism as the con-

sistent pattern inOjibwa society; the otherwas to begin to theorize

culture as a dynamic process that involves not only the formulation

of ideal values, norms, and patterns of behavior but also strate-

gic practices by which individuals negotiate and contest cultural

norms. Ruth Landes intuitively began to develop a dynamicmodel

of culture.

Landes pursued these two different theoretical directions in two

pieces ofwriting that followedupon the publication ofOjibwa Soci-
ology. In ‘‘The Ojibwa of Canada’’ (a), the chapter she contrib-
uted to Cooperation and Competition among Primitive Peoples, edited by
Margaret Mead, she elaborated individualism as the psychologi-

cal configuration unifying (or ‘‘integrating’’) Ojibwa culture. InThe
Ojibwa Woman (b) she formally began her career of document-
ing the subaltern voices ofwomen and ‘‘other restless spirits’’ (Ken-

dall ) whose lived experiences, like her own, led them to chal-

lenge dominant cultural patterns.
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In the fall of  Margaret Mead invited Ruth Landes to join

the seminar on ‘‘Cooperation and Competition among Primitive

Peoples.’’ The Social Science Research Council had recruited Mead

to survey available ethnological material on cooperation and con-

flict in ‘‘primitive societies as a background for planning research

in this field in our own society’’ (Mead :ix). The seminar met

weekly over the winter of – in the Department of Anthro-

pology at Columbia University under Mead’s direction. The par-

ticipants were four graduate students, Irving Goldman, Jeannette

Mirsky, Buell Quain, and Bernard Mishkin, and two postdoctoral

scholars, MayMandelbaum Edel and Ruth Landes.

In her introduction to Cooperation and Competition, the volume
that resulted from the seminar, Mead explained that the partici-

pantshadbeen asked to ‘‘reorganize their original notes in the light

of this special problem [i.e., the conditions that generate competi-

tive and cooperative behavior]’’ (:). Mead wrote a portrait of

Manus society that served as a model, and members of the semi-

nar thenmet to discuss her model and to develop hypotheses con-

cerning their own ethnographic cases. The seminar identified the

ecological environment and the technology of subsistence as the

key factors and saw the social structure and socialization processes

as, respectively, the third and fourth levels of analysis. The group

participants developed a detailed set of questions in each of these

four areas, and each contributor then organized his or her data in

response to these questions. It was in response to the seminar’s

questions about the nature of the food supply and the type of so-

cial organization that most efficiently captured that food supply

that Landes linked individualism (which the Mead seminar called

‘‘atomism’’) to Ojibwa reliance on sparse, seasonally available and

unpredictable resources, an argument that some scholars later cri-

tiqued (Hickerson ).

In ‘‘The Ojibwa of Canada’’ (a), the essay she contributed to

Cooperation and Competition, Landes argued that the opposing terms
cooperation and competition were ethnocentrically rooted in Ameri-
can social values and were not appropriate to describe social rela-

tions in Ojibwa society. She suggested that the term individualism
more closely approached the character of Ojibwa social relations,

by which shemeant that a primarymotivation in Ojibwa society is
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that individuals seek to be self-reliant. Rather than atomism, Lan-
des’s term individualismmay be understood as a theoretical precur-

sor for the concept of autonomy as it is used inmore recent work on
subarctic societies (Albers ; Buffalohead ; E. Leacock ;

Sharp ).

Economic production,wrote Landes, is ‘‘objectively but not sub-

jectively cooperative’’ (a:); ‘‘a cooperative situation . . .

phrased individualistically’’ (). When people appear to work co-

operatively as in the rice harvest, for example, individuals are in

fact working side by side for sociability, but they maintain eco-

nomic independence and control over the rice they harvest. Indi-

viduals cooperate as members of small nuclear or extended-family

households but retain control over the products of their individual

labor. Autonomy was maintained even within the household be-

tween husbands andwives who cooperated in subsistence produc-

tion but independently controlled their own time, labor, and the

products of their labor. Landes’s Ojibwa are not only autonomous

in the sphere of economic production but also in the sphere of

social reproduction. Men and women have equal rights to choose

their partners, to expect respect and affection, and, because prop-

erty is not exchanged at marriage, to leave a marriage where these

are not present.

The deductive approach of the Cooperation and Competition

seminar contrasts with the inductive approach Landes was to take,

in collaboration with Maggie Wilson, in her next writing project,

The Ojibwa Woman (b), a pioneering attempt to develop a theo-
retical framework for the analysis of gender relations or ‘‘sex differ-

ences,’’ as they were then called.

Maggie Wilson, Ethnologist

Maggie Wilson became for Ruth Landes her third great teacher,

after Boas and Benedict. To fully appreciate Wilson’s profound in-

fluence on Ruth Landes’s anthropology it is necessary to under-

standwho shewas andhow andwhy she and Landes came together

ina collaboration thatwouldresult inoneof thefirst critical studies

of gender in the discipline.

Twice Landes’s age, Maggie Wilson was born about  at the
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Little Forks Indian Reserve on the Rainy River west of Fort Frances.

Shewas thefirst childof BenjaminandElizabethSpence.Theprevi-

ous year her parents hadbegun receiving payments from theCana-

dian government under Treaty  as members of the Little Forks

band. Elizabeth was the daughter of a Scottish Hudson Bay Com-

pany trader and a woman whomMaggie describes as a ‘‘Cree half-

breed woman.’’ Maggie Wilson introduced herself to Ruth Landes

through the following story of her mother’s life.

Elizabeth was about five years old (ca. ) when her father de-

cided to return to Scotland and to take his Native wife and their

three small daughters to live with him there. Elizabeth’s mother,

however, refused to go, and he left for Scotland alone; Elizabeth

never saw her father again.
3

Soon afterward her mother married a

Creeman, and the new family camped near Fort Alexander on Lake

Winnipeg. The stepfather, however, was abusive, and the little girls

were soon taken into the care of their mother’s sisters, who were

also married to Scottish men. At the age of seven, Elizabeth went

to live with a cousin who was married to a Hudson Bay Company

man tohelp care for their youngdaughter. Elizabeth endured years

of abuse with this couple: she was regularly beaten, deprived of

food, and locked alone in the company warehouse. When the man

was transferred to Fort Frances, Elizabeth accompanied the family.

She finally ran away when she was  and found work at the Angli-

can minister’s house. Here she met Ben Spence, who worked as a

driver taking theminister by dog team throughout the Rainy River

district.

Elizabeth and Ben married the following summer and moved

to Little Forks reserve to live with his parents. Ben’s father, Peter

Spence, was a bilingual (English-speaking) Cree from Fort Alexan-

der who taught at the Church Missionary Society school in Little

Forks. Ben took a succession of seasonal jobs working for land sur-

veyors or on the steamers that plied the Rainy River between Fort

Frances and Kenora. Maggie recalls interminable conflict between

Elizabeth and her mother-in-law over rights to the wages, trade

goods, and purchased items, such as cloth (‘‘print’’) and food that

Ben brought home. When Peter Spence was moved to the Angli-

can mission at Long Sault reserve in , Ben rented a house in

Fort Frances andbrought Elizabeth andMaggie there to live for the
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winter. Maggie was then about three years old. In the spring they

joined Peter Spence at Long Sault. Ben went to work on the river-

boats for the summer, and Elizabeth cleared land for a garden and

planted corn andpotatoes.Maggie reports that she andhermother

nearly starved that summer until Ben returned, bringingwith him

blankets, a shawl, cotton yard goods, tea, flour, and other groceries

and ‘‘things that were nice to eat.’’ For several years, they farmed

at Long Sault, and Ben worked on the riverboats in the summers.

InMarch , whenMaggie was six years old, Ben and Elizabeth’s

second child, also a daughter, was born. That year the Anglican

Church moved Peter Spence and his family back to Little Forks,

and Maggie’s parents decided to join them and to accept treaty

provisions to farm there. Ben cleared land, and Maggie describes

four happy years during which her grandparents ‘‘were different

people,’’ dotingon theirnewgranddaughter andnowbeingkind to

Maggie andElizabeth.Elizabethbeganherprofessionas amidwife,

receiving payment in food and animals—her first pay was a young

calf fromanon-Nativewomanwhose baby she had safely delivered

at Little Forks. The small farm apparently prospered as the Spences

raised cows, pigs, and chickens and grew potatoes and corn.

Then tragedy struck, a tragedy fromwhichMaggie’s parents and

grandparents never fully recovered. One of Ben’s brothers became

seriously ill. On the last steamboat before freeze-up in the fall of

 the entire Spence family, including Ben, Elizabeth, and their

children, moved into Kenora to be near the hospital. In Novem-

ber Maggie’s uncle died. Then inMarch , whenMaggie was 

years old, her -year-old sister contracted measles and died. Her

grandparents’worldwas shattered.Theybothbegan todrinkheav-

ily. When the ice was out in the spring the grieving family

returned by steamboat from Kenora to Little Forks and took up

farming again. They gardened and raised pigs, cows, and poultry

for the next few years. Maggie recalls that her parents often quar-

reled and blamed one another for their young daughter’s death.

One summer Maggie’s father, distraught, simply left them and

moved into Kenora. In September Maggie, then  years of age,

went by boat to Kenora to find her father and refused to leave him

until he returned to Little Forks with her. When they returned

they brought with them her father’s -year old orphaned cousin,
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Thomas Spence. Ben died a few years later, and Elizabeth mar-

riedThomas Spence andmoved toLongSault,where she liveduntil

Thomas Spence died  years later. She then married John Bunyan

atManitou Rapids in  or . As Elizabeth Bunyan, she died in

the fall of  (the day after Ruth Landes leftManitou to return to

New York).

Shortly after her father’s death Maggie, then , also married,

but her husband died within the year. She then married TomWil-

son of the Hungry Hall band and moved to Hungry Hall, further

west on the Rainy River. Their first child, a daughter, Christina,

was born September , , when Maggie was in her early s.

A son, Leonard, was born February , . Her second husband’s

death is noted on theHungryHall annuity pay list of June , and

Maggie’s son Albert was born on February , .
4

People at Manitou Rapids told Landes that, within a remark-

ably short time after her husband’s death, Maggie had collected

the wealth she needed to leave her in-laws. They claimed that as a

woman she could not have done this on her own, that a lover must

have assisted her, and that ‘‘Thiswaswrong andpunishable, for she

should have been celibate and sorrowing—sorrowing in guilt, as

the survivor’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Wilson’’). Maggie apparently asserted

her autonomy tooprominently, and throughgossip other commu-

nity members sought to discipline and control her. Landes, how-

ever, expressed admiration for Maggie’s individualism, resource-

fulness, and courage and pointed out that, as a widow with three

young children, shemight otherwise have been ‘‘forced into service

for her husband’s kin’’ (‘‘Wilson’’). Maggie, it was clear, was deter-

mined to control her owndestiny. Under such difficult conditions,

it is a considerable feat that shemanaged to keep her childrenwith

her and that they all remained emotionally close to one another

throughout their lives.

Maggie continued living at Hungry Hall until  when she

moved toManitouRapids andmarriedChief Namepok’s son, John

Wilson. Their daughter, Janet, was born in , and Maggie’s last

child, a girl, was born about  when Maggie was , but she

died within her first year. Six years later, Maggie Wilson adopted a

non-Native baby boywho had been left at her door. Hewas known

simply as ‘‘Shaganash,’’ meaning ‘‘white boy,’’ and he went every-
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where with Maggie Wilson and Ruth Landes. I interviewed Gus

‘‘Shaganash’’ Wilson in , and he recalled that ‘‘Mrs. Wilson,’’

as she was known at Manitou Rapids, was loving and meticulous

in her care for him: ‘‘I was nothing but skin and bone. She fed me

Eagle Brand condensed milk to fatten me up and that was expen-

sive in those days and people were poor. She was a clever woman.

Her family stood by her. She mothered an abandoned white boy.’’
5

The stories of Maggie and her mother introduced Landes to the

themes of illness, separation, relocation, death, widowhood, re-

marriage, resourcefulness, and survival that patterned Ojibwa

women’s lives. Wilson also described the larger political and eco-

nomic changes that had occurred during her lifetime and the con-

text of acculturation that Landes would need to know if she was to

appreciate the meaning and significance of the stories of women’s

lives that Wilson would tell her.

Social and Economic Changes at Manitou Rapids

Maggiewas born a few years after the RainyRiver bands had signed

Treaty  with the Canadian government in  and had settled on

reserves under the administration of theDepartment of Indian Af-

fairs inOttawa.With the signing of the treaty, the territory opened

forEuro-Canadian settlement, and theOjibwawere limited to spe-

cific hunting, fishing, and gardening sites. By the timeMaggie died

around , these reserve lands, with the exception of the Mani-

touRapids reserve, had also been appropriated by the government,

and the seven formerly autonomous Rainy River bands had been

consolidated as one bandunder the administrative authority of the

Indian agent in Fort Frances.

Maggiewell remembered the seasonalityof lifeduringher child-

hood. From the summer ‘‘village’’ at Little Forks, she traveled with

her father andmother up and down both shores of the Rainy River

harvesting berries and fishing sturgeon, which they smoked for

winter food. Summer was also the time for communality: games,

ceremonial life, courtship, and romance. In fall Maggie camped

withher parents and grandparents near thewild rice beds onRainy

Lake, where they spent several weeks harvesting and preparing the

rice for winter storage. In the late fall they used to gather at her
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grandfather’s fishing grounds at Whitefish Creek on the American

side of the Rainy River, three miles below Fort Frances, and for the

winter they moved to her father’s hunting and trapping grounds

north of Little Forks. As spring approached and the sap began to

run, Maggie, her father, her mother, and her father’s cousin used

to work a sugar bush stand of about maple trees on the Ameri-

can side of the mouth of the Little Forks River, a stand that had

belonged to her father’s mother. They collected the sap and made

maple sugar, which could be stored and later eaten with wild rice,

vegetables, andfish.After themakingofmaple sugar, they returned

toLittle Forks toplant their gardensofwheat, barley, oats, potatoes,

and corn, and the seasonal round began again (Landes b:–

).

In the late th century, when Maggie was a girl, the Ojibwa

living along theRainyRiver faced increasing difficulties in sustain-

ing a viable livelihood. In  the federal government had passed

legislation that preventedOjibwa from selling their produce to the

non-Indian fur traders, logging companies, and settlers who had

previously bought their corn and potatoes. This legislation perma-

nently undermined Ojibwa attempts to farm. In  a dam built

at themouth of the Rainy River at Lake of theWoods floodedmany

Ojibwa gardens and rice fields so that even raising food for house-

hold subsistence became difficult. By the s many people were

starving. The closing of themarkets for their produce, lack of train-

ing in farming techniques, poor-quality seed and implements, ap-

propriation of the most arable reserve lands for Euro-Canadian

settlers, starvation, and sickness all contributed to Ojibwa demor-

alization and the failure of the farm instruction program the gov-

ernment instituted at Manitou Rapids after the relocation (Wais-

berg and Holzkamm ).

Maggie described to Landes the efforts people made to farm at

Manitou. Her husband John cleared a few acres, built a two-story

frame house, and planted wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, and corn.

When Christina, Maggie’s eldest daughter, married in  at the

age of , she and her husband cleared bush for farmland adjacent

to John and Maggie’s farm. Maggie and John gave her son Albert

land on which to farm and build a house when he married. John

was ill andunable to cultivate allhis landby the time theirdaughter
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Janetmarried at the age of  in , andhe invitedhis new son-in-

law, James, into partnership with him. James contributed a horse

andplough andhelpedhis father-in-law to farm the land, and they

divided the produce between them. James also cleared additional

new land for himself.

In  when Ruth Landes arrived at Manitou, the people re-

lied on an annual subsistence roundof diverse activities, exploiting

resources that included deer and other game, fish, wild rice, ber-

ries, maple sugar, and garden produce. Fur trapping and seasonal

work in local resource industries (logging, timber mills, commer-

cial fisheries, andmining) offered limited and unpredictable wage

earnings for some men. Chronic destitution was the lot of most.

Maggie Wilson supported herself and her asthmatic husband by

selling crafts, working as a midwife and herbal healer, performing

naming ceremonies, and serving as an interpreter.

The Canadian government had consolidated the seven Rainy

River bands at Manitou Rapids in the fall of , and the popula-

tion suddenlymore than quadrupled to . The people had never

lived in villages of more than  to  people, and then only sea-

sonally during the summer months. Little Forks, for example, was

a reserve of  people when Maggie was born. There had been no

village-wide political organization: the summer village was simply

a collectionof autonomous extended familieswhocongregated an-

nually at productive summer fishing stations on the river. Small

groups of related families who came together at summer villages

disbanded for winter hunting. Individual autonomy and close-

ness of family ties were the key Ojibwa principles in interpersonal

relations, and ‘‘kindness’’ was the primary attitude relatives ex-

pressed toward one another. Social groups or ‘‘bands’’ were thus

autonomous extended family units organized around subsistence

activities, and decision making at both household and ‘‘village’’

levels was by consensus. With the consolidation and sedentariza-

tion of seven formerly autonomous seasonally nomadic ‘‘bands’’

of extended families at Manitou and the centralization of political

authority under the Manitou Rapids band, questions of political

authority and leadership arose.Not recognizing aboriginal notions

of individual autonomy, the Canadian government had appointed

a male chief and councilors as political heads of the new band.
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The forced co-residence ofmembers of different bands atManitou

required the negotiation of new social relationships as unrelated

families developed new patterns of social interaction as neighbors

and as members of one community.

Maggie Wilson also described increased stresses in marriages on

the reserve as well as new restrictions onmarriage and divorce that

the Indian agent sought to enforce. Historically the choice of mar-

riage partners was an individual decision based on personal choice

and affection, although familymembers, especiallymothers, could

become involved; Maggie recalled how her own mother had for-

bidden her from marrying her first sweetheart, who was also her

fourth cousin. Notions of romantic love and sexual fulfillment,

Maggie emphasized, were traditionally important components of

a successful marriage, and separations and remarriages had been

common occurrences. There was little ceremony and no exchange

of property atmarriage, and it was an individual’s choice to remain

in or to leave a marriage.

On the reserve, however, women were less free to leave unhappy

marriages or abusive partners because there were no longer other

villages or social groups to go to, and the surrounding territory

was now in the hands of non-Native settlers. Furthermore, the

Indian agent now took an active hand in keeping intact thosemar-

riages that would not have survived previously. If a couple sepa-

rated, the agent would penalize the individuals by withdrawing

material resources they desperately needed and by refusing to pro-

vide them with the seed, tools, and farming instruction that were

treaty rights. Maggie described the life of a neighbor whose abu-

sive husband was continually frustrated and disappointed in his

attempts to farm.Hehad takenupgambling andoften stayed away

from home for days. This young neighbor would often cry herself

to sleepatMaggie’shouse, orMaggiewouldfindher athome inbed

‘‘helpless from her husband’s kicks.’’ Maggie explained to Landes:

‘‘That’s why she’s so thin and unhappy. But the Agent said they had

to live together, otherwise hewouldn’t help [her husband] with his

wheat. I tried to tell the Agent that they should separate, but he

said no’’ (Landes b:–). Abuse of women was a direct effect

of government policies, but the Indian agent chose to disregard the

women’s concerns and instead imposedChristianand legalnotions
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of morality onto marriage tensions. Maggie Wilson observed this,

and Ruth Landes, unlike other anthropologists of the time, chose

to record the problem of domestic violence in the context of rapid

social change and forced acculturation.

ThusMaggieWilson reportedhow, in addition to the constraints

of poverty, the people atManitou Rapids struggled againstmarital

tensions, new jealousies created by jockeying for political leader-

ship and the bureaucratic interventions of the Indian agent. She

described how she herself had experienced these as the result of a

ritual leadership role she at first reluctantly assumed and later, also

reluctantly, relinquished.

Maggie Wilson’s Vision

Ruth Landes was especially moved by Maggie Wilson’s account of

her trepidation in the face of a powerful vision-dreamandher con-

tinuing search for salvation. Ironically, throughout her career and

beginning with the Harlem Jews, Landes, the daughter of secular,

even anti-religious, socialists, would seek spiritual knowledge and

experience in anthropological fieldwork. In the years to come,Wil-

son’s spiritual resilience offeredRuth Landes a valuable touchstone

in her own pilgrim’s search for resolution.

Maggie was a -year-old widow and mother of three in 

when shemoved toManitou Rapids andmarried JohnWilson. On

her first night atManitou, she had a vision thatwas to recur in a se-

quence of vision-dreams, each lasting several nights. In the vision,

supernatural thunderbirds accompanied by a veiled woman with

featheredwings told her to perform a dance to save her son-in-law,

Christina’s husband, and the otherOjibwa soldierswhowerefight-

ing overseas in the First WorldWar. For a long whileMaggie feared

and resisted the visions. ‘‘The head Thunderbird [came], saying

they were going to take me somewhere—and I did not want to go.

I heard them singing. I wakened, got out of bed, thought about the

dream, returned to bed, and dreamt again. They repeated that they

wantedme to gowith them, to a bigmountain.’’Maggiewas afraid,

but they assured her that they meant to console and ‘‘amuse’’ her.

Whenshecontinued to resist, the thunderbirds threatened: ‘‘some-

thingwill befall your family andall thepeople’’ (Landes b: ).
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In vivid visions thunderbirds transportedMaggie to theworld of

owls and thunderbirds and eagles, a supernaturalmountain,where

they taught her dance sequences, drum patterns, and  songs. ‘‘I

dreamt so much that at last it seemed no longer like a dream but

like a person talking to me. It was so plain!’’ (Landes b:).

Sixty thunderbirds appeared in the visions. They told her to make

a drum and to recruit  villagers to represent them in the dance.

As Maggie explained:

People were glad to help and join the dance for I dreamt that the soldiers
would come back if their relatives danced. . . . This would be a new war
dance. The head Thunderbird told me to name the dance the Union Star
Dance. The sixty birds all came in a flock, flying with a tremendous noise,
like a rattling train. They would tell me how to lead the dance and how to
fix things. I would dream and waken and return to dream from the place
where I had left off. They said, ‘‘Count us—as many as we are, so many
will you have in the dance.’’ I would sit awake for the dream to leave me
alone—I couldn’t understand it for a long time. But it would come back.
I do not know what would have happened if I had not obeyed the dream.
Maybe I wouldn’t have lived. (Landes b:)

After having the vision for several years, Maggie gave the dance

for the first time in September of  and oversaw its performance

for the next several years. ‘‘During the seven or eight years that

I gave the dance, other people had dreams about it. They would

not understand their dreams and talked tome about them. Several

people dreamt songs that I put into the dance.’’ Maggie continued

todreamand to learnnewsongsduring the years she sponsored the

dance: ‘‘I wouldwakeup singing,’’ she toldRuth Landes (b:).

Landes was tremendously impressed: ‘‘It is remarkable that an un-

trained woman could have organized large numbers to join a reli-

gious performance that she planned in every detail, and which

was resumed annually. Psychologically, it is extraordinary that the

whole thing emerged below the level of consciousness. . . . The

fact that she dwelt on the wonderful dreams in our talks showed

that she had not sought them in the men’s way, for boys and men

are forbidden to discuss their Manido experiences, under pain of

supernatural punishments’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Remembering’’:).

Although neither Ruth Landes nor Maggie Wilson suggest this,
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Maggie’s leadership in the Union Star dance may have offered a

focal point around which the dislocated people from different

bands could unify and experience communality in the new social

entity of theManitou Rapids Indian Reserve. Maggie recalled: ‘‘All

who danced and who came to the dance brought tobacco, food,

some print [cloth], which we offered to the Thunderbirds, asking

protection. . . . The dance was given fall and spring because Thun-

derbird leaves in the fall and returns in the spring. You seldom

hear the Bird in winter. But sometimes we gave the dance oftener

because the Birds told me to commercialize it. The Indian agent

helped. We gave it at a ball ground near Fort Frances and charged

twenty-five cents admission.Weall shared anddidwell. Sometimes

wegave thedancefive times a year: atChristmas,NewYear’s, spring,

summer, fall. The dance had to run two to four nights’’ (Landes

b:).

Despite thispopularity,Maggie said, thepeople ‘‘turnedagainst’’

her, and she had to stop. ‘‘But after seven or eight years, the people

became mean and jealous, and the whole thing too expensive. If

anyone sickenedordied, itwas blamedonme.Thenmy legbecame

too sore to dance. And about four years ago [circa ] we turned

Christian. So we gave up the dance. We laid all the furnishings in

the bush to rot. But I still dream of Thunders and I do not think

they are angry at me for having quit’’ (Landes b:).

Maggie alsomet tragedy anddisappointmentduring these years.

A year after she started the dance she gave birth to her last child,

the daughterwhodied in infancy, andMaggie attributed the death

to people’s jealousy and sorcery. Her son-in-law did die in the war

overseas, andMaggie blamedherself because she had initially been

reluctant to perform the dance. Her husband became ill, and so

did Maggie. In the summer of  when she met Landes, Maggie

lived a rather solitary life, surrounded by her family but isolated

from the social life of the community. She often told Landes that

she felt ‘‘hollow’’ and ‘‘empty’’ since the community had discred-

ited her andher dance. Landes said, ‘‘She felt severely punished and

suffered incurable ailments. . . . She could not relinquish the aw-

ful sense of her tragedy, of her loss of fame, of her creative identity.

To use a current phrase, her feminism had reached heights, and

then been dashed to nothing.’’ Landes commented, ‘‘Considering
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Maggie’s extreme poverty, her ailments, the narrow confines of her

life, and her fall from the exhilarating heights of themystic Dance,

I am impressed by the courage that carried her and that I know

sustained her family’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Remembering’’:, ).

In the s when Ruth Landes knew her, Maggie’s songs were

‘‘still sung at native dances within an area of about one hundred

square miles, often by people who never saw her, always by people

who are not interested in her personally although they know that

‘the songs come from her dance’ ’’ (Landes b:).
6
Jealous of

her autonomy and spiritual powers and enforcing values of com-

munity egalitarianism, people sought to control Maggie Wilson

through gossip and ostracization. In Landes’s view she had also

beenespeciallyharshlydisciplinedas awomanfor exercisingpower

through vision experiences, a domain that was culturally sanc-

tioned for men, not women. Maggie had hoped conversion to

Christianity would be ‘‘a refuge from terror and pain and conso-

lation for the loss of her Star Dance’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Remember-

ing’’:), but Landes ‘‘surmise[d] the burden of the Vision, the

exhaustion, the shockwhen itwasdeniedby thepeople, the empti-

ness which she tried to fill through Conversion . . . [and that] after

[Maggie] lost her Vision or it was taken away from her by her fel-

lows whowithdrew their faith, she had no self ’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Wil-

son’’:).

Ruth Landes wrote these words  years later in a short bio-

graphical sketch of MaggieWilson. By this time she had herself ex-

perienced ostracization and exclusion from opportunities to prac-

tice her profession. She, like Maggie, experienced these as losses

of self, and she remembered Maggie as a model of endurance and

courage. Her empathy for Maggie grew over the years, and she

wished that Maggie ‘‘could know that her life is not forgotten,

that she has an audience.’’ Landes considered ‘‘the moving stories

she assembled for me—each one a tale of a woman’s lone struggle

for dignified survival—were a last spurt of creativity, that without

which no artist or scientist can endure’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Remember-

ing’’:, ).

* * *

The Ojibwa Woman is one of the first ethnographies to pay attention
to women’s words, and Ruth Landes was the first anthropologist
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to document Ojibwa women’s lives. This surprised Landes: ‘‘Why

does one never hear about the Indian matriarchs who certainly

acted among these hunting, trapping, rice- and berry-gathering

people?’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Remembering’’:). She credits Maggie Wil-

son: ‘‘The ethnography was a product of her genius and my con-

scientiousness’’ (Landes n.d., ‘‘Wilson’’:). As Landes wrote to Ruth

Benedict from Manitou Rapids: ‘‘I consider her a gem and believe

that wewill have herwith us till she gives up the ghost. I think that

by now she is as good an ethnologist as any of us. I gave her some

instruction this summer, which she snapped up. She gets the real

point of what we want’’ (October , , ). Later, in the pref-

ace to the second edition of The OjibwaWoman, Landes wrote: ‘‘I did
not tell her what kinds of stories to report, but she knew from our

intensive studies that I wanted thewhole life—itswarmbreath, its

traditional forms. She had the storyteller’s instinct and a dramatic

flair. These biographical accounts are unique as a gifted woman’s

viewof her fellowwomen,usuallyunder stress. Since the characters

come alive despite the crude English, how powerfully they must

have emerged in the original Ojibwa!’’ (:viii).

Wilson’s intellect and careful attention to detail were key to the

success of their work together, Landes said. ‘‘Above all, there was

her immense reliability, conducted with immense intelligence. . . .

In her photograph you can see her bright shrewd eyes and her

repressed humorous smile. I would not trust any projective test

to convey a meaningful impression of this subtle woman. Given

half the chances we all enjoy she would have stood out in any en-

lightened circle. I used to compare her to Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,

the President’s wife, but I think Maggie was more versatile, and

a true matriarch. . . . Her family showed her true respect’’ (n.d.,

‘‘Remembering’’:–). ‘‘To complete her picture’’ Landes wrote:

A hard life had uglified her physically, but in youth she may have been
beautiful. I infer this from the remembered facial traits of her oldest daugh-
ter, Christina Bombay, which composed one of the loveliest faces I’ve ever
seen. She had the curly dark hair of her mother, beautifully triangular
green eyes (her mother’s were black), an endearingly heart-shaped face, a
tiny smile; and she had the presence of one accustomed to admiration, de-
spite the heavy body of much child-bearing. Her husband . . . loved her
passionately, and she reciprocated. They had beautiful children from the
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eldest, a girl of  years, down to a boy nursing at his mother. . . . You
should have seen the tenderness among these people. (–)

Landes knew that there was probably much in Maggie Wilson’s

accounts that she missed:

[Maggie] loved to ponder and talk reflectively in the Ojibwa’s rather whin-
ing, nasal, light tones; she embroidered with porcupine quills for which
she used native grassy dyes; she embroidered also with trader’s beads; she
tanned hides of deer, elk and moose, and cut them up for moccasins and
‘‘firebags’’ (carrying tinder for tobacco); and she bit designs into new birch-
bark. . . . Seeing her shining, shrewd black eyes peer through rimless spec-
tacles (worn only when embroidering), one would not have supposed she
was a mystic who had produced mighty ‘‘dreams.’’ Those eyes, the broad
cheekbones, the tight-clamped mouth exposing constant harassment, be-
longed to her needle-sharp mind, ever at grips with reality. She had a sar-
donic humor that my young self could record but not truly follow. (Landes
:vii)

Landes did not claim that their ethnographic collaboration

rested on a special intimacy or friendship, and she was aware that

the economic exchange between them signified an inequality in

their relationship: ‘‘Maggie sensed, I think, somethingpatronizing

in my research presence for she threw it at me that I was there to

exploit the people by writing a book about them. Perhaps she was

bitter at the lost chance to write a better book. She knew her life

was not dead, though its circumstances were unfair’’ (a:). ‘‘I

never supposed that she liked me,’’ Landes wrote, ‘‘but she treated

me well in every way. The times were desperately poor, so I made a

point of paying her one dollar at the close of each day, besides small

extras. She respected this punctilio, which happened to coincide

withOjibwa requirements surrounding the relationship of teacher

and learner. Her work habits were meticulous and I surmise she

respected my own conscientiousness’’ (:vii).

She condemned herself to sit oppositeme, listening and answeringmy ques-
tions, because I paid her a dollar a day and small gifts—she needed the
cash desperately for her unemployed husband and children and grandchil-
dren. I have no idea what she thought of me; she never looked at me but
kept her eyes on her handwork when she was sitting down: cutting and sew-
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ing moosehide and deerhide for moccasins that she sold, and embroidering
them with beads in the now standard French-inspired floral patterns; she
bit patterns in new tender birchbark for me; her poor teeth were worn to the
gums from a lifetime of chewing hides. She would rise to fry bannock bread
in old lard, a horrible concoction that I loved, and which put pounds onme.
In exchange I gave her the thick tasteless cheese-sandwiches made up for
my lunch by the reserve’s agriculturalist (from Leicestershire, England with
whose family I roomed, ate, and sponge-bathed from a tin washtub). Her
English speech had no tone, perhaps deliberately so but when suddenly she
screamed to her family, there was the lilting Ojibwa character. (Landes
n.d., ‘‘Remembering’’:–)

Nonetheless, Landeswas convinced that their collaborationwas ex-

ceptional.

It apparently was not typical. Deborah Gordon () has de-

scribed how women anthropologists held an attitude of liberal

reformism and ‘‘matronization’’ and projected idealized passive

maternal and feminine roles onto aboriginal women.
7

Gordon re-

ferred, as an example, to Gladys Reichard’sDezba: Woman of the Des-
ert, published in , the year after The Ojibwa Woman. ‘‘Dezba’’ is
a fictional composite Navaho woman, the self-sacrificing defender

of household needs and community values, an archetypal ‘‘com-

munal mother.’’ By contrast, The Ojibwa Woman tells stories of di-
verse women’s lives, does not idealize gender roles and relations,

and instead records women’s courage and tenacity in the face of

separation and divorce, child and wife abuse, incest, rape, and in-

fanticide. Why did the Landes-Wilson collaboration take such a

different course?

According to Landes, despite their differences in age, cultural

background, andmaterial resources, she andMaggieWilson shared

the experience of social marginality: ‘‘We were truly outsiders, on a

mostprovisional footing, joinedbymyability to relieveherpoverty

a bit, and by her desire to avenge the villagers’ condemnation of

her visionary feats by selling knowledge to me’’ (a:). Deborah

Gordon’s women anthropologists were all raised as members of

established oldNewEngland families. Their liberal reformismwas

the response of a particular social class to conditions in early-th-

century American society. Ruth Landes, the immigrant daughter,

was an outsider to that society; her termination of her brief mar-
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riagehadalso strained relationswithher family andplacedherout-

side her own ethnic milieu, which prescribedmarriage andmoth-

erhood. At Manitou Rapids, Maggie Wilson was ostracized for her

visionary powers. She recognized in Landes a keen fellow observer

and social critic. And Landes, after her failed marriage, was espe-

cially sensitized to hear Maggie’s stories about other women’s ex-

periences of marriage, separation, and divorce.

Anthropology and Women’s Stories

Dear Ruth,
This is a story of an Indian woman named [Two Skies]. She was a doctor

woman, in Indian, Na na da wi i we. She went through a rough life. She
got married to an Indian named [Forever Standing]. He was married al-
ready so she had a [co-wife]. He was a great hunter and he went out with
her to hunt ducks. They upset the canoe and he swam ashore but she hung
onto the boat and she was blown away by the wind for about four hours.
She came to a grassy point but still she couldn’t reach the shore. . . . At
last she swam ashore and dragged the boat along ’til finally she landed.
She was soaking wet and cold. She had no matches to light a fire and no
paddle to use. There was a little wind so she took her clothes off and hung
them up to dry. Then she raced around the bush to keep herself warm. She
used to say that was the hardest part of it as she was cold and had nothing
to eat. She was about nine or ten miles away from home. There were no
people close . . . and the wind was blowing against her. So she went along
the beach in the canoe with a stick for a paddle. She kept along the shore
until it got so dark that she couldn’t see at all. She put ashore and . . . lay
down and . . . finally she slept. It was daylight when she woke and then the
wind was still against her and it was blowing harder then the day before.
She kept right on again going the same way and she had about six miles to
go yet before she would reach the nearest house. So at last the next evening
she finally came to the house. The people gave her a good drink of whiskey
and put her to bed and for four days she was unconscious and at last she
came to and got better. Her husband came as soon as he heard she got there
and then he took her home. So they kept on living that way hunting and
fishing. She had three children and every time the child would come to the
same age they would die. Her husband would be fighting her, kicking her,
and was awfully mean to her. Then his two wives would get after him and
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they would lick him. Then she parted with him and she started with her
Na na da wi i we. She was getting nice things for it. She got along so fine
with all kinds of nice things and she was a great woman to tan hides . . .
she went away to the Lake of the Woods and that was where she was living
fine when she got in with a young man and married him. . . . They had a
little boy and she had to support him herself. [Her husband] was good for
nothing but he was good to her so she had him rigged up in bead work at
last so he would trade . . . the boy was about three years old and . . . in the
winter time they came to Hungry Hall. The man she was first married to
lived there. He wanted to take her back from her young husband and the
old man scared them so much that the young man ran away and she had
to go back to the old man but she never did like him. Her little boy got
sick and died. He was lonesome for his father. After the boy died she used
to fight this old man and he used to say all kinds of wishes so the young
man would die. . . . At last they heard that the young man froze to death
and soon after that the old man got blind and was sick. Then he died and
she was left a widow again and was free from her husbands. Her mother-
in-law and father-in-law and the two brothers and sister of this old man
wanted her to stay with them. That fall they went back to their hunting
grounds and they nearly starved. They could not even kill a rabbit. It was
this other young man’s parents that were doing all their bad dreams to
make them unlucky so they would starve to death. They were mad ’cause it
was this old man’s work, the reason why he died. So they moved away and
left her there alone ’cause she cut her foot. She didn’t have anything to eat.
She hardly cut wood for herself. They told her they would come back for her
and she waited five days but nobody showed up. So she started off and it
took her four days to get there. . . . She knew they were going tomake a slave
of her. She did everything, cutting wood and tanning hides for them. So
she did not stay there at all but went to another place and then from there
she went home to where she belonged to and the young man’s parents were
glad to see her back and were good to her. She made a home with her own
parents and sisters and the next summer she went around with her own
sister. That was two years after her husband died and she met her brothers-
in-law and sisters-in-law. They fought her. They tore all her clothes and
cut her hair and cut up her canoe and tent and beat her. They were mad
just because she had on good clothes and was making a good living for
herself. That was the style of the Indians long ago. When the husband or
wife dies the in-laws take everything the widow has if he or she doesn’t
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give anything in place of the one she married. So after all her bedding and
things were taken away from her she sat there and didn’t know what to do
so she left word there and said that she was going to get married the first
chance she had and wasn’t going to give them the pile of stuff they wanted
her to give them. Some kind people then lent them a canoe to go back with
and they went home. She was coming there to make a visit at her old man’s
grave the time they tore her clothes and canoe but she never came again
after that. Then a year after she got married to an older man at Whitefish
Bay. He was a widow like herself. . . . He was all kinds of manito kaso:
gisuki [conjurer who conducts Shaking Tent ceremony] and Grand Medi-
cine king and a kind of Indian fortune teller. He knew what was going to
happen ahead of time and nearly all the time his dreams came true. And
he had lots of badmedicine. People used to say that he wished to keep other
people’s luck and they claimed that he used to make people crazy. Every
body was scared to make him mad and he used to be the only one to kill
game or fish and the other people wouldn’t kill any thing and that was the
reason why people thought him bad. So they kept on like that for many
years and he cured lots of people and he was a great old gambler. So she
lived there with him all this time as his wife ’til all her in-laws with the
first husband . . . were all dead and he put her through the GrandMedicine
dance. He got sick with small pox and died so she was left a widow again
and she started with Na na da wi i we doctoring and she was a hunter.
She killed furs and fish and made rice and made a good living. She was a
real Indian woman. She dressed like an Indian. She dreamed of all kinds
of games such as the Indian dice game and snake game and the caribou
bone game. She gives these out to her namesakes and she gives out songs
she dreams of and all kinds of other games and songs. She did not have any
children but just the four that died. None are living. She’s still living yet
today. She is very old but she’s still on her manito kaso and naming lots of
children and giving out dance songs and these games of all kinds. She used
to make a nice big cooking and pretend she was having a feast with the
dead people and she would make a speech over it. Then she would pretend
she was sending it to the dead people and she would pick the people out
that’s living and they would eat it and she would say that the God of these
dead people would send the dishes back filled with life for them. She had
lots of other kinds of feasts and she would make the people believe she had
visitors from heaven. When she would doctor any one she would tell them
to go through the Grand Medicine and she would dress them up herself
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putting red paint and everything on their faces. Sometimes they would live
but sometimes they wouldn’t get better. She was just trying to keep up the
same way as her old man . . . and lots of other rough life that is not fit
to tell. She’s living alone, hardly any relatives, at Whitefish Bay. She’s old
and helpless as a baby. Now this is all I know of her. The end’’
Mrs. Wilson8

This is one of the stories that Maggie Wilson sent in more than 

story-letters she mailed to Ruth Landes in New York after Landes

left Manitou Rapids. Landes later recalled: ‘‘The flood of materi-

als . . . was determined by the meeting of traditional values and

skills with particular immediacies, i.e. the vision discipline + im-

posed literacy + real hunger + love of storytelling and philosophical

rumination + the sacredness of contract +my interest and rewards.

Surely, besides, the individualities of informants were determin-

ing; for example, Mrs. Wilson’s genius and steadiness gave me the

idea of absentee writing’’ (:). Wilson, who could speak but

notwrite English, dictated stories to her daughter Janet, whowrote

them down and sent them as letters to Ruth Landes. The letters

were a kind of anthropological piecework: Columbia University

paid Wilson ‘‘. per fifteen pages one side’’ ( to , June ,

, ). The typical opening is: ‘‘Dear Ruth, This is the story

of . . . She was an Ojibwa woman who . . .’’ Wilson punctuates her

stories with statements such as ‘‘She lived a rough life; she was a

real Indian woman.’’
9

Receiving a batch of Wilson’s story-letters,

Landes wrote to Benedict on March , : ‘‘I find these excel-

lent. One is her old and thorough line about the woman deserted,

mistreated, rewarded, shamed, combatted over, etc. The theme is

damned familiar to us by now’’ ().

Typical is the story of ‘‘Hawk-Woman,’’ whose husband, after

years of beatings and repeated desertions, finally abandoned her

one day when the couple was out moose-hunting. Wilson relates:

They travelled by canoe up the Lake for two days. The third night they
stopped on the shore. The next day they killed two big moose, and she
cleaned them, and dried the meat. So they (separately) went up into the
woods to get some birch to make a birchbark wigwam, and also birchbark
for a canoe. She came down with her load of birchbark, and saw their gun
there, so she took it along and went back for another load. When she re-
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turned, their canoe was gone, also her husband. So she was left there alone
with no canoe. But everything else was there . . . her kettles, tea pail, knives,
all her clothing and blankets, and she also had the gun. She walked along
the shore thinking that her husband was out paddling, but it got so dark
that she returned to the wigwam and went to bed. The next day she waited,
and still he didn’t come. Then she knew that her husband had left her there
for good. She made up her mind to stay until death came to her. She made
birchbarks, tanned the moose-hides, and pounded meat, and then she got
some cedar and made the frame of a canoe. She stayed there and did all
her work, made mats, and all kinds of things. She had her sewing with her.
One evening she went around the point of the bay and sat there. She saw a
moose in the water. She waited until it came closer, and then she shot and
killed it. (Landes b:–)

HawkWoman survived by doing the work of a man, in addition to

using her womanly skills. Eventually, shemet and happilymarried

a younger man. In Maggie Wilson’s stories, the common denomi-

nators of women’s lives emerge in a pattern that became ‘‘damned

familiar’’ to Ruth Landes. The sheer volume of the stories and the

repetitiveness of the themes required that she pay attention to

the testimony. Viewed through Maggie Wilson’s stories, Ojibwa

women emerge as survivors despite victimization.

The OjibwaWoman and Gender Theory

TheOjibwaWoman introducedtoanthropology thepossibilities that
gender offered as a theoretical domain for the illumination of

Ojibwa culture. First published in  and reissued in  and

, The Ojibwa Woman is an important early contribution to the
anthropology of gender for three specific and central components

of its analytical framework. First, the method of data collection

and presentation relies on the recording of life stories of individu-

als. Second, the analysis gives priority to work (‘‘occupations’’) and

marriage as the keys to understanding women’s place in society.

These domains—under the terms production and reproduction—be-

came central analytical categories in late-th-century feminist

scholarship (seeMoore ). Third, Landes recognized that gender

(which she, like other scholars in the s, called ‘‘sex’’) comprised

both a set of sociological practices and an ideological code of cul-
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tural norms and that these two domains could, and did, coexist in

contradiction.

RuthLandesused the lifehistorymethodto illustrate the contra-

dictions between practice and ideology. As we have seen, her analy-

sis of marriage and kinship is a far remove from the formalist ana-

lyses of her contemporaries. The life stories she records illustrate

not how individuals reproduce cultural norms but how they nego-

tiate and contest cultural rules to address the particular circum-

stances of their individual lives. In the foreword to The Ojibwa
Woman, Landes writes: ‘‘The Ojibwa material shows that the social
norms institutionalized in even a simple nomadic culture do not

provide for all of the population, nor for the entire range of tribal

activities’’ (vii). Landes’s ethnographic focus reflected her personal

interest in the dynamic tension between individualism and con-

straint in her own life, and her ethnographic focus is on the elabo-

rationofmoments of engagementbetween individual lives and the

constraints of society, environment, and history.

The remarkable achievement of the collaboration is that the two

women spoke across the cultural chasm between them. Maggie

Wilson told the anthropologist stories of women’s lives to pro-

vide testimony of Ojibwa women’s experience. As a grandmother

situated in a culture that prescribed storytelling for women, she

also told the stories to educate the younger woman, who had had

trouble inmarriage andwhowas seeking to develop her own skills

as an autonomous woman.

Wilson’s stories tell howwomen overcome hardship through re-

sourcefulness and knowledge learned from other women. They

describe women who, because they did not limit themselves to

prescribed roles, were able then to endure starvation, abandon-

ment, abuse, and loss. The stories highlight women’s responses

to predicaments such as a husband’s laziness, adultery, or deser-

tion. Stories tell of women paddling long distances, hunting and

butchering a moose, and surviving alone in the wilderness. They

portraywomenmakingchoices in their lives.Thestories report that

somewidowschoose to remarry andpreserve the conventional gen-

dered division of labor, whereas others choose not to remarry and

choose to employ ‘‘masculine’’ skills in order to maintain their in-

dependence (–). The stories tell how somewomen leave polyg-
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ynous marriages and others choose to stay because they value the

companionship of a co-wife (). Wilson’s stories are cautionary

tales told by older women enjoining younger women to develop

practical skills and personal autonomy to survive challenges that

may arise in their marriages and in the wider conditions of their

lives.

There is a paradox inMaggieWilson’s storytelling. Although the

stories urge that personal autonomy is the key towomen’s survival,

their very telling created a sense of community among women in

a culture that Ruth Landes said idealized masculine roles. Ojibwa

women, like Maggie Wilson, told stories of their own and other

women’s lives inorder to create a cultural space forwomen’s experi-

ence. Anthropologist Julie Cruikshankhas described similar story-

telling practices amongYukonAthapaskan andTlingitwomen and

suggests that ‘‘Individual autonomy is only a means to an end for

theseprotagonists; their goal is reconnectionwith the community’’

(:). The stories may be understood as ‘‘narrative resources’’

(Passerini ) deployedbywomen rather than ashistorical or bio-

graphical accounts of specific women’s lives. The historical truth

of events in the stories is not the primary concern of the narrator.

Rather, the stories and the events they recount are metaphors of

experience, lessons in living, and their retellings help to create and

maintain social spaces for women.
10

The Ojibwa Woman is written in five parts: ‘‘Youth,’’ ‘‘Marriage,’’
‘‘Occupations,’’ ‘‘Abnormalities,’’ and ‘‘Life Histories.’’ More than

half of the discussion in the book is devoted to descriptions of

women’s work (‘‘occupations’’) andmarriage practices. The ethno-

graphic data illustrate the diversity of ways in which women (and,

to a lesser extent, men) experience the institution of marriage and

redefine norms of women’s andmen’s occupational roles.

In the chapter entitled ‘‘Occupations’’ Landes uses excerpts from

Maggie Wilson’s stories to illustrate howOjibwa women both ful-

fill and negotiate the culturally constructed gendered division of

labor according to whichmen hunt and procure rawmaterials and

women process raw materials and manufacture clothing, shelter

and utilitarian objects. The stories of Sky Woman (–), Half

Sky (), and Kota (–), for example, are of women who not

only excelled at ‘‘feminine’’ tasks but who were also well known
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as hunters and trappers, athletes, or shamans and healers—skills

the Ojibwa defined as ‘‘masculine.’’ Stories like those of Thunder

Cloud () andGaybay () reveal thatmostwomen at some point

in their lives will be required to take up ‘‘masculine’’ occupations.

The stories urge all women to develop occupational versatility and

flexibility regarding their gender identities. Gaybay, for example,

as a girl had learned to hunt with her mother after her father died.

Later, married and widowed several times herself, Gaybay ‘‘during

the married intervals functioned like a conventional woman inas-

much as she never hunted, trapped or fished, but confined herself

to the sedentary activities connected with the wigwam and to as-

sistingher husbandon thehuntwhen so requested. But during the

periods of widowhood, which were far longer than those of mar-

riage, she found no difficulty in adjusting to the occupational life

of a man’’ ().

AccordingtoLandes: ‘‘Eventhemost conservativewomenusually

find it necessary to take up some prescriptively masculine work

at one time or another. The cultural view of the normal woman

remains unchallenged and finds expression in the training that

is usual for young girls. Those women whose behaviour is excep-

tional are not judged with reference to the conventional standard

but with reference to their individual fortunes only. The conduct

of the ideal woman, therefore, and the behaviour of any individual

womanmay be quite at variance’’ (b:).

In the chapter entitled ‘‘Marriage,’’MaggieWilson’s stories illus-

trate how, although a lifelong cooperative economic partnership

was the cultural ideal, in practice both men and women often had

several marriage partners over the course of their lives in a pattern

of serial monogamy. Landes writes:

The general attitude in the community regarding love and sex . . . [is that]
[t]hese are considered very enjoyable, socially and sensually. The culture-
hero myths contain a great number of incidents that express this taste, and
often incidents are told by men in friendly small talk; the incidents are told
broadly and humorously and sound as though inspired by the intercourse
of cross-cousins. Other legendary and semi-historical tales, and even gos-
sipy tales are concerned with sexual and romantic relations. Through the
winter months older women often tell their life histories and devote a great
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amount of time and interest to elaborating their past affairs with lovers
and husbands. (b:)

Landes later wrote that such stories were the life’s breath of

Ojibwa society: ‘‘Scholars of the s assumed that Indian cultures

were ‘dying’. I never felt that I was even in a ‘sick society’, so lusty

it was. . . . Amenities for Ojibwa lay, as I know from the women’s

stories, in the traditional prizing of romance . . . i.e. sensuous, gal-

lant love between the sexes, where individuals vault social barriers.

Amenities lay also in exploits of war, feud, hunt, sports, spinning

ballads and risqué tales, fervid discussion of ideas of Midéwiwin

and vision pursuits, and appreciation of individual characters’’

(:).

Ruth Landes was especially interested in stories that told how

marriages were established and terminated; these were also stories

thatMaggieWilsonwas culturally inclined to tell. Their collabora-

tive portrait is one of gender egalitarianism: men and women had

similar rights, expectations, and responsibilities within marriage.

Although some gift givingmight take place in the case of firstmar-

riages, marriage was not an exchange of property and was formal-

ized by night visiting and by a man ‘‘sleeping through the dawn’’

in a woman’s home. According to Landes: ‘‘Marriages are from the

start private, independent affairs, and are usually contracted with

equal good will by both parties’’ (b:).

Ruth Landes, the New Woman, found that Ojibwa marriages

practiced the romantic ideals of companionate marriage that had

been missing in her own marriage: ‘‘Marriage is theoretically the

unionof twopeoplewho like eachother deeply, and inpractice this

is borne out. Divorce is supposed to be a natural consequence of

indifference, or of offence, and this is also normally the case’’ (–

). ‘‘Women often desert a husband when they have conceived

a passion for another man’’ (), and ‘‘divorce [achieved by simple

desertion] is nearly as common as marriage’’ (). Landes stressed:

‘‘The people do not brand [a woman’s] conduct as irresponsible,

for marital responsibility is not recognized as themotivation of an

adult’s life. It is so thoroughly recognized that aperson followsonly

his private inclinations’’ (). And in a statement that appears to

reflect Landes’s own view of marriage, she writes: ‘‘Clearly, it [mar-

riage] is a very limited social experience, especially for a monoga-
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mous couple. But every cultural effort has been made to charge it

with excitement and beauty’’ ().

Finally, the analysis of gender in The Ojibwa Woman is both cul-
tural and sociological: Landes distinguishes the ideological con-

structions of gender from the actual behavior and social relations

of men and women. She describes how gender ideals do not rep-

resent actual gender relations, men’s and women’s activities, or

men’s and women’s contributions. Rather, contradiction and con-

testation characterize local gender practice. Gender relations, in

Landes’s view, require individual strategies for accommodatingdif-

ferences and contesting hegemonies, whether societies are pre- or

postcontact, whether in equilibrium or in flux. This is because,

both in Landes’s own experience and in the ethnographic research,

the relations between men and women—especially within mar-

riage—are the relations that also often define rights of access to

resources, privilege, and status in the wider society. It is within re-

lations of intimacy that men and women negotiate these broader

relations and initiate strategies to better position themselves so-

cially and economically. It is also in the context of strategizing and

negotiating that gender becomes symbolically loaded.

For Landes, contestation and contradiction are intrinsic com-

ponents of gender practice in human societies. Maggie Wilson’s

stories highlight the skills and values that one society taught

women in order to negotiate gender and to survive as individu-

als. Wilson’s women are actors in history and makers of culture.

Through her storytelling Maggie Wilson both serves as witness

to women’s experience and teaches Ojibwa women to uphold the

ideals of autonomy, resourcefulness, courage, and endurance. In

The Ojibwa Woman Ruth Landes makes women visible in anthro-
pological analysis and communicatesMaggieWilson’s teachings to

women across cultures.

Reception in the Discipline

A. Irving Hallowell praised Landes’s achievement in The Ojibwa
Woman.He recognized that not only had she collected data on the
then-standard topics of kinship and religion but she had followed

her intuition and employed her acute observation skills to bring
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women into the analysis of Ojibwa culture. In his review of the

book for American Sociological Review in , he wrote:

Since male ethnographers have given us most of our accounts of the life
of native peoples, it is well to have a culture systematically studied and
presented from a feminine point of view. Landes has been successful in
carrying this out, as I can testify from my own investigation of a western
branch of the Ojibwa. . . . Since, in Ojibwa society the role of women, as
culturally phrased, is very much more circumscribed than that of men, one
might gain a totally false impression of the actual life of women without
such data as Landes gives. She is able to show, and rightly I believe, that
women not only have an immense amount of freedom in this very indi-
vidualistic society, but that they are often successful in flaunting customs
and vetoing traditional standards. (–)

This is strong acknowledgment for the work of the junior scholar.

Despite Hallowell’s recognition of the value of paying attention

to women’s experience, the ‘‘real Indian woman’’ narratively con-

structed by Wilson and recorded by Landes remained absent from

subsequent Ojibwa ethnography.
11
The Landes-Wilson portrait of

pleasure and pain in love andmarriage was not provided for in the

anthropology of the time that was concerned with norms often

elicited about prereservation cultures. It was also absent from later

hunter-gatherer studieswhere formulaic descriptions of a natural-

ized sexual division of labor silenced gender differences in experi-

ence, knowledge, and interpretation. The Landes-Wilson portrait

was not the one being developed by anthropologists seeking to re-

construct the social lives of primordial ‘‘primitive man.’’ For ex-

ample, in a classic Ojibwa ethnography, Social and Economic Change
among the Northern Ojibwa, William Dunning describes marriage

practices within the conventional mid-th-century anthropo-

logical understanding of marriage in hunter-gatherer studies as a

life-long economic partnership in which women are ‘‘passive’’ and

‘‘submissive’’ to husbands who are ‘‘active and gregarious’’ (:

). According to Dunning, marriage choices followed prescribed

cultural rules, not individual choice, andhedoes notmention love,

conflict, separation,ordivorce—topics that interestedMaggieWil-

son and Ruth Landes and that form the basis of The Ojibwa Woman.
When the second edition of The Ojibwa Woman was published
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in , second-wave feminists described the book as ‘‘flawed and

male-centred’’ (Green ) and criticized Landes for ‘‘downgrad-

ing . . . women . . . [in] unexamined and ethnocentric phraseology’’

(E. Leacock ). They focused on Landes’s statement that there

was a cultural bias in favor of men and that the cultural ideal was

the male shaman. Passages such as the following, reprinted in the

 edition, fueled their critiques:

The same culture that has laid down a glamorous course for men has pro-
vided no distinct line of conduct for women. Women therefore attempt
nearly everything available in the culture—and by so doing, alter the for-
mulated nature of much that they engage in, heedless of the occupational
demarcation so painstakingly taught to the men. Individual variations
among women show up conspicuously as difference in objectives, techni-
cal accomplishments, and perseverance; whereas among men such minor
variations are only in degree of accomplishment. If men are thought of as
the specialized instruments of Ojibwa culture, women are the unspecial-
ized; if men are considered inheritors of the culture’s wealth, women are
the dispossessed and underprivileged; if men are the material selected arbi-
trarily to be the finest medium for the expression of Ojibwa ideals, women
are second-rate, or perhaps reserve, material. (b:)

In my analysis I have emphasized Landes’s subaltern voice and

gender critique, which are, as I see it, her distinctive contribution.

But in her written work Landes never fully extricated her analysis

fromBenedictinegeneralizations, and these leaveheropen to femi-

nist critics. This is one of the weaknesses of her work and produces

contradictions such as the one above between her argument for

women’s autonomy and her glossing of male dominance. I argue

that these contradictions arise because Landes herself wavered be-

tween contestation and compliance in her strategies to find a place

for herself in the discipline. She was the iconoclastic observer in

the field, but she was the insecure subordinate in the academy. She

complied with Benedict by making generalizations about cultural

patterns that inevitably ran roughshodover Landes’s ownopposing

evidence, which she so carefully lays out for us in detailed and rich

ethnographic descriptions basedonher ownfield observations and

interviews.

It should also be recognized that Landes implicitly wasmaking
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a theoretical argument that differed from the arguments of late-

th-century feminists. In The Ojibwa Woman, her concern was to
analyze what she called ‘‘the moot problem of men and women’’

(b:v)—a problem she saw as crossing cultural boundaries,

space, and time—that is, a universal problem. In the s femi-

nist anthropologists such as Eleanor Leacock were interested in

women’s status, the origins of gender inequality, and the possi-

bilities for future gender egalitarianism. They sought to document

that historically gender egalitarianism had existed in hunter-

gatherer societies (Moore ).

There are fundamental differences in these theoretical ap-

proaches: for Landes, the ‘‘problem’’ ofmenandwomen isuniversal

and ‘‘moot’’; gender differences are a central organizing principle

in all societies, and gendered experiences create different founda-

tions of knowledge for women and men within the same society.

For Leacock, the problem of men and women is a problem of gen-

der hierarchy that was introduced through historical processes of

European colonization and is not indigenous to hunter-gatherer

societies such as the Ojibwa (Etienne and Leacock ; E. Leacock

). A historicalmaterialist, Leacock interpreted gender relations

as rooted in the relations of economic production. She argued that

the male dominance that Landes described in The Ojibwa Woman,
the higher status symbolically awarded masculine roles in Ojibwa

society, was a product of the transformation from an egalitarian

foraging society to a stratified society based on commodity rela-

tions first of the fur trade and later of a capitalist wage economy.

Leacock criticized Landes for lacking a historical materialist analy-

sis of how the social and economic changes of wage labor, forced

relocation, and the increasing intrusiveness of Indian agents had

affected gender relations.

Nonfeminists also criticized the second edition. Unlike Hallo-

well, who  years earlier had seen Landes’s attention to women as

a strength of her work, Herbert Alexander, in reviewing The Ojibwa
Woman for American Anthropologist in , considered that ‘‘women
interpreting women’s viewpoints derived from women infor-

mants’’ results in work that is ‘‘less than scientific’’ (:). He

found that Landes’s reliance upon Maggie Wilson’s stories created

‘‘the risk of an idiosyncratic female viewpoint of Ojibwa life.’’
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Landes responded to Alexander in a letter to the editor of Ameri-
can Anthropologist, a revised version of which was published in the
journal:

Dr. Alexander should understand that there was no full-length anthropo-
logical study of women ‘in a primitive society’ during my time; and that
when this one appeared it met with no enthusiasm outside of our Columbia
University circle. More, I had not set out to study women; it was they who
came to talk to me. . . . The women simply wished to talk about their lives
to this young, inquiring outsider. The ‘few informants’, as Dr. Alexander
puts it, were actually a large number. . . . The ‘idiosyncratic female view-
point’ suggested by the reviewer was no more so than the male viewpoint
that dominates the other two Ojibwa books of mine (Ojibwa Sociology
andOjibwa Religion and theMidéwiwin). I mean that both reveal the
culture . . . dealing chiefly with men. . . . Standing alone for some time,
the study neither followed ‘fads’, as the reviewer puts it, nor inspired any.
I thought my Ojibwa people were just acting humanly, like those I knew
in New York. . . . Ojibwa women were . . . great realists, doing what had
to be done even when this was called male.

She continued:

Every woman field worker has forced on her the knowledge that women
undergo experiences not conceptualized by men; and this is true of the host
culture’s women too.Dr. Alexander appears to deplore this as ‘women inter-
preting women’s viewpoints derived from women informants.’ . . . Culture
is an absolute barrier, even within a common society, between the sex cate-
gories. . . . It has always struck me that, among the numerous ‘primitive’
and contemporary cultures I’ve studied, women (besides men) have talked
to me in ways and about matters not recorded by male observers. I’m sure
men do not ‘hear’ the women’s affairs that we women record, unless the
women’s affairs are presented in a culturally stylized way. (May , ,
, box )

Refusal to ‘‘hear’’ women’s affairs continues. A third edition of

The OjibwaWomanwas published in , and in a clear dismissal of
the different forms women’s knowledge takes and of the different

experiencesuponwhich it is based, a reviewer in theEuropeanReview
of Native American Studies described the book as ‘‘gossip as ethnogra-
phy’’ (Anonymous ).



Ruth Landes, Author

Landes was bright and ambitious, and she knew that the reading

public was interested in women’s lives in other cultures. Once she

had extracted from her field notes the formal data she needed for

her Ph.D. dissertation, she began to imagine a book that would

record women’s experiences growing up and living in Ojibwa cul-

ture.
12
She knew thatMaggieWilson’s stories offered a richportrait,

and she envisioned a book that would sell. Mead’s Coming of Age in
Samoa () and Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies (),
not tomentionBenedict’s Patterns of Culture (), were best-sellers.
Landeshadwritten thefirst draft ofTheOjibwaWomanduring the

winter of – when she was a postdoctoral fellow participat-

ing in Mead’s Cooperation and Competition seminar. To achieve

credibility in the profession and establish herself in an academic

career she would need to adopt an authoritative analytical voice in

her scientificwriting. Shewas conflicted about the audience for The
Ojibwa Woman and about the kind of text she wanted to produce.
She was torn between her Boasian attention to microscopic details

and particular individuals and Benedict’s concern for pattern and

generalization. As a scientist shewas required to stepback from the

array of data and draw general conclusions or principles. This she

attempted to do through her arguments about individualism and

male dominance. But she was clearly reluctant to have her book be

about these generalizations. She and Benedict debated the analysis
of ‘‘abnormalities.’’ In a letter dated April ,  Landes expressed

the hope that Benedictwould ‘‘come around to the [Abnormalities]

chapter of the’’ ( to , April , , ).

Ruth Landes sought to write a book that might capture the cre-

ativity—not only the ‘‘abnormality’’—in Ojibwa women’s strug-

gles and resilience. Maggie Wilson’s stories of women’s survival,

sheknew,werealsoautobiographical.ThroughstorytellingMaggie

transformed her life from memory to narrative to emerge as an

actor in history, a participant in culture, and author of her own life.

For Landes, the stories also echoed the restlessness of her own pil-

grim’s search. The Ojibwa Woman was not only an anthropological
account of women’s lives in another culture. It was about the lives

of women like herself—about life itself.
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How could she write a text that would have legitimacy in the

discipline? How could she at the same time produce a text that

would keep intact the experiential world of contradiction and con-

straint and celebrate the particular ways that individual women

overcame hardship and asserted agency within the world? These

women’s stories offered contesting voices to anthropological con-

structions of homogeneous, coherent, cultural wholes.

Landes struggled. On the one hand, in Benedictine fashion, she

argued that individualism was the central ethos or dominant pat-

tern inOjibwaculture.Ontheotherhand, she couldnot fail tonote

the cultural visibility given to men’s skills and accomplishments

and the symbolic value given to the role of the male shaman, that

is, that male dominance was also a dominant pattern. If in seeking

autonomy individual womenwere fulfilling cultural ideals, collec-

tively they could be seen as a subordinate group within a culture

that was not a unified whole but that contained within it diverse

and contesting interests. In the end Landes produced a text where

the analytical voice of the scientistweaves in andout of a text full of

contradictorywomen’s experiences, where generalizations andun-

ruly experience jockey for the reader’s attention. She chose to end

The Ojibwa Woman not with general conclusions but instead with
three women’s life stories, the final words of the last story being:

‘‘So her bad luck never ended. But in spite of it all, she was happy.

She and her husband grew very old. . . . That is all.’’

Because she was unemployed, Landes remained in a dependent

relationship with her teacher, Benedict, and when in the spring

of  Benedict arranged a , grant for Landes to return to

the field, Landes accepted it as a means to be able to support her-

self without relying on her parents and as an avenue to continu-

ing professionalization that she hoped one day would lead her to

a permanent position in anthropology. She left The Ojibwa Woman
manuscriptwithBenedictwhen shewent to thefield, andBenedict

and her companion, Nathalie Raymond, read and edited it, send-

ing sections to Landes to revise while in the field.
13
Being immersed

in new data and a new field situation hardly provided Landes with

ideal conditions to revise the book. It was Benedict who in March

 submitted themanuscript toHarcourtBrace andwhoamonth

later reported to Landes that it had been rejected ‘‘as too special-
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ized and for a university press’’ ( to , April , , ).When

Landes returned to New York in the summer of , she sent the

manuscript to Macmillan, and in August she wrote to Benedict at

her summer home, Shattuck Farm, that Macmillan had received

‘‘an extremely favorable report . . . recommending publication be-

cause not specialized! and because first book to give a full-length

picture of women and children in one primitive culture—for

which there are frequent requests.’’ But by April  Macmillan

had rejected The Ojibwa Woman because it had ‘‘no general appeal,’’
and Oxford had also turned down the book, saying it was ‘‘over-

burdened with manuscripts to publish.’’ Benedict eventually ar-

ranged for ColumbiaUniversity Press to publish The OjibwaWoman
in  in its Contributions to Anthropology series, which she her-

self edited.

In Primate VisionsDonna Haraway proposes that ‘‘scientific prac-
tices are storytellingpractices’’ and that likeother storytellingprac-

tices they are ‘‘historically specific practices of interpretation and

testimony’’ (:). Ethnographic texts areanthropology’s story-

telling. Landes’s professional aspirations in the discipline required

that she engage the storytelling practices of scientific storytelling.

Her personal dilemmas, however, were so eloquently mirrored in

Maggie Wilson’s life stories that autobiographical practices also

motivated The Ojibwa Woman. Feminist literary critics write of the
‘‘micropolitical practices’’ at work in women’s autobiographical

storytelling (de Lauretis ) and explore how practices of self-

representation ‘‘illuminate the contradictory, multiple construc-

tion of subjectivity at the intersections, but also in the interstices

of ideologies of gender, race and sexuality’’ (Martin :). In The
Ojibwa Woman Ruth Landes, through her insistence on recording
the contradictions and constraints in women’s lives, tapped the

microcultural politics in the interstitial zones ofOjibwa culture. In

TheOjibwaWoman she confirms that it is not Benedict’s patterns but
the cracks in the patterns that really concern her in anthropology.

The cracks symbolized the social spaces where she felt she led her

own life, and they motivated her observations in the field.



 

Lusty Shamans in the Midwest

B
   study of Afro-Brazilian religion,

The City of Women (), Ruth Landes made two more ex-
tended field trips to Native American communities during

the Great Depression years, both funded by grants to Columbia

University managed by Ruth Benedict. ‘‘The immediate drive be-

hind my Columbia-sponsored research was boundless regard for

the characters and geniuses of [Franz Boas and Ruth Benedict]’’ she

later recalled (a:v). Landes welcomed the opportunity to con-

tinue to develop her field observation skills and to collect data to

publish, but she also needed the work. Since her separation from

herhusbandshehadfoundherself,nowyearsof age, againfinan-

cially dependent upon her parents and living with them in their

apartment. At least when she was in the field she could live on her

own and regain some sense of independence by supporting her-

self. The grants were to cover her living costs and research expenses

while away, but there would be nothing left to live on when back

in New York. If, at least in the short term, the arrangement helped

Ruth Landes, it also suited Ruth Benedict. Benedict could bene-

fit fromRuth Landes’s already sophisticated powers of observation

and recording and from the hard work and youthful energy of a

student seeking to impress her.

In the summer and fall of  Landes was based at Red Lake,

Minnesota where sheworked particularly with Chippewa (Ojibwa)

shaman or midé Will Rogers and continued the study of Ojibwa

religion she had begun withMaggie Wilson. In the fall and winter

of – Ruthwould conduct field researchwith two groups: the

easternmost Siouan-language speakers near RedWing,Minnesota,

whose way of life closely resembled their Algonquian-speaking

neighbors, the Ojibwa; and the southernmost Algonquian speak-

ers, the Potawatomi in Kansas.
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In thesefield studies Landeswould collect standardkinshipdata,

record myths, and observe and document religious rituals. She

would also follow her intuition and with increasing depth record

herobservationsof acculturationandthecultural creativityofmar-

ginalized peoples. She was shocked by the poverty on the reser-

vations in the s, but she was impressed beyond measure by

the peoples’ resilience and cultural innovation and by the person-

alities she encountered. In her writing she chose to highlight the

peoples’ strong will to maintain cultural beliefs and practices. She

documented the creative intellectual and social practices by which

people reinterpreted their beliefs and continually modified their

practices to invest them with meaning and vitality. Her approach

was to focus on certain key individuals whose personalities illu-

minated the contradictions, struggles, and determination of the

group.

Based on this work she wrote three bookmanuscripts in the late

s. These remained unpublished for three decades: Ojibwa Reli-
gion and the Midéwiwin and The Mystic Lake Sioux were published in
. The Prairie Potawatomiwas published in .
The first of these books, Ojibwa Religion and the Midéwiwin, is the

product of her work with Maggie Wilson and Will Rogers. In the

interval that lapsed between the time Landes wrote Ojibwa Reli-
gion and the time it was published, the Ojibwa became known to
anthropologists as ‘‘the classic case of the Guardian Spirit ethic, a

people whose world was filled with spirit forces and whose exis-

tence depended on gaining power over these forces, both benign

andmalevolent’’ (Dunning).ButwhenRuthLandes conducted

research, the only published study of Ojibwa religious practices

was Hoffman’s  Bureau of American Ethnology report, ‘‘The

Midéwiwin or ‘GrandMedicine Society,’ ’’ which was based on sec-

ondary sources and not on firsthand observation and fieldwork.

OjibwaReligionwouldbe ‘‘thefirstdetailedaccountofOjibwaMidé-
wiwin ritual since W. J. Hoffman’s report in ’’ (Barnouw ).

Letters from the Field

Ruth Landes arrived at Red Lake in northeastern Minnesota on

June , , ‘‘after very miscellaneous travel.’’ The next day she
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hired a car and driver to travel several hundred miles to visit the

neighboring reservations of Ponemah, Cass Lake, and Leech Lake:

‘‘Everyonemost kind and Government buildings are almost coun-

try clubs by contrast with Canadian ones’’ she reported to Benedict

(June , , ).

Her initial enthusiasmhaddampenedwhenshewrote twoweeks

later on June , : ‘‘I have felt so discouraged that I have al-

most packed up and returned to Canada. First, Red Lake and Cass

Lake and now large parts of Ponemah are in a condition of cul-

tural leprosy . . . it is amazing how large parts of the whole are just

dropping away.’’ Finding informants was a second problem. A for-

estation program, one of the Roosevelt administration’s New Deal

employment programs to alleviate rural poverty, was hiring able-

bodied Chippewa men at  per month plus room and board.

Landes’s informants’ fees could not compete: ‘‘The ones who re-

main are the old ones who speak no English and thewomen. I have

tried the women repeatedly, and for my purposes they are hope-

less. . . . I suppose a Mrs. Wilson [is] just [a] freak . . . of accident.’’

A fewweeks later, on July , , Landeswrote that shehadbeen

‘‘exceedingly occupiedwith little difficulties that sumup tomoun-

tains, and for which the ease of last summer’s work little prepared

me.’’ She was becomingmore hopeful about the research now that

she had solved one of her main problems—transportation—by

purchasinga Ford for. Shehadalso increasedherpayment

to informants from  to  daily and had found some informants

who were willing to work with her:

I am getting tales from two bright men. One man is quite remarkable. He
is a youngman of  years, with amind of brilliant promise. He is married
to a white girl . . . he is convalescing from  . . . because he is weak I cannot
work with him steadily but I am having him write traditional stories for
me . . . I am typing them just as he wrote them. I told him that if he writes
– of them we can get them published. So he is writing. I give him
. for  pages—because he is too much my equal (his attitude) to be
paid for our discussions, therefore he must be paid at a higher rate for the
stories. The other bright man is the one for whom I had to raise my daily
bidding. But he can secure several big medicine men to work with me, so
the raise will secure good returns.
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On July , , Benedict wrote to say that she would increase

Landes’s monthly allowance to  to cover the higher than ex-

pected costs of thefieldwork. She remindedLandes ‘‘affectionately’’

that in addition to her reports on data collection ‘‘I want to know

how comfortably you are making out in the things of this world

too.’’
1
On July , , Ruth Landes replied: ‘‘At present, in trying

to do aboriginal ethnology, I must resort to a kind of archeology. I

must take an interpreter to sit down with me and dig away at the

dim passages of an informant’s memory. This is a grueling task for

the informants and I myself feel quite worn out from holding the

peopledownand ingood temper. (But there are somegood results.)

All this makes [Manitou] culture seem vividly alive.’’

She reported that she ‘‘turn[ed] to the stories as generally-

speaking the most vigorous survivals’’ because, although ‘‘a con-

siderable body of aboriginal thinking persists at Ponemah, espe-

cially in the field of religion . . . one can just see the attenuation

in process.’’ She described witnessing ‘‘a medicine dance which fell

very far short indeed of Hoffman’s description, andwhere indiffer-

ence was striking. And the head men were tottering drunk. There

are large gaps in the knowledge of even themost earnest and intel-

ligent of the young Indians: a dzisaki [‘‘juggler,’’ shaman] who is not
considered heretical for dzisakiing without tent and at the age of

 years; a man who has been through five degrees of the Mide yet

can give only fragments of the philosophy that should have been

thoroughly taught him.’’ ‘‘I think I need an occasional letter from

you to cheer me up,’’ she concluded, because ‘‘the generally inten-

sive assimilation program that our government tries to further is

simply devastating to one’s spirits.’’

Benedict replied on August , : ‘‘My heart goes out to you in

your ‘‘archeological’’ weeks. [Manitou] was such good luck that I

hopedperhaps itmight continue—though I knewby all theprece-

dents it couldn’t. I never shall forget Reo Fortune’s despair when

he first struck the Omaha. Any ethnology that depended on what

was obtainable among people like thatwas bunk by definition. But

in the end he had to admit that his efforts had been well worth the

investment. It’s a bore thatwedidn’t live a century ago’’ (, box ).

Margaret Mead and her second husband, Reo Fortune, had con-

ducted fieldwork together among the Omaha (whom they called
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the ‘‘Antlers’’). Mead’s report on the work published the preced-

ing year had stressed the negative impacts of acculturation. Bene-

dict and Mead shared this then-prevalent view in the discipline

that focused more on salvaging the culture that had been ‘‘lost’’

than on developing theory and methodology to analyze the cul-

tural processes that were at work on reservations in the s. At

this moment in her career Landes was on the cusp between these

two approaches.

Reminding Landes that overcoming adversity is part of field-

work, Benedict tried to cheer her up by relaying a report from an-

other of her students, Jules Henry, who had been living and work-

ing with the Kaingáng in southeastern Brazil since December :

‘‘Haveyouhada letter fromJules?The rainshadcome, andafluepi-

demic had struck. Eduardo’s five children, wife and servants were

down with it, and the baby had died. The country is half under

water. Two of his best informants had died, and another was going

soon. Nevertheless he said, ‘I’ve every reason to be pleased with the

ethnology I’ve been able to get’ and that from Jules made me feel

that all was not lost. For that will make him sleep comfortably at

night no matter what goes on around him’’ (August , , ,

box ).
2

Benedict also responded to Landes’s report on July  that Uni-

versityofChicagoanthropologist SolTaxhad ‘‘passed through’’ and

that he had ‘‘been through  or  or more reservations, fromwhere

he secured kinship schedules.’’ ‘‘How is Sol Tax now that he is a dis-

ciple of Radcliffe-Brown’s?’’ inquired Benedict. ‘‘I’m sure he told

you that he’s a master hand at kinship systems now, but did you

get any facts from him that were of interest?’’

Ruth Landes wrote on August , , that receiving Benedict’s

letter ‘‘has been the greater pleasure because it has reached me

while on a dysentery rack! . . . The pain and the weakness!’’ She also

expressed her relief that Benedict had ‘‘broken the ice,’’ and now

‘‘the horror I nursed can out’’:

I thought Sol Tax sounded like a Radcliffe-Brown disciple . . . or a 
[City College of New York] graduate. He just knows it all, and has the
most beautiful mimeographed set of kinship forms i.e. blanks. He has a
numerous collection of Chippewa kinship schedules, collected in the past
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weeks, and yet has not abstracted a single principle therefrom. He went
through the courtly gesture of asking me what I knew about my ownOjib-
way schedules, and then tried to prove me wrong . . . but he had to admit
defeat. I guess he hadn’t been with Radcliffe-Brown long enough. Then I
tried to show him the functional variations that the same kinship schedule
had undergone—but that was too much for Chicago. ()

Their correspondence fromnow on, in addition to discussing Lan-

des’s field research, would include exchanging gossip and observa-

tions on the work of their colleagues. Although the ‘‘ice was bro-

ken,’’ Landeswould continue to address Benedict as ‘‘Dr. Benedict.’’

Landes also happily reported that she had begun intensive work

with a shaman, Will Rogers:

Yesterday I attempted to drag myself out of the awful sickness that a pare-
goric diet brings, and I attempted some ethnology. The old fellow is both
deaf and has a sense of humor—so I suppose I cannot attribute the collapse
that came after a few hours to the dysentery solely. . . . [He] is – years
old, possessing a good street English and an active though senile mind. He
had . . . got it into his head that he would tell me ‘‘everything.’’ His ‘‘every-
thing’’ is the Midéwiwin—he is a priest of highest ranking. I am getting
full texts from him. . . . Already I see one point that delights my contro-
versial soul, and which I had previously suspected . . . [that] there were
two original supreme beings, one earth, the other sky, i.e. a dual supreme
god-head not monotheism as Chippewa religion is always described. (Au-
gust , , )

Once her ‘‘controversial soul’’ had been touched, Landes’s inter-

est increased, and she ‘‘fell into amorass of steadywork fromwhich

it has been impossible to be extricated,’’ she wrote Benedict on

October , . ‘‘So I was in a nunnery until a week ago.’’ Landes

andWillRogershadworked together everyday for twomonths. She

told Benedict that she felt she would need another month in the

field (and another ) to ‘‘rework for errors and refinement.’’ But

shewas in adilemma: shewasn’t sure shewanted todelaypreparing

for exams, and she was anxious to start writing her dissertation.
3

In

addition, she was worried about her future job opportunities: ‘‘Do

there seem to be any possibilities for me at the  [American

Museum of Natural history]?’’ Landes asked Benedict.



Pindigegizig/Hole-in-the-Sky/Will Rogers

Will Rogers, or ‘‘Hole-in-the-Sky,’’ was in his s and nearing the

end of a productive career as a midé (shaman) when Ruth Landes

met him at his home in Cass Lake. She brought him to Red Lake,

where theyworked together fromearlyAugust to lateOctober .

She paid for his room and board with a local family who feared his

supernatural powers but needed the money Landes offered.

Rogers described himself to Landes as both midé and manitou
(spirit-power) (b:). To represent Will/‘‘Hole’’ ’s multiple sub-

jectivity and his fluid identity as a human spirit medium, Landes

usedbothnames inherwriting ‘‘according to the situation’’: ‘‘When

we dealt with secular matters, I call himWill, as others did. When

he acted the shaman by tutoring me, I should have used a kinship

term like ‘‘Grandfather,’’ and occasionally did. In [writing] I use

his Ojibwa ‘mystic’ name Pindigegizig, meaning Hole-in-the-Sky.

I retain the two names as indicators of the secular or mystic nature

of the situations in which they figured’’ ().

Will Rogers’s reputation as a midé built on those of his father

and uncles who had also been shamans. He spoke unaccented En-

glish, the result of his years of work in the Minnesota logging in-

dustry, yet he ‘‘thought in Ojibwa forms and habitually ‘talked

sacredly’ with Supernaturals, especially his ‘twin brother,’ Thun-

derbird’’ (). He was lonely when Landes met him. She said he

had been put out of the house by his last wife and adult stepson.

After Landes left in the late fall, ‘‘they had him committed to a

mental hospital as a nuisance; he wrote me sad letters from there,’’

she recalled (). Will welcomed the respect Landes showed for his

midé knowledge, and the work offered him relief from loneliness.

Landes described their relationship to Benedict:

There has developed one of those beautiful ties that are made in heaven, or
in the mauve decade. He has become very attached to me. He has adopted
me as his namesake (this is a serious tie, whereby namer and namee are
identified as one body) and regularly treats me with sweat baths and herbs.
All this has a powerful bearing naturally on theMide information he gives
me. At first he was merely conscientious in filling up the day with texts,
etc. that skirted the profounder esoterica; but now the esoterica just pour
out. The whole business now is to be had for the bare asking. . . . The com-
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parative Midéwiwin information is exciting . . . my life with the old man
is many-faceted! Since I do everything but sleep with him, the ethnological
by-product of our association is well-rounded. (October , , )

Landes was careful to pay for the cultural knowledge, recog-

nizing that ‘‘legalistically, he ‘owned’ this material and the ‘right’

to teach it’’ (b:–): ‘‘Daily we pored over his birchbark

scrolls depicting midéwiwin lore. I provided the other necessaries,

whichwere the tobacco that sanctioned talking toandaboutSuper-

naturals, Will’s daily fee that also sanctioned any instruction, and

his food and lodging. And he stinted nothing’’ (–). Describ-

ing one of their work sessions, she wrote: ‘‘Hole reproduced the

song forme, in his aged but true voice, gazing intently, devoutly, at

someremotehorizon;firstheoffered tobacco, silently.During such

mystic reproductions, I felt he summoned the effort from emo-

tional depths. I could not tell whether his attitude contained some

apology for possible blasphemy, singing or praying in this unusual

secular situation’’ (–). Outsiders, shewrote, ‘‘could not imag-

ine the great energies and tensions behind a midé rite, binding its

shamans, patients and witnesses with fierce interests. . . . While I

spent a few short months being tutored by Will in the midé texts

and rites that follow, the Indians spent their lives in theheavy shad-

ows cast by midé and other shamanistic personages’’ (–).

Sexual banter, however, was a source of ‘‘fun’’ in Ojibwa cul-

ture that appealed toRuth Landes andbecame an important idiom

of communication for Landes and Will Rogers. Will asked her to

‘‘marry’’ him: ‘‘Teachingmemidéwiwin under conditions required

bydogma,Will proposed thatwemarry to consolidateour shaman-

istic partnership.He said, ‘With your brains andmyknowledge,we

should rule the world.’ He pursued this seriously, using the court-

ship cross-cousin [‘‘sweetheart’’] terms and conduct until I termi-

nated matters by driving him back to Cass Lake, forty miles away.

Yet a week later, under the blistering sun, he trudged back and we

resumed uncousinly instruction’’ (). Their parting was solemn

when it came time for Landes to return to New York:

At the end he gave me a ‘‘powerful’’ name (of an eagle manito), the promise
of guarding me after his reincarnation as a Thunderbird, also his sacred
scrolls . . . little sacks of protectivemagic or ‘‘medicine,’’ his handsome, large
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redstone peacepipe, and two fine new quilts just earned for serving midé
rites at Red Lake. When we parted under a snowfall at Cass Lake and I let
him out of the car, he stood erect bymywindow, reached formy hand, asked
me to return, then removed his glasses to dry his tears. So theOjibwabegged
ritual ‘‘pity’’ of a guardian spirit, seeking ‘‘power’’ after humbling himself
physically and mentally, and weeping. He wrote me until his death a few
years later. At my present writing, he should be stationed above Niagara
Falls in his Thunderbird aspect, as he anticipated. ()

The Academy of Shamans:Ojibwa Religion
and theMidéwiwin

Landes’sOjibwaReligion and theMidéwiwin is divided into threeparts.
The first discusses Ojibwa religion in terms of cosmology, the vi-

sion quest, shamanism, and sorcery. The second concentrates on

the Midéwiwin, describing its organization, origin myths, ritu-

als, and variations. The third part contains appendixes: an account

of Maggie Wilson’s war vision, a discussion of ‘‘common dreams,’’

brief descriptions of midé birch bark scrolls, and a description of a

Midéwiwin public rite that Landes attended.

Landes described Ojibwa religion as personal and individual-

ized, an ancient belief system that emerged from the solitary

hunting lifestyle. Individualswho opened themselves to themani-

tous through fasting or the solitary vision quest in isolated spiri-

tual places gained ‘‘power’’ (‘‘medicine’’) through dreams or vi-

sions. ‘‘Ojibwa tradition created its intensest religious expression

through pursuit of a private guardian spirit who revealed (or

yielded) himself in ‘dreams’ or visions,’’ she wrote (b:). Hole-

in-the-Sky described the vision experience as ‘‘dying,’’ that is, giv-

ing one’s life over to themanitous and opening oneself to receiving

visions and thus knowledge (). Individuals developed personal

relationships withmanitous, who served as lifelong patron guard-

ian spirit-powers. Landes recalled how ‘‘watching Will pray to his

own Thunderbird guardian’’ or ‘‘listening . . . to Mrs. Wilson nar-

rate for me the ‘power’ dream of her World War I Star Dance, I

sensed that to each visionary, his own experience was uniquely

worthy and could be subordinated to others only against the deep-

est protest’’ ().
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The concept of ‘‘power’’ was at the core of the religious system

and pervaded all aspects of the culture, guiding the actions and

thoughts of the people. ‘‘Power’’ resided within the individual and

did not form the basis for an organized religion with a congrega-

tion of worshippers. Importantly, this allowed individuals to act

independently of others. People feared ‘‘power’’ and could never be

sure who possessed it and to what degree; they thus tended to fear

one another and avoided intimate contacts with individuals who

were not close kin. Individuals readily admitted that their fears of

others were due to the fear of the possibility of sorcery. Landes de-

scribed how terrified Wilson was when she came to Red Lake to

work with Landes for three weeks during that summer; Maggie

fearedWill Rogers’s ‘‘power.’’ Occasional elder women evolved into

feared shamans, but a male shaman was ‘‘the Ojibwa ideal strong

man, defining and holding [at] bay the terrible forces of existence,

manito and human. His skills were inseparable from his alarming

personality, seen in themanifestations described as jealous, greedy,

bullying, and extremely ambitious’’ (b:).

Landes interpretedOjibwavisions, sorcery, andrituals as cultural

responses to fears ‘‘about hunger, sickness, crippling, infidelity, be-

trayal, ridicule, failure in trapping, games, and war, about weather

andpoisonings and insanity’’ (b:). TheOjibwa, she said, lived

‘‘expecting Evil to triumph but ever optimistic about Good. This

gave their ethos an ironical, sophisticated aspect free of despair’’

(). She suggested that the conditions of extreme poverty inOjibwa

communities in the s and the related high rates of infantmor-

tality and illness had increasedpeople’s fears that otherswereusing

their ‘‘power’’ for evil and increased their reliance onmidé shamans

and on the rites of the Midéwiwin ().

According to Basil Johnston, the goal of theMidéwiwin, the reli-

gious and curing society known to ethnologists of Landes’s time as

‘‘The Grand Medicine Society,’’ is to bring health and long life to

the Ojibwa and to preserve traditional knowledge (:). His-

torically there were eight degrees ofmembership or levels of train-

ing to become a midé (a member, a curer, a shaman). A candidate

would spendyears learning the songs, rituals, ethics, andmedicinal

knowledge. Themidés used picturewriting onbirch bark scrolls as

mnemonic devices to assist in recalling the hundreds of songs and
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rites of the Midéwiwin. Infinite variations in the myths and songs

existed because these were communicated orally, and each midé

had a personal repertoire. Consistent with her earlier ethnogra-

phy of Ojibwa individualism and gender autonomy, Landes found

that individuals personalized their relations with a spirit world,

and as in her other Ojibwa writing, she insisted on recording vari-

ability rather than ‘‘dogma.’’ Much of Maggie Wilson’s and Will

Rogers’s testimony described how ritual practices and knowledge

varied locally and among individual practitioners. They were con-

cerned to distinguish their own personal knowledge from that of

othermidé specialists. In Landes’s words, ‘‘the towering prestige of

the midé shamans rested mainly on their private vision achieve-

ments; seen thus, the Midé Society was the academy of shamans’’

(Landes b:).

Although ‘‘the Indians always said that they were transferring

faithfully the teachings of past times’’ (Landes b:), Landes

recorded different versions of the originmyths and described how

their telling was a source of both entertainment and intellectual

debate for the midé shamans: ‘‘There is no firm limit to the num-

ber of elaborations about the midé tale. Hole and others . . . re-

vealed that imaginative men liked to speculate on ethical, philo-

sophic, therapeutic, and even novelistic implications hidden in the

tale’’ (). Shedescribedhow ‘‘midéofficers stayedup latedebating

thesematters, talkingwithunusual freedomanddisregarding jeal-

ousies under the influences of quiet nights, ample tobacco, and

fellow scholars ().

After weeks of studying the originmyth withHole, transcribing

text from his speeches and the pictographs of his scroll, working

out the allusions, Landes found that ‘‘when finally systematized, it

seemed slight, much dramatized in the telling and by other ritual

enactments and much repeated’’ (b:). ‘‘The tales’ slightness

was partly a literary form, even a religious one, for value was laid

ongreatunderstatement’’ (). Sheobserved thatwhile repetitions

often appeared contradictory, ‘‘thismaywell be the illusion of out-

side (research) standards’’ (). ‘‘Consistency and order,’’ she said,

‘‘cannot be expected from an oral tradition . . . in a community that

[does not] tabu open questioning and criticism’’ ().

The voices of her two key informants are clearly heard in the
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text, and Landes’s empathy with them is evident. One reviewer

called the book a ‘‘descriptive study of Ojibwa supernatural prac-

tices byWill Rogers andMaggieWilson, editedor collectedbyRuth

Landes’’ (Dunning ). Landes credited thepowerfuldescriptions

in Ojibwa Religion to Maggie Wilson and Will Rogers, whom she

described as ‘‘by our standards, energetic, intellectually keen, and

sophisticated . . . wary, brilliant, immensely alert and curious about

events. . . . [T]hey worked superbly despite illness, destitution, and

a deep restlessness within . . . they expressed high points of their

culture; to me they seemed immensely civilized’’ (b:–).

Ojibwa Religion and the Midéwiwin, although published in ,
is largely unchanged from the original manuscript written in the

s. Landes integrated little of the scholarly research that had

taken place during the intervening years, and the book was some-

thing of an anachronism by the time it appeared in print. Its por-

trait of Ojibwa beliefs is, however, consistent with that of later

scholars (Brown in collaboration with Matthews ; Hallowell

; ; Johnston ;Matthews andRoulette ;Rogers ;

Vennum ). Because the book was not published at the time

it was written, Landes’s research did not contribute to the study

of Native American religion in the way that it might have. De-

spite its delayed appearance in print, noted Ojibwa scholars Victor

Barnouw, Edward Rogers, and William Dunning all favorably re-

viewed the book, indicating that her research might have helped

solidify Landes’s professional stature had she been able to publish

it in the s.

Edward S. Rogers, writing in American Anthropologist (), ob-
served that Landes had identified the key characteristics of Ojibwa

religion that have since preoccupied scholars: the fluid ways in

which individuals combine Christian and aboriginal beliefs to de-

velop personalized belief systems, the belief that ‘‘power’’ resides

within all individuals, and the importance of dreams. Recalling

his own field experience among the Round Lake Ojibwa of north-

ern Ontario, Rogers said that Ojibwa are reluctant to reveal in-

formation about the Midéwiwin to outsiders, and he considered

Landes’sworkwithMaggieWilson andWill Rogers exceptional.He

described the Ojibwa as ‘‘not particularly articulate [and] . . . no

amount of prodding can alter the situation’’ (:). Landes be-
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lieved that her youth and ‘‘perhaps alsomy low-ranked femaleness

reduced Ojibwa caution’’ (b:–).

Inhis review inPacificNorthwestQuarterly (),Chippewascholar
Victor Barnouw called Ojibwa Religion ‘‘a tour de force about the
Ojibwa world view’’ and discussed the effect the delay in its publi-

cation has upon the reader:

Ojibwa Religion and theMidéwiwin . . . is a kind of Rip Van Winkle,
making the current scene after a back-drawer slumber of more than thirty
years. As in the case of Rip, there is an air of strangeness in this latter-day
emergence, for the book differs in some ways from more recent anthropo-
logical publications. This is not to say that it is ‘out of date’ or failing in
some fashionable new virtue, for Ojibwa Religion and theMidéwiwin
is an excellent piece of work, much like the author’s earlier publications on
the Ojibwa, and written in the same lively, sometimes dramatic style. . . .
One can see in Ojibwa Religion the strong influence of Ruth Benedict.
There is a searching effort here to see the Ojibwa world whole and to assess
the effect of that cultural configuration upon the individual. Intuition and
insight, as well as reason and deduction, have gone into the making of
this work. I suspect that most of today’s anthropology graduate students
would not have so much faith in their own intuitions and would not dare
to generalize as boldly as Ruth Landes did in the s. We now have
a more cautious generation of scholars, concerned with more manageable
issues. This may be well enough, but perhaps something has been lost in
the process.

A Third Season of Fieldwork

In the spring of , Ruth Benedict arranged a further , re-

search grant from Columbia University for Ruth Landes—now

‘‘Dr. Landes’’—to undertake a third season of field research, this

timeamong thePrairiePotawatomiof Kansas,whowere thought to

represent the southernmost extent of Algonquian-speaking peo-

ples and whose religious practices were said to include a form of

the Midéwiwin. Landes recalled that Benedict proposed the study

‘‘as a proper sequel to my work among the Ojibwa of Ontario and

Minnesota. . . . [She] expected Potawatomi data [to exemplify] Cen-

tral Algonkian and possibly Plains influences upon an originally

Ojibwa-like base . . . and she expected data to advance speculations
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about theories of ‘culture area’ and ‘culture change’ ’’ (a:). En

route, Landes planned to visit Maggie Wilson in Ontario and Will

Rogers in Cass Lake and to spend several weeks consulting with

ethnomusicologist Frances Densmore in RedWing, Minnesota.

On August , , she left New York by train for St. Paul, where

she purchased a second-hand Model A Ford coupe ‘‘whose high

carriage would navigate the gumbo roads’’ (Landes a:). Over

the next nine months she was to travel several thousand miles in

the Ford, endure breakdowns and delays for repairs, and even sleep

alone in the car one night by the road in Kansas when a sudden

winter snowstorm had made the road impassable. There being no

accommodation on the reservations, she stayed in small hotels in

the nearby towns—‘‘no less drab than the dwellings on the reser-

vation, though perhaps in better repair’’ (). Daily she drove to the

reservations, her arrival always heralded and never inconspicuous.

Her driving glasses were a particular source of mystique and com-

ment: ‘‘For driving I wore glasses, which became a detail in attrib-

uting sorcery to me, evidencing eyes made sore from contact with

mymagical concoctions’’ ().

She reported on her trip in a letter to Benedict on August —

addressing her now as ‘‘Ruth dear’’—and described a

crazily hectic – weeks. . . . I started on a  mile trek north to theMani-
tou reserve . . .  miles out of St. Paul needed new tires. . . . So I continued
on to Duluth where I stayed over night and the next day went on to Ft.
Frances and [Manitou]. . . . Mrs. Wilson was not in but I located her by
Sat. afternoon, passed the most loving time of day andmade arrangements
to commence work the coming Monday (she does not work Sundays, being
Christian or whatever). So I stayed at the ‘‘hotel’’ at Emo, the most sinfully
horrible place in the world outside of Dickens—[a] proprietor . . . who does
not bathe, a captain in the Canadian and Imperial reserves . . . who lets out
a pigsty at . a night and permits you to use a toilet seat ringed round
with ancient faeces and excreta. Mon. and Tues. I worked with Maggie . . .
by Tues night my work with Maggie was done so I commenced to turn
south for I want to do some Santee work in RedWing, Minn. and by Octo-
ber want to go on to Kansas . . . but Wed. engine would not start on car . . .
need for repairs before leaving . . . am now holed up for the weekend on
the north shore of Lake Superior to rest and catch up on typing. . . . I hope
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you feel for me. . . . I have wished to see you the more that I have not seen
you and I do hope that you will be within reach when I return next year.
()

She had hoped to stop in Red Lake to visit Will Rogers on her way

south to Red Wing, but upon learning that he was in the hospital

in Fergus Falls, Minnesota, she decided to head straight south and

to try instead to visit him on a weekend trip from RedWing.

Improvisation with Frances Densmore in Red Wing

In RedWing Landes introduced herself to Frances Densmore. Born

in Red Wing in , Densmore grew up in the family home over-

looking the Mississippi River and was fascinated by the drum-

ming she could hear in the nearby Dakota Sioux encampment.

She studied music at Oberlin Conservatory and later at Harvard,

where she readAliceCunninghamFletcher’s studyofOmahamusic

when it was first published in  andwas impressed by Fletcher’s

method of interpreting music in relation to cultural context. Un-

der Fletcher’s guidance for the next ten years she readwidely in the

published sources on Native American cultures. In  she made

her first field trip, transcribing by ear songs of the Chippewa on

Lake Superior at Grand Portage. In  she made the first record-

ings of Chippewa songs, and upon submitting these to the Bu-

reau of American Ethnology she began a -year association with

that institution, which thereafter provided her with , annu-

ally for her research. Between  and  she recorded songs

of the Ojibwa (Chippewa) of the reservations at White Earth, Red

Lake, Cass Lake, Leech Lake, andMille Lacs inMinnesota, at the Lac

CourteOreilles reservation inWisconsin, and atManitouRapids in

Ontario,whereMaggieWilsonhadbeenoneof her key informants.

Since  she had also been recording songs and conducting re-

search with the Dakota Sioux. In addition to sound recordings,

she collected and preservedmusical instruments, crafts, and other

items of material culture and made detailed ethnographic obser-

vations of daily life, customs, and religion. She had published her

Ojibwa ethnology in  in her book Chippewa Customs. Earlier
books included Chippewa Music (), Chippewa Music II (), and
Teton Sioux Music (). Densmore was also deeply interested in
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the close relationship between music andmedicine among Native

Americans, and she collected botanical specimens of medicinal

herbs and recorded the healing songs of the Midéwiwin and the

private and public ceremonial curingmethods ofmen andwomen

in many groups. Over her lifetime she recorded more than ,

songsof NativeAmericangroups; herpublications includemore

than  books and more than  articles. One of the most im-

portant figures in th-century American Indian music research,

Densmoreworked in relative isolation fromother scholars, accom-

panied by her sisterMargaret, whowas cook and driver on the field

trips. She died in ‘‘quiet obscurity’’ in Red Wing in  at the age

of  (Frisbie :–; Lurie :–).

Reporting that the ‘‘car continued on its career of going bad’’

and that ‘‘the rush and strain have been so continuous as to pro-

hibitwriting,’’ Landeswrote toBenedict onSeptember todescribe

meeting Densmore, ‘‘who as you must know is a hoary native of

Red Wing.’’ She continued: ‘‘I do not know what to say about her:

if you know her, it is not necessary. She has collected some nice

music and herb texts, but she really ends nearly just there. Soci-

etal and psychological mechanisms are completely foreign to her;

and her attitudes diverge not a whit from the proper ones of a Red

Wing Episcopal member. I can’t say that I like her, though she has

tried wonderfully to be nice. She has not been a real help in any

way, which was not unexpected; but besides she has taken offense

because I have refused to traipse around Wisconsin with her to

interview Fair Indians. But she did recommend one good infor-

mant . . . Imust not forget that!’’ (). One can only imaginewhat

the -year-old Episcopalian Midwestern spinster thought of the

-year-old urbane New York divorcee! They worked together for

the month of September and seemed to reach an understanding

and appreciation for each other. On September  Landes wrote,

‘‘I must remark on Miss Densmore’s courtesy to me—which she

wishesme to remarkon. She really hashelped lots and feels that she

can’t do too much. She always wishes greetings sent to you and to

Prof. Boas.’’ And on October : ‘‘I have spent much time with Miss

Densmore: evgs that last from : to one, and then I get away by

main force! I have grown to likeher. She tries sohard tobe obliging.

Her limitations I think are those inevitable toher sex inher genera-
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tion in her town (RedWing is the home of her family since ). I

have rereadherChippewamusic bulletins, and thematerial shehas

there (though piecemeal and collected only to make a context for

the songs) is gorgeous. Obviously she was a hard worker, and hon-

est, and daring too in view of the circle fromwhich she originates’’

(). Landes found especially ‘‘absorbing’’ Densmore’s collection

of photos ‘‘showing women of various tribes in various stages of

their handicrafts’’ and suggested to Benedict that they ‘‘might be

useful to Prof Boas’ gesture project’’ (October , , ).

Densmore toldLandesof ‘‘anumberof very liveChippewa locali-

ties’’ in Minnesota east of Red Lake. ‘‘She has objects from these

places thatmakemymouthwater, for neither theManitou nor the

RedLakepeople candoanythingof the sort:beadwork;barkdishes;

quill work; weaving with bark, etc. Her Chippewa make these ob-

jects commercially, but that does not vitiate the fact of their excel-

lent existence.’’ Landes hypothesized that ‘‘if these aboriginal ob-

jects are surviving there is a chance that aboriginal institutionsmay

be surviving there too.’’ With pleasure, she began to plan future re-

search with Frances Densmore, writing to Benedict: ‘‘For a month

or two onmy next trip I would like to traipse among these Ojibwa.

I would not be treading on Miss D’s toes, as she herself says, for

she does no ethnology as we know it . . . she records songs, collects

objects and herbology. And she does knowMinnesota in awonder-

fully useful way for she has lived and travelled in it all of her cer-

tainly  years’’ (October , , ). Landes, however, would be

unable to fulfill these plans because her next Columbia-sponsored

field research would take her far from RedWing and to Brazil.

Frances Densmore had introduced Landes to a -year-old San-

teeDakota interpreter,GraceRouillard, at Prairie Island, thenearby

Sioux community—‘‘a bare spot islanded in the surrounding

woods’’ ( to , September , , , box ), ‘‘not a reservation

but land privately owned by individual Indians’’ ( to , Sep-

tember , , ). Rouillard, whom Landes describes as ‘‘good-

looking andmeticulous in everyway’’ (a:), had recruited her

-year-old uncle, Moses Wells, to work with Landes for several

weeks. Although Siouan-speakers and not Algonquian, the Santee

Sioux lived in the eastern woodlands and had adopted the subsis-

tencepractices of theirOjibwaneighbors.Theywere the traditional
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enemies of the Ojibwa and had figured prominently in the Ojibwa

war myths Landes had previously recorded. While living in Red

Wing, Landes decided to conduct fieldwork with the Santee Sioux,

driving the  miles north to Prairie Island each day to work with

Moses Wells and returning to Red Wing to work in the evenings

with Frances Densmore. As Wells spoke only Dakota, Landes also

hired Rouillard to translate fromDakota to English.

MosesWells was one of the fewmembers of the communitywho

had an interest in ritual, but his knowledge relied on his memory

of what he had heard as a child from his parents and grandpar-

ents. Landes found him ‘‘the opposite of skeptical and he resents

questioning.’’ Furthermore, she could not observe religious ritual

at Prairie Island because it was a community of ‘‘only  souls’’ and

had ‘‘no political organization and no ceremonial life.’’ The people

traveled west to other Sioux communities to participate in dances

and rituals. Genealogical data was also ‘‘lacking woefully.’’ What

genealogical and ceremonial data she did obtain was ‘‘as through a

glass darkly,’’ and in frustration shewas ‘‘nearly jumping out ofmy

skin most of the time,’’ she told Benedict (September , , ,

box ).

What did fascinate Moses Wells and other community members
and what Landes was able to record were stories of Santee history,
of their exile to Santee, Nebraska, from Minnesota following the

Dakota uprising in , and of their various migrations and the

eventual return of a few families to Prairie Island. The stories that

Wellswished to tell and thathe spenthours relating toRuthLandes

and his enthralled niece, Grace Rouillard, were different versions

of Santee history. He also recounted tales of raids and war parties

against the Ojibwa to the north, and he described in detail subsis-

tence activities, especially deer hunting, harvesting rice, andmaple

sugaring, that resembled Ojibwa practices. ‘‘Time levels may ap-

pear to merge occasionally in the tales,’’ Landes noted, ‘‘so that it

is not always clear whether events recounted occurred in the life-

timeof thenarrator or in earlier generations; this is partly a stylistic

trait of epics whose mystic ‘power’ survives and partly because the

tellers actually found the old days still vivid’’ (a:–). Landes

recalled: ‘‘Though I secured information only laboriously from a

few aged and young tribespeople,whoweremorose generally, Iwas
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lastingly impressed by the reality in theirminds of the culture they

were expounding. They brought the Sioux humanity alive.’’

The Mystic Lake Sioux: Sociology of the Mdewakantonwan Sioux (a)
is organized in four chapters: ‘‘History,’’ ‘‘Political Organization,’’

‘‘Kinship and Marriage,’’ and ‘‘Occupations.’’ Landes did not dis-

cuss religion except as an adjunct activity in these other domains.

In this respect the book resembles her first study, Ojibwa Sociology
(b). Her work is partly retrospective, reconstructing Santee so-

cial organization before their exile in , and partly a description

of the community as she found it in . Her discussion of social

relations in the community is the innovative contribution of the

book. Instead of interpreting the material poverty and absence of

religious ritual as a sign of cultural deterioration, as she had in her

first letters from the field and as did many of her contemporaries

(includingRuth Benedict, as is evident in her letters), Landes inter-

preted the social behavior she observed as a creative response. This

approach she would further elaborate in her Potawatomi ethnog-

raphy. She reminded her readers that the ‘‘general demoralization

that impressedobservers of thePrairie Island Santee in wasnot

sudden’’ (a:); the people had withstood more than a century

of assimilative intrusions and dislocations. Landes’s personal ex-

periences of acculturation had taught her that the process involves

not only loss but also transformation and continuity. She chose to

document culture making rather than cultural loss.

Although she predicted that it would ‘‘provide rather beautiful

distributive and comparative material,’’ Landes found the actual

field experience at Prairie Island taxing: ‘‘The nervous cost!’’ she

wrote Benedict on September . ‘‘I live in hourly dread of the an-

nouncement that someone’s feelings have finally been mortally

hurt and that that someone needs leave my service.’’ She was also

worried that field expenses were ‘‘not too slight,’’ and she detailed

these to Benedict: She paid ‘‘the usual dollar a day’’ to both in-

terpreter and informant ‘‘tho’ Miss Densmore says they should be

given  cents an hour!’’ Landes also provided tobacco and other

extras that averaged another  cents apiece daily. Because therewas

no place to stay except in RedWing she paid  amonth for a hotel

room, ‘‘short of a dollar a day’’ for food, and gas expenses to drive 

miles each day toworkwith her informants at Prairie Island ().
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On September  she wrote ‘‘out of the deeps of the blues’’ and

‘‘to relieve myself of the topmost foam.’’ The Prairie Island people

had left to ‘‘dance at a fair some  miles west of here.’’ Landes

‘‘welcomed this’’ as an opportunity to go to St. Paul to catch up on

her reading and writing and to work at the State Historical Society

and Museum, ‘‘with which institutions Miss Densmore has most

kindly made connections for me.’’ She was also looking forward to

seeing her father, who was coming to St. Paul to visit her for the

weekend. ‘‘I spent some sleepless nights just over being happy over

the coming Sabbatical.’’ On Saturday she had driven into St. Paul,

introduced herself at the Museum, and made elaborate working

arrangements: ‘‘They gaveme access to storerooms,manuscripts of

the early ’s, library, photographic equipment . . . just every-

thing.’’ Shemet her father, ‘‘got a hairwash,’’ and the next day woke

upwith  degrees of fever and extrememuscular pain.Her father

moved her to a more comfortable hotel in Minneapolis, ‘‘the only

available room at . the day!’’ and ‘‘[h]ere I have been chafing all

week. All my plans and grand arrangements shot.’’ Joseph Schloss-

berg postponed his return to New York because he was worried

about her. Meanwhile, Landes was worried about expenses ‘‘for I

maintained my room in RedWing; thoughmy father has paid the

major portion of my hotel bill.’’ On the first day she had ventured

out, ‘‘weak and achy,’’ she had even got a traffic ticket for ignoring

a highway sign—‘‘another ..’’ ‘‘So my blueness is deeper than

that of indigo,’’ she told Benedict. She also reported that her father

hadadvancedher  tobuy traveler’s checks to take toKansas and

asked Benedict to reimburse him from the remains of the ,

grant (, box ).

But all was not deeper than indigo. ‘‘Until this grippe or what-

ever had come on me, I had thought life was pretty grand.’’ She

explained: ‘‘For this Minnesota country is wonderfully gorgeous

and various, ranging from luxuriant pine forests and biting cold,

to pretty valleys landscaped naturally by elm and maple and wil-

low, and cottonwood too, with suitable balmy temperatures. And I

did a lot of travelling. So, a fewweeks ago I drove fromRedWing to

Red Lake (which is a round trip of some  miles). And may I say

that I was terribly happy to see some of the Indians with whom I

had become friendly two years ago; and I was delighted with their
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warmth, and felt with Miss Densmore that they are the ‘nicest’

people’’ (September , ). But, a few days later, on October ,

she was writing to Benedict ‘‘in a most gasp-y state’’ because her

informantwas ‘‘on a bender,’’ andher interpreter andher husband,

who were to have driven with her to introduce her to relatives at

Morton, had gone ahead without her: ‘‘I am reluctant to follow

them,’’ she wrote, ‘‘because they will think they can treat me any

way—they have behaved badly all along, taking whole afternoons

off, coming late or not at all and I have indulged them; but I feel

that I should halt—and I can hardly go to work at Morton with-

out them.’’ She continued: ‘‘I have given you this long spiel because

I have just discussed the situation with Miss Densmore and she

feels strongly that I should go; but I continue to disagree with her;

still, I am sufficiently disturbed by her objection to feel that the

case should be presented to you.’’ Landes suggested that she could

‘‘pick up the Morton Santee during my next field trip; and a week

there at this time under the present circumstanceswould probably

not clarify the problems that developed from the work of the past

 weeks.’’ She reminded Benedict that ‘‘the Sioux are not my main

problem and so are not entitled to this disproportionate expendi-

ture of time, money and energy’’ (October , , ).

Shedidnot go toMorton.OnOctober  Landes reported that she

worked ‘‘on the botany all day with F. Densmore.’’ In mid October

she spent a week in St. Paul working at the historical society and

museum, and by the end of October she was settled in Kansas for

the winter’s work with the Potawatomi.

Santee Innovations and Ojibwa Comparisons

Victor Barnouwnotes, ‘‘SinceRuth Landesworked amongdifferent

adjacentAmerican Indian tribes, shewas able tomake comparisons

and contrasts . . . which serve, as in Ruth Benedict’s work, to high-

light the special characteristics and tendencies of each particular

culture’’ (). Although subsistence pursuits of the Santee Sioux

strongly resembled those of the Red Lake and Manitou Rapids

Ojibwa, there were differences in social relations and values that

struck Ruth Landes forcefully. The Sioux emphasized communal-

ity, not individualism, andpersonal autonomy, so important to the
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Ojibwa, was not stressed by the Santee. ‘‘Among the Santee, every-

one had the right to know about all. Among the Ojibwa, the pri-

vacy of a life, of all personal experiences and property, was para-

mount,’’ she observed (a:). Landes attributed the differences

to the communal buffalo hunt, which had, a century earlier, been

the focal point of annual activity in Dakota communities. Organi-

zation of labor for the summer hunt had required that the village

function as a corporate unit and that individuals subordinate their

behavior and aspirations to those required by the group at large.

Landes noted that communality, village solidarity, and sharing

were still dominant values at Prairie Island in the s and pro-

vided evidence of cultural continuity. She described, for example,

how welfare rations were shared with others no matter how des-

titute the original recipient and how the entire village assumed

responsibility for widows, the poor, and the disabled. Each Dakota

community was conceptually a kin group, and Santee marriages

were arranged by parents and followed strict rules of village exog-

amy. In contrast to the Ojibwa, who stressed personal, romantic,

and individualistic sentiments in marriage, the Santee respected

‘‘honorablemarriage,’’ one inwhichboth spouseswere faithful and

‘‘often continent, as evident by their few offspring’’ (a:).

Landes found that in  ‘‘kinship obligations functioned vig-

orously at Prairie Island village, dominating personal lives,’’ and

that ‘‘behaviorwithin thevillagewas alwaysdeterminedbykinpre-

scriptions.’’ ‘‘Even I, the completeoutsider,’’ shewrote, ‘‘got trapped

in them to a degree for which I was unprepared by my prior ex-

periences with Ojibwa.’’ ‘‘Among Ojibwa,’’ she said, ‘‘a person was

as much a free individual as a kinsman [but] among the Santee

there was no choice but commitment to or against a kin complex

(a:).

Landes described how her position as Grace Rouillard’s patron,

confidante, and daily companion embroiled her in local kin rela-

tions and culminated in an encounter that she called an attempted

rape. ‘‘I finally was nearly raped by a drunken Indian,’’ she dra-

matically reported to Benedict: ‘‘This is a man who is obsessed

with sex, who hates his sister-in-law (my interpreter), who is jeal-

ous of the work, and who feels the need to assert his equality with

other whites, for he is half white. He came round and carried on
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at length in Dakota which of course I did not understand; I knew

only that hewas getting into a fightwith his sister-in-law, and that

she was crying; so I felt it my place to stay with her; and then sud-

denly he reached for me; and so I went off ’’ (September , ,

, box ). Siblings-in-law were conceptually equated with cross-

cousins (and potential spouses under local practices of levirate and

sororate remarriage). Prescribed relations and accepted behavior

between siblings-in-law as between cross-cousins allowed ‘‘exten-

sive and boorish flirting privileges [and] merciless teasing that

charged encounters with hostility’’ (b:). Members of the op-

posite sexwithin this categorywere thosewithwhomone can ‘‘joke

and play sexually, whom [one] can humiliate in public, and against

whom [one] may never hold offence’’ (). Grace and her brother-

in-law, Emmanuel (a pseudonym), enacted extremes of acceptable

sibling-in-law behavior that were rendered to Landes in English

translation as ‘‘hate’’ and ‘‘rape.’’ Landes observed how this pre-

scribed behavior also allowed the release of tension and conflict

within the small community. Grace explained to Ruth that Em-

manuelwas ‘‘jealous hiswife isn’t doing thiswork, hewants to take

it away fromme’’ (). Moses Wells, who had also been present at

the encounter, said that ‘‘if Emmanuelhadgone so far as to try rape,

well, [I] would have knocked him down!’’ (). Grace would later

refuse to serve as a witness against Emmanuel when his own wife

brought a court case against him. Community members thus re-

mained secure in the knowledge that, in genuine crisis, kin would

support one another.

Ruth Landeswas always acutely observant of quotidian interper-

sonal relations and encounters. She was also theoretically as much

interested in innovation and change as in norms andprescriptions.

These combined to enableher tomakeperhapshermost important

andprescient contribution inTheMystic Lake Sioux.At Prairie Island
in , she noted a social division within the community into

‘‘two adjacent neighborhoods’’ organized around what she called

two ‘‘kinships centers’’ (a:). The kinship centers were two

focal families who were also more well-off than the others, own-

ing larger houses and more land. These centers incorporated and

protected poorer relations (as essentially squatters) in exchange for

different kinds of services. Landeswrote: ‘‘Each attracted a fringe of
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persons more interested in it than in the adjoining family-center.

The people of each neighborhood constantly visited and borrowed

and quarreled, but preserved distant, courteous ties with the ad-

joining neighborhood’’ (). Grace Rouillard was poor, landless,

and dependent on the good will of kin for the house she lived in

and the plot of land she gardened. It was her skill as an interpreter

that was her social and economic capital and that had gained her

membership in one of the protective kinship centers. Her skill was

also a source of jealousy from kin who were dependent upon her

to act as an interpreter for them at court cases, hospitals, and gov-

ernment agencies in Red Wing—often at great personal cost and

inconvenience to her.

Ruth Landes’s description of Santee neighborhood relations and

exchanges of goods and services in the s anticipates anthropo-

logical studies of kinship relations in contemporary societies in the

s, of which Carol Stack’s All Our Kin (), a study of residence
patterns and domestic networks in an African American commu-

nity, is an elegant example. Landes developed her analysis intu-

itively through her relationship with her interpreter, Grace Rouil-

lard, and throughher participant observation of daily life in Prairie

Island.

That Landes did not limit her ethnography to reconstructing

the past and that she provided detailed description of contem-

porary social practices was commended by some of her review-

ers. Charles Callender in his  review in American Anthropologist
described The Mystic Lake Sioux as ‘‘an important contribution to
studies of American Indian social organization’’ ‘‘that plac[ed] the

Santee in a better cultural perspective.’’ Callender was impressed

with the complexity of Landes’s description of kinship relations

as involving both obligation and resentment. He saw the incident

with Grace and her brother-in-law as an example of how prescrip-

tive joking behavior (in this case between cross-sexed siblings-in-

law) also served to express hostility. Others, however, were uneasy

with her gendered descriptions of conflictual relations in a small

community, where the anonymity of participants is hard to pre-

serve. One such critical reader charged that she recorded ‘‘commu-

nity gossip’’ and that her ‘‘very frank characterizations of people’’
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raised a question of professional ethics because ‘‘the Prairie Island

Indians are not primitives from the interior of New Guinea,’’ and

they would read the book (Meyer ). This reviewer forMinnesota
Historydiscredited Landes’s description of ‘‘what she regarded as an
indecent assault on her person’’ and was more concerned with the

portrait she had painted of the man involved in the encounter.

One anonymous reader who was reviewing the manuscript for

a prospective publisher in the s was also concerned with ‘‘the

intimacy of some of the detail for a small community’’ because

‘‘Prairie Island is not Mexico City’’—here referring to similar inti-

macies detailed in the Mexican life histories then recently pub-

lished by Oscar Lewis in Children of Sanchez (), where, unlike
Prairie Island, ‘‘individuals are lost in the anonymity of a large com-

munity.’’ This reviewer went on to acknowledge: ‘‘This is not to say

that it creates a false impression of aspects of Indian life. I wish

that it were so. Some of the facts observed could be presented in

better context to balance the picture and satisfy potential readers

who have enshrined the ‘noble savage,’ but I would never question

that the author is accurately reporting what she saw’’ (June , ,

). The Mystic Lake Sioux was published in the s in the hey-
day of ‘‘Man the Hunter’’ notions about social relations in Native

American societies. This reader was expressing how the discipline

was concerned at least as much for the integrity of its concept of

the ‘‘noble savage’’ as itwas for theprivacy of communitymembers.

The ethical dilemmas of protecting privacy and the politics behind

what is regarded as appropriate contextualization, of course, con-

tinue to challenge ethnographers.

In reporting the ‘‘rape’’ encounter and describing the ambiva-

lences in contemporary kinship relations, Ruth Landes was not

merely gossiping. She was unabashedly stating her allegiance to

Grace Rouillard and her empathy for a woman who like herself

faced the outsider-insider dilemmas of biculturalism. Her ability

to appreciate the complexity of her interpreter’s social position as a

mediator provided a case study that Landes analyzed with acumen

and that opened a new window onto reservation life in the s.

Once again,RuthLandes’s ownexperiences of acculturation ledher

to new theoretical insights.



A Kansas Winter

In October  Ruth Landes moved to Kansas to begin work with

the Prairie Potawatomi. Her letters from Kansas report her many

ups and downs during the seven-month field period including

homesickness, unending car troubles and expenses, the weather,

and factionalism on the reservation. To reduce the cost and incon-

venience of car repairs, she decided to live in a hotel in Holton,

not on the reservation. As she had with Will Rogers at Red Lake,

she brought her key Potawatomi informant, septuagenarian Tom

Topash, to town to live for the winter in a small rooming house

near her hotel, where they could work together everyday, and ‘‘[t]o

keep him accessible, since ice and encrusted snow often sealed off

the reservation.’’ ‘‘It nearly broke my heart,’’ she wrote to Benedict

on October , ‘‘not to speak of my conscience to be forced to live

as I do [but] I knowwell that the present arrangements are best for

theKansaswinter in viewofmy sinus troubles and respiratory pro-

pensities and that I amsavingon energy andmedical bills; still I am

troubled by the artificiality, and have come to regard the Manitou

situation and even the Red Lake one as paradise-like.’’

Landes asked for news of friends and colleagues: ‘‘I know you

have little time for chatty letters . . . but perhaps sometime you

can tell memore about my colleagues. How is Jules [Henry]? What

is Ruth Bunzel doing? And Jeanette [Mirsky]? and [William] Whit-

man [III]? and [Martha] Champion? You know your letters mean a

lot to me . . . and go a long way in jacking me up in my troughs. I

always look forward to them’’ ().

Diversions fromhomesickness were soon provided by entangle-

ments in the intricacies of the friendships and enmities of her key

informants. She was quickly worn down by the constant need to

navigate through the factions that ruled daily life on the reserva-

tion,writing toBenedicton January, : ‘‘ThesedamnedIndians

have frazzledmymorale completely.’’ Twoweeks later she reported:

‘‘I still continue being a loved object around here, and it is very

wearing; for everyone under the sun comes to my roommornings

and evenings and privacy is for me a dream glimmering goldenly

in an ashen past.’’ But she said that she was ‘‘getting good Pot ma-

terial’’ and that ‘‘Pots should be followed up in Canada, Oklahoma,
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the Lake states, andMexico,’’ hastening to tell Benedict not to ‘‘take
this as a plea onmy part. Send someone who needs chastising, and

at the same time has an appearance of consummate gentle poise’’

(January , , ). On March  Landes reported that ‘‘One of

the disaffected witchcraft groups I spoke of plans to write Colum-

bia complaints about me. Don’t mind if they do. It’s this group

that agitates constantly on the reservation, tries to libel or oust

everyone’’ (). Shewas tempted, she said, to title hermanuscript

‘‘Potawatomi Hooligans.’’

After almost five months in the field she wrote onMarch :

I have reached the stage of my Pot work where the people are first workable.
If I stayed another  months I could get simply corking material, live, tex-
tual, detailed and very scrw-y. I’ll simply have to come again and I hope I
can commence where I will now be leaving off. The fight here (against the
Indians and the weather) has been . . . well, it defies precise wording. . . .
And I don’t begin to have Pot institutions downwith any precision . . . when
I compare this material with my Ojibwa material, my heart sinks . . . god,
it does. Yet I’ve put infinitely more into the Pot work; and am accepted and
even liked now as I never was by the Ojibwa. And they’ll tell me anything
now . . . now when I have not the money. ()

The Prairie Potawatomi: Tradition and Ritual in the Twentieth Century
(a) is largely devoted to a description of the ‘‘medicine bundle

society’’ and ‘‘personal medicines’’ and visions of Potawatomi sha-

manism. There are shorter discussions of two more recent revital-

ization movements, the Religion Dance and the Peyote religious

movement. Of the book’s seven chapters, five are devoted to these

religious movements because, in Landes’s view, they ‘‘comprised

the bulk of the life’’ of the Potawatomi in the s ( to ,March

, , ). She described how membership in these different

religious societies was not mutually exclusive: the then-recently

introducedReligionorDrumDance incorporated certain syncretic

Christian features and was dogmatically antagonistic to the older

bundle and visionmovements, yetmany of its leading participants

were bundle chiefs who had a reputation as great shamans. Two

chapters also describe the name-group (which Landes called

‘‘gens’’) and kinship systems. Appendix A provides a list of the

names and gens affiliations of  individuals. Appendix B com-
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pares details of her description of the Religion Dance with S. A.

Barrett’s  description in The Dream Dance of the Chippewa and
Menominee Indians of Northern Wisconsin. Appendix C is a phonetic

transcription of informant Tom Topash’s Prayer.

In her  introduction Landes reminded readers: ‘‘In the terms

of the thirties, my four field trips to the three tribes were to ‘dead’

or ‘dying’ cultures. The grim metaphor arose from our critical

awareness . . . of all the tribes’ utter defeat at our country’s hands,

sometimes emphasized asmilitary andpolitical, sometimes as eco-

nomic, always as cultural’’ (a:). In the s ‘‘anthropologists

hastened to record the remains of aboriginal concepts and prac-

tices, to preserve them for themselves and as material for specula-

tions about human and cultural evolution’’ (). Landes described

the poverty on the reservation and the impact of the Roosevelt ad-

ministration’s public works and federal relief programs, the preju-

dice against Indians, which ‘‘was general in the United States of

the s’’ (), and the Potawatomi refusal to accept the federal

Indian Reorganization Act of , which offered constitutional

self-government on the condition that bands limit membership

on the basis of residence and blood ancestry, a condition the Pota-

watomi refused. She emphasized that ‘‘despite the ‘dead’ state of

aboriginal cultures,’’ she had found ‘‘extraordinary vigor, social and

individual,’’ among the Prairie Potawatomi: ‘‘Daily I confronted

their other world, organized about its own rules and values, oblig-

ingbehavior that I founddifficult to learn and emulate, often rous-

ing fears, yet fostering real friendships. The individuals and groups

I knew, who considered themselves shoved aside, exploited, and

poor, and who fought back with suspicions of everyone, were no

museum dolls salvaged from history’s dumps. They weremen and

women evolved clearly from their ancestors’ ways’’ (a:). She

continued, ‘‘Far from dying culturally, they have always seized life

with a will’’ ().

It was the ‘‘lustiness’’ of religious life that struck her most forc-

ibly. In religion she found the stage for cultural creativity and the

social space for individual agency. Religious rites offered a stage on

which to dramatize community tensions and concerns: ‘‘The Reli-

gion, or Drum Dance ritual, was understood clearly to be also a

dramawithinwhich conflicting interestswrestled.No single inter-
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estwasmore important than another, norwere they separable from

each other’’ (a:). ‘‘Most [rituals] . . . carried two or more in-

terpretations. . . . The interpretations were not mutually contra-

dictory but revealed a range of linked possibilities, each one in-

telligible upon explanation. There was no concept of ‘truth’ being

‘one’ as the white community expected; it might or might not be a

plurality where the parts were linked within a greater context. . . .

The ranging opinions were known to all I talked with, and not dis-

puted’’ (–).

As Landes observed: ‘‘Mystic powerswerenowamass of learning,

bought and inherited, interpreted and reinterpreted’’ (a:).

‘‘The specific evidences of syncretism fascinatedme,’’ Landeswrote.

‘‘It is one thing to say axiomatically that the culture borrows from

others; it is another experience to witness individuals enacting the
process that blends the borrowedwith the traditional. Tome, Pota-

watomi informants seemed open to innovations, whether ap-

proaching eighty like Topash [a key male informant] or approach-

ing twenty-one like LouiseMazhi [a key female informant] . . . what

arrested me . . . was . . . their creativity in meshing other-culture

items with tribal traditions that they refused to abandon, ranging

frommystic concepts to the kinship system’’ (–).

Thus, the prevailing culture pattern—what reviewer Robert Bee

() called ‘‘the shamanic tonic chord’’ of Landes’s Potawatomi

study—is dynamic and adaptive, not static and unchanging. Lan-

des maintained: ‘‘Their special ethos cannot be viewed apart from

the reality that, by , the Potawatomi had been on hostile and

mistrustful terms with Americans for over a hundred years . . .

the tribesmen said over and over again that they were victims of

government neglect and dishonesty. . . . Bundle leaders were tire-

less in fighting the Indian Agent’’ (a:–). She interpreted

the revitalizationmovement and the florescence of bundles as cre-

ative responses to the pervasiveness of racism and the intrusion of

the federal Indian administration in Potawatomi lives—a form of

psychological warfare.

As she always did, RuthLandesdeveloped friendships and strong

sympathies with her key informants, whose lives she tells between

the lines of her ethnography. Tom Topash as a young man in the

s had been one of those who had led local resistance to the im-
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plementation of the Dawes Act and the allotment of reserve lands

(Clifton :). By the timeRuth Landesmet him, hewas awid-

ower in his s who ‘‘never fretted about, and barely mentioned,

the passing of the old ways . . . he had long found his place in the

dominant society and in the tribal one.Heapplauded the successful
adaptations of his family’’ (Landes a:). Topash represented

the ‘‘hard-working families on the reservation in – . . . op-

posed to the popular leadership . . . associated with the bundle

societies; they considered themselves ‘good’ because they upheld

conservative traditions of their ancestors and of the general Ameri-

can world (such as hard work, maintaining credit, responsibleness

towards family and friends, good manners) and refrained from

bundle activities in favor of adherence to the officially Christian-

ized anti-bundle Religion or Drum Dance cult’’ (–). Topash,

Landes writes, ‘‘took me everywhere, interpreted, dictated texts to

me, and analyzed minutely and tirelessly. He was highly intelli-

gent, with a craftsmen’s love of excellence. . . . He was a meticu-

lous shaman, father, farmer, and work partner’’ (–). Like Will

Rogers, Topash also proposed marriage over the course of their

work together. Through Topash Landes also met her close women

friends on the reservation, Louise Masha Nocktonick and her el-

derly mother.

By contrast, angry young shaman Joe Masquat was a man in his

s whose grandmother had trained him inmidé practices and be-

queathedhimhermedicine bundle.He ‘‘never ceased to rage at the

destiny that placed him after his proper time’’ (Landes a:–

). He despised the Christian and Peyote religious movements,

considered himself the ‘‘last Indian,’’ and insisted that Landes re-

cord, through him, his grandmother’s midé knowledge (). He

addressed Landes as ‘‘grandmother,’’ she said, ‘‘because ofmy study

of Ojibwa Midéwiwin in Minnesota, with a principal shaman; he

respected immensely the Ojibwa institution as did other tribes of

the region’’ (). Ruth Landes recalled:

This vigorous young man of the desperate s bestrides my memories,
talking alwayswith harassed awareness of the fading Potawatomi religious
tradition and the onrush of an alien modernity. His miserableness over the
lost Indian epoch and destiny was amazing and, in my experience, unique.
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It rooted in unassuageable longing for his dead shamaness-grandmother,
hismentor and protector in his private andmystic careers. The shaman per-
sonalities I met and heard of were indeed towering and resourceful, among
the Potawatomi and theOjibwa. Theywere the only company Joe wished to
keep, the only ones to rouse his imagination and sense of aliveness. As they
died and were not replaced, he lost his orientations, his sense of identity,
and definition of purpose. ()

He wrote troubled letters to Landes for many years afterward.

In her analysis of Potawatomi syncretism and revitalization

movements, Ruth Landes continued to develop her model of cul-

ture as dynamic and creative. She understood and conveyed her

empathy for the people who, she said, ‘‘enjoyed their sorcery, both
the practice as professionals and the anticipation as victims. This

zestmayhavebeen thekey to their balance’’ (a:). It gave them

sensations of empowerment, vitality, pride, and dignity above the

everydayhumiliations of racial hatred, economic impoverishment,

and political subordination. Well aware of the prevailing views,

both in American society at large and within the discipline of an-

thropology, that processes of acculturation eroded Native Ameri-

can cultures, Landes sought to record people’s resilience and the

agency of their cultural production. She observed: ‘‘In , despite

notions of ‘dying’ cultures, one could feel no sickroom tenderness

for the Band’s lusty shamans, who were of both sexes and several

generations’’ (). She was fascinated by syncretism and by com-

peting local discourses on cultural change. Noting that the soli-

tary vision quest, central to other Algonquian speakers, seemed to

have given way to the more communal rites of the bundles, Drum

Dance, and Peyote religious movements, she mused on how and

why this should be so: ‘‘The Potawatomi shift of emphasis raises

conjectures about the sources of change. What provocations lie

within a culture and what in the contacts between two or more

peoples?’’ ().

When The Prairie Potawatomi was published in , it was ap-
preciated for its lively portrait of a people who were ‘‘no museum

dolls’’ and for the cultural knowledge that Landeshad recordedand

thus ‘‘salvaged’’ about reservation life in the s (Barwick ).

Most of thedata are ‘‘irretrievable,’’ Robert Bee () noted. But the
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bookwas also criticized.AlthoughLandeshadupdatedheroriginal

manuscript following two brief visits with the Potawatomi in the

s and s and in consultationwith JamesA.Clifton andother

younger scholars, its s Boasian and Benedictine foundation re-

mained.Her book exemplified all that LeslieWhite (, ) and

Marvin Harris () had since railed against in Boasian anthro-

pology. Landes was devoted to presenting the Native point of view

through a focus on the lives of particular individuals, and her ap-

proach was largely descriptive. Her interpretation of religious syn-

cretism essentially as a form of psychological warfare against the

forces of acculturation was considered inadequate. ‘‘Landes’s style

conveys warmth and empathy with her subjects, largely at the ex-

pense of intensive theoretical analysis,’’ Beewrote inhis  review

in the American Anthropologist. ‘‘Those interested in elaborate theo-
reticalmodels or extended statements onmethodologymaybedis-

appointed, but shemakes no pretentious claims to such qualities.’’

Anthropologists in the s sought explanations in political and

economic factors, which Landes had not treated with any depth.

They were also more pessimistic than Landes had been about ac-

culturation. They sawher optimistic focus on creativity as a ‘‘bias in

data collection’’ (Pollnac ). Structural forces prevailedover indi-

vidual agency in s anthropology.Had thebookbeenpublished

when itwaswritten, itwouldhavebeen readby amore sympathetic

audience, reviewers acknowledged.

It is hard to resist repeating the words of a review of The Prairie
Potawatomipublished in the Independent Press Telegram in LongBeach,
California on February , . The reviewer, Nat Honig, had pre-

viously read Landes’s City of Women and had found ‘‘it was impos-
sible to put the book down.’’ He had been struck by her photo on

the jacket cover of that book: ‘‘You could have knocked me over

with a feather, for inmy naivete I didn’t expect that a young female

anthropologist would be beautiful.’’ On the crest of this experi-

ence he had orderedOjibwa Religion and the Midéwiwin and The Mys-
tic Lake Sioux and had recently reviewed them for the Telegram. He
considered the books ‘‘indispensable in the library of anyone for

whom the American Indian and his culture hold fascination.’’ In

The Prairie Potawatomi, he wrote, ‘‘Ruth Landes, as always, takes the
reader into the heart of the very special world of the tribal group
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she studied.’’ He concluded his highly favorable review: ‘‘This is a

fine work, scholarly and sprightly. So a salute to Ruth Landes, and

while we’re at it, a salute to such other ‘lady anthropologists’ as the

late, great Ruth Benedict, one of Ruth Landes’ mentors. Let’s be

glad that this has not been an entirely ‘Ruthless’ world. And lest

we forget, the back flap of this volume too has a picture of a stun-

ningly beautiful anthropologist.’’ The combination of beauty and

brains was a shock. Ruth Landes did not conform to the stereotype

of academic women.

Gender Diversity

Ruth Landes is one of a handful of her generation of anthropolo-

gists to record both what she observed and what people told her

about variant genders. Scholars of genderdiversity are among those

whomost frequently cite her Potawatomi and Sioux studies (Black-

wood ; Callender and Kochems ; Greenberg ; Lang

, ; Medicine ; Roscoe , ; Whitehead ; Wil-

liams ).
4
Her own propensities and her apprenticeships with

Ruth Benedict, Maggie Wilson, and Will Rogers inclined and pre-

pared her to document the particular configuration of spirituality,

individuality, andandrogynyof theberdache—themale transvestite

who preferred domestic tasks to warfare and buffalo hunting.
5
The

critical approach to gender relations that Landes and Wilson had

shared also led her to observe that notions of male superiority

nonetheless remained firmly in place and were expressed ‘‘in the

belief that evenmenwhorepudiate theirmasculinity andadopt the

role of a female, do feminine work better than the best of women’’

(b:).

As was also her propensity, Landes had looked for the cultural

response to Santee and Potawatomi womenwho transgressed con-

ventionalgender roles, andshehad foundthat ‘‘therewasno female

berdache-like concept allowing women to switch their sex-linked

social assignments.’’ Among the Santee Dakota ‘‘women never

reached the height of social maleness, which was to lead a hunt,

though occasionally they instigated avenging war parties [and]

medicine dances’’ (a:). If ‘‘despite this dogma’’ a few indi-

vidual women in each village did ‘‘drive buffalo on horseback, and
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did stalk, scalp, and mutilate the enemy . . . their deeds were ac-

cepted simply by the men, who not only failed to criticize them

but even accorded them the honors of career men’’ (). Similarly

Potawatomi women received ‘‘brave’’ titles designed formenwhen

they ‘‘gloriously replaced inept husbands at war and ceremonials’’

(a:).

Unlike the transgressing female, the male berdache was given a

particular social status in Sioux and Potawatomi societies, and the

role was linked to heightened spirituality. Individuals were said

to identify with the role following a childhood vision, and as they

matured, they variously adopted feminine traits including dress,

gestures and speech patterns, and occupations. When berdache

performed ‘‘feminine’’ tasks such as curing meat and hides or tai-

loring clothes, the work took on ‘‘great mystic aspects’’ (a:

–). Landes described the Potawatomi berdache (m’nuhto or
m’nuhtokwae) as ‘‘male transvestites possessing great skill in female
pursuits’’ (), strong personal ‘‘power’’ (), and ‘‘visions all their

own’’ (, –).

Landes recorded the life history of a Potawatomi berdache who

had worked as cook and housekeeper for the family of one of her

informants in the s and s (a:–). His name was

Louis, but her informant said he had been pleasedwhen the family

took to calling him Louise. He was a superb cook and ameticulous

dishwasher and house cleaner, and he won blue ribbons at county

fairs for his baking. He sewed women’s clothing for himself—an

apron, dress, jacket, hat—and he loved to wear jewelry and a fur

neckpiece, decoratedhis longhairwithwomen’s combs, andalways

wore a corset, which he proudly hung to air on the clothesline.

Landes’s informant recalled:

At my father’s dances, he danced like a woman with a male partner. He
rode horses sidesaddle, like a woman . . . he spoke like a woman, in a female
kind of voice. He had no face-hair, though he had a man’s face and hands
right enough and was strong at any heavy work. He used the woman’s lan-
guage [speech forms of grammar and idiom] in Potawatomi. He took short
steps, like a woman. . . . But he, or ‘‘she’’—Louise liked the ‘‘she’’—was
so tall, taller than most men, that he didn’t look much like a woman. . . .
When walking he kept looking at himself, pulling his-‘‘her’’ dress so that
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everything hung just so. He’d never let himself go the [careless] way I do
now! . . . Louise never used filthy talk or cursed. . . . He never drank, chewed
tobacco, or smoked. His manners were beautiful. My younger sister and I
always felt with him that we were with a woman. We never thought twice
about it. . . . Louise died in the grippe epidemic and was buried in women’s
clothes he had made himself—a brown silk dress with fine tucks. He, or
‘‘she’’, was buried in the Catholic cemetery on the reservation. No, indeed,
the Indians never made light of him. They thought ‘‘she’’ had some great
power. (a:–)

Landes similarly described the process by which a young man

became a winkta among the Santee Sioux. Following visions, a boy
began to take up women’s occupations, and as he matured he

adopted additional feminine traits including dress, gestures, and

female speech patterns. Santee said the winkta ‘‘had a dream to be

like a woman, so he had to act like one or die’’ (a:). Landes

saw the winkta as an individual expression of gender identity, for

she said the winkta ‘‘served no economic or political purpose.’’

The winkta was ‘‘classed with shamans because of his wonderful

strangeness, his real abilities, and because he experienced a mystic

communion’’ (). He was ‘‘an unassimilable Dakota, a man who

from earliest youth disliked hunting and war, and preferred the

sedentary crafts of women. Never a sluggard, the winkta mani-

fested social and artistic gifts’’ (–).

Landes stressed that the berdache role was associated with the

enactment of women’s social roles, not with same-sex sexuality,

and that it in fact reinforced kinship categories and prescriptions

(Landes a:). A Santee village was a patrilineal clan, and the

winkta was related to all of the men of his village. If a winkta as-

sumed the cousin’s or sister-in-law’s joking behavior with men in

hisnatal village, hewouldbe exiled to aneighboringvillage. Landes

argued this was not because same-sex sexual relations were cen-

suredbut because his sexuality threatened local kinship categories,

incest taboos, and clan exogamy. She described the ‘‘kindliest and

most mournful’’ ritual of social death by which the winkta was

‘‘made dead to kin and village’’ and banished, ‘‘for there was no

other way of fitting him into the careful categories’’ (a:–).

But in a foreign village where ‘‘all were ‘strangers’ to him . . . he
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recommended himself to women by his industry and helpfulness,

and to men by his complete hospitality.’’ He was on joking terms

with everyone, ‘‘as if all were cousins or siblings-in-law. He was

the clown of his village of exile, the one recognized tart’’ (–).

Landes linked the ridicule, flirtatious teasing, and bawdiness that

often characterizedwinkta social interactions to the behavior typi-

cal of the cross-cousin joking relationship, that is, to protocols of

kinship, not sexuality (cf. Callender ; Greenberg ).

Landes made two observations whose explanations continue to

challenge gender scholars. The first came from her comparison of

the gender role systems of the Santee and Potawatomi with the

Ojibwa. She contrasted the rigidity in male socialization among

the Ojibwa with the apparently greater flexibility in male gender

identification among the Sioux and Potawatomi. She had recorded

no instances of Ojibwa men who developed skill in ‘‘feminine’’

occupations or assumed a gender variant status (see Goulet ).

If Ojibwa women might ‘‘casually, under the pressure of circum-

stances or of personal inclination,’’ take up so-called masculine

occupations, she observed, ‘‘the attitude towards [Ojibwa] men’s

work . . . permits of no leniency. Boys are consistently trained to

a categorical male consciousness’’ (b:). She noted that there

was a wider range of publicly recognized offices or statuses for

women in themore centralizedpolitical systemsof Sioux andPota-

watomi societies. Santee women, for example, served in the tribal

government and as ‘‘police’’ to handle women’s problems publicly

(Medicine ). Landes hypothesized that the wider public stage

forwomenmadepossible the cultural expressionofmale transvest-

ism. She would make similar observations about the male trans-

vestites who entered the women’s world of candomblé in Bahia.

Her second remarkable insight emerged intuitively and

stemmed fromherowngenderedexperiences of the contradictions

of acculturation. In contrast to her vivid descriptions of increasing

religious diversity, Landes described increasing rigidity in gender

roles and relations. She described how the berdachewas disappear-

ing under forces of acculturation that were accompanied by in-

creasing dichotomization of gender roles and the stigma of (incor-

rectly assumed) homosexuality in American society. Moses Wells,

for example, ‘‘consideredberdachery toobawdy for polite ears.’’ But
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other Sioux and Potawatomi people expressed their regret that the

berdachemight disappear. As one Potawatomiwoman told Landes,

‘‘He is . . . something unusual. The Good Spirit put [her] here for a

purpose’’ (Landes a:). Landes described young men who in

the past ‘‘would have been guided (by elders and their own visions)

tomature as berdache’’ butwho chose instead towork in crafts pro-

ductionor inoccupations suchas school teachingbecause the com-

munity in the s no longer provided sanctions for the berdache

(a:; a:).

Back to New York

When it came time to return to New York, Landes was reluctant to

leave Kansas, determined to return, and thrilled with the ethno-

graphic data. Overnighting in Des Moines on April , , after

leaving the Potawatomi, she wrote: ‘‘Thought of my Pots all the

time I miss them so! and am so glad I can return in January. My

next visit ought to reap a harvest’’ ( to , April , , ).

Benedict had confirmed that she could arrange another , for

Landes to return the following winter. Landes planned to finish

writing the Ojibwa Religionmanuscript in December and return to
‘‘the Pots’’ for five months.

During the next winter Landes received funds from Benedict

to complete the Ojibwa Religion manuscript and earned some in-
come from teaching a course at Brooklyn College. She lived again

with her parents.Her plans to return to Kansaswere derailedwhen

Columbia University committed Rockefeller funding for anthro-

pological research in South America, and Ruth Benedict invited

Landes to join the Columbia team of researchers. Landes was to

return to her original interest in African cultures in the Americas

and go to Bahia, Brazil, to study ‘‘race relations.’’ Although she had

often askedRuthBenedict to remindBoas of his ‘‘half-promises’’ to

her regarding funding for African American research, Landes was

caught off-guard and initially was reluctant to abandon the Pota-

watomi research ( to , April , , ). She would not re-

turn to Kansas until the s. Instead thewinter of –would

find her in Nashville, Tennessee, teaching at Fisk University and

making preparations to go to Brazil. While there she would write
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a book manuscript based on her first season of Potawatomi re-

search. On completion of the manuscript, she wrote to Benedict

from Nashville: ‘‘The material is gorgeous! Really good and shot

with life. . . . Nightmarish people, but they’ve got their plots all

worked out, though deviously, and it’s a delicious lunatic journey

to follow each Napoleon on his way!’’ (March , , ).



 

She-Bull in Brazil’s China Closet





Prologue

W
  , incest taboos and infanticide,

female circumcision and menstrual taboos: conven-

tional topics of anthropological study. But when Ruth

Landes turned the anthropological ‘‘spy glass’’ (Hurston ) to

‘‘matriarchy’’ and homosexuality in urban black Brazil, she placed

herself permanently on the margins of the discipline.

Matriarchy, the dominance of women as a class over men and a
system by which rights and duties descend through the mother’s

line, was the term used by th-century social evolutionists such

as Johann Bachofen and LewisHenryMorgan, who argued that the

earliest forms of human social life had been organized around the

rule and authority of the mother. Matriarchy was superseded by

patriarchy in their universal models of the evolution of civil so-

ciety. Landes used matriarchy to describe the public recognition of
women’s power and authority in the ritual centers (terreiros) of the
Afro-Brazilian spirit possession religion, candomblé. The terreiros

were, as she described them, women-centered mutual aid associa-

tionsproviding social, emotional, andeconomic support towomen

who lived in the poorest black neighborhoods of Bahia. Within

the terreiros, rights and knowledge were inherited matrilineally,

and junior women were apprenticed to female elders in an elabo-

rate and lengthy initiation to the rites of candomblé. Landes’s con-

temporaries simply could not acknowledge these as norms in a

modernurbancontext, especially in themarginalized shantytowns

whose residents were disinherited former slaves, migrants from

rural plantations. They implicitly accepted the th-century idea

—that was at that very moment being launched as a theory in the

discipline—that the original and natural form of human society

was thepatrilineal, patrilocal band.Carryingwith it notions of ‘‘in-
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nate male dominance’’ (Steward ), the patrilineal band would

be unchallenged in the discipline until the s.

Like matriarchy, homosexuality represented devalued and ‘‘un-

natural’’ social relations. Landes was one of the few at the timewho

recorded her observations on homosexuality and placed these ob-

servations within the frame of her analysis of other cultural pro-

cesses.

Prior to going to Brazil, Landes had consultedUniversity of Chi-

cago sociologist Robert Park, who had recently visited Brazil and

was then retired and teaching at Fisk, the African American uni-

versity in Nashville. Fisk was a heartland of black scholarship in

the s.
1
Park’s studentDonaldPiersonhad conducted a two-year

( to )field studyof race relations inBahia, andhe, too,was in

residence at Fisk writing his book Negroes in Brazil (). Park sug-
gested that Landes come toFisk to consultwith themand touse the

library’s extensive African and African American collections.When

African American sociologist Charles Johnson, chair of theDepart-

ment of Social Science, invited her to teach at Fisk, she was able to

combinepaidworkwithpreparatory researchand to experience life

in the segregated South (Landes :). Landes lived in Nashville

from August  until April .

Landesworkedveryhard thatwinter atFisk. In addition to teach-

ing, she read the page proofs of The Ojibwa Woman and revised the
‘‘Negro Jews’’ article that she was still trying to publish. She fin-

ished thePotawatomimanuscript: ‘‘I think thematerial is so good,’’

she wrote to Benedict, ‘‘that I’d like to suggest it’s being published

ahead of the othermanuscripts I wrote (Ojibwa Religion and Santee)’’
(March, ,). She also conducted library research inprepa-

ration for Brazil.

Fisk was located in the ‘‘colored’’ section of segregated Nash-

ville, but Landes lived in a women’s residence on the campus that

was not segregated. She would later write a fictionalized autobio-

graphical memoir, ‘‘Now at Athens,’’ about her experiences that

winter, which included a love affair with a black physics profes-

sor, Elmer S. Imes, more than twenty years her senior. Educated in

Munich, hewas a handsome, cosmopolitan friend of JamesWeldon

Johnson and others in the Harlem Renaissance movement. Landes
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would write and rewrite her memoir, but it was never published.

The story portrays tumultuous and conflicted feelings of a young

white female New Yorker living for the first time ‘‘with Negroes’’

and carrying on a clandestine affair with a senior black male pro-

fessor in a southern racially segregated town.
2

Donald Pierson encouraged Landes to think ofworkingwith the

women candomblé leaders, the mães de santo.He told her that they
dominated ritual life in Bahia but that he would not be giving at-

tention to them in his own book. Landes began to ponder the idea

of research with the Afro-Brazilian women candomblé specialists,

a logical follow-up to her work with Maggie Wilson on women’s

leadership and autonomy among the Ojibwa. Studying the syn-

cretic Afro-Brazilian religion would also nicely follow her studies

of religious syncretism in Native American contexts. Here was a

topic that would bring together all of her interests: gender, race

relations, acculturation, religion.

Park and Pierson gave Landes letters of introduction to their

friends and colleagues in Brazil: Tennessee missionary Dr. Hugh

Tucker, who met Landes’s boat when she arrived in Rio de Janeiro;

white scholar of Afro-Brazilian culture Arthur Ramos (–);

Bahian journalist and folklorist Edison Carneiro (–); Afro-

Brazilian savantMartiniano do Bonfim, ancient collaborator of the

deceased Dr. Raymundo Nina Rodrigues (–), the founder

of a Bahian tradition of scholarship on Afro-Brazilian religion; and

mãe de santo Anninha (Eugenia Anna dos Santos, –), leader
of one of themost influential terreiros in Bahia,whounfortunately

died a fewmonths before Landes’s arrival.

In May  Ruth Landes sailed into the harbor of Rio de Ja-

neiro. Her Columbia colleagues—Walter Lipkind, Buell Quain,

and Charles Wagley—all men and all more junior than Landes—

would conduct conventional anthropological field research with

indigenouspeoples in the interiorAmazon.RuthLandeswas chart-

ing a new territory for Boasian anthropology. She was initiating re-

search in anurban setting and in a field—Afro-Brazilian studies—

inwhich there was already a long tradition of Brazilian scholarship

and that, in the s, held a central place in nationalist imaginings

of a modern Brazilian state.
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She soon introduced herself to Arthur Ramos, then recognized

as the national authority on Afro-Brazilian culture. Ramos had,

since , been in correspondence with American anthropologist

Melville Herskovits, a former student of Boas’s. Like Herskovits,

Ramos interpreted Afro-Brazilian culture as an African ‘‘survival.’’

As a foreigner, Landes presented herself within Brazilian intellec-

tual circles and sought to inform herself of national scholarly tra-

ditions. As a woman, however, she found herself subject to gen-

der codes that had not constrained male scholars, such as Donald

Pierson. She was restricted in her movement in wider Brazilian so-

ciety and subordinated in a patron-client relationshipwith Arthur

Ramos. The relationship with Ramos was unproblematic as long

as Landes remained compliant, but once she began to collect her

own data based on firsthand observation and to develop her own

theoretical perspective and interpretation—one thatdiffered from

Ramos’s—she would be censured.

Not only would Ruth Landes choose to focus her research on

such suppressed topics as matriarchy and homosexuality, but she

would experiment with unconventional methods of field research

and innovative ethnographic writing. Her Brazilian ethnography

—first her  article ‘‘A Cult Matriarchate andMale Homosexu-

ality’’ and then her  book, The City of Women—follows the

methodof cultural analysis shehaddeveloped inherNativeAmeri-

can research and is consistent with that earlier work. She recorded

her field observations in Bahia as she had done with the Potawa-

tomi, Sioux, andOjibwa, ‘‘withhergenius foruncovering the covert

aspects of a cultural system’’ (Clifton :). In interpreting

Afro-Brazilian culture as dynamic and contested, however, she

would move away from both the Park-Pierson assimilationist

analysis of ‘‘race relations’’ and the Ramos-Herskovits school of

African survivals. She would also experiment with a personal and

reflexive writing style that many of her contemporaries dismissed

as unscientific.

When we reread these texts more than half a century later, it is

critical to explore at the same time the gendered contexts of canon

building—and nation building—within which they were written

and judged. As historian of Brazilian anthropology Mariza Corrêa
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writes: ‘‘Without knowing it, Ruth Landes had crossed the thresh-

old into a minefield of theoretical, methodological and political

dissensions’’ (:). Landes would put it more bluntly: ‘‘[I was]

a woman stumbling into men’s affairs . . . I was the American she-

bull in Brazil’s china closet.’’ (b:, ).
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‘‘
W

   that the large Negro population lived

with ease and freedom among the general population,

and we wanted to know the details. We wanted also to

know how the interracial situation differed from our own.’’ This

was the way Landes later chose to explain the original motivation

behind her Brazilian research (:). Like other American social

scientists, she had been attracted by Gilberto Freyre’s description

of Brazil as a racial democracy in his landmark book Casa grande e
senzala (The Masters and the Slaves). Published in , the book had
made an extraordinary and immediate impact on scholarship and

public opinion in both Brazil and the United States, and the idea

that Brazil was a racial democracy was then widely accepted. Afri-

can American activists such as Booker T. Washington and W. E. B.

DuBois pointed to race relations in Brazil as amodel for theUnited

States. Anthropologists, who would later disclaim it as a myth, at

that time hailed racial democracy as a fundamentally modern idea

(Fry ; Wagley :–).

Freyre (–), a white sociologist from Recife, in the state of

Pernambuco, whose elite family had strong links to Portugal and

whose cousin had been the state governor, had studied with Franz

Boas atColumbiaUniversity in theearly s.ThedistinctionBoas

made between race and culture had enabled Freyre to declare the
emergence of a new society in Brazil based on what he saw as the

harmoniousmixingofAfrican, European, and indigenouspeoples.

This new society signaled the eventual disappearance, through as-

similation and ‘‘whitening,’’ of African Brazil, which, Freyre sug-

gested, could be studied by ethnologists as a ‘‘disappearing’’ cul-

ture—much likeNative Americanswere then studiedbyAmerican

anthropologists.

Following the remarkable success of The Masters and the Slaves,
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Freyre had organized the First Afro-Brazilian Congress in Recife in

. In  in the neighboring state of Bahia, Edison Carneiro, a

young mulatto journalist and self-taught folklorist with none of

Freyre’s patrician credentials or international connections, orga-

nized the Second Afro-Brazilian Congress in Bahia to challenge

Freyre’s authority in the field (Carneiro and Ferraz ). Carneiro

was a member of a group of young artists and writers that in-

cluded Jorge Amado and Aydano de Couto Ferraz, who had close

relationships with Afro-Brazilian religious practitioners, many

of whom also gave presentations at the conference. In contrast to

the eugenics-influenced discussions at the Recife conference, Car-

neiro’s group highlighted instead the vitality and innovations of

Afro-Brazilian cultural life inBahia. AlthoughFreyrehadpredicted

thatwithout his endorsement the conferencewould fail, American

scholars such as Donald Pierson (whowas in Bahia at the time) and

Melville Herskovits (who had sent a paper to be read at the con-

gress) lent their support to the endeavor, which Carneiro declared

a resounding success (Carneiro and Ferraz ).

When Landes arrived in Rio de Janeiro inMay , she immedi-

atelybeganworkingdailywith aprivatePortuguese language tutor.

Arthur Ramos provided her with a large bibliography of sources

on Afro-Brazilian culture and copies of his own extensive writ-

ings, and onMay  she reported to Benedict, who was once again

her main correspondent: ‘‘I have placed myself under his general

supervision.’’ She added: ‘‘I should say that Dr. Ramos is practically

self-taught in ethnology and psycho-analysis, as he says, and con-

sequently hismethodology is sometimes fuzzy . . . I recommended

to him Patterns of Culture.’’ Ramos providedherwith letters of intro-
duction to his colleagues in Bahia.

Landes also met Heloisa Alberto Torres, the recently appointed

director of theMuseuNacional deRiode Janeiro,whichmonitored

research with Brazil’s indigenous populations. Themale members

of the Columbia team would all work under ‘‘Dona Heloisa’s’’ pa-

tronage. Landes alone required the endorsement of Arthur Ramos.

Arthur Ramos, Godfather of Afro-Brazilian Studies

In  Arthur Ramos (–)was at an important juncture in his

career andpoised tomove into the international limelight.
1
Trained
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in medicine, in  he had left his position as director of the In-

stitutoMédical Legal Nina Rodrigues in Bahia to accept a position

in Rio de Janeiro with the Department of Education and Culture

in the Vargas government. He had been a follower of the scholarly

tradition of RaymundoNina Rodrigues (–), physician and

professor of forensicmedicine inBahiawho, in , hadpublished

the firstmajor study of Afro-Brazilian culture.NinaRodrigues had

focused on the physiological and neurological characteristics of

spirit possession inAfro-Brazilian religion,whichhe interpreted as

a legacyofAfricanheritage thathinderedassimilation intonational

society (, ).

InRio, in his  bookOnegro brasileiro,Ramosbegan to distance
himself from the racial determinismof theNinaRodrigues school.

Through his independent study of psychoanalysis he underwent

a disciplinary ‘‘conversion’’ (Cunha ) and began to interpret

Afro-Brazilian culture as a cultural and ethnic orientation carried

from the past in the unconscious. He began scientific investiga-

tions to identify the manifestations of this ‘‘unconscious past’’ in

contemporary Afro-Brazilian life. In  he began correspondence

withMelville Herskovits and graduallymoved away from this psy-

chological approach toadopt a cultural anthropological framework

that, likeHerskovits’s program for the study of Afro-American cul-

ture, stressed the African origins and survivals in Brazil (Ramos

). Brazilian anthropologywas then focusedon indigenouspeo-

ples in the Amazon, and researchers were based inmuseums, espe-

cially theMuseuNacional inRiode Janeiro. ArthurRamos initiated

a campaign to establish Afro-Brazilian culture as a subject of scien-

tific anthropological investigation, and much as Boas had done in

late-th-century American anthropology, Ramos began a move-

ment to professionalize Brazilian anthropology by defining scien-

tific research as research conducted by university-trained scholars

and not museum-based researchers.

Ramos’s campaign for disciplinary professionalization had con-

vergedwith thenation-buildingproject of theBrazilian statewhen

the then-dictator, Getúlio Vargas, had appointed him to organize a

weekof activities to commemorate the th anniversary of the abo-

lition of slavery, held just weeks before Landes’s arrival. Vargas had

risen to power as head of a military-backed alliance that formed
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a provisional government in , and he remained in power for

the next  years. Following a military coup in , he had estab-

lished the authoritarian EstadoNovo (New State) that he ruled as a

dictator until .
2

TheVargas years were characterized by central-

ization of government; strengthening of the armed forces; repres-

sive control of unions and labor unrest; persecution of all leftist

parties and organizations, especially the Communist Party of Bra-

zil (); and political patronage. All civil servants were patronage

appointments, and state governors were members of local oligar-

chieswhowere appointed to serve national interests at the regional

level. The Estado Novo promoted Brazil’s modernization through

industrialization and reflected an alliance between the civilian and

military bureaucracy and the industrial bourgeoisie. The state had

established theUniversity of São Paulo in  and the FederalUni-

versity of Rio de Janeiro in  as part of its promotion of higher

education to develop a better-trained elite.

Through its control of publicmedia theEstadoNovo also sought

to promote ‘‘nationwide integration by searching for new roots’’

and claimed that it had ‘‘formed a united country . . . and fos-

tered Brazil’s entry into modern times’’ (Fausto :). Hence

Arthur Ramos’s appointment to orchestrate the commemoration

activities that aimed, through a new look at the past and espe-

cially through the production of a new public collective mem-

ory of slavery, to resurrect poor and dispossessed former slaves as

‘‘noble and cultured Negros’’ (Cunha ). Ramos declared Afro-

Brazilianculturewas the foundationof Brazilianculture andessen-

tial to ‘‘knowledge of ourselves as a people, as a nation’’ (:).

Through ennobling Afro-Brazilian culture, the commemoration

sought to establish Brazil as a modern and inclusive nation and,

not incidentally, to call attention away fromworker unrest and the

declining standard of living for nonwhites in Brazil in the s.

The anthropological recovery of Afro-Brazilian culture was cen-

tral to this national project. Among the commemorative activities

launched by Arthur Ramos were plans for an Afro-Brazilian ency-

clopedia and anew anthropology chair at the FederalUniversity. As

director of research, Ramos established the topics and named the

scholarswhowould carryout the research for the encyclopedia, and

he tried to ensure the preeminence of his own research and theo-
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retical perspective through his choice of contributors as well as of

themes. He rigorously evaluated and often rejected manuscripts.

Ramos successfullypositionedhimself as the dono do assunto (master
of the subject) (Cunha :) and would himself be appointed

to the newnational Chair in Anthropologywhen itwas established

at the Federal University in Rio de Janeiro in .

Ramos faced challenges within the scientific community in Rio

de Janeiro. Biological scientists and criminologists in the s sup-

ported eugenics practices to create a homogeneous population

through ‘‘whitening.’’ A strong eugenicsmovement sought to pur-

ify and strengthen the nation by individualizingweakness (includ-

ing poverty) and through criminalization of ‘‘degenerative’’ ele-

ments including passive homosexuals and blacks and mestizos

charged with homicide, alcoholism, and vagrancy.
3

This was a po-

litically charged era of nation building in which the collective dig-

nity of Afro-Brazilian culture was central to Arthur Ramos’s com-

memorative project and in which blacks and passive homosexuals

were also individualized and criminalized and were seen as ob-

stacles to a modernizing Brazil. These are important contexts

within which to understand the way in which Arthur Ramos was

later to critique Ruth Landes’s work in Bahia. Unbeknown to Lan-

des, her portrait of women and passive homosexuals as ritual lead-

ers and culture builders in Afro-Brazilian Bahia threatened to

emasculate the larger project in which Ramos was engaged: the

construction of Afro-Brazilian culture as integral to Brazil’s vision

of itself as a modern nation.

Landes was, for the moment, unaware of local rivalries. She had

more pressing concerns: ‘‘Being a woman promises to be very com-

plicating,’’ she wrote to Benedict on June , . ‘‘Jacks up ex-

penses . . . I must live in hotels, not apartments. . . . Can’t live alone

in my own house—only ‘French’ women do that. And of course I

try my best to be conservative.’’ Much of Landes’s correspondence

from Brazil was preoccupied with expenses and procedures for the

safe transfer of funds from Ruth Benedict in New York to Landes

in Brazil.

Landes found learning Portuguese a challenge: ‘‘The pleasure

of civilized intercourse with these agreeable people is somewhat

marred by the fact that theymove in remote linguistic worlds.’’ she
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wrote Benedict. ‘‘These gentlemen think of English as their lingua

franca, and great and increasing areas of verbiage and time pass be-

tween us uncharted. So now I’m doing it in Portuguese—which I

have reached to the point of understanding it by ear, but not of

communicating it by tongue. So at present, they talk, and I write.’’

From the beginning Landes expressed her lack of interest in elite

and expatriate social worlds:

I received an enormous cardboard invitation inviting me to . . . attend a
ball being given to a visiting Chilean minister. Dress was de rigeur, and
my number was #. I toyed with the idea of not going, when I was
told solemnly that that was not done. So I went. The palace is a beautiful
affair, pink on the outside, and gold and white on the inside. The hand-
somest Brazilians were there . . . and the ladies were outfitted beautifully
and variously in things like Empire and pre-Raphaelite gowns, gossamer
in texture and most pastel in color . . . they moved up and down the lovely
broad, red-carpeted staircases, stepping over one another’s trains, waiting
for music and champagne. It looked like one of those famous nineteenth
century Russian paintings of somebody or other’s salon. I took all this in
in five minutes’ time, and then left. ( to , May , , )

She had ‘‘stationed an American acquaintance’’ to wait outside for

her and from there went to the ‘‘Casino Atlantico’’—‘‘a night club

in American style where I saw the samba, rumba, tango.’’ ‘‘I’ve done

myduty’’ she told Benedict, ‘‘and seenmost of Rio’s high andnight

life (none of it at my own expense—there are too many bored

Americans here for that), and now I long for the simple life and

Bahia.’’

After three months Landes was more optimistic about her lin-

guistic ability tobeginfieldworkandmadeplans to sail forBahiaon

August . Shehad assembled aworking library of scholarly publica-

tions as well as Brazilian novels (‘‘that are grand’’). She had alsomet

an American zoologist and adventurer, Alexander Daveron, who

had spent eight years traveling throughout the interior, and his

descriptions of Afro-Brazilian quilombos (runaway slave communi-
ties) in the interior and scattered along Brazil’s northeast coast in-

trigued her. They had not been studied, and she wrote to Benedict

on July  that she was wondering about studying one of the quilom-
bos or perhaps conducting research in the town of Santo Amaro in
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the rich tobacco- and sugar-growing zone outside the capital city

of Salavador. She was worried that so much had already been writ-

ten about Afro-Brazilian Bahia that she would not be able to make

an original contribution. In recognizing the historical and theo-

retical importance of studying cultural processes of race and class

construction in rural Bahia, Ruth Landes anticipated a project that

Charles Wagley and Columbia students would launch in the s

(Wagley ).

ArthurRamos, however, soon vetoed this idea.On July  Landes

reported: ‘‘Dr.Ramos . . . tellsme thatmyentire stay this trip should

be in the Negro sections of and around the city of Bahia.’’ ‘‘Other

communities,’’ he said, ‘‘present no aspects of life that cannot be

found in the City (properly called Salvador) . . . Negro life is far

more vigorous and intense, and more varied’’ in Bahia, which ‘‘is

knownas anormof reference.’’ ‘‘Tho’ theprospect offers no thrills,’’

Landes said, she decided to work in Salvador as originally planned.

She stillworried aboutduplicatingworkalreadydone,butone con-

solation was that ‘‘it will save money . . . and I have spent a lot . . .

onmy very good teacher of Portuguese.Next trip of course the lan-

guage expense, and the long stay in Rio will be saved . . . and I will

be knowing how to get around—awfully important in this coun-

try.’’ Landes followed the advice of the senior Brazilian scholar. She

was beginning to appreciate how the race, class, and gender codes

that limited her mobility and increased her living costs as a single,

foreign woman in Brazil would also define her research questions.

Salvador, Bahia

Landes sailed for Salvador in late summer. From themoment of her

arrival, theold city and thedignityof theAfro-Brazilian candomblé

leaders captivatedher: ‘‘There is a joy of life in Bahia, tangible as the

young palm trees framing the churches on the hills and rising dark

and vital against the glowing horizon,’’ she later wrote (:).

She quickly realized that her observations ‘‘in point of detail and

in point of vigor’’ would differ significantly from scholars who had

gone before her. Her first report to Benedict on September  is

ecstatic. In Rio Landes had found the ‘‘large and good’’ Brazilian

literature ‘‘very disorienting after one’s lone wolf experience with
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Indian tribes’’ because ‘‘you have the feeling of needlessly dupli-

cating good work.’’ Once in the field, however, she recognized that

important aspects of Afro-Brazilian life remained undocumented.

These she intended to address in her own research. ‘‘I have discov-

ered,’’ she wrote, ‘‘that the duplication is chiefly in the formal as-

pects . . . not in the functional and interpretative aspects. I mean to

say that the gods and ceremonies etc. are named and described . . .

but the meaning of all these social phenomena, and the contribu-

tions of the individual are overlooked’’ (September , , ).

Candomblé was the central subject in Afro-Brazilian studies.

Scholars in the Nina Rodrigues school studied candomblé spirit

possession as a medical phenomenon. Arthur Ramos and Melville

Herskovits emphasized African continuities measuring ‘‘authen-

ticity.’’ They identified and catalogued evidence of African ‘‘sur-

vivals’’ in candomblé practices and beliefs. Donald Pierson took a

functionalist approachdescribing candomblé as a collective experi-

ence of ritual that promoted ‘‘solidarity and group consciousness’’

among Afro-Brazilians and ‘‘tends to slow up the process of accul-

turation’’ (:). All of these approaches shared the view that

Afro-Brazilian culture and religion would eventually disappear.

Three and a half million slaves were brought from Angola, the

Congo, and West Africa to labor in the Portuguese colonization of

Brazil from  until abolition in . Passing through the sea-

port of Salvador, Bahia, each new wave of arrivals revitalized and

diversified local knowledges of African traditions, making Bahia

one of the most vibrant centers of African-based cultures in the

Americas. Slaves brought with them a rich ceremonial life cen-

tered onbelief in a cosmology of powerful spirit beings (orixás) who
visit the humanworld through specially designated humanpriest-

mediums. Perfunctorily baptized in Roman Catholicism upon

their arrival and left to their own devices in the slave quarters on

plantations, slaves freely interpreted IberianCatholic imagery. The

result was the birth of Afro-Brazilian religions that were neither

African nor Iberian but a blending of the two that took a diversity

of regional forms. In Bahia, the Afro-Brazilian religion is known as

candomblé.

The abolition of slavery initiated a period of social and economic

upheaval for African Brazilians as freed slaves migrated to cities in
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search of wage employment. Some observers have suggested that

the florescence of candomblé centers in Bahia at the beginning of

the th century represented the efforts of former slaves, who were

now the urban poor, to establish a new cultural identity through

an assertion of cultural continuity with their slave history (But-

ler ; Eco :).
4
By the s there were an estimated 

candomblé centers, or terreiros, in Bahia, each sanctified by one of

a pantheon of orixás, each led by its own high priestess or priest

(mãe de santo or pai de santo) and core of initiates, the female spirit
mediums (filhas de santo), and each observing its own ceremonial
festival days, rituals, and practices. Ruth Landes concentrated her

studies on two of the oldest terreiros, Engenho Velho and Gantois,

and organized her fieldwork around the ritual calendar of festi-

vals. The expansion of candomblé terreiros in the post-abolition

periodwas viewed as a potential political threat and had unleashed

a clandestine police campaign of harassment and repression of the

terreiros that was still strongwhen Ruth Landes arrived in Bahia in

 and that would subject her ownmovements to surveillance.

In Afro-Brazilian religions, to the accompaniment of drumming

and in public ritualized dancing, orixás visit the human world by

possessing or ‘‘riding’’ selected human—usually female—spirit

mediums. Dominant in Bahia in the s were the Yoruban male

spirits: Xangô, lightning and thunder; Ogum, war; Omolu, illness;

Oxalá, the sky and procreation; and Oxosse, the hunt; and the fe-

male spirits: Iemanjá, the sea, salt water; Iançã, wind and storm;

and Oxum, fresh water. The orixás were not conceived to be per-

sons or gods but rather to be ‘‘natural forces . . . cosmic vibrations,

water, wind, leaves, rainbow’’ (Eco :). Each was associated

with particular symbols, colors, clothing, food, ceremonial days or

seasons, invocations, and dances. In the Afro-Brazilian religions

theseAfrican spiritsbecame loosely identifiedwithChristian saints

and symbols.

The postslavery proliferation of candomblé combinedwith pov-

erty, worker unrest, and police repression in Bahia in the s to

create the conditions for intense rivalry among the terreiros. Each

terreiro tried to outdo the others by displaying the most elaborate

ceremonies, costumes, and accessories, offering themost abundant

food, claiming the most knowledgeable leaders, and so on. This
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competition encouraged increasingly rigid definitions of ‘‘tradi-

tion’’ andorthodoxy andgenerated the contested claims to authen-

ticity that Landes would record.

Unlike her contemporaries who predicted that candomblé

would disappear, Ruth Landes saw its apparently limitless creative

potential.Her interest, as always, in recording challenges to dogma

and non-orthodox interpretations of dominant norms led her to

new insights. She now knew that she could make an original con-

tribution to Afro-Brazilian studies.

It is Landes’s interpretation of candomblé that has stood the

test of time. Not only has candomblé persisted, but new variations

have emerged that express the increasing regional diversity and

socioeconomic andethnic complexityof Brazil.Newgenerationsof

scholars continue to study the Afro-Brazilian possession religions

(Birman ; D. Brown ; Fry ; Galembo ; Leacock and

Leacock ; Silverstein ; Thompson ; Wafer ), and a

visit to a candomblé terreiro is a standard itemon tourist itineraries

for visitors to Salvador at the beginning of the st century.

In her September  report to Benedict, Landes outlined the

observations on which she would elaborate in her future writing.

She described the candomblé terreiro as ‘‘formally, one great fam-

ily.’’ In the ‘‘oldest and most conservative’’ terreiros the leaders are

women,mães (mothers), and their female initiates are filhas (daugh-
ters). The mães inherit their positions matrilineally but must un-
dergo rigorous and ascetic training to establish their worthiness.

‘‘Occasionally there are some ‘sons’ and these are all regarded as in-

verts, and assume obvious female ways (including dress) when in

sacred trance. Male heads and ‘sons’ are looked at askance, in the

ways berdaches are among the less extremeAmerican Indian tribes,

but are becomingmore accepted. Formen are simply not supposed

to get beside themselves, they are not supposed to be hosts to the

gods for then they lose their self control, faint, behave in extreme

and unseemly ways—mere instruments in the very toying hands

of very whimsical gods’’ (September , ). Serving the gods re-

quired feminine behavior. Instead, men were recognized to have

important positions as drummers and singers at trance ceremonies

and as ogans who provide financial sponsorship of terreiros. Male
scholars such asRaymundoNinaRodrigues, ArthurRamos, Edison
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Carneiro, andDonaldPiersonhadall beennamed ogans—arolenot

open to Ruth Landes.

Landes found that it was ‘‘impossible to work or study with a

Mother . . . because streams of people are constantly going in and

out of the house, asking for advice, reporting on errands she has

given them, etc. etc. She and her organization dominate the life . . .

of all those connected with candomblé: . . . She arranges marriage,

mends or causes separation, acts as god-mother, provides employ-

ment, takes care of all the moneys of the group, secretly practices

magic, defends themin court, against theworld,mediates for them

with the supernatural, mourns their death’’ (September , ).

Here Ruth Landes begins to develop her thesis that candomblé

was not only a religious center but also a women-centered social

and economic organization. Only women and children lived in the

terreiro itself: thepriestess andherbiological daughters and female

spiritmedium initiates and their children. Common-lawmarriage

was the preferred form, and husbands visited their wives in the

terreiro and sometimes lived or stayed in huts on the grounds of

the center. The womenwere also usually engaged in various activi-

ties in the informal economy—market and street vending, sewing,

laundering,midwifery, healing, divining, and administeringdeath

rites. Landes would be the first to describe the terreiros as mutual

aid societies providing a basis for female solidarity under social

and economic conditions of poverty, sickness, discrimination, and

other adversities (see also McCarthy Brown ; Constantinides

; Kendall ). Women could obtain loans of money, advice

and counsel, cures for illnesses and other misfortunes, and shel-

ter from abuse or homelessness. Financial resources came to the

terreiros from husbands, ogans, clients who visited the terreiro and
paid to consult the mãe de santo for her knowledge, expertise, and
counsel, and spectatorswhomade cashdonations to thepriestess at

the public ceremonies, which were often attended by several hun-

dred people. Initiates also paid roomandboard during themonths

or years of their initiation and offered gifts at each stage in their

apprenticeship. Some mães de santo achieved wealth and political
influence through their position as leader of a terreiro.

In her first report to Benedict, Landes described the intense ri-

valry between candomblé terreiros and the innovative rituals of the
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new caboclo (‘‘mixed blood’’) centers that introduced indigenous
(Indian or caboclo) symbolic worlds to the Afro-Brazilian: ‘‘These

caboclo candomblés, I think, represent partly the efforts of those

disinherited from the African traditions (for a number of reasons),

and partly definite assimilationist trends in the direction of being

thought Brazilian rather than African’’ (September , ).

She also introduced Edison Carneiro, who was to become her

colleague, key informant, and lover: ‘‘All my opportunities and all

that I know I owe to a young mulatto named Edison Carneiro. . . .

He is all of , and has already written three books on the Bahian

Negro [and is] co-editor of one of the two important newspapers

here and editor of the one ‘cultural’ periodical. . . . He is extremely

intelligent and modest, and is intensely devoted (but in a curious

‘‘scientific’’ and esthetic manner) to the Negro life here. He knows

all about everything Negro (that is, folk Negro) that is going on,

and I am getting the benefit of it. Being a foreigner, a woman, and

with a language handicap, I would be in difficulties without him

in this country. There will be no way I can think of to thank him’’

(September , ). Edison Carneiro was also writing to Arthur

Ramos at this time to describe meeting Ruth Landes: ‘‘She is won-

derful—andmuchmore intelligent thanwe couldhave imagined’’

(Oliveira and Lima :).

‘‘You see that I am fixed to stay in Bahia,’’ Landes concluded.

‘‘The Negro and Negro-Indian communities in the interior (they

are many, farflung and said to be interesting) have to, and should

wait for another trip. There is too much dancing life here’’ ( to

, September , , ).

For the next four months, Landes explored Salvador with Car-

neiro: ‘‘We rode in streetcars up hill and down dale, all over the

sprawling city. Always there was music in the air: at five in the

morning, troops of people moving to work in singing bands; at

ten at night, lone, contralto voices of black vendors; in the hot

afternoon hours, radios blaring popular songs. There was continu-

ous movement in the streets’’ (:). With Carneiro she ob-

served dancing and possession ceremonies in the candomblé cen-

ters, accompanied the faithful out to sea to deliver presents to the

spirit of Iemanjá, enjoyed samba and theperformances of theAfro-

Brazilianmartial art capoeira at the fairs thatwere an important part
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of the annual calendar of religious festivals, andmarveled at the an-

nual washing of the great church of Nosso Senhor do Bonfim, the

patron saint of Bahia. ‘‘There was an ecstasy in the air,’’ shewrote in

The City of Women as she described the procession of women, men,
and children clothed in immaculate white and their donkeys, be-

decked with flowers, who had come from miles around bearing

barrels of water to wash the sacred church on the hot January day.

‘‘It was an ocean of humanity, over which the sun burned’’ ().

There was no communication from Benedict until a letter dated

January , , with the news that she would be leaving New

York for a year’s sabbatical around the time that Landes was sched-

uled to return from Brazil. In her letter Benedict reported on the

work of Landes’s colleagues, Lipkind, Quain, andWagley, and then

wrote of her concerns about finding employment for other stu-

dents, Alexander Lesser and Ruth Bunzel. She responded to Ruth

Landes’s own worries about what she would do after the field re-

search in Brazil by offering to try to arrange  per month for

eight months’ write-up time in New York. To Landes’s description

of her Bahian research, Benedict responded simply, ‘‘I am no end

excited about what youwrite of your voodoo priestesses.’’ She then

asked about contacts and influences between Afro-Brazilians and

aboriginal populations, although she acknowledged: ‘‘Of course,

this is not the emphasis in your own report on Bahia culture.’’

Adisconsolate Landes replied thatNewYorkwouldbe ‘‘emptied’’

without Benedict: ‘‘I have you as my centre of gravity there.’’ ‘‘My

Bahia material is unutterably good,’’ she went on. ‘‘The enormous

amounts that I keep adding serve gratifyingly to support and ex-

tend the outlines I have sent you; the data and mad and gorgeous

designs corroborate themselvesmost loyally.Andalso thedata serve

up interestingdetails and ‘problems.’ ’’ Replying toBenedict’s ques-

tions about relations between Afro-Brazilian and indigenous pop-

ulations, Landes wrote that important research could be done on

this topic but that this ‘‘should be done by a man, preferably by

a married couple, since Negro life is she-life. But a white woman

cannot go around alone in Brasil.’’ For herself, Landes had now ac-

cepted Ramos’s view that ‘‘Bahia had to be done first, for it is the

beginning and the norm of Brasilian Negro life.’’

Landes then expressed her growing worries about her profes-
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sional and personal future: ‘‘I see no future and [am] too old (I was

 in October!) to think it’s around the corner, and too young to

care to go on this way another  years,’’ she wrote. She said that

she could not live in New York on the  per month that Bene-

dict had proposed and asked if the monies could be used instead

for her to stay in Rio for several months after leaving Bahia—‘‘And

after that I would see about some other way of taking care of this

soul and body.’’

Less than amonth later, Landes was forced to leave Bahia sooner

than she had planned. ‘‘The business is ugly and disgraceful,’’ she

wrote Benedict. ‘‘Plain clothes’ men have been following me for a

month, and in the last  days it has been a caging so close that

I had to stop work’’ (February , , ). Black male under-

cover agents dressed in business suits trailed Landes, watched her

hotel doorway, andplaced anonymous phone calls.When she com-

plained about this constant surveillance, police authorities told

her that, because of the ‘‘delinquency’’ of the American consul in

Bahia, her research visa was no longer valid, and she would have to

leaveBrazil. Landes confronted the consul and insistedhenotifyhis

counterpart inRio to ensure thather visawas validated for a further

sixmonths’ research in Rio. She told Benedict that the surveillance

was due to police suspicion that shewas a communist—‘‘an official

tactic for destroying any political opposition’’ (Landes b:).

She was not (then or ever) a communist—rejecting as she did, all

‘‘dogma’’—butEdisonCarneiro andhis circleweremembers of the

, and during this time Carneiro was arrested and spent a week

in jail.

‘‘Can you send some sort of a cable to the American Embassy ask-

ing them to enable me to stay—say—six months more?’’ Landes

wrote Benedict. ‘‘I know theywill do it, but after thismess, I would

like them to receive an authoritative affirmation of me. I want to

spend a fewmonthsmore (probably ) in Rio, for I have been learn-

ing that there is a lot of material of contrasting value that is to

be gotten there, and I want to get it.—Unfortunately, in the past

month I have been spending money like water, getting around

things.’’ She again asked Benedict to send some of the money that

had been intended to pay her for time to write up her research

results in New York: ‘‘I know it will be used very fruitfully here
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where I can write in the midst of all the material.’’ With the help

of her friend Brazilian anthropologist Maria Julia Pourchet, who

happened to be visiting fromRio, Landes boarded a ship bound for

Rio, smuggling onboard her notebooks, photos, and artifacts that

the police had sought to confiscate (Landes b:–).

Springtime in Rio

In late February  Landes settled back inRio.During that spring

shewrote thefirstdraft of her article ‘‘ACultMatriarchate andMale

Homosexuality’’ and outlined the book she wanted to write based

on theBahianfieldwork. EdisonCarneiro followedher toRio at the

end of February.

Landes established herself at the Museu Nacional to write and

use the library during the spring of . Its director, Heloisa Al-

bertoTorres,was theofficialwhohadgranted thenecessarypermits

for Ruth Landes and her Columbia colleagues to conduct research

in Brazil.

Landes apparently did not meet again with Arthur Ramos. She

may have surmised his disapproval of her ethnographic and theo-

retical focus on women and his indignation that she had removed

herself from his patronage and allied with the more junior (and

nonwhite) Edison Carneiro. Ramos would also resent her associa-

tion with theMuseu Nacional. His rivalry with its director, ‘‘Dona

Heloisa’’ (as she was known to all), has been well documented by

Corrêa, who notes: ‘‘Dona Heloisa was the godmother of ethno-

logical studies [of indigenous peoples] in the country . . . as Arthur

Ramos was the godfather of Afro-Brazilian studies’’ (:).

Ramos was, as we have seen, working to professionalize anthro-

pology in Brazil by enforcing a distinction between the scientific

research conducted by university-based scholars and what he con-

sidered to be nonprofessional museum-based research. When he

assumed the new national Chair of Anthropology that fall, he

would become the most important anthropologist in Brazil dur-

ing the s, founding the Sociedade Brasileira de Antropologia e

Etnologia in , effectively replacing Dona Heloisa as the spon-

sor and gatekeeper of foreign anthropologists in Brazil (Corrêa

:).He viewedDonaHeloisa as amere bureaucrat and a repre-
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sentative of the ‘‘old anthropology of the museum,’’ as opposed to

the new scientific cultural anthropology that he believed he repre-

sented ().

There was, in fact, no clearly defined social or intellectual space

of belonging for Ruth Landes in Brazil. As a Columbia anthropolo-

gist, she was attached to the national museum in Rio, but her re-

search on Afro-Brazilian culture separated her from her Colum-

bia colleagues whowere workingwith indigenous peoples and put

her within Ramos’s domain. Her theoretical understanding of cul-

ture as dynamic, creative, and adaptive and her methodological

approach to fieldwork through participant observation in Bahia,

however, distinguished her work from Ramos’s armchair anthro-

pology and from the discipline of Afro-Brazilian studies that he

was building in Brazil. And her social identity as an autonomous,

divorced woman and white foreigner separated her from the other

women in anthropological circles in Brazil. The only foreign

women involved in anthropological research in Brazil were the

wives of anthropologists. The lone woman in Brazilian anthro-

pology was Dona Heloisa, who was a -year-old unmarried

woman who carefully observed prescribed gender and class codes

for white, educated women in Brazilian society. Dona Heloisa

would travel only in the company of another woman and culti-

vated a respectable maternal image with young foreign male an-

thropologists (Corrêa :–). Shewas reminiscent of the spin-

ster scholarswho characterizedwomen inAmerican academeat the

beginning of the th century, not unlike FrancesDensmore. Ruth

Landes was an anomaly: a woman anthropologist who sought per-

sonal and professional fulfillment aware of her beauty, brains, and

sexuality.

Heloisa Alberto Torres (–) was one of the first women

employed in the civil service in Brazil, which she had entered in

 as assistant to the director of the Museu Nacional at the age

of , the year her father, Alberto Torres, a politician and intellec-

tual, died. She had no formal training in anthropology and wrote

little over her career (Corrêa :). In  she had become vice-

director of the Museu Nacional, and in  she had become the

director, a position she held until her retirement in . Charles

Wagley, one of the youngmale anthropologists DonaHeloisa nur-
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tured, described her as ‘‘our patroness in Brazil’’: ‘‘Using her great

prestige and wide network of friends, she guided us through the

intricate bureaucracy . . . Dona Heloisa also taught us proper Bra-

zilian manners’’ (:). According to Wagley, she had written to

Franz Boas ‘‘asking that young scholars be sent to Brazil’’ and indi-

cated she ‘‘felt a personal obligation toward and interest in those

who came.’’

Buell Quain was more frank about the politics of their relations

with Dona Heloisa and wrote to Ruth Landes from Carolina, Ma-

ranhão, where he was conducting fieldwork:

I am worried about your relations with Dona Heloisa. You will probably
tell me to mind my own business. But I think you must pay for her favors
by seeming humble in her presence, saying nothing which sounds like un-
sympathetic criticism of Brazil, pretending to be interested in the work of
Brazilian academicians, and even letting her feel that she is directing your
research. . . . If you should get into more trouble, she might be useful. She
really has her influence. But you must make her feel that she is a fellow
conspirator. . . . I think you should make an effort because of the vague
chance of a job for Lipkind or Lesser. She likes to think that Columbia is
filled with humble people striving for truth. The trouble with you is you
don’t look humble. (March , , , box )

During that spring of , DonaHeloisawas looking for Ameri-

can anthropologists to help develop a program at the museum to

train young Brazilians as professional anthropologists, and Ruth

Benedict was looking for jobs for her students. In a letter Benedict

wrote to Ruth Landes on February , , she sympathized about

the encounter with the Bahian police, but hermain purposewas to

enlist Landes’s help to find jobs for Columbia graduates. Benedict

hoped to secure a position at the Museu Nacional for Walter Lip-

kind, who, with his wife, had just completed more than a year of

fieldworkamongCarajáon theAraguaiaRiver in theAmazonbasin.

Dona Heloisa seemed be resisting this, and Benedict asked Landes

to find out why: ‘‘What’s your impression of the breach between

Dr. [sic] Torres and Lipkind? I’m concernedbecause I think Lipkind

would be excellent for the teaching job next year in Rio which evi-

dently Dr. Torres is still hopeful about establishing.’’ Benedict was

also worried about Alexander Lesser, who was still unemployed,
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and wondered in her letter ‘‘if Dr. Torres wouldn’t go on with the

plan if the incumbent was to be Lipkind, then perhaps it could be

Lesser or Kennard. What do you think?’’

Not once during these or subsequent deliberationswould either

woman suggest Ruth Landes for the job although Landes had a

completed Ph.D., had published two books, and had worked with

aboriginal peoples in North America. Instead, they treated Landes

as their intermediary. Landes facilitated communication between

Ruth Benedict and Dona Heloisa and handled the administrative

details of receiving, exchanging, and transmitting funds from

Benedict to ‘‘the boys’’ (as Landes referred to them). ‘‘I’ll be glad to

have you in Rio because I can send money through you to Buell,’’

Benedict wrote.

Landes was, at first, unaware of any reason Dona Heloisa might

not support Lipkind. She replied to Ruth Benedict onMarch : ‘‘I

don’t think the Lipkind breach is serious. Naturally, Dona H. pre-

fers Buell [Quain] and Chuck [Wagley]: they are better bred, better

looking and have more personal charm. . . . [But] I would say that

Lipkind is still in the running.’’ Regarding the otherColumbia can-

didates, Landes said, ‘‘Since H. likes Buell and Chuck, I imagine

that she would like Kennard, at least better than Lesser. For Lesser

would dispute a great deal, and would probably wind up being

trailed for extreme political ideas.’’ Landes said she had not yet

talked about this with Dona H., ‘‘tho I may get a chance now that

the boys are gone [Quain toMaranhão andWagley to the Araguaia

River].’’ She commented thatDonaHeloisa ‘‘does not seem to know

of my ethnological bents: because my work here was Negro and

not Indian; and she never cares to discuss ethnological problems.

I think my situation very funny—as did the boys—but I like her

anyway, because she is wholesome and intelligent.’’

She went on to describe the arrangements she hadmade to send

money to Quain and then reported on herself. She was working

on an article on the Bahian ‘‘matriarchate’’—‘‘alwayswith the hope

too that itmight be sold formoney! . . . Thematerial ismarvelous!’’

But she was ‘‘feeling exhausted, drained, dully oppressed by the

extraneousness of the life here . . . in the midst of a dead state

of aloneness, of emotional and total aloneness . . . after horror.

For the last two weeks in Bahia were a horror.’’ She asked Bene-
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dict to ‘‘please drop me an ethnological idea, some notion of the

thoughts you are playing with . . . it would give me the sparkle I

need’’ (March , ).

Benedict, however, continued to be preoccupiedwith the lack of

jobs for hermale students: ‘‘There hasn’t been even a chance of a job
this year; I mean no job has been available so it hasn’t been a ques-

tion of Yale or Chicago getting it instead of Columbia,’’ she wrote

to Landes onMarch . Benedict still hoped that Lipkindwould get

the job in Rio. She was also worried that the threat of war would

prevent her from going to England and France for her upcoming

sabbatical.

Ruth Landes, meanwhile, was becoming more intimate with

Dona Heloisa, and at the end of April she reported to Benedict:

[Dona Heloisa] simply will not have Lipkind. The one she wants is Quain,
to whom she is attached personally. Quain said he wouldn’t take it . . .
she told him bluntly that she would not take Lipkind at all, that she had
the privilege of choosing co-workers personally agreeable to her, and that
she wanted Quain. If Quain still held out, she would have Wagley (and
W. would be willing). What she told me, and did not write to Quain, was
that there is a growing anti-Semitism. . . . And she said ‘‘I have difficul-
ties enough running my Museum, . . . I refuse to add unnecessarily to my
complications.’’ . . . What the hell, it is an ugly situation. . . . Of course,
Dona H. has the right to appoint her favorites, especially when the merits
are all about the same, but it is the alleged reason that is so unhappy. I
told her so, and she only repeated that she is not interested in coping with
anti-Semitism. . . . I am very sorry about the Lipkind matter. I did what
I could, and came up against this wall of personal feeling that has chosen
to call itself anti-Semitism. (April , , )

In parentheses, Landes referred to her Jewishness for the first and

only time in her correspondence with Benedict over the years:

‘‘[N]either [DonaHeloisa] nor anyone else imagines that I too am a

‘semite’, and theeffectonmehaswornsodeep that Ihave to remind

myself as they talk, including me with them and excluding the

‘others’, that I toobelong in the strange abstractionof thedamned.’’

Landes claimed that she had ‘‘noticed no real anti-Semitism, just

the nasty talk about individuals one always hears,’’ but in City of
Women shewoulddescribeheranxietywhenshe foundherself ‘‘star-
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ing miserably’’ at portraits of Hitler hanging on the walls of gov-

ernment offices in Brazil (:).

On May  Ruth Benedict wrote again, this time with news of

a job for Landes: the Carnegie Foundation had established a com-

mission ‘‘for the study of Negropersonality’’ under thedirection of

the Swedish social scientist Gunnar Myrdal. The commission was

hiring researchers. Benedict wrote: ‘‘The sociologists will tend to

be satisfiedwith statistics on standards of living andonpopulation

movements, and you could be a help to them. Then too it would

put you in touch with people working in the Negro field.’’ If she

was to be considered for a position on the research team, Carnegie

organizers would need to interview Landes in New York in June.

Benedictunderstood that thiswouldunsettle Landes,whowaswell

into her writing in Rio and had planned to stay until the end of

August. She assured Landes that she would make ‘‘close to ’’

available to her ‘‘as needed’’ to allow her to write up the results of

her Bahian research after her return to New York.

Landes had mailed Benedict a draft of her first article on the

Bahian research and commented, ‘‘I’ll die waiting for your opin-

ion. . . . I wonder if you’ll think the material as fantastic as I do.

I think the situation is like nothing recorded in history’’ (April ,

, ). In her May  letter Benedict replied that the ‘‘matri-

archs’ article’’ is ‘‘rich and exciting material’’ and then asked: ‘‘Did

you write this particular article with the idea of publishing it for

some particular audience? I couldn’t quite place the audience.’’

Landes wrote on May : ‘‘I thought of the ‘matriarchs’ article for

a general audience, and got torn between my desires to make it

‘general’ and ‘scientific.’ ’’ Shewas envisioning selling an article (she

had thought of the New York Times or Harper’s) as well as publish-
ing scholarly publications, hence her problem finding an autho-

rial voice.

News of the Carnegie opportunity completely disrupted Lan-

des’s research and writing. She was worried about finding a job

when she returned to the United States, and the Carnegie project

appeared to offer anopportunity tobuild onher Brazilian research.

But therewasnoguaranteeof secure employment, the terms (salary

and length of employment) were unknown, and she would have to

return to New York even to be considered for the job. Then there
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were the logistics of arranging sea passage to New York: all ships

were booked until the end of June, at which point it might be too

late even to be considered for the Carnegie job. She put her name

onwaiting lists with different passenger lines in the event of a can-

cellation and replied to Benedict by returnmail asking how late in

June she could return. She had finally secured the necessary per-

mits to conduct fieldwork in Rio and wanted to remain as long as

possible. Nonetheless she thanked Benedict: ‘‘Youmust knowhow

strongly I feel your kindness in advising me of this opportunity. It

is difficult to express one’s gratitude for a thing like this, and I am

trusting to your intuition to aid me’’ (May , ).

Landes went on to express again her frustration that Dona

Heloisa did not take her seriously as an ethnologist: ‘‘Though she

seems to like me, and always seeks me out, she seems to overlook

entirely the fact that I am an ethnologist, that I have been trained

in the graduate school, and that my business is to report what I

see. She wants to see what Quain wrote about Fiji, but what I have

written about Bahia and offered her she ignores.’’

The other day at tea, she remarked that there were three ethnologists in
Brazil from Columbia, and all men. I thought this very funny, and because
the same kind of thing had happened so many times before, in different
ways, I said, ‘‘You know there is a fourth here, a woman, with the long-
est ethnological experience of the four.’’ She seemed disconcerted and said
nothing. . . . Apart from all this, since I have no stakes at all in her clas-
sification of me professionally, I think she is a nice and charming person,
with a great and naïve and successful will to power; and she has done in-
dispensable things for the boys . . . they simply could not have reached first
base without her. Clearly she is not interested in the scientific etc. aspects
of her position, but in the personal ones.

A week later, on May , Landes wrote to Benedict describing

again how difficult it was to arrange transportation back to New

York andwonderingwhat todo. Like all freelanceworkers, she tried

to weigh the pros and cons of her options. She was reluctant to

interrupt herwork inRio.On the other hand, a Carnegie jobmight

launch her career in the United States, and she had no other job

to which to return. She could not possibly know that the Carnegie
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contract would turn out to be only fourmonths’ work and that the

assignment would derail, rather than establish, her professional

career.

Leaving Brazil and Edison Carneiro

Bymid Juneof RuthLandeswas on a shipbound forNewYork.

The Brazilian experience had been strenuous. Navigating the so-

cial, political, and academic networks had been full of peril. The

‘‘spy business’’ had forced her to leave Bahia prematurely, and she

was now leaving Rio two months earlier than she had planned.

Arthur Ramos and others would be annoyed that she had not come

to say good-bye before she left Brazil ( to , September , ,

). And shewas leaving her friend, companion, and lover, Edison

Carneiro, whom she described to Benedict as, ‘‘in my opinion, the

BahiaNegroauthority, andthebestBrazilianethnologist’’ (April ,

).

As their correspondence reveals, Landes and Carneiro had dis-

cussed marrying and raising children together and had thought

that they might go to England, where Bronislaw Malinowski was

encouraging Carneiro to work on a Ph.D. in anthropology at the

London School of Economics. In the summer of  Carneiro

would apply for a job with the British Broadcasting Corporation

as a way to fund his trip to England, but this did not material-

ize. In New York Landes would try unsuccessfully, through Bene-

dict, to arrange a graduate fellowship for Carneiro to study anthro-

pology at Columbia ( to , July , , ). Carneiro applied

for a Guggenheim fellowship (Arthur Ramos, DonaHeloisa, Edgar

Roquette-Pinto, Ruth Benedict, and Ruth Landes were his refer-

ences) to come to the United States to study but was informed that

there was only one fellowship available for a scholar from Brazil. It

wasArthurRamoswhowouldgo to theUnited States on aGuggen-

heim fellowship in  and as a visiting scholar to Louisiana.

The summer after Landes left Brazil, Carneiro described feeling

like a ‘‘widower.’’ The threat of war hampered—and its eventual

outbreak finally dashed—any hopes of their reunion. He wrote

Landes that Ramos said he would hire Carneiro as his assistant at

the university, but he did not do so. In September Carneiro began a
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contract with the Museu Nacional, and in October he returned to

Bahia on a ‘‘collecting expedition.’’ However, he fell ill on board the

ship to Bahia; he was taken to the hospital to convalesce for several

months andwas unable to fulfill his contract obligations ( to ,

November , , , box ).

Landes and Carneiro wrote passionate letters to one another un-

til Christmas . Landes consultedCarneiro onnumerous details

for her Carnegie report. He sent Brazilian news, helped her with

her Portuguese, and encouragedher towrite her book. ‘‘I’m expect-

ing your book, which I hope will be great, beautiful and serious,’’

he wrote on December , .

Carneiro did not write again until October , when he re-

ported that he had spent fourmonths in bed after an operation, his

favorite younger brother had died of tuberculosis, and he himself

had been out of work since the termination of his contract with

the Museu Nacional. He had relocated permanently to Rio, where

he was living in poverty—without money, he said, even for post-

age stamps—and supported himself translating Sinclair Lewis and

John Steinbeck along with scholarly works of folklore and social

science. He reported that Ramos was in Louisiana and that Donald

Pierson was teaching in São Paulo. In this letter Carneiro also told

Landes that in February  he had married Magdalena Botelho,

a teacher whom he had known in Bahia. He nonetheless affirmed

his continuing love: ‘‘Youwere at the crossroadofmy life—andyou

took me by the hand and I took the way you were going and we

marched together.’’
5

That neither Landes nor Carneiro had money or employment

made their reunion impossible. That the American scholarwas un-

employed and an attractive divorcee and the lover a Brazilian ‘‘man

of color’’ also allowed colleagues to construct their affair as a short-

term liaison and not as a relationship that, under different condi-

tions, might have led to marriage.
6

No other single woman would attempt anthropological field-

work in Brazil until the s (Corrêa ). And with few excep-

tions, such as Buell Quain (who committed suicide in Brazil in

August 
7

), male anthropologists—Walter Lipkind, Melville

Herskovits, Claude Levi-Strauss, David Maybury Lewis, Jules

Henry, RonaldMurphy,Donald Pierson, andRobertoDaMatta, for
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example—would be accompanied by their wives, who provided

legitimate companionship, emotional solace, and research assis-

tance.Within this scholarly community Landes’s alliancewithCar-

neiromadeher scientific research suspect.ArthurRamosdismissed

her work as a study of the ‘‘sexual life of Negroes’’ (Carneiro ).
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R
  was adrift in New York in the winter fol-

lowing her return. Her nomadismwas beginning to affect

her work. War had broken out in Europe. Reuniting with

EdisonCarneirowasunlikely. Elmer Imeshadbeendiagnosedwith

terminal cancer in Nashville. Ruth Benedict had decided to stay in

California for her sabbatical.

Having spent most of the years – in Ojibwa, Sioux, and

Potawatomi communities, – at Fisk, and – in Brazil,

Landes barely recognized the anthropological world in New York.

It did not help that her research contract with the Myrdal Com-

mission was for only threemonths (later extended to four) and the

terms were vague: ‘‘Nobody knows what he wants, except ‘Negro

ethos’ ’’ ( to , August , , ), she wrote Benedict. There

were few job openings in universities. She turned to two unlikely

candidates for mentorship: Melville Herskovits and Margaret

Mead. On her own initiative, Landes approachedHerskovits as one

of the few American anthropologists interested in Afro-Brazilian

culture, as a colleague of Arthur Ramos and Edison Carneiro, and

as the only other cultural anthropologist hired by Gunnar Myrdal

for the ‘‘Negro in America’’ Project.
1

At Benedict’s suggestion she contacted Mead ( to , Au-

gust , , ). Mead, at , was happily preoccupied with her

firstpregnancyandapoorchoice forBenedict’s surrogate.OnOcto-

ber , , she wrote Benedict that ‘‘[Ruth Landes] does seem to

have a very definite capacity to learn, and I can see how you think

she is worth taking trouble over [but] I still find her personally try-

ing’’ (, box ). Landes, however, was unaware of Mead’s criti-

cism and had written to Benedict just a few days earlier: ‘‘I’m very

grateful for all your attention, and forMargaret’s. . . . I’ve seenMar-

garet a lot. . . . She has been generous and stimulating, and lovely
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[in her pregnancy]. . . . I’d feel very unhappy if Margaret were not

here to talk to: she is so consistently interested in ideas and in other

people’s work. I’ve been spoiled by you: I can’t get along without

someone to talk to’’ ( to , October , , ).

Landes had turned  that October. Mead’s maternal content-

ment fueled Landes’s uncertainties about her own future, as she

wrote Mead: ‘‘I wonder when my day will come’’ (January , ,

, box).Would she ever be settled?Did settling involve ahus-

band and children? Was this what she wanted? She was especially

vulnerable to these musings when her career prospects looked so

grim. These were the concerns foremost on her mind in this letter

to Benedict: ‘‘I have a fierce ambition to work, to lose myself in the

world of my work. It springs from a number of things, but the one

I ammost conscious of is a terrible loneliness. . . . What I need now

is to meet people whose work and ideas are related to ours, and I

hardly know anyone . . . I have been out of everything too long. . . .

Please don’t take this paragraph as a complaint: it really implies the

contrary, and the arousing of very professional interests’’ ( to ,

August , , ).

Contract Researcher

Ruth Landes was hired from July  to November , , at 

a month by the Carnegie-funded project ‘‘The Negro in America’’

to ‘‘prepare a memorandum on the Ethos of the Negro in various

cultures in the New World’’ (Guy Johnson to Melville Herskovits,

January , , box , folder C).

In the fall of  the Carnegie Corporation of New York, a pri-

vate philanthropic foundation, had recruited Swedish economist

Gunnar Myrdal to conduct a broad survey of American race rela-

tions. The corporation had chosen a foreign scholar to increase im-

partiality. Myrdal was also well known as a social engineer in Swe-

den. According to historian of anthropology Lee Baker,Myrdal was

recruited to ‘‘help reform racial policies and practices in order to

alleviate themenacingNegro problem’’ (:). The product of

the two-year study would be the ,-page An American Dilemma:
The Negro Problem and Modern Democracy in which Myrdal would ar-
gue thatwhiteAmericans facedamoraldilemmaandpsychological
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conflict between their egalitarian beliefs and their racist practices.

Unlike most American social scientists who wrote about race rela-

tions in the s and s andwhomaintained that social science

should be value neutral, Myrdal confidently applied scientific re-

search to make policy recommendations.

As Myrdal’s biographer Walter Jackson writes in Gunnar Myrdal
and America’s Conscience: Social Engineering and Racial Liberalism, –
, ‘‘Myrdal turned the conventional wisdom of white Ameri-

cans on its head by arguing that the ‘Negro problem’ was really a

‘whiteman’sproblem,’ amassive social problemofnationaldimen-

sions caused bywhite racial discrimination’’ (:xi). Published in

, An American Dilemma documented ‘‘the effects of white racism
on Afro-American life’’ and established what Jackson calls ‘‘a lib-

eral orthodoxy’’ around the ideas of integration, equal economic

opportunity, and educational campaigns to reduce prejudice. The

bookemergedas ‘‘thedominantdiscourseonNegroandWhite race

relations’’ and remained themost important study in thefielduntil

the s (Baker :–; Jackson :xi).

Although Myrdal would canvas a wide and diverse range of

scholarship on American race relations, he himself supported an

assimilationmodel. In From Savage toNegro: Anthropology and the Con-
struction of Race, –, Lee Baker describes American social sci-
ence research on race relations in the s as polarized between

the ‘‘cultural legitimacy’’ approach of sociologists influenced by

Robert Park and the ‘‘cultural specificity’’ of Boasianists. The cul-

tural legitimacy thesis was most clearly represented to Myrdal by

African American sociologist E. Franklin Frazier, then teaching at

Howard University. Frazier had received his doctorate under Park

at the University of Chicago. Like Park, he argued that the prob-

lem African Americans faced was the problem of assimilation into

dominant American society and the high rates of ‘‘deviation’’ from

‘‘American cultural and behavioral standards’’ (Baker :). In

this view,due to thehistoryof slavery,AfricanAmericans effectively

had ‘‘lost’’ any specific or unique cultural attributes. This approach

followed Park’s evolutionary model, which proposed four univer-

sal stages in assimilation: competition, conflict, accommodation,

assimilation. Boasianists, on the other hand, stressed the idea that

unique historical and cultural continuities shaped African Ameri-
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can cultures, which amalgamated African and European cultures.

This ‘‘cultural specificity’’ approach was represented to Myrdal by

MelvilleHerskovits.Herskovitsdirectly critiquedFrazier.Hedocu-

mented and compared the survival of African cultural traits in dif-

ferent regions and under different historical conditions through-

out the Americas and developed a continuum that measured the

relative ‘‘intensity of Africanisms’’ (:; Jackson ). The idea

of African continuities was important to intellectuals of the Har-

lem New Negro Movement but was strongly criticized by Frazier,

who argued that emphasizing the survival of Africanisms could be

used to explain African Americans’ ‘‘failure to assimilate’’ and de-

tract fromrecognitionofwhat Frazier saidwere the central reasons:

‘‘deleterious environmental conditions, racial discrimination, and

the heritage of slavery’’ (Baker :). Myrdal, for his part, criti-

cized Herskovits’s approach as ‘‘excessive’’ and as ‘‘glorifying’’ Afri-

can culture. In An American Dilemma, he would support Frazier’s
presentation of the African American problem.

2

With funding of a quarter-million dollars from the Carnegie

Corporation, Myrdal assembled a staff of collaborators represent-

ing the diverse and conflicting schools of thought on race relations

in American social science as well as the major civil rights and re-

form organizations. By the spring of , Myrdal had selected his

chief of staff, a white southern sociologist, Guy Johnson. The other

key staffmemberswereRalphBunche, theAfricanAmericanpoliti-

cal scientist who was part of a radical group at Howard University

and was to become Myrdal’s closest American advisor;
3

Dorothy S.

Thomas, a sociologist who had worked with him in Sweden; and

Richard Sterner, the Swedish social statistician and Myrdal’s col-

league. In the summer and fall of  he hired additional staff

and researchers, including physical anthropologist M. F. Ashley

Montagu; Afro-American sociologists St. Clair Drake, E. Franklin

Frazier, and Charles S. Johnson; psychologist Otto Klineberg; and

anthropologistsRuthLandesandMelvilleHerskovits (Myrdal :

l:iii). By the end of the project,Myrdal’s retinue included  top staff

members,  assistants to the staff,  independent researchers and

workers, and a corps of secretaries and typists.

In his first memorandum to the staff Myrdal outlined his gen-

eral goals for the study (which became known as ‘‘The Negro in
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America’’ Inquiry): ‘‘to examine the opinions of blacks and whites

about racial questions as well as the Negro’s actual social, political,

and economic status’’; ‘‘to study race relations in terms of ‘the total

American picture’ ’’; and to ‘‘considerwhat changes are being or can

be induced by education, legislation, interracial efforts, concerted

action by Negro groups, etc.’’ (Jackson :). Beyond these

broad parameters Myrdal set no guidelines for researchers, claim-

ing that he did not want to prejudice the results and hoped to re-

ceive a wide and diverse range of data and recommendations from

his American collaborators.

Jacksondepicts relations amongstaff and researchers as ‘‘abattle-

ground in miniature, a microcosm of the larger intellectual and

political struggles among American social scientists and reform-

ers’’ (:xvii). Staff relations were chaotic, and bickering was en-

demic. There was little sense of a shared enterprise. Myrdal did

not hold staff meetings or collective planning sessions. Instead, he

assigned projects on an individual basis and met with staff and

other researchers in an informal, one-to-one setting. Guy Johnson

supervised the day-to-day work of the staff while Myrdal traveled

extensively. Myrdal imposed strict deadlines, often requiring that

reports be researched and written within a fewmonths—as in the

case of Ruth Landes’s assignment. According to Jackson, ‘‘Myrdal

had always driven himself at a ferocious pace and subordinated

family andpersonal concerns tohiswork, andhe expected the same

kindofworkaholic dedication fromhis associates,’’ who foundhim

‘‘bombastic’’ and ‘‘difficult as could be’’ (). He was a ‘‘bold cre-

ative and iconoclastic scholar’’ (xix), ‘‘an independent thinker with

extraordinary energy and fierce determination’’ (xiv), and he chal-

lenged his research staff to be bold, original, and iconoclastic as

well. He did not want it said that, in the end, this was ‘‘just another

study of the Negro.’’ Each of the collaborators wrote a summary

of the literature in his or her area of research or a monograph on

a more limited particular topic and was then free to publish the

work independently. Myrdal read the reports and then produced

his own.

Myrdal’s love of argument and debate, his emphasis on indi-

vidual research, and his appreciation for bold and original think-

ing, needless to say, attracted Ruth Landes. When she met with
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Myrdal and Johnson to discuss her assignment,Myrdal stated sim-

ply that hewas interested in having an anthropological perspective

because the other academic collaborators were sociologists, econo-

mists, statisticians, and psychologists. He vaguely imagined this

perspective to mean identifying patterns of cultural traits, and he

contracted Landes to review the available literature on African cul-

tures in the Americas. Landes was one of the fewAmerican scholars

with firsthand comparative experience of race relations elsewhere

in the Americas. According to Landes, it was Guy Johnson, a soci-

ologist, not Myrdal or herself, who introduced the notion of ethos

and titled her assignment ‘‘The Ethos of the Negro in the New

World.’’ No more specific questions or guidelines were given. As

Landes put it, ‘‘nobody, not evenMyrdal, had formulated the form

the inquiries would take’’ ( to , February , , ).

Unfortunately Landesdidnotquestion Johnson’s title or askhim

to define what hemeant by the term ethos. Instead she tackled the

amorphous project and tried to summarize an unwieldy body of

literature. In her compliance to Johnson at this stage, she opened

herself to the criticism that would later come from all quarters.

Memorandum on African Cultures in the Americas

Landes’s Carnegiememorandum entitled ‘‘The Ethos of theNegro

in the New World’’ was a -page report, including a -page bib-

liography of sources on African American cultures and societies in

the New World. In the introduction she explained that the data

were drawn principally from the available literature as well as from

her own fieldwork in Brazil and Harlem. She concentrated on the

six regions for which the most information was available: Jamaica,

Haiti, Dutch Guiana, Brazil, the United States, and West Africa. In

theBoasian tradition, she itemized ‘‘traits and trait complexes.’’ She

expressed her concern that the data were not comparable because

they came from different sources, had been collected for differ-

ent reasons, and had been collected without attention to ‘‘ethos’’

(:). She did not herself define the term ethos in her report, but
she told Melville Herskovits that she was working with Gregory

Bateson’s notion of ethos as ‘‘standardized affect’’ ( to , Sep-

tember , , , box , folder ). The problem for her was
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that in her own field research she always stressed local diversity. In

the Myrdal study she was forced to lump and generalize African

cultures. The armchair speculation went against the grain of her

personal commitment tofirsthandobservation throughfieldwork.

Her report, as a result, is speculative and superficial. It was also

a superhuman task, and a four-month contract was not enough

time.

She listed traits under what she called ‘‘Intra-cultural phe-

nomena,’’ by which she meant behavior traits widely observed

across diverse Afro-American populations throughout the Ameri-

cas. The headings she used were () slavery; () ‘‘caste-feeling’’; ()

‘‘easy assimilation’’ into the dominant Christian religion; () pres-

ervationofAfrican religious traits; () political life; () economic co-

operation; () the superior position of women; () the frequency of

common-law marriages; () homosexuality and transvestism; ()

persistence of ‘‘African-like’’ styles of braiding the hair; () singing

at work; () folk songs; () ‘‘Negro ceremoniousness’’; () belief in

‘‘superstitions, dreams and magical charms’’; () ‘‘a distinct emo-

tional tone that is usually called extroverted’’; and () the wide-

spread use of kinship terms. She then listed various African traits

that had been lost (such as languages), traits that had been retained

only in particular local instances (such as capoeira in Brazil), and
traits that had emerged under particular local conditions (such as

transvestite priests in Bahia). The second part of thememorandum

discussed and contrasted the behavior of whites toward blacks in

four of the regions: the United States, Brazil, Haiti, and Jamaica.

The third part contrasted interracial relations between the south-

ernCatholic countries and theProtestantUnited States. Inher con-

clusion, Landespointedout that shehadonlybeenable to ‘‘indicate

problems that can be followed through in field studies’’ (:).

She had provided a survey of some of the background information

that would be needed for a study of ethos as none of the available

literature specifically addressed ethos.
She then summarized key observations that she thought should

direct future research. First, and again following Boas, she stressed

that although institutionsmay appear identical, theymay incorpo-

rate different meanings and behaviors and thus require firsthand

investigation in each specific context. She contrasted, for example,
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the different forms of leadership in Afro-Brazilian possession re-

ligions in different specific contexts. Second, she emphasized that

entirely new cultural practices have been innovated by African

Americans in theNewWorld—candomblé, for example. Third, she

observed that Catholicism in Latin America and Protestantism in

theUnited States contributed to thedevelopment of different local

Afro-American cultures. Fourth, she argued that social class differ-

ences among blacks and changing class relations in the wider so-

cietyhave implications for cultural behavior. Fifth, shehighlighted

a ‘‘maternal focus,’’ for example, in family and kinship relations in

some contexts in theUnited States and in thewomen-led candom-

blé centers of Bahia. Sheobserved that apredisposition todesignate

pivotal figures in domestic, community, and ritual life as ‘‘mother’’

was a continuity between African and African American cultures.

Finally, in her ‘‘bullheadedness,’’ as she later told Benedict (Feb-

ruary , , ), she presented a theoretical argument of her

own: ‘‘[The] behavior of a local group of Negroes must be [under-

stood as] the resultant of at least three forces: ) the dominant Afri-

can tradition (for example, Dahomey culture is dominant in Hai-

tian peasant life; Ashanti in Saramacca . . . Yoruba in Bahia . . .);

) the dominant European traditions; and ) local sociological condi-
tions’’ (:–; emphasis added). It is clear that what especially
interested Landes were the innovations of African Americans in

different parts of the Americas. Unlike Herskovits and Ramos, she

was not concerned with identifying African survivals and measur-

ing their authenticity. Nor was she, like Frazier, treating diverse

African American cultures as representing different stages of as-

similation. She had developed her knowledge and understanding

of Afro-Brazilian cultural life and local conditions in situ through

her personal experience of fieldwork. Rather than using existing

analytical frameworks in American social science she used her ex-

periential knowledge as the starting point for her analysis.

Landes submitted thememorandumtoGuy JohnsononNovem-

ber , , exactly four months from her starting date, thus ful-

filling the terms of her contract. She wrote to Benedict: ‘‘The Re-

port is really quite nice, my handling of the data being all original,

and I discovered a number of interesting and useful and maybe

important things’’ (October , , ). As possible reviewers
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for her report she suggested Margaret Mead, Ruth Benedict, Otto

Klineberg (who had ‘‘been generous in his estimate of a draft’’ of

the memorandum), Ralph Linton, and Melville Herskovits (‘‘with

whom I have been in most courteous correspondence’’) ( to ,

November , , ). Over the next few months Johnson sent

her memorandum to all of these scholars for comment and to Ar-

thur Ramos as well. If the covering letter he sent to Herskovits is

a model of the one he sent to the others, he asked simply: ‘‘If you

could find the time to read through this memorandum and send

me whatever critical comments you might like to make I shall be

very grateful’’ ( to , January , , ).
4
Otto Klineberg

would favorably cite Landes in his own report for Myrdal, which

was published in his  book, Characteristics of the American Negro.
Ralph Linton’s reply to Johnson was not located. All other readers

were critical.

Ruth Benedict suggested that Landes dispense altogether with

the concept of ethos, replace it with culture, and change the title to
‘‘A Survey of Negro Cultural Traits in the New World’’: ‘‘Calling it

‘ethos’ lays you open to Mel Herskovits’ criticism’’ ( to  Feb-

ruary , , ). Landes replied that she had kept ethos in the

title because ‘‘they want a report purporting to be about ‘ethos.’ ’’

She continued: ‘‘HoweverMyrdal’s views are amystery tome . . . he

wanted what he termed ‘wooden data’, hence the space devoted to

surveying the cultural traits. If all this sounds ill-digested, do not

lay the blame exclusively at my door. I was doing a short-term job

with practically unformulated objectives, except that they wanted

to play with ‘ethos’ ’’ ( to , February , , ).

Meanwhile, Margaret Mead, who had developed the notion of

ethos with her husband, Gregory Bateson, wrote Benedict that she

found Landes’s treatment ‘‘pretty poor, I think. Most of the points

she’s considered haven’t the foggiest relationship to ethos’’ (Janu-

ary , , , box ). In her efforts to reintegrate into the

discipline, Landes had attended the culture and personality semi-

nar Ralph Linton and Abram Kardiner had directed at Columbia

in the fall of . In doing so, she had inadvertently trapped her-

self in Mead’s rivalries. Mead objected that Landes was using what

Mead called ‘‘theolddefinitionof ethos . . .without any reference to

Naven. . . . It seems apity togoonusing those vague, undefineddefi-
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nitions of ethos, instead of a systematic one’’ ( to , October ,

,, box ). By ‘‘systematic,’’ Meadmeant following the ap-

proach she and Bateson used, and not Linton and Kardiner’s ap-

proach. After discussions with Landes about her report forMyrdal,

Meadhadprotested toBenedict: ‘‘I think tohave a Linton-Kardiner

school vs. a Benedict-Mead school right here in city is toomuch

to bear’’ (October , ,, box ).

Mead reported to Johnson that the conceptual framework of

Landes’s report was vague. Landes wrote toMead: ‘‘No ‘conceptual

scheme’waswanted, nor indeedpossible . . . in the time allotted. . . .

Dr. Myrdal’s constant point was to block out obvious background

conditions’’ (January , ,, box ).

Melville Herskovits: African Survivals and Academic Protocols

Melville Herskovits responded to Landes’s report by writing to

both Johnson and Landes that he did not ‘‘see how the concept of

ethos helps in such a study’’ and that ‘‘methodologically I cannot

see that the approach had been any different from what the most

conventional student of trait-distribution might have employed.’’

To Landes, he said, ‘‘I have the feeling that thematerials in the body

of thework are quite useful, thoughmy impression is that there are

some seriousmisinterpretations due, probably, to the fact that you

did not have the opportunity you desired to go into the requisite

African literature’’ ( to , January , ,, box , folder

).To Johnson,hewrote: ‘‘I havebeenso terriblybusywithprelimi-

nary work on the memorandum I am doing for Gunnar [Myrdal],

and with routine tasks, that I am afraid I must return Miss [sic]

Landes’ paper . . . without having donemore than to page through

it.’’Despitehis rushed reading,Herskovits didnothesitate towrite:

‘‘My impression is that it needs more background than she has to

do the job she has attempted, though I feel that the central part of

her study brings together from the literature some facts that are

useful’’ ( to , January , ,, box , folder ).

Landes responded to Herskovits that she agreed that her report

was not a study of ethos because, as she had stated in the report, the

data for such a study was not yet available. Instead, she explained,

she had surveyed the available backgrounddata on ‘‘Negro cultural
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traits in theNewWorld.’’ She toldHerskovits: ‘‘It is a surveyplanned

to raisequestions about ethological behaviorof theNegro, it is gen-

eral and introductory, and should lead to plans for future research’’

( to , February , , , box , folder ). She had re-

tained the term ethos, she said, because it had been the title of her
research contract. She hoped that Herskovits might ‘‘sometime . . .

have the leisure to look at the report again.’’

This exchange between Herskovits and Landes needs to be con-

sidered in light of correspondence Landes had initiated with him

earlier in the fall of . Landes had been frank and solicitous in

her first letter to Melville Herskovits, then professor of anthro-

pology at Northwestern University, on September , . She

wrote to tell him of her research in Bahia. She had, she said, reread

his  book, Life in a Haitian Valley, since her return from Brazil

and noted remarkable similarities with her Bahian data. But there

were also

some very large differences, which are chiefly in affect and this is asso-
ciated with differences in the structuring of administration. I mean prin-
cipally that Bahia is governed by a matriarchate completer than Bachofen
ever imagined: not a matriliny, nor women functioning as transfer agents
for men’s powers; but everything that is the negation of the patriarchate,
with men there in the actual position that women were among ourselves a
century ago. Associated with this is a newly appearing phenomenon that
you might expect: male priestly transvestites who are passive homosexuals,
women-men who are trying to rival the priestesses who govern the commu-
nity. ( to,, box , folder )

She hoped to discuss her comparative data with himwhen he next

came to New York.

Landes went on to describe her Carnegie contract as a ‘‘hair-

raising proposition’’: ‘‘This Inquiry thing has been very difficult

because I have had to work quite alone, and anthropological and

psychological concepts are not especially welcomed.’’ She said that

shewasusingBateson’snotionof ethos andhadconsultedwithMar-
garetMead, ‘‘which has been a great help,’’ but that her own think-

ing on this was preliminary. ‘‘Now I am reporting to you, as the

master of Negro ethnology,’’ she announced.

Herskovits’s reply onOctober was polite andbrief: ‘‘Your find-
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ings concerning the social organization and cult practices of the

Brazilian Negroes are very interesting, particularly since these di-

verge so strikingly from practice elsewhere that they must repre-

sent an unusually intensive form of local development.’’ He raised

three issues: first, he wanted to know if Landes had ‘‘checked [her]

findings concerning the male priestly transvestites with Dr.

Ramos’’; second, he said that he could understand the difficulty

she was having with the ethos concept and indicated that ‘‘I find
it a little difficult to think in concepts which are as methodologi-

cally involved as this one’’; and third, he reminded her that he re-

garded the problem of identifying African survival traits as ‘‘the

singlemost difficult problem inNewWorldNegro studies’’ (,

box , folder ).

Landes replied on October :

the precise data on priestly transvestites I got from Edison Carneiro. I put
it in this way because of the fact that I got the hunch, and then went after
the data hammer and tongs. I could not have got the case material other-
wise, for a number of special reasons that you can imagine. And no one
else had got the hunch, not even Dr. Ramos, so no one else had relevant
data. . . . In long talks with Dr. Ramos at the beginning of my stay . . .
he never touched on kindred matters, though I put questions about what
looked like the androgynous character of some of the conceptions he re-
ported inONegro brasileiro, etc. I should remark that he knew only one
cult group well, and this was one of the most intensely matriarchal of the
region. (, box , folder )

She concluded her letter by stating her own theoretical position:

‘‘This is all a virile situation—nomere survival or crumbling char-

acter. The blacks are citizens of the country, in the main stream of

local civilization, and all they do is taken very seriously.’’

Rather at cross-purposes, they continued their correspondence

for another month, she noting ‘‘small, locally significant’’ differ-

ences in meaning between the ostensibly similar practices of dif-

ferent terreiros and hemaintaining the importance of establishing

continuity with the African origins of these practices. The differ-

ences between them are deep and theoretical.

Part of the problem was that Landes talked of ethos,which Hers-
kovits rejected outright as too psychological andmethodologically
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unwieldy. Herskovits had written: ‘‘I must confess that I am quite

baffled when I try to envisage the difference between Bahia and

Rio as one of disparity in ‘ethos orientation’ ’’ ( to , Octo-

ber , , , box , folder ). Landes had replied: ‘‘This

is what I mean when I speak of different ‘ethos orientations’ in

Rio and Bahia. I mean that the same institutions and details are

found in both places, but that they are used with different affect

and intended to provoke different affective reactions’’ ( to ,

November , ,, box , folder ). This is a classical Boasian

view of culture. Landes could be citing Boas’s  ‘‘Limitations

of the Comparative Method in Anthropology’’ in which he de-

scribes cultures as ‘‘localhistorical products’’ and reminds ethnolo-

gists that when similar cultural forms and practices are recorded

in different geographical spaces and historical times, similarity of

cultural meaning cannot be assumed. Meanings and interpreta-

tions can only be determined with reference to specific and local

contexts of time and space. Where Herskovits worked with a gen-

eralizing model of African survivals in the Americas, Landes em-

ployed Boasian ethnographic particularism to observe and record

localmeanings and practices in Bahia. If Landes had used the theo-

retical concept of culture—not ethos—in her first reports on her

Bahian research, the significance of the theoretical basis of the dif-

ferences between Herskovits and Landes would have been clearer.

As itwas,Herskovits coulddismiss Landes’swork just as he rejected

ethos andMead and Benedict’s psychological approach.
In their correspondence Landes had approached Herskovits as

she had also initially approached Ramos: with the expected defer-

ence of a junior female scholar to a more senior male scholar. She

understated her own knowledge and expertise. She asked Hersko-

vits for references on recent Yoruban ethnology, saying, ‘‘I hate to

startwriting the bookwith the little comparative knowledge I have

at hand’’ (November , ,, box , folder ). She neglected

to mention the extensive library research she had conducted both

prior to going to Brazil at Fisk University with Robert Park and

Donald Pierson and in Rio under Ramos’s guidance. Herskovits, in

any event, replied, ‘‘I’m afraid there is none in print that would be

available’’ (December , ,, box , folder ). She had also

described to Herskovits how ‘‘Negromen have quite an important
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place in Bahia’s economic life’’ and wrote that she had been inter-

ested in studying the strong stevedores’ union, which she thought

‘‘might well be an outgrowth of the organizations of freed slaves,’’

but she toldhim: ‘‘I hadno time to learnmore about thisduringmy

visit, what with the time consumed in learning Portuguese, being

a woman in a very anti-woman country, and being put out by the

police. This is primarily a man’s study’’ (November , , ,

box , folder ).

Despite his acknowledgment that ‘‘since I have never worked in

Brazil I can say little about [yourmaterial] except to agree with you

fully as to the complexity of the data’’ ( to , December , ,

, box , folder ), Herskovits would unfavorably review her

Carnegie report and later critique her book The City of Women pre-
cisely in the two areas on which she had consulted him. He would

criticize what he called her ‘‘lack of preparation and inadequate

training in African ethnology’’ and what he saw as her neglect of

the masculine world ().

Ramos Weighs In

The final, and most damning, reader’s report—that of Arthur

Ramos—arrived on Johnson’s desk in late March . Ramos also

sent a copy of his six-page critique toHerskovits for him ‘‘to evalu-

ate the criteria employed byDr. Landes in her research and some of

the absurd conclusions she reached.’’
5

Ramos began by stating a number of both general and specific

criticisms challenging Landes’s knowledge of the literature and,

thus, her scholarly authority. For example, Landes had said that the

candomblé centers of Bahia were identified with particular Afri-

can ‘‘nations’’ or ‘‘tribes’’ (notably, Yoruba) (Landes :). Ramos

took this to mean that Landes was suggesting there were African

tribes in Brazil although it is clear fromhermemorandum that she

was using the concept ‘‘nation’’ to refer to ethnic identification (see

Butler ). Ramos also disputed her reference to sorcery and the

use of poison and pointed to a single factual error: she had incor-

rectly identified Ogun as the orixá of trouble instead of the orixá

of war, whom she incorrectly identified as Xangô.

Ramos devoted the rest of his report to his main points of dis-
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agreementwith Landes: her descriptions of the roles ofwomen and

ofmale transvestismandhomosexuality in candomblé. Landeshad

written:

The status of women is very interesting, and deserves a long section to itself.
It is curious that it has been little discussed. . . . It strikes me that nowhere
except among the Negro people are women on the whole so nearly equal
to men in status. In Africa this is practically axiomatic in the economic
spheres, especially in west and central Africa . . . throughout the length and
breadth of Africa are encountered ‘‘queen’s courts’’ and priestesses. . . . In the
new world, slavery sanctioned the Negro women as head of the family[.]
This sort of matriarchate continues to the present among the Negro cotton
tenants of the United states, and among the poor in Harlem, New York.
(Landes :–)

She had cited Herskovits on the important role of women in the

markets in Surinam and his statement that ‘‘women are the car-

riers of the culture’’ (). And she cited African American sociolo-

gist Charles Johnson on the matriarchal role of women in Afri-

can American families in the southern United States. She outlined

the roles of Afro-American women in religious movements in the

United States and the Caribbean and concluded: ‘‘The climax of

female power is reached in Bahia, Brazil, where women have abso-

lute control of the religious, and therefore of the political life. . . .

This is precedentednowhere inhistory’’ (–).Here, Landes cited

her own fieldwork and her forthcoming article (Landes a).

Ruth Landes was the first scholar to highlight the role of women

in Afro-Brazilian culture, and Ramos strongly disagreed with her:

‘‘This is absolutely not the case,’’ he wrote in his report to Myrdal.

‘‘In Bahia women do not exactly hold control over the Negro cults.

The mães de santo are as renowned as the pais de santo, as has been
demonstrated in theworksof Brazilian researchers fromNinaRod-

rigues until the present. The most well-known cult leaders in Ba-

hia, as elsewhere in Brazil, have beenmen, aswas evident in the two

Afro-Brazilian congresses.’’HereRamos citedhis ownbookONegro
brasileiro and two of his articles. In direct opposition to Landes,

Ramos stated that ‘‘in the old Bahian cult houses of Yoruban tradi-

tion, it is the pai de santowho has all the prestige and control of the
cult; his roles are inherited directly from cultural organizations of
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the Gulf of Guinea with its patrilineal traditions, its totemic ori-

gins, etc. Priestly duties are masculine attributes. . . . The woman

is an associate; her position is secondary as in Africa, and it is only

later, with new social conditions, that her role has come to acquire

a certain relevance in the cult houses as today one observes in Bahia

and inotherplaces inBrazil, not, however, thatwe can talkof a typi-

cal matriarchy!’’ (Ramos :; :). These ‘‘new social con-

ditions’’ and their cultural products and practices were, of course,

precisely what interested Ruth Landes. Ramos, however, was con-

cernedwith defining ‘‘authenticity.’’ He placed Ruth Landes’s work

outside the long tradition of Brazilian scholarship. It did not con-

cern him that all the other published studies were by male ob-

servers who had given little or no attention to the experience and

knowledge of Afro-Brazilian women. And he did not acknowledge

that Ruth Landes’s observations were based on firsthand field ex-

perience that he did not have.

In her memorandum Landes had also identified homosexuality

and transvestism in all six regions in her survey. She wrote: ‘‘How-

ever they are never described in anydetail; presumably it is difficult

to surmount the barriers that the people impose, and that exist

among ourselves’’ (). The lack of documentation of homosexu-

ality was, she said, due both to prejudice on the part of scholars as

well as stigmas within local populations in the s. Landes had

observed similar silences surrounding the berdache in research on

Native American societies. Citing her own research, she wrote: ‘‘I

have examined the phenomena in Bahia. . . . Transvestism is ritual

in Brazil in ceremonial religious and secular settings, and in Bahia

it is linked with erotic change of sex, and priestly ambitions’’ ().

Landes described the candomblé terreiros as fluid, creative, and

innovative cultural contexts: ‘‘The male homosexual transvestite

priests (see my article to appear in Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy-
chology) are breaking in through the new caboclo groups’’ ().
This statement incited Ramos’s most strenuous objections. In

his report to Johnson, he wrote:

I have left ’til last the boldest assertion of the author, this being that there
is ritual homosexuality among the blacks of Bahia! . . . The observations
and research of Brazilian scholars challenge this conclusion. There is no
ritual or religious homosexuality among blacks in Brazil. What [Landes]
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observed were a few homosexual individuals in Bahia who by coincidence
held religious offices. But this is purely an individual phenomenon and has
nothing to do with religious practices; it has no ritual or cultural signifi-
cance. . . . The isolated cases the author observed do not have, then, ethnic or
cultural significance; they are not linked to any African tradition. (Ramos
:; :)

Again, Ramos’s concern was to measure ‘‘authenticity’’ (by which

hemeant ‘‘Africanness’’); he asserted the inauthenticity of the gen-

dered practices, behaviors, andmeanings that Landes recorded be-

cause, he said, ‘‘they are not linked to any African tradition.’’ He

acknowledged that Edison Carneiro had noted the existence of

homosexual pais de santo in his  book, Negro Bantus, but Ramos
dismissed these as ‘‘pure cases of individual sexual deviants . . .

[they] do not have any relation to the cult and black religious prac-

tices’’ (Ramos :; :). Ramos concludedhis report by say-

ing that Landes’s work contained ‘‘errors of observation, hasty as-

sertions and false or distorted conclusions. . . . It is lamentable

that some of her conclusions, for example, about Afro-Brazilian

matriarchy and the control of religion by women in Bahia and of

ritual homosexuality among Afro-Brazilians, are already circulat-

ing in scientific circles andare tobepublished in technical journals.

These assertions, if published with the appearance of being based

on extended observation through fieldwork, will bring regrettable

confusion to honest and carefully controlled studies of the person-

ality of the negro in the NewWorld’’ (Ramos :; :–).

Ramos was disingenuous to contrast Landes’s work with ‘‘honest

and carefully controlled studies.’’ His own research was conducted

at arm’s length, and he had no firsthand experience or data on the

questions that concerned Landes. He also misrepresented her ar-

gument. Landes had not asserted that transvestism had religious

meaning. She saw the candomblé centers as providing a social space

for transvestism in Afro-Brazilian culture. For Landes candomblé

terreiros represented new and transgressive social spaces. Much as

the terreiros offeredpoorwomen leadership roles andmutual sup-

port associations, she suggested they offeredmale transvestites so-

cial spaces in which they could inhabit an otherwise stigmatized

gender identity in patriarchal Brazilian society. Ritual trance re-

quired femininity because it was understood that to be a vessel for
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powerful orixás and the act of servitude were incompatible with

masculinity.Her pointwas that somemale transvestites found that

the possession religions offered thema social space of belonging—

not that the religious rituals required transvestism or homosexu-

ality.
6

Sometime during the spring of , GunnarMyrdal apparently

showed Ramos’s critical report to Landes. As a lover of intellectual

debate andacritic oforthodoxy, she sawRamos’s criticismsas stem-

ming fromdifferentmethods and different theoretical interpreta-

tions, and itdidnot thenoccur toher thathis reportmight contrib-

ute to her ostracization from the field of Afro-American studies or

from anthropology itself.
7

The Myrdal Commission would, how-

ever, catalogue and shelve her memorandum as ‘‘unsatisfactory,’’

and Ramos would publish his report in his  book, A Aculturação
negra no Brasil, in a chapter devoted exclusively to a critique of her
and her work.

Meanwhile,MelvilleHerskovits completedhisone-year contract

and submitted his report to the Myrdal Commission in August

. It was accepted and published as The Myth of the Negro Past
by Beacon Press in the fall of .

8

In the book Herskovits argued

that Afro-American descendants of slaves in the New World re-

tain elements of the social, political, and religious life of the Afri-

can societies fromwhich they came, that African cultural elements

survived the violence of slavery and persisted among contempo-

rary Afro-Americans, and that Afro-Americans are not following a

course toward assimilation to mainstream American society. It is a

mammoth undertaking. In two chapters, Herskovits outlined the

tribal origins and African cultural heritage of the slaves who were

sent to the Americas in various waves over three centuries. In the

next two chapters, he provided a history of slavery and discussed

forced acculturation. In the remaining three chapters, he identified

the ‘‘Africanisms’’ that survived in contemporary Afro-American

life. Throughout, his discussion relied on historical sources, on his

ownfield experiences inAfrica and theCaribbean, andon the avail-

able secondary literature for the places for which he did not have

firsthand knowledge. For Brazil, he drew extensively on the writ-

ings of Arthur Ramos but also cited Gilberto Freyre, Edison Car-

neiro, and Donald Pierson.
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Herskovits did not cite Landes’s memorandum or refer to her

Bahianwork. This is significant because one of the surviving ‘‘Afri-

canisms’’ that Herskovits described in The Myth of the Negro Past
was the ‘‘maternal’’ or ‘‘matriarchal’’ family and the high economic

status of women inWest African societies due to their agricultural

work, their market trading of agricultural produce, and their au-

tonomous control over the consumption and investment of their

market earnings (:–). He also noted that women had

‘‘perfected disciplined organizations to protect their interests in

themarkets’’ () and that these organizations acted as price-fixing

agencies that took into consideration factors such as supply and

demand and the cost of transporting goods to market. He clearly

outlined the strong social, political, and economic importance of

women inWest African societies and identified their legacies in the

social roles of Afro-American women in the New World. Why did

he not cite Ruth Landes’s observations of women’s roles in Bahia?

His own understanding of the status of women lent credibility to

her argument, and he did not have counterevidence to develop an

argument against her portrait of the Bahian women ritual leaders.

There seem to be at least two sets of reasons (and a third if we

want to consider the idea that Herskovits simply wanted to keep

this academic terrain for himself in the United States). The first

reason was instrumental: Landes was a nobody. She had no power

and was of no use to Herskovits’s career. It wasmore important for

him to remain in the good favor of Arthur Ramos, onwhomhewas

dependent to help him develop his own future plans for research

in Brazil (which he would first visit in ). The second reason

was Herskovits’s conservative androcentrism. He resisted Landes’s

women-centered portrait in which men—although present as

ogans, diviners, stevedores, union organizers, scholars, journalists,
and poets—were ultimately subordinate to women in the ritual

world of candomblé in s Bahia. He also rejected Landes’s ob-

servations on the emergence of male homosexual and transvestite

candomblé specialists.

The clinching factor in silencing Ruth Landes was the alliance

of Melville Herskovits and Arthur Ramos. Herskovits was plan-

ning his first trip to Brazil, and Ramos was the gatekeeper of Afro-

Brazilian anthropology. Landes was unessential. More than this,
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shedidnotadopta submissivedaughterly comportment.Although

she initially had approached both Ramos andHerskovits with def-

erence as senior scholars and potential patrons, once she had col-

lected her own data shewanted to discuss and debate her interpre-

tations with them as their equal. They responded by closing ranks

and refusing to listen. Instead Ramos complained to Herskovits:

‘‘As tomy impressionofMiss [sic]RuthLandes andthework shedid

inBahia, I amsorry to say that it isnot favorable. Sheonly soughtme

out two or three times in Rio before proceeding to Bahia. She did

not keepme informed on the progress of her research and,when in

Rio on her way back to the United States, she did not contact me’’

(March , ,, box , folder ).

Matriarchs, Passive Homosexuals, and Margaret Mead

Ruth Landes did publish the results of her Bahian research in sci-

entific journals. ‘‘A Cult Matriarchate and Male Homosexuality’’

appeared in July  in the Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,
edited by Gordon Allport of Harvard University for the American

Psychological Association. And in November  she published

‘‘Fetish Worship in Brazil’’ in the Journal of American Folklore, edited
by Ruth Benedict.

In ‘‘A Cult Matriarchate and Male Homosexuality’’ Landes de-

scribed how, in the context of rapid social, economic, and political

change of early-th-century Brazil, candomblé had come to offer

some poor Afro-Brazilian women a social milieu of power and in-

fluence. It is in this sense that Landes casts the candomblé terreiros

as matriarchal institutions. Under the wider social conditions of

flux and in the everyday lives of grinding poverty, the terreiros

represented archives of ancient cultural knowledge, havens from

abuse and powerlessness, and hopes of transformationmetaphori-

cally represented in the theatrical trance possession of the spirits

by the women.

Landes described the proliferation of new candomblé terreiros

in Bahia in the early decades of the th century as ‘‘the way in

which an outcaste group has made a new adaptation by taking ad-

vantageof changed circumstances’’ (a:).
9

She cast thehomo-

sexual ‘‘fathers’’ as ‘‘the voice of a hitherto voiceless group . . . path-
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breakers to new institutions’’ (). As has been the pattern in her

work, Landes legitimated socialmarginality by giving voice to sub-

altern experience.

Landes’s analysis is, at the same time, consistent with the pre-

vailingmodel of Brazilian society as patriarchal.When she portrays

the candomblé terreiros as ‘‘matriarchal’’ she is not suggesting that

Afro-Brazilian women have absolute power. She is fully aware that

they have developed this supportive women-centered institution

in response to their extreme poverty and marginalization in the

wider Brazilian society.

In her discussion of male homosexuality she distinguished be-

tween the passive, ‘‘feminine’’ role in intercourse, which is stigma-

tized in Brazil, and the active, penetrator role, which is culturally

constructed as ‘‘masculine,’’ not homosexual, and is not stigma-

tizedbut, in fact, is oftenheldby respected community leaders and

heads of patriarchal households (see Kulick ). The stigma, she

said, derived from adopting feminine roles and comportment in

a patriarchal society, not from same-sex relations. The stigma of

passive homosexuality mirrored the subordination of women. For

passive homosexuals outside the terreiros, street prostitution was

the most common way of life.

Landes portrayed the terreiros and the ritual culture as matri-

archal even as she described ritual work as ‘‘service.’’ She wrote that

women performed the major ritual roles in candomblé because

‘‘only women are suited by their sex to nurse the deities, and that

the service of men is blasphemous and unsexing.’’ The role of me-

dium was culturally understood as one of service (in this instance,

to the spirits) and, therefore, feminine.Menwerediscouraged from

taking the ‘‘unseemly’’ feminine postures of going into trances and

possession. She noted a sign on the center post of the ceremonial

room in one candomblé terreiro that read: ‘‘Gentlemenwill kindly

refrain from disturbing the rites or dancing in the space reserved

for women.’’

Landes describedhow thewider social andpolitical context both

increased demands for conformity and created spaces for creative

experimentation. The context of social change led some temple

leaders to advocate greater conformity to African-based traditions

to seek to solidify their own positions through claims of ‘‘authen-
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ticity.’’ But it led others to innovate and open up candomblé prac-

ticesby relaxingrestrictions, thusgainingflexibility,whichallowed

them to expand their positions of power and the base for a new cli-

entele. The most visible innovations Landes described were those

of the caboclo temples—those that merged Amerindian beliefs, vi-

sions, and symbols with established candomblé practices.

It was in the caboclo temples that some men achieved positions

as ritual leaders. Thesemenwere all under  years of age, suggest-

ing to Landes that the acceptance of men was relatively recent, and

theywere all passivehomosexuals ‘‘drawn fromtheoutcastehomo-

sexual solicitors of the Bahia underworld.’’ The fundamental tenet

that ‘‘femininity alone could nurse the gods’’ (a:) was thus

maintained. Heterosexual men and men who assumed the pene-

trator role in same-sex relations did not move into positions of

ritual leadership in the new caboclo terreiros. Landes argued that,

for passive homosexuals who do not ‘‘reflect themasculinity of the

patriarchal culture in whose heart they live,’’ candomblé provided

them with the social space ‘‘to insist upon their womanliness and

ritualize it in priestly trance’’ (; cf. Fry ). Once they were

located in a terreiro, they were no longer subject to the abuses of

street life soliciting and having casual sex.

Mead and Benedict carried on an odd debate on the interpreta-

tion of Landes’s data. Benedict asked Landeswhat factors explained

the emergence of the ‘‘socially accredited’’ role of caboclo priest,

to what extent this ‘‘allow[ed] for rehabilitation’’ of some passive

homosexuals from street prostitution, and ‘‘the difference the role

has made in their responsible conduct.’’ ‘‘Obviously in many of

your cases this rehabilitation has gone very far,’’ she observed ( to

, September , , ).

Mead, once again, found Ruth Landes ‘‘trying’’ and her analy-

sis erratic ( to , September , , , box ). Landes

had tried to explain to Mead that the frame of reference for her

analysis of Afro-Brazilian culture was ‘‘not tribal but national. I

mean, that the blacks are considered ‘Afro-Brazilians’, nationals

who happened to be colored and who are a vital part of the main-

stream of Brazilian life’’ ( to , August , , , box ).

Landes argued that candombléproduced alternative social and cul-

tural opportunities and enabled new and fluid gender identities.
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Mead, however, insisted on framing the analysis within romantic

primitivist notions of ‘‘genuine culture’’ (see Sapir ; Stocking

). She rejected what she called Landes’s ‘‘urban, complex, dis-

organized picture with prostitution’’ and ‘‘the reversal of themore

usual picture’’ ( to , September , ,, box ). Mead

urged an analysis thatwas consistentwith ‘‘themore typical primi-

tive picture of integrated socially accepted transvestism’’ andwrote

Benedict that ‘‘themale prostitutes [Landes] describes don’t sound

like people who would yearn for respectability and social rehabili-

tation.’’ Finally, in exasperation shewrote to Benedict onOctober ,

: ‘‘Ruth Landes really doeswearmedown. . . . If therewere some

wayof teachingher tobe either (a) a ladyor (b) anordinary academic

female who would behave in a routine way in academic situations,

it would be a help. I don’t dislike her . . . but I find her hard to plan

for’’ (, box ).

Benedict eventually guided Mead to appreciate Landes’s ethno-

graphic portrait:

My comment wasn’t at all to the point that the explanation lay in those
prostitutes longing for social rehabilitation; it was that when the caboclo
cult introduced less exigent standards the only men who could qualify in
Brazil were passive homosexuals—because passivity was the fundamental
symbol associated with womenwhose place themenwere stepping into; but
it happens that in that society passive male homosexuality was contempt-
ible, and that the only exponents possible were the male prostitutes. Which
however didn’t prevent the thing from happening, and, having happened,
some of these men by virtue of their new role became even decent. Some of
course didn’t. But the point depends on differentiating passive from active
homosexuality; it seems to me in her [Landes’s] sexual material that they
were differentiated in Brazil. ( to, October , ,, box)

Mead then conceded that she thought Landes ‘‘has enough ma-

terial at least to offer the hypothesis ( to , October , ,

, box ).

It is unclearwhether the ‘‘respectability’’ here discussedbyBene-

dict and Mead had to do with homosexuality or prostitution or

deviant behavior in general. If the first, it is quite hypocritical as

both had lesbian leanings and experience. If they are discussing

prostitution as deviant, they are reflecting the moral standards of
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the times and of the Anglo-American elite to which they both be-

longed. If they are referring to deviant and anomalous behavior

generally as ‘‘in need of rehabilitation,’’ their discussion then sub-

sumes homosexuality and prostitution and includes Ruth Landes

as well. Landes was neither submissive and plain like an ‘‘ordinary

academic female’’ nor ‘‘a lady,’’ for she had ‘‘gone native’’ in the

field by taking a local lover. In puritanical Anglo-American culture

Landes was exotic. For Margaret Mead, as for Arthur Ramos and

Melville Herskovits, she was ‘‘the other’’ and ‘‘matter out of place’’

(Douglas ) in American anthropology.



 

The Early Ethnography of Race and Gender

So I went to Bahia and I was consciously uneasy for the first time in this explo-
ration through different worlds of ideas. I was uneasy now because I had already
learned enough to realize that I had no point of reference, no theory or belief to
support or explode. – Ruth Landes, The City of Women

R
  completed The City of Women in the spring
of  and sent the manuscript out to several trade pub-

lishers for review. Shewas unemployed again after theCar-

negie contract ended, and she was depressed about opportunities

in anthropology. She hoped that the bookmight sell commercially

and that she might be able to launch a career as a writer. ‘‘If the

book sells, I’ll quitworrying,’’ shewroteBenedict (February , ,

). But later she continued, discouraged: ‘‘There are no jobs. I

just hate to get out of anthropology. Things look so black for me, I

mean, that I can only suppose that I’ve got to learn a technique of

playing the game. . . . I suppose one’s got to be quite pedestrian or

quite extraordinary, and I’m neither. It seems so silly and wasteful

to equip an eager and intelligent personwith something that can’t

be marketed. And, in the case of anthropology, the ‘‘world situa-

tion’’ isn’t to blame. I’ve been trying to get somewhere for several

years’’ (June , , ). By August, the manuscript had been

returned from four publishers (Little, Brown;Harcourt Brace; Van-

guard; and Doubleday), and she sent it out to a fifth, Whittlesey

House. ‘‘The general feeling,’’ she wrote to Benedict, ‘‘is that it is

‘good but too scholarly’ ’’ (August , , ). WhittleseyHouse

also returned the manuscript, and in the summer of  Landes

rewrote the entire book.

Landes regarded The City of Women, published finally in , as
the high point of her career. For years afterward she tried again

to ‘‘write a thing of beauty like my City of Women’’ (Notebook ,
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). Edison Carneiro wrote to her after receiving the copy she sent

him: ‘‘I read your book and was amazed to see how ‘undying’ are

indeed the memories of that time—those beautiful and glorious

days of Bahia. Even the simplest things—like the song of Master

Domingos and the name Aydano and the others called me, Mestre

Antigo,—were not forgotten by you. It’s wonderful . . . I can not

accustom myself with the idea that you could not make the book

you would have written—a scientific one. But I am grateful to you

for not letting that year die, for reviving those incidents of our daily

life among the blacks of Bahia, for upholding the dreamy, the one-

thousand-nighty tale of our friendlypartnership’’ ( to, July ,

, , box ).

The book is written in a deceptively simple style intended to

draw in the general reader. Its themes are those that have always

intrigued Landes: the flow, flux, and lustiness of the cultural pro-

duction of peoplewho seize the cracks and contradictions in accul-

turation processes as opportunities to create new cultural experi-

ences and new interpretations, and the possibilities of alternative

gender relations and transgressive gender identities. Through de-

scription and dialogue, Landes also addressed theoretical issues at

theheartof thediscipline: scientificobjectivity; race, class, andgen-

der; romantic primitivism, tradition, andmodernity; ethnography

and the representation of experience.

Science, Race, and Class: Experience or Objectivity?

When she went to Brazil, Ruth Landes held a then-conventional

American view of science as a language of rationality and objec-

tivity. Like her teacher Franz Boas and like her labor Zionist family

she also saw science as an instrument of progress and accepted her

responsibility as a scientist to address issues of social concern. In

her previous studies of Ojibwa, Sioux, and Potawatomi groups, she

had assumed a scientific stance both in her comportment in the

field and in her ethnographic writing. The legal and social separa-

tion of Indian reservations frommainstreamAmerican society and

their constitution in anthropology as natural ‘‘laboratories’’ (Bene-

dict ) for the study of human behavior had the effect of en-

capsulating anthropological knowledge and enabling anthropolo-
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gists to maintain what they thought of as an objective perspective

vis-à-vis Native Americans. The knowledge so produced was seen

as existing independently of historical relations of conquest and

colonialism and of contemporary experiences of relocation, confis-

cationof land, disease, poverty, and the traumaof loss of economic,

political, and sociocultural autonomy. Landes had developed close

relationswithoutstanding individuals suchasMaggieWilson,Will

Rogers, TomTopash, and JoeMasquat. In the Boasian tradition she

had ‘‘collected’’ their oral texts, but shehadgonebeyond thenorms

of scientific writing and identified them by name and as friends.

She described her relationships with them. In The City of Women
shewould further experimentwith this ethnographic practice that

late-th-century feminist scholars would call ‘‘giving voice.’’ And

she would introduce herself as a central character in the field set-

ting and explore her own experience as a source of knowledge.

Through her innovations in ethnographic writing she implicitly

recognized the intersubjective nature of anthropological knowl-

edge.

Landes’s treatment of race relations in The City of Women illus-
trates her experiential approach to knowledge. From the moment

of her arrival in Bahia she had felt herself bombarded by contra-

dictory images and worldviews. The noticeable separation of so-

cial classes and of the Brazilian elite from the predominantly poor

black population especially unnerved her. Despite these structures

of constraint, she alsoobservedhow, in a striking contradiction, the

Afro-Bahian culture was central to the Brazilian national imagi-

nation: ‘‘What the Negroes do in Bahia is ‘typical’ of Brazil. The

lyrics andmelodies they compose and inspire, themanner of sing-

ing, the types of orchestration, the dances, sports, amusements,

foods, drinks, dress, literature, the Carnival that lasts for months,

the forms of religious worship, even the personality and physical

beauty of the women are a dear part of Brazil. Out of Bahia come

forms and symbols for national chauvinism to cling to. . . . Brazil’s

social scientists devote themselves to these Negro citizens . . . in

a . . . mood of gallant appreciation and of expiation for the past’’

(:).

In comparison to race relations in segregated Nashville, Landes

saw an absence of racial conflict in Brazil that led her rather reck-
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lessly to write: ‘‘This book about Brazil does not discuss race prob-

lems there because there were none’’ (:vi). In this passage she

repeated then widely held notions of racial harmony in Brazil that

were supported nationally and internationally by activists, writers,

and intellectuals (Fry ). In this statement she also signaled that

she was changing her focus from the study of race relations as a

‘‘social problem’’ to a study of cultural production and gender re-

lations within the racialized context of Afro-Brazilian Bahia.

Describing her first visit to Engenho Velho, the oldest candom-

blé terreiro in Bahia, Landes ensures that readers appreciate from

the outset that her subjects—candomblé practitioners and their

followers—aremembers of the poorest underclass of Brazilian life.

She assumes the stance of the uninformed American reader and

gives to Edison the voice of authority:

‘‘They are poor people, Edison?’’
‘‘Poor! You will never understand how poor. You see how rough their

skins are, how decayed their teeth? They have not had enough to eat for
decades. The average earnings of a candomblé woman, if much, are a hun-
dred milreis [five American dollars] a month. That has to take care of the
woman and her children and also of her obligations to the temple.’’ His
tone became drier and quieter, as though he had to throttle his indignation.
‘‘But their husbands, Edison?’’
He lit a cigarette and shrugged faintly. ‘‘Husbands?’’ There aren’t many

of those, not reliable ones anyway. This is not a comfortable bourgeois so-
ciety, dona. Nowadays there isn’t enough work to go around among the
men. They don’t earn enough to support themselves, let alone a family.’’
(:)

She set her study against the stage of Brazil in the s: ‘‘This

well intentioned study of race relations could not avoid the rum-

blings of the times . . . fascist ideologieswere only newer versions of

the widespread motivations that had crystallized out in our coun-

try as race bitterness’’ (:). She critiqued the ‘‘drawn but stilled

battle of the races’’ in the United States by describing the fluidity

of race relations in Brazil. She suggested that the differing charac-

ter of race relations in the two countries required different meth-

ods of field research. Recording the complex social interactions she

found herself engaged in, working as a foreign scientist, a woman
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—‘‘women were as handicapped in their movements as political

opponents’’ ()—and a Jew in Catholic Brazil under military dic-

tatorship during the prelude to the Second World War, she de-

cided: ‘‘My training inpure sciencehad leftmeunprepared for such

events.’’ Once she had, as she said, ‘‘stripped’’ her anthropological

inquiry ‘‘of the safety, of the sanctity of the ivory tower’’ (), what

constituted scientific procedure was no longer obvious.

Far from being an authoritative scientist, Landes describes in

The City of Women feeling instead ‘‘disoriented and helpless as in a
jungle’’ (). To try to grasp the meanings of the ‘‘jungle’’ of con-

flicting images and social relations ofwhich she foundherself part,

Landes decided to adopt instead an experiential, participatory ap-

proach: ‘‘I felt it was fine just to be among them, and I wanted to

be of them’’ (). She wrote: ‘‘I knew I could not study Bahia as . . . I

could certain Indian tribes on our reservations where it is possible

to hire individuals to sit in a chair for months at a time and tell

about themselves. I should have to persuade the Bahians to take

me into their life. I should have to force my way into the flow and

become part of it. To study the people I should have to live with

them, to like them, and I should have to try assiduously to make

them like me’’ ().

She described being driven around Bahia by a noted medical

doctor who had taken it as his task ‘‘to show the ‘Africans’ to me’’

(). The doctor would stop and give a coin to a woman street ven-

dor and then interrogate the woman about candomblé ritual. ‘‘I

was dissatisfied. . . . Possibly I was mistaken, but I felt that these

Negro Bahians should be approached in a more personal manner,

in a manner that conveyed clearer evidence of my regard. Actually,

I wanted to see them live their own lives instead of merely hearing

them answer my questions. Indeed, I myself could not ask ques-

tions before I knew about their lives’’ (). Just as she objected to

the constraints she found imposed on her own person in Brazil,

Landes’s strong notions of democratic social relations led her to try

to reduce hierarchy in her relations with the Afro-Brazilians whose

lives she hoped to record. There was no ‘‘mystery’’ to the method,

she later wrote: ‘‘To study the humanness of customary behavior,

and feel it bounce in one’s own reactions, one had to brave the

field’’ (:). She recognized that, although the anthropological
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method of participant observation in the field did not produce ob-

jective facts, it was also not purely subjective. One’s identity in the

field is constructed through interactions with individuals and in

local contexts of gender, class, and race.

The chief obstacle to carrying out this new research strategy was

her lack of freedom of movement. She was required to live in an

expensivehotel. Shewas advisedbyBrazilian colleagues andAmeri-

can expatriates against going alone to the poor, black neighbor-

hoods and certainly not at night, whichwaswhen spirit possession

rituals took place. She rejected the sensational stories the Ameri-

cans told of ‘‘blackmagic’’ and ‘‘sex orgies’’ in the candomblé tem-

ples, but she soon recognized that she would be ‘‘unable to move

about unless escorted by a reputable man’’ (:). Landes thus

accepted local protocols when she established a working relation-

ship with Edison Carneiro, who would accompany her during her

fieldwork, but she did so on her own terms. The American expatri-

ates ‘‘scorned me for going around with a colored man’’ (), she

writes. That Carneiro and his circle were communists and that the

terreiros were frequently raided by police would also draw her to

the attention of authorities and eventually lead to her expulsion

from Bahia. ‘‘I should never have disturbed the police if I had con-

tinued sightseeingwith Jorge [theAmerican consul’s secretarywith

whom she had visited countless of Bahia’s legendary  Catholic

churches],’’ she observed ().

Unlike her anthropological contemporaries, Landes was ahead

of her times in describing field research as a reciprocal relation-

ship. She understood that she was both observer and observed: ‘‘I

realized soon enough that my study of Bahia was not a one-way

arrangement, which I could limit as I chose, or begin and end at

will. I had been instrumental chiefly in bringing myself to Bahia,

and after that I was more or less driftwood on the tides of public

opinion.Very fewpeople there, I amsure,had faith inmysimple in-

tentions’’ (:). Shedescribed instanceswhenpeople expressed

suspicion of her and of her motives (). She also acknowledged

that she often could not understand the meaning of the behavior

she was observing. Sometimes she attributed her failure to her sci-

entific allegiances: ‘‘Scientific generalizations don’t give one much

feeling for the nature of faith or fate,’’ shewrote (). ‘‘The philoso-
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phy, themysticism and emotionality of candomblé always puzzled

me. I learned to know it by rote, the way one learns a new language

in school . . . butmy reactions were as remote as those of an adding

machine to numbers’’ ().

At other times she attributed her lack of emotional engagement

to her lack of familiarity with the Catholic ritual that so infused

candomblé or, for that matter, her lack of experience with any reli-
gious ritual, since she had been raised in a firmly secular setting.

Outside of anthropological fieldwork, she had no personal experi-

ence with religion. She did understand candomblé as lending an

enchanted dimension to workaday life as well as an outlet for cre-

ativity, as a leisure pursuit, and as a fundamental institution of so-

cial support for an oppressed population. ‘‘They touched me with

their qualities of devotion and tenderness’’ (:). ‘‘The out-

pouring of energy, the hallelujah of living was overwhelming’’

(). ‘‘I almost wished I could join them’’ (). At the same time,

she couldnot refrain fromasking: ‘‘Whatwere they sohappyabout?’’
(), a question she knows is answered by the same enchanted,

emotional states that candomblé allowed and that she found her-

self unable to experience: ‘‘Why, I thought pettishly, don’t they

throw all this energy into work? Why don’t they move faster in

health and social programs?Whydoes somuchof it go into funand

god-imaginings? Why? Well, I answered myself, one reason natu-

rally was that they were not instructed in these other saner pur-

suits. Another was that they were very, very poor, very, very little

educated. And another was that they found something real in the

[festivals], deep personal satisfactions they could discover nowhere

else’’ ().

The ideaof a racialdemocracy thathadbeen irresistible toLandes

in the United States was assailed and ruptured by the racism of

white expatriates and by many members of the Brazilian elite as

well as by her observations of the poverty and obvious social and

political inequality of the black population. She reported on her

meeting with a prominent minister in the Vargas regime who

wanted to ensure that she correctly understood Brazil’s political

situation: ‘‘Since you are going to study Negroes, I must tell you

that our political backwardness, which has made this dictatorship

necessary, is due entirely to our Negro blood. Unfortunate. So we
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are trying to breed the blood out, making one nation of all the

people, ‘whitening the Brazilian race’ ’’ (:). But Landes also

observed relations of mutual respect between elite scholars and

candomblé practitioners. Describing a conversation between Mãe

Menininha and a professor at the medical faculty outside Meni-

ninha’s terreiro,Gantois, Landeswrote: ‘‘I watched themwith great

interest, one the picture of a ruler of the land, the other the picture

of a humble Negro. Yet they treated each other with the courtesy

of equals’’ (). When Carneiro’s friend, the poet Aydano de Couto

Ferraz,made the statement ‘‘African traditions arenowBrazilian—

andwe call them Afro-Brazilian’’ (), Landes contrasted this with

white friends in Nashville and New Orleans. . . . I had an actual physi-
cal awareness at the moment of the opposition between the convictions I
had left at home and the convictions I was encountering here. The dif-
ference between them was terrible. And, thinking only this, I sighed: ‘‘My
Southern acquaintances would be horrified. They would think you had lost
your ‘pride’.’’ Even I, because I am used to them, have to strain myself to
follow you.
‘‘Really?’’ demanded Edison, and the others slowed up to listen. ‘‘What

can be so difficult?’’
‘‘Well, North Americans think in terms of race. A black man is inferior

to a white man because of his race.’’
‘‘What about the black man’s culture?’’
‘‘That doesn’t matter. A black man isn’t supposed to have any of his

own, only what he gets from whites, and that he is supposed to hide.’’
It was very embarrassing to explain these matters, especially in the face

of their incredulity. (–)

Always, however, she was acutely aware of how social class con-

sciousness intersected racial discourse in Brazil: ‘‘The class senti-

ment of Brazilian society is something to which I never grew ac-

customed,’’ she wrote (:). ‘‘[Edison] viewed the candomblé

people as from across a gap. To him they were specimens, although

of course human beings with an inalienable right to live as they

chose. . . . Somehow this distant, patronizing attitude, passionate

as it can become, is distasteful to an American reared ‘north of the

line’; it quite denies the common humanity proclaimed in the be-

liefs of Jeffersonian democracy. However, the people understood
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Edison’s attitude, which was their own, and notmine, which came

outof another schemeof living.Andthey respectedEdison . . .while

they merely tolerated the good intentions that Edison told them I

had’’ (–).

If, in The City of Women, she chooses to highlight the cultural cre-
ativity rather than the social problems of poor stevedores and laun-

dresses, bricklayers and prostitutes, she also never loses sight of the

ways that race relations intersectedwith class in the discrimination

they facedeveryday: ‘‘I knew . . . that I shouldneverbe asnaïve about

the language of ‘racial equality’ as when I arrived in Nashville. In

Nashville a man could be tortured and killed because of his color.

In Brazil that could happen only because of his political color. But

it could happen, and so there was no question of ‘safety’ or ‘free-

dom’ despite the difference in phrasing. InNashville aNegro could

go to college, but his soul was always sick. In Bahia every Negro

could hold up his head, people said, but in Rio they laughed . . .

over his African ways’’ (:–). In her conclusion to The City of
Women Landes both anticipated the theoretical emphasis on social
class that would dominate subsequent decades of scholarship on

race relations in Brazil (Wagley ; Reichmann ) and offered

her own explanation of the meaning of candomblé:

I was sent to Bahia to learn how people behave when the Negroes among
them are not oppressed. I found that they were oppressed by political and
economic tyrannies, although not by racial ones. In that sense the Negroes
were free, and at liberty to cultivate their African heritage. But they were
sick, undernourished, illiterate, and uninformed. . . . It was their com-
plete poverty that cut them off from modern thought and obliged them to
make up their own secure universe. They lived in the only world that was
allowed them, and they made it intimate and friendly through the insti-
tution of candomblé, whose vigor and pageantry and promises of security
lured others too in Bahia, and were a matter of excitement and pride to the
rest of Brazil also.’’ (:)

Romantic Primitivism, Tradition, and Modernity

Despite her critical observations on the intersections of race and

class inBahia, Landes also retainedromanticprimitivist sentiments
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that resembled those of many of her contemporaries in interwar

anthropology (Healey ; Stocking ). ‘‘In retrospect, the life

there seems remote and timeless,’’ shewrote. She retained a roman-

tic optimism about the possibility of a racial democracy, and she

focused her observations on the cultural creativity rather than the

structural constraints of the poor and marginalized. As social in-

stitution and cultural practice, candomblé offered her a prism to

explore both the creative possibilities and the contradictions in ac-

culturation processes—a theme that always guided her work. She

saw in candomblé the contest between tradition and modernity, a

stage onwhich the people dramatized their knowledge of the past,

their present-day disenfranchisement, and their fears and hopes

for the future. She placed candomblé at the center of her analysis

and presented contesting local interpretations of its meaning and

purpose for individuals who were differently situated in Bahian

society. Landes treated candomblé as a system of knowledge—in

late-th-century poststructuralist terms, a discourse—and rec-

ognized that the debates surrounding it revealed the conflicting

experiences of different social groups living under conditions of

rapid change. She presented women as key players who through

their tranceperformancesdramatized the contradictionsof history

and through spirit possessionmetaphorically representedhopes of

transformation. Landes underscored that it is women who ‘‘serve’’

the spirits and women who also serve the material needs of their

communitiesby creating in the candomblé terreirosneighborhood

institutions of social and economic support. Her analysis is intu-

itive: as she had with Maggie Wilson at Manitou Rapids, in Sal-

vador she recorded her observations on women’s work, their re-

lationships, and their responses to social change. Her analysis of

women’s ritual work in candomblé anticipates late-th-century

scholarship that describes spirit possession as women’s ‘‘moral his-

torical work’’ in marginalized communities that are experiencing

rapid social change (see Mageo ).

The writing style Landes adopted in The City of Women allowed
her to reproduce the internal debates among Afro-Brazilians who

through candomblé reinterpret the past and explore possibilities

for change. In her text Landes developed profiles of particular indi-

viduals who were differently situated in terms of race, color, class,
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gender, occupation, and education and who serve in the text to

represent different positions in these internal debates.

Martiniano, the -year old babalão (seer, diviner) with jet-black
skin, who was born under slavery and had been sent by his parents

to Nigeria at the age of  to study tribal lore and ritual, repre-

sents the voice of tradition. He had worked closely with Dr. Nina

Rodrigues andwas thefirstperson towhomEdisonCarneiro intro-

duced Landes.Martiniano deplored the people’s general ignorance

of African traditions, the innovations some women ritual leaders

had made in their terreiros to include male transvestites—‘‘They

are all pretenders!’’ (:)—and the preoccupation with ‘‘whit-

ening’’ as the route to social mobility in the wider Brazilian so-

ciety. All were tendencies he observed and regretted, not least be-

cause they had bypassed him, leaving him without any followers:

‘‘I’m out of everything now,’’ he observed. Landes, who herself sup-

ported integration, declared: ‘‘He could not appreciate that it was

an inevitable consequence of the emancipation of the slaves, when

the opportunities and the urge for assimilation increased im-

mensely’’ (). Butherportrait ofMartiniano is also compassionate:

we learn that he experiences his responsibility as curator of tradi-

tion as a burden, that as social changes have passed him by he is

overwhelmed by loneliness, and that he cannot resist expressing

feelings of sexual desire toward the young, fairer-skinned Rosita,

whom Landes had brought to him for a divining session (). De-

scribing Martiniano’s world of tradition, Landes powerfully cap-

tures the aura of stagnation that contrasts with the vibrancy, ex-

citement, and innovation of the emergent caboclo rituals that

Martiniano critiques:

The room was windowless and stuffy, and held a jumbled assortment
of candomblé paraphernalia such as I had never seen before. There were
wooden and bronze statuettes of gods, with their sacred beads, fans, and
swords, all made by Negro artisans of Bahia, now dead. . . . There were
fetish stones, containing the very power of the gods, and they were swim-
ming in oil, blood, and alcohol which they had been fed and in which they
had been bathed several times. Dust lay like a blanket . . . and the room
stank with an old mild odor. . . . He examined a dish of cooked chicken
that lay in an alcove, so old a sacrifice that it had molded, and then he
bent over a small dish of coagulated blood. . . . Suddenly he straightened
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up. ‘‘That’ll do, that’ll do,’’ he said hurriedly, shooing us out and locking
the door. ‘‘. . . I wish I didn’t have to take care of it, but my parents left it.’’
He smiled and turned to Rosita. ‘‘Stay out of these things. You’re too fair
for that life.’’ (–)

If Martiniano represents ‘‘tradition,’’ it is Edison Carneiro who

carries the romantic primitivist voice in the text.Much of the book

takes the form of constructed conversations between Landes and

Carneiro. Edison’s voice evaluates the rituals and events they ob-

serve against a generalized standard of ‘‘the ‘true’ African style’’

(:) Although Landes gives his voice a dominant place in the

text, she also presents the positions of others whose words con-

test or nuance those of Carneiro. Carneiro later wrote Landes that

he was not ‘‘always satisfied with my portrait, as in the case of my

aristocracy’’ (July , , ).

‘‘ ‘This is samba!’ Edison tappedme enthusiastically on the arm.

‘This is the real thing, not the tripping about you see in the ball-

room! This is genius! The blacks forget everything when they use

their feet!’ Edison, whose literacy and light skin privileged him in

the local racial hierarchy, romanticized an Afro-Brazilian ‘essence’:

‘The people are good, all of themare poets. . . . They always sing and

dance and play, and create colorful designs and never allow each

other to feel lonely or poor’ ’’ (:). Of the new caboclo rituals

and terreiros, he does not hesitate to pronounce: ‘‘By the high stan-

dards of Yoruba tradition, the caboclos are blasphemous because

they are ignorant andundisciplined, because theyhave creatednew

gods at will, and because they welcome men into the mysteries’’

(). Of women’s experimentation with modern dance steps and

hair straightening and wearing rouge, uplift brassieres, and tight

dresses, Edison is patronizing and does not contextualize their as-

pirationswithin their experiences of racial inequality and social ex-

clusion: ‘‘The oldAfricans are losing out to thebeauticians. . . .Here

you see them learning to become sophisticated . . . leaving Africa

for thewesternworld and the twentieth century. They are trying to

think as we do. If they had the opportunity, they would be just as

conventional as any white person, or as any educated black. They

are playing at breaking away from their poverty, even if it means

offending the gods. But of course they show their true character

anyway: it’s the women who aren’t afraid to dance, and they keep
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that bahian walk of theirs even though the dresses are wrong for

it’’ ().

Significantly, it is women who transgress. It is the women who

aremore adventurous andwilling to explore novelty. The attention

Landes gives to them suggests her implicit theoretical understand-

ing that women serve as a metaphor for community desires and

vulnerabilities. But she ultimately fails to analyze the larger con-

texts of Brazil’s racial andgenderhierarchieswithinwhich these ex-

periments with modernity take place. Her focus on individual ex-

perience prevents her from stating generalizations in theways that

Edison did and that the discipline of anthropology also required.

Instead she simply commented that in contrast toMartiniano and

Edison,whodeploredmoderndancing in the terreiro, Flaviana, the

-year old ‘‘mother ‘‘of the temple, accepted it. Flaviana, Landes

suggests, recognized the people’s need and right to experiment in

order both to integrate in a world that was rapidly and irrevocably

changing and to negotiate racial discrimination.

Landes’s theoretical approach is also implicit in her rejection of

a rigid opposition between ‘‘tradition’’ and ‘‘modernity.’’ She did

not catalogue ‘‘African survivals’’ and ‘‘Catholic’’ elements. She de-

scribes candomblé practices as imaginative and innovative: ‘‘The

people speak of God ‘in the Catholic life,’ and of Oxalá ‘in the

African’; and this means that they believe they are practicing only

one religion, although they are using two languages in doing it’’

(:). Landes understood that candomblé represented a new

religion in a changing sociocultural universe.

ThecharacterofSabina, the leaderof abreakawaycaboclo temple,

in The City of Women represents the ‘‘blasphemy’’ that concerned
Martiniano and Carneiro. Sabina catered to the middle-class resi-

dentsof theBarraneighborhoodandrejected the longBahianskirts

and dress in favor of modern, tailored, white skirts and jackets.

Landes andCarneiro attendedher festival to the sea spirit, Iemanjá,

and accompanied the procession of people dressed in immaculate

white and bearing flowers and gifts for Iemanjá. They boarded one

of the small fishing boats to go out to sea to deposit the gifts on the

water and to receive Iemanjá’s blessing for the coming year. During

ecstatic singing and drumming, several of the women, including

Sabina, fell into trance and rockedwith themotion of the boats. As
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Landes is caught ‘‘in the wave of feeling’’ and overwhelmed by the

beauty and enchantment of ‘‘the Middle Ages’’ (:), Edison

grumbled that ‘‘he was inclined to underrate these ready trances’’

(): ‘‘I admire this enormously . . . but I can’t take it seriously.

Sabina has such control over her gods! She can turn them on and

off. . . . Just look at Sabina. She gives me the impression merely

of working hard. In the Yoruba temples a woman in honest trance

moves like a sleepwalker, sweeping and sure, and her eye is glazed.

I don’t believe the women here could stand the needles Dr. Nina

used to jab into Mother Pulcheria’s priestesses to test their state!’’

(–).

Less concerned with measuring ‘‘authenticity’’ and orthodoxy,

Landeswas interested inwhat thepeoplewere thinkingandexperi-

encing. She replied to Carneiro: ‘‘But they believe they’re doing the

right thing, don’t they?’’ Carneiro, whose concernwaswith African

tradition, responded: ‘‘Surely. But I hate to see the classic tradition

corrupted.’’ Landes persisted: ‘‘Still, now they know that they will

have enough to eat next year, and that their personal affairs will go

well?’’ ‘‘Yes,’’ he agreed’’ (:).

Landes described how the concerns the candomblé practition-

ers expressed differed from Martiniano and Edison’s fears for the

loss of African tradition. Alone, Landes visited Sabina at her home

one afternoon during the week following the festival. Sabina ex-

plained that other people criticized her: ‘‘Everybody is jealous of

me. They don’t like me because I am modern and clean, and they

are old-fashioned and filthy’’ (:). Later Landes asked Mãe

Menininha, the respected leader of the classical Yoruban terreiro,

Gantois, about Sabina. Menininha expressed concern not for Afri-

can tradition but because she said Sabina was guided by individual

ambition rather than by the sense of communal obligation that

in Menininha’s view was fundamental to the terreiro as a mutual

aid society and neighborhood association (). ‘‘She wants men

around her! She wants money too, she doesn’t care really about

helping people!’’ (). By contrast, Menininha respected Bernar-

dino, the transvestite paiwho had started his own terreiro, because
she said he possessed this sense of obligation to community that

Sabina seemed to lack.

WhenLandesdoes turn to so-calledAfrican standards to critique
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a ‘‘modern’’ practice, she does so less from concern for the survival

of Africanpractices than to critique the ‘‘modern’’ genderedbehav-

iors the people seemed to be embracing. Reflecting on the dancing

couples she and Edison had observed at Flaviana’s birthday party,

she expressed her distress: ‘‘There was no idea behind the dance

except courtship, no display of virtuosity, no summoning of the

gods’’ (:). The people seemed to be abandoning Bahian skills

and knowledge in favor of adopting the romantic notions and gen-

der roles that Landes herself had rejected in American society. ‘‘I

discovered that I had become African inmy prejudices’’ is how she

rather lamely chose tophrase this observation (). This statement

might be interpreted as deference to Edison’s romantic perspective

and to the idealization of Afro-Brazilian culture that was so central

to the Brazilian nationalist imagination in the s. But, in thus

reproducingnational Braziliandiscourse, Landes subordinatedher

own gendered, experiential frame of reference.

Gender and the Body

The race, class, and gender relations that defined the conditions

under which she was able to conduct fieldwork framed Ruth Lan-

des’s analysis of Afro-Brazilian culture. Landes encountered these

when she arrived and tried to find a place to live in Bahia. There

were no houses or apartments to rent so ‘‘I took a room in the best

hotel in town’’ (). She soon learned that living alone as a woman

was a provocative act, that a woman would live alone only in order

to establish privacy for sexual intimacy, and that womenwho lived

alone were usually prostitutes. She also soon discovered the con-

straints upon her as a single woman in Brazil that made it im-

possible for her to visit the black neighborhoods unaccompanied.

However, once she had allied herself with Edison in order to study

candomblé, she then became subject to his notions of feminine re-

spectability. As she succinctly put it, ‘‘An aristocrat never allows his

womenfolk to walk alone after sunset’’ (). Edison would always

find someone to replace him as an escort on the occasions when he

was unable to accompany her. Nor would he allow her to dance or

drink in public, that is, when conducting field research.

Landes critiques the constraints on elite white women in Bra-
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zil by pointing to the power and authority commanded by the

Afro-Brazilian ‘‘matriarchs’’ of the candomblé terreiros. As with

MaggieWilson’s Ojibwawomen, she was especially impressed that

the women had redefined the institution of marriage: ‘‘Children

and husbands are welcomed by a woman of the temple. They are

her family, and she takes care of them as willingly as she takes care

of her god. In return, she demands freedom for herself. Most of

the women dream of a lover who can offer financial support at

least to the extent of relieving her of continuous economic worry;

but they do not think of legal marriage. Marriage means another

world, something like being a white person. It brings prestige but

not necessarily joy in living’’ (:). Common-lawhusbands—

whowere often respected citizens—would visit the terreiro, where

they might maintain a sleeping hut for themselves on the temple

grounds and would serve as financial patrons, often ogans, of the
terreiro,buteachwouldremainsubordinate tohiswife,whowould

be unwilling to marry either civilly or religiously and who would

live permanently in the temple.

Landes offers vivid descriptions of the bodies of thewomen. The

images strike the reader powerfully both because they are so evoca-

tive of the place and the people and because we realize they have

been so absent from the writing of scientific monographs.

The body for Landes was a critical vehicle of self-expression. It

established one’s identity and one’s social place. It was simulta-

neously a place of potential power and subordination, of subver-

sionandconvention. She carefully cared forherownbody through-

out her life and was ‘‘something of an athlete’’ (Richard Slobodin,

personal communication,October , ). She swamseveral times

a week and died at the age of  while doing her morning sit-ups

beside her bed. She had three abortions, not only because she had

decided not to be a mother, but because she resisted the modi-

fication of her body through pregnancy. After a hysterectomy in

, she took hormones, increased her exercise regime, and be-

came obsessed with using petroleum jelly on her face to help con-

trol the aging of her skin. In letters and conversations, when re-

ferring to others, she always described their physical appearance

(‘‘handsome,’’ ‘‘unattractive,’’ ‘‘glowing’’), which was an endless

source of fascination and entertainment to her. When she was in-
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volved in an abusive relationship, her students rememberher com-

ing to class to teach in a backless sundress that fully displayed the

bruises on her upper back and neck. Far fromhiding these signs of

violence, itwas typical of Landes to display themas bodily evidence

of social and gendered relations.

Whenwe readher descriptions of the Bahianwomen shemet,we

can see them as fully consistent with her interest in the body and

her understanding of the body as a mirror of the self. ‘‘I smiled to

see these women who did not care about being dainty,’’ she wrote.

‘‘Their concern was to lay claim to where they sat’’ (:).

She described one Sunday afternoon at the terreiro of Engenho

Velho thatwasher firstmeetingwith one of the candomblé leaders,

‘‘a big impressive woman named Luzía’’:

She talked and moved majestically, strolling over to a low curved bench
which was painted white and encircled a white pillar in the center of the
room. . . . She sat down on the bench, spreading her thighs like an eastern
potentate and leaning her elbows on them. Her flowing skirts made a huge
circle on the floor. She began to intone the chants, and the old women near
her got up and danced in bare feet. She intoned further, and they lifted up
offerings of oil, rum, and popcorn, offerings which were to buy the good
will of Exu. . . .
Watching Luzía, I would have said she was not the least interested in

this routine, for her deep monotone pulled the songs lazily and her sad eyes
were shut. But I cannot know, for they had roused her from her nap, and
after all she knew her gods so well, as had her mother and aunt and sisters
before her. How many numberless times had she chanted the Padê, bar-
gaining with the docile demon to leave the gods in peace and carrymischief
to the crossroads? (:–)

She described the ceremony later that night: ‘‘Themen began to

beat the drums and a few old daughters straggled out to dance in

honor of the godof the evening; theywere dressed inhis prescribed

lace, and danced in a wide circular path before the drummers. The

women were black-skinned, strong and big, and had none of the

mincing ways that the upper class considers feminine and allur-

ing. In fact, they seemed tome likemen dressed in the skirts of the

Bahian women’’ (:).

Meeting Menininha, considered by Brazilian ethnologists the
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greatest living priestess, wrapped in a black shawl sitting in the

shade at the entrance to her house selling sweets, Landes ‘‘won-

dered if any outsider could have suspected her position’’:

She was about five feet tall, fat and dark, with kinky hair, and a large
toothmissing in the front of her mouth. Her clothes were not pretty or neat.
But I felt dignity in her, diffident at the moment yet pervasive, accustomed
to authority. I noticed her full, heart-shaped face, her small full nose and
lips, her cool bronze skin. . . .
‘‘Come in, my lady,’’ the priestess urged listlessly, ‘‘let us sit down and

have a little visit.’’ She lowered herself heavily into a flimsy chair, placing
her palms on her thighs. Suddenly she was remote and obscure as a Stone
Age Venus. Her shawl gone, sitting in a loose cotton dress, her great breasts
flowed over a great stomach which bulged over tremendous thighs sup-
ported by powerful legs tapering to small ankles and feet. Her brief sleeves
exposed large arms, masses of firm smooth flesh that dimpled hugely at
the elbows and ended in seemingly fragile wrists and hands. ‘‘My lady’’,
she said quietly . . . ‘‘you wanted to see me?’’ (:–)

Landes described the priestess Flaviana on her th birthday: ‘‘On

the cot, she held herself rigidly erect, balancing with back-thrust

buttocks in the manner of the bahianas, and her old eyes, rimmed

red in her black face, looked at things unreal above and beyond us.

Her bones and face were dainty, thin, and broad, and her thick hair

was snow-white, cropped and curling becomingly in the mannish

style favored by the priestesses who bind their heads for carrying

loads. Shewore a lovely blouse of white drawnwork, cut so low and

wide that it slipped off a shoulder, and its texture dimly bared her

thin breasts’’ (–).

These testimonials are full of admiration for women’s bodies

and reveal a fascination with the diversity of their bodies and their

ability through movement and posture to communicate the au-

thority of ordinary women in a particular place and time.

Ethnography and the Representation of Experience

WhenLandes returned fromBrazil, severalnewspapers interviewed

her and sensationalized descriptions of her work under headlines

such as ‘‘Girl Explorer Tells Jungle Cult Secrets’’ (Hearst Syndicate,
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August , ) and ‘‘Magic Powers of Jungle Priestesses who Rule

, Men—Ruth Landes Brings Back Weird Tales of Brazilian

Matriarchs’’ in an article byHazel Canning in the Boston Sunday Post
(August , ). Landes had lamented to Benedict that interview-

ers were ‘‘vulture-ish’’: they ‘‘insisted that all Negroes have orgies’’

or that ‘‘I was a reincarnated goddess of Love’’ (July , , ).

The City of Womenwasmarketed byMacmillan as a popular account
and was widely reviewed in the book pages of major newspapers.

The book arrived on the scene at the end of the Second World

War and at the height of the popularity of the music of Carmen

Miranda and Vila Lobos in New York. Some reviewers objected to

the ‘‘sensational’’ title (Mishnun ), the focus on women, the

descriptions of what they called ‘‘sisterhood’’ and ‘‘free love,’’ and

that ‘‘marriage is considered a luxury hardly worth the expense

and inconvenience it causes women’’ (Hughes ). ‘‘Apparently

the women of Bahia are dominant, but to what worthwhile end

does this dominance lead?’’ complained J. F. Santee in Social Studies.
Another reviewer pointed to the ‘‘insecure’’ position men found

themselves indue towomen’s dominance (Honigmann ).Gitel

Poznanski in theNew York Times praised the ‘‘gratifying’’ absence of
‘‘jargon’’ and the ‘‘brilliant passages’’ describing ‘‘matriarchal au-

thority’’ (August , ). Some reviewers charged that Landes had

de-emphasized the political and economic disenfranchisement of

Afro-Brazilians in order to critique American race relations. Some

lamented ‘‘that she chose the topic of witch doctors instead of a

more profound topic’’ (Anonymous ). Others recognized her

empathy for acculturation andwomen’s experience and her appre-

ciation of religious syncretism. They situated her work alongside

that of Zora Neale Hurston and Katherine Dunham, who had also

recently written popular accounts of syncretic African American

religions (Chapin ; Schuyler ). Many commented on the

book’s rich descriptions (Wolfe ). Anthropologist JohnHonig-

mann, writing in Social Forces, said: ‘‘By her informal style Landes
has richly captured the spirit of Brazilian Negro life . . . the book

reads far more like a very intelligent travel work than the techni-

cal record of an experienced anthropologist’s observations.’’ Others

comparedherwork to that ofMelvilleHerskovits, findinghiswork

‘‘muchmore thorough and systematic’’ (Chapin ) and describ-
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ing her work as ‘‘a local Cook’s tour with a guide more discerning

than usual’’ (Krogman ). One reviewer commented, ‘‘There is a

little too much of those velvet tropical nights in it’’ (Gannett n.d.).

American Anthropologist asked Melville Herskovits to review The
City of Women. Inhis lengthy review,Herskovits charged that Landes
had a ‘‘false perspective on the role of men and women in the cul-

ture that gives the book its misleading title’’ (:). He con-

tinued:

What Miss [sic] Landes does not realize is that men have places that are
quite as important as those of the women; that the African counterparts of
the Bahian cults have priestesses as well as priests. . . . The basic thesis is
also wrong because of the misreading of an economic cause—that is, few
men are initiates, in Bahia no less than in Africa, because they cannot af-
ford the time its takes, because in Africa it is easier to support a woman in
the culthouse than to withdraw aman from productive labor for months on
end.Miss Landes overstresses the homosexuality of male priests—there are
many ‘‘orthodox’’ as well as caboclo priests in Bahia who have no tendency
toward inversion. ()

Herskovits asserted that Landeshadmisinterpreted the relations

of men and women in candomblé because she had not been ade-

quately trained ‘‘in the Africanist field’’ and that she had been ‘‘ill

prepared’’ to conduct research in Bahia because ‘‘she knew so little

of the African background of thematerial shewas to study that she

had no perspective’’ (:). Landes, as we know, had prepared
herself through library research at both Fisk University and in Rio

under Arthur Ramos’s direction before going to Bahia. Abundant

subsequent research furthermore has also supported Landes’s in-

terpretation of gender roles and relations in the terreiros (Birman

;Fry ;Murray;Wafer ) andof spiritpossessionas ‘‘a

localwayof thinkingabout thepast’’ andakindof ‘‘moralhistorical

work’’ that women do for traumatized communities (Mageo ;

see also Constantinides ; Kendall ; McCarthy Brown ).

In the s and s, however, anthropologists who conducted

research on African American culture envisioned only two possible

analytical frameworks: one was to measure degrees of assimilation

towhite American society; the other, asHerskovits did, was to look

to Africa for explanations for cultural differences of African Ameri-
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cans. ‘‘In either case, African-American culture was largely exam-

ined in terms of something or somewhere else’’ (Fraser :).

Instead, Ruth Landes worked to develop a third framework: to ob-

serve Afro-Brazilian religion on its own terms and in light of her

own experience. She believed that she was studying a new, living

Brazilian religion and wanted to portray candomblé as fully inte-

grated in the way of life of the urban poor blacks of Bahia. Landes

also wanted to understand theways that candomblémet the needs

ofwomen and themeanings it held for them. She sought to achieve

this understanding by ‘‘entering deeply into the field culture, join-

ing it twenty-four hours a day, each day, all the months or years of

research’’ (b:). Inherwriting shewas aheadof her time in ex-

ploring the link between experience in the field and ethnographic

understandingof culture: ‘‘Fieldworkserves an idiosyncrasyofper-

ception that cannot separate the sensuousness of life from its ab-

stractions, nor the researcher’s personality from his experiences.

The culture a fieldworker reports is the one he experiences, filtered

through trained observations. . . . Through field work at the plea-

sure of the host culture one learns one’s place there and that it is

one’s only vantage point for penetrating the culture’’ (, ).

Landes’s fieldmethods contrasted with those of Brazilian schol-

ars such as Ramos who conducted formal interviews in their uni-

versity offices or reliedon secondhand reports.Nordid she focus, as

they had, on obtaining technical descriptions of the physiological

characteristics of spirit possessionor ondissecting theCatholic and

African origins. Her field methods were Herskovits’s major criti-

cism. He wrote that her training on American Indian reservations

had not prepared her for ‘‘what might be called the diplomatic as-

pects of fieldwork. . . . Students of acculturated societiesmust be . . .

taught how to conduct themselves in the capital as well as in the

bush, told how to turn the corners of calling cards, when to leave

them, andhow to ‘sign the book.’ ’’ Landes had chosen not to spend

her time socializing with the elite of Bahian society and instead to

devote her energies to getting to know people for whom the be-

liefs and practices of the terreiros held profoundmeaning. The City
of Women is filled with the names and stories of these people, de-
scendants of African slaves, who worked as stevedores, bricklayers,

fishermen, seamstresses, laundresses, and street vendors. As Landes
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wrote, ‘‘I felt it was fine just to be among them, and I wanted to be

of them’’ (:).

Herskovits’s criticismofRuthLandes’sfieldmethodswasaveiled

attack on her personal comportment in the field—of her love af-

fair and research alliance with Edison Carneiro—and reproduced

the complaints Ramos had expressed in his  report to Myrdal.

Landes had considered that Carneiro’s companionship as an escort

had given her intimate access to life in the candomblé terreiros.

Once again, criticism focused on her manners, finding her behav-

ior unladylike and charging that her anthropology was, as a result,

compromised.

Rereading The City of Women

Scientific ethnography was characterized by a style of writing that

Jonathan Spencer called ‘‘ethnographic naturalism’’: ‘‘the creation

of a taken-for-granted representation of reality through the use of

certain standard devices such as free indirect speech and the ab-

sence of any tangible point of view. . . . Ethnographic naturalism,

while working with ostensibly unproblematic literary devices, in

fact constructs a kind of object—a world robbed of its idiosyncra-

cies and foibles—which is foreign to the experience of its readers’’

(:–). Following postmodernist and feminist critiques in

the late th century, the discipline has come to accept that the

emergence of scientific ethnography was not inevitable but was

the product of hegemonic processes of canon making by influen-

tial individuals and powerful institutions. Scientific ethnography

came to dominate the field by marginalizing other types of writ-

ing. Rethinking ethnographyhas encouraged a fresh reading of the

history of anthropology.

The City of Women,marginalized during the making of the disci-
plinary canon, rewards rereading as an early ethnography of race,

gender, and acculturation. Landes refused to produce a portrait of

candomblé (and Afro-Brazilian culture) as a homogeneous, inte-

grated whole, as a ‘‘genuine culture’’ (Sapir ). Instead, she

described internal contestations of meaning in a context of ra-

cialization and economic marginalization. Through her focus on

gender and the alternative gender roles and identities that can-
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domblé produced, she portrayed the people’s hopes for change and

transformation. In Landes’s analysis, the possibility for change

emerges in the contradictions that the processes of acculturation

create. It is this fluidity that Landes tries to represent through her

various textual strategies: multivocality, dialogue, the stories and

words of particular and differently situated individuals, the nam-

ing of friends, and reflexive writing about her subjective experi-

ence in the field and her situated position as an author. Landes did

not escape the exoticization of cultural difference—the romantic

primitivism—of her day, but she did try to reject the discipline’s

rhetorical strategies of ‘‘othering.’’ She refused the scientific writ-

ing style of ethnographicnaturalism to assert textual authority; she

didnot remove culture from its social, political, and economic con-

texts; and she did not write out of her texts the contradictions of

history and of ‘‘unruly experience’’ (Clifford :). She insisted

on situating herself as an American and a woman in her writing—

a practice of self-identification that, although increasingly current

in present-day anthropology, was anathema to the rhetorical as-

sertions of ethnographic authority in her day. She defined race and

gender as topics for scientific research, and she found the prevalent

scientific theories inadequate to address them. She thus let go of

academic reference points and scientific theories of culture and en-

deavored to let Bahian women speak to her on their own terms, a

process she describes in The City of Women. Inmaking this decision,
she could have been a pathbreaker. Instead shewas assigned a posi-

tion on the borders of a discipline thatwas seeking to legitimize its

professional status as the ‘‘science of the study of man.’’

In The City of Women Landes had inserted her voice into the text
to illustrate the intersubjective nature of anthropological method

andknowledge. Insteadof editing incongruities out of the text, she

had tried to show the fluid and divergent local interpretations of

events and experiences. And she had endeavored to let Bahia speak

to her ‘‘on its own terms.’’ She was proud of the book, but within

the discipline it was harshly judged and soon forgotten. Her world

of powerful, authoritative women, of hybridity, ambiguity, and

contradiction, was not easily tolerated by an academic discipline

bent on explanation and pattern. But anthropology—‘‘this explo-
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ration through different worlds of ideas’’—was Ruth Landes’s life-

line.Despite hermarginalization she continued to cling to the life-

line of anthropology in order to keep from falling or being washed

away into the world of the mundane, the orthodox, the conven-

tional.





Life and Career

A whole library of theorizing can’t give half the real conviction that comes from
adventuring through the life of one restless, highly endowed woman. – Ruth
Benedict in Margaret Mead, An Anthropologist at Work

Evidently, one can’t be an individual, even if harmlessly. – Ruth Landes, Octo-
ber , , Notebook , )

D
   when Landes was trying to find a

publisher for The City of Women, she was also trying to find
employment. The Carnegie Commission contract was

only the beginning of what would be  years living an itinerant

lifestyle, working as a contract researcher and part-time instructor.

On December , , a few weeks after the Carnegie contract had

ended, she wrote to Benedict: ‘‘Can you help me with ideas about

future work? A ‘position’ seems out of the question, so much so

that I don’t even inquire. I was wondering about another period of

work in Brazil—since now I have the language, literature, experi-

ence and real interest. I’d like to have another field trip anyway, be-

fore I retire; and Iprobablywillhave to retire,whatwith age, chronic
sinusitis and the feeling that I ought to be doing something about

getting a husband and children’’ ().

Eight months later, on August , , she wrote again about

findingemployment: ‘‘I suppose Imight aswell comeoutnowwith

the horrible facts as later. I’m stymied. Everything I touch turns to

paralysis. People look at me with open and admiring eyes and say,

‘I’m confident that youwill be successful’, and I am insofar as rousing

their ‘sympathies’ . . . is concerned, but never in re a job. I have dis-

played wondrous amounts of what you dubbed ‘initiative’, but ‘it

really do not matter’ as my Fisk brightlings liked to say.’’ She re-

portedonher efforts toworkon theSioux, Potawatomi, andOjibwa

manuscripts. She wondered if Benedict thought there might be
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interest at Columbia in a course that she would like to develop on

Latin American and inter-American problems, and she asked, ‘‘Do

you think that a book about the matter could be subsidized?’’ She

also askedwhy Benedict hadn’t replied to her various research pro-

posals for a Guggenheim application, and she concluded forlornly:

‘‘But I suppose it does notmatter overly. I feel so dead. I’ve tried and

am trying, and have stayed in the damn city for it, and have also

been subsidizing the doctor twice weekly in order to get rid of the

ailment [anemia, chronic fatigue, and sinusitis] I absorbed in Bra-

zil. And now fall is approaching.’’ She continued in this depressed

state, working on her various manuscripts for the next year.

When theUnited States declared war on Japan inDecember 

and anthropologists flocked to Washington to work on various

wartime assignments, Ruth Landes was among them. She worked

first, briefly, on the ‘‘Brazil Desk’’ for the United States coordina-

tor for inter-American affairs and then from  to  as a con-

sultant on various contracts for President Roosevelt’s Fair Employ-

ment Practices Committee , first on African American affairs

and later on Mexican American cases. With the  she traveled

on assignments to Louisiana, Arizona, NewMexico, Colorado, and

California. She tried to keep her ethnographer’s eye engaged dur-

ing these bureaucratic years by recording her observations on race

relations inNewOrleans and onMexican Americans in the South-

west (see Landes ), but she would later describe this as a time

of professional boredom and restlessness.

With her career stagnating, Landes was receptive to the idea of

marriage. In the spring of  she became engaged to Salvador

LopezLima, aMexican lawyerwhomshehadmet throughherwork

on  hearings on anti-Mexican discrimination and who was in

the United States working for the protection of the rights of mi-

grant Mexican farm workers. In anticipation of marriage, she quit

her Washington job and traveled with her fiancé to Mexico City

in June. On her return she spent several months in New Orleans

waiting for Lima to free himself from his work. During this time

she conducted an informal study of the French shrimp fisheries

and wrote to Benedict on August  that she was ‘‘learning about

caste, class, race, science, politics, industry and the South’’ and was

hoping to sell some articles based on the work. By October she
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was back in New York, living with her parents and again looking

for work. Themarriage had been postponed indefinitely. Limawas

traveling constantly between Mexico and his law practice in Den-

ver. Landes applied for a government job in Denver. She wrote to

Benedict that she had been ‘‘planning to return to anthropology’’

once she was married and living inMexico, but now she needed to

consider governmentwork although shedidnot enjoy it and found

‘‘the enforced reorientation extraordinarily difficult.’’ She would

‘‘appreciate whatever suggestion’’ Benedict could offer (October ,

, ). ByDecember the prospect of themarriage evermateri-

alizing was remote.

She wrote two articles that were based on her experiences dur-

ing the war years, and these were published in : ‘‘A Northerner

Views theSouth’’ inSocial Forces and ‘‘What about thisBureaucracy?’’
inTheNation. Shebecameoptimistic again abouther career. She ap-
plied to the American Jewish Congress for work as a researcher in

January . Before receiving a response from this application, she

was hired for several months ‘‘to direct a small -type program

inNew York’’ created by Pearl S. Buck and a group of interdenomi-

national clergy to analyze pending New York anti-discrimination

legislation (Landes :). Unemployed again in July , she

wrote Benedict that she was borrowing ‘‘money from family’’ to go

out to Los Angeles. ‘‘I have no idea at all about jobs, but I’ll bend an

ear to the winds when I arrive’’ (July , , ).

By September , Landes was settled in California working for

the Los Angeles Metropolitan Welfare Council on a research con-

tract to conduct a study of race and youth gangs. She wrote Bene-

dict: ‘‘It’s a community-supported program which strives to re-

educate Mexican and Negro adolescent gangs. It is social work, of

course, and the salary is modest, but I imagine it will bring me

exactly the material I want, so I have accepted . . . actually I regard

it as a windfall, like a good fellowship grant’’ (September , ,

). She asked Benedict to recommend some relevant anthropo-

logical readings. A fewmonths later she wrote that the youth gang

material was ‘‘better and better,’’ and she was planning a book on

the subject. Collecting data in a new field site, she was at her hap-

piest, writing effusively to Benedict: ‘‘I wish you could know how I
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love you for settingme on this path—themany times that you did

and the steadiness of the doing’’ (December , , ). While

in Los Angeles she met journalist Ignacio Lutero Lopez, whom she

would eventually marry—briefly—ten years later.

The contract came to an end in May , and Landes, unem-

ployed again, returned to New York to live with her parents and

to launch The City of Women, which was published in August .
After a brief flurry of radio interviews and reviews in newspapers,

interest in the book apparently dissipated. With her father’s help

she was hired as a contract researcher with the American Jewish

Congress, where she worked from  to . She was depressed

to be living again with her parents, and her refusal to settle into

a marriage continued to create conflict with her mother. She also

found it stifling to live and work in the heart of the American Jew-

ish community, which she described as ‘‘small and provincial.’’ She

found New York after the war radically different than it had been

during her youth:

I was brought up so neutrally and in the last few years lived without ‘‘seg-
regation’’ as a Jew—especially in Brazil and Louisiana. Nobody knew or
cared, and I didn’t either. I felt . Returning north to New York
suddenly plunged me into a world that seemed fevered actually over these
distractions. I was shocked. I was shocked to hear people use ‘‘race’’ widely
here with what strikes me are the fixed ranked meanings in Nazi usage.
And Jews are now calling themselves a ‘‘race’’! To me, and I should think
to all other Jews, America is such a generous, continuing experience that
it goes ‘‘against nature’’ to particularize as Jewish or not. Yet I am con-
strained to so label myself on Federal forms. Being ‘‘American,’’ I can’t let
myself deny it. ( to , March , , )

Margaret Mead asked Landes to write a report on ‘‘the Jewish fam-

ily’’ for the ‘‘national character’’ studies she was coordinating for

Columbia University’s Research in Contemporary Cultures proj-

ect. This is the study that resulted in the article Landes coauthored

with Mark Zborowski, ‘‘Hypotheses concerning the Eastern Euro-

pean Jewish Family,’’ discussed in chapter .

Ruth Benedict died in September , and Ruth Landes found,

strangely, that she felt stronger and more independent. She was

now clearly on her own to define her future. Benedict had sup-
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ported her during her student apprenticeship and had appreciated

her intellect and energy for fieldwork, but she had done little to

integrate Landes into the institutions of academia. She had helped

Landes find short-term funding for field research, but how was

Landes to supportherself back inNewYork?Benedictdidnotfinda

single teaching position for Landes (temporary or permanent) and

never invited Landes to join her at the American Anthropologi-

cal Association meetings, which Benedict attended each year and

then reported on after the fact. Landes had been on her own to

create employment during the war years, and she alone had found

a publisher for The City of Women. Benedict had not read Landes’s
Sioux, Potawatomi, and Ojibwa book manuscripts as she had said

she would. They languished among Benedict’s papers and would

remain unpublished until Landes herself—years later—could ar-

rangeapublisher.Benedicthad, it seemed,disengaged fromLandes

after her Brazil research. There is no record of any correspondence

between them concerning The City of Women. Landes, however, was
thrilledwith The City of Women. Its publication gave her confidence,
and she imagined that shemightmake a living as a writer. On Sep-

tember , , she started a diary that she also used as a writing

log to record reflections on her life as a ‘‘woman inmid-life atmid-

century’’ and that she thought might provide material for a novel.

She even became hopeful again of an academic career. In the fall

of , she applied for a Fulbright fellowship to study Caribbean

migration to Britain. Pursuing academic opportunities, however,

required academic patrons. She asked anthropologist Kenneth Lit-

tle at the University of Edinburgh (whom she hadmet at Fisk) and

Charles Johnson (still at Fisk) to write letters in support of her ap-

plication to the Fulbright Foundation. With hesitation, but be-

cause Boas and Benedict were both dead, she turned to Margaret

Mead for a third letter of reference. In  Mead was virtually the

onlywomanwhowieldedany influence inAmericananthropology.

At a symposiumon anthropology sponsored by the Viking Fund in

, of  invited participants, only  were women: Mary R. Haas

andMargaretMead.Meadplayed an important role indefining the

places other women would occupy in the discipline in the United

States in the postwar period.

Landes had previously written and asked Mead to keep her ‘‘in
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mind for anything pertinent that might come your way.’’ She had

updated Mead on her various work assignments during the war,

saying, ‘‘These tookme far from academicwork, though tomy eyes

they look like applied anthropology,’’ and explained that when the

war ended ‘‘I felt I had to return to anthropology. My way was to
write The City of Women.’’ She wrote Mead: ‘‘I always felt that Ruth
Benedict was my life-line to anthropological developments—as

she had been, in fact. So now I do not know where to turn. I prefer

research above all, but having gone without a salary for over a year,

my first need is for a job—not a temporary one. . . . Burdened as

you are, I was reluctant to addmy troubles—but where else would

I turn for anthropological advice, if not to you?’’ (October , ,

, box ).

Landes had reservations about approaching Mead for a letter of

reference. Mead could be arbitrary in lending support, and from

their discussions a few years earlier about Landes’s ‘‘Cult Matriar-

chate’’ article, Landes knew that there were theoretical differences

between them. She also recalled how, inWashington in , when

she had toldMead of her engagement to Salvador Lima, Mead had

pronounced: ‘‘I don’t know if that isn’t the best thing for you!

You’ve alwayshad a yen tomarry into theminority group. You’ll toy

with the aristocracy but you’ll marry minority’’ ( to , June ,

, ). Speaking fromher established position in ‘‘aristocratic

old America,’’ Mead referred not only to Landes’s affairs with mi-

noritymen but also to Landes’s ownminority status in America. In

her diary Landes describedMead as ‘‘obsessedwith ‘old American’ ’’

(October , , Notebook , ).

OnOctober , ,Meadwrote the following letter of reference

in support of Ruth Landes’s application for the Fulbright fellow-

ship:

Dr. Ruth Landes . . . is thoroughly trained in anthropological fieldmethods
and untiring as a field worker. . . . During the years since she received her
degree she has been unencumbered by economic responsibilities be-
yond her own support and therefore has been free to follow research
opportunities rather than to seek any sort of steady professional advance-
ment. This leaves her without a teaching record, but I believe that she
would do a competent job of lecturing to advanced students. She has con-
tinued to grow intellectually, and has during the last year taken consider-
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able steps ahead in integrating her work with current personality theory.
She has serious professional interests and commitments and would take the
responsibility of a grant from the Committee on International Exchange of
Persons as something not to be handled lightly. I think I should add that
Dr. Landes is considerably better looking andmore attractive than

many of her sex who seek academic careers and that this circum-

stance may be looked upon not without acrimony by both male

and female colleagues.’’ (, box ; emphasis added)

Landeswas furious. After fuming for twoweeks, shewroteMead:

‘‘I have felt increasingly distressed and dismayed at the statements

about me that you . . . sent to the Fulbright Board. I regret exceed-

ingly that you felt it necessary to write as you did.’’ (October ,

, Notebook , ). Mead replied by telephone, telling Landes:

‘‘Why you’ve made a three-ringed circus out of life! . . . it’s known

all over the country . . . you’ve lived your own life! . . . andwhen you live
dramatically, and look dramatic, and aren’t married . . . why you’ve

toldme things thatmake one’s hair stand on end . . . the things you
told Ruth! ’’ (October , , Notebook , ).
Landes observed in her diary that Mead’s words were an eye-

opening revelation to her. Landes wrote that she would, once and

for all, make a break from what she now perceived as her depen-

dence on Benedict and, through Benedict, on Mead—a depen-

dence perpetuated by her lack of a secure professional position in

anthropology. She recalled ‘‘howvenomousRuthBenedictwasover

my efforts to write short stories based on Indian tales—Sad, not to

have understood this all those years. . . . What I said could not have

been much, but evidently she [Benedict] did gossip’’ (October ,

,Notebook ,).Observing that in  shehad ‘‘transferred’’

her ‘‘former dependence on parents’’ to Benedict, she wrote on

October , : ‘‘Now I wonder why with her great beauty, and

genius and personal effectiveness to true largeness—she was so

cold emotionally, so lonely (not just alone, as she wept in poetry),

so perhaps resentful of men (colleagues-competitors, my lovers),

so eventually needing power, so unhappy and tense. My ‘transfer-

ence’ to herwas certainly a love-involvement likewith aman, com-

pleted by authority—and parenting?—factors, and a great need to

receive approval and give admiration—Now I want companion-

ship, which is my notion of marriage, and to set it in the country
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among the permanent beauties of the seasons and live things like

water, trees, crops, horses—and babies?’’ (Notebook , ).

Mead’s arbitrary judgment reminded Landes of her outsider sta-

tus, and she wavered again in setting a direction for her future. On

October  she wrote: ‘‘It is obvious that I need marriage now for

protection against the world and for companionship.’’ But a few

weeks later she was again focused on career possibilities and wrote

hopefully: ‘‘the Fulbright will reinstate me academically.’’ These

conflicted musings were intensified by the aggravations of daily

life in her parents’ home. She desperately wanted tomove into her

own apartment, but she needed a secure job to ‘‘swing it finan-

cially.’’ The only other route out would be marriage, which might

‘‘mean perhaps relaxation, play and support, as well as a conven-

tional bulwark’’ (January , , Notebook , )—‘‘butmarriage

forme has been the great ‘closing-in’ situation’’ (December , ,

Notebook , ).

Landes was successful in obtaining the Fulbright fellowship and

didgo toEngland for a year’s research (–). The year in London

was a happy experience. She made strong and lifelong friendships

with women, especially historian Sally Chilvers (and her husband,

Richard) andChilvers’s friends, anthropologist Phyllis Kaberry and

poet Stevie Smith. Landes observed of her newfound collegial en-

vironment: ‘‘This is a long way from the Ghetto-tension shading

most of my life, and yet also direct connections through tides of

‘democracy’, learning and social responsibility’’ (November ,

, Notebook , ). Sally Chilvers, whom I interviewed in Ox-

ford in , described Ruth Landes during that year in London:

A terrific romantic. [She] was brought up to feel that the world could be
made better. She was a mercurial, quicksilver personality. . . . Rebellious.
She was curious about everything. . . . She was funny, pretty, had her own
charm and at the same time was ‘‘her own man.’’ . . . She was very com-
fortable with blacks. She swam through the English professional classes
with great aplomb. She was not intimidated. Not patronized or patroniz-
ing. She was egalitarian in social interactions. She could draw anyone out.
She treated children with great respect and was terrific at getting them to
talk. . . . Forthright: she went down very well here! I remember when she
presented a paper on her research to the  [Royal Anthropological Insti-
tute] in May  old Edmund Leach, who was very hard to please, said:
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‘‘Good points and delivered with great charm.’’ But in the U.S., she was too
much of an individualist. No compromise. No political correctness.

In England she also established close professional friendships

withmale anthropologists, includingKennethLittle andRaymond

Firth. Sir Raymond Firth explained to me in an interview in 

that the contrast between Ruth Landes’s acceptance by colleagues

in Britain and her censure by the American academy was because

at that time, Britain could handle high-mettled women like Ruth Landes
better than America. At the  [London School of Economics] we always
had women professors. We haven’t had this diminution of women as in
America.We had the sense that women anthropologists in the U.S. were not
given as much credit as they might have been. American anthropology was
very naive: it worked a lot in stereotypes . . . and Ruth Landes challenged
those. . . . I was very fond of Margaret Mead, but it was unfortunate for
women in the U.S. I think it would be fair to say thatMargaret Mead may
have been a difficult barrier for Ruth Landes because Ruth Landes was
an individual—she wanted to be independent—and Margaret Mead re-
quired dependency, control. American anthropologyworksmore on amodel
of mentor/dependent.

When the Fulbright fellowship ended, Landes was again unem-

ployed.
1
Returning toNewYork in September , shemoved into

the Hotel Paris at th Street West and Broadway (‘‘at  per

month for room, bath, kitchenette, terrace and swimming pool’’)

and lived there for the next three years: ‘‘I have no luxury and ‘love’

at all—except my West End hotel flat on the th floor—and no

job,’’ she wrote in her diary (Notebook , ). During these years

she taught part-time at theWilliamAllansonWhite Psychiatric In-

stitute, at the New School for Social Research, and at the Univer-

sity of Kansas (where she renewed her Potawatomi friendships). At

the Hotel Paris ‘‘between library and swimming pool’’ she tried to

make a go of it alone.

But on September , , just days before her th birthday,

she wrote in her diary: ‘‘I need a partner—there seems no one but

 [Ignacio Lutero Lopez].Nowhe alsowants a companion, he says.

This will be similar to a business deal, which neither of us will

admit to the other. . . . If wemarry, perhapswe canmake something

out of it, with caution’’ (Notebook , ). On November , ,
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she wrote in her diary: ‘‘I won’t say I’m happy about the marriage I

see ahead of me (I think) but I’ll be glad to be settled in life emo-

tionally and socially, and able to go ahead with my own writing’’

(Notebook , ). On April , , Landes and Lopez married,

and she moved into Lopez’s home in Los Angeles. Little more than

a year later, however, they separated, and she rented a small apart-

ment near the University of Southern California where she was by

then teaching in the School of SocialWork. Landes spent the rest of

her years in California living in a flat near the campus library and

swimming pool until she moved to Canada in .

In California Landes began a new phase of her career, one that

excited her very much but that never yielded permanent employ-

ment: she developed a program at the Claremont Graduate School

to teach social work and education students the importance of ap-

preciating cross-cultural differences in values and family structure

and relationships. This culminated in the publication of Culture in
American Education (), of which Landes was extremely proud. In
this book she describes the method of reflexivity that she taught

her students in California and that she would bring with her to

McMaster University, where she required students in her courses

to undertake small, local, field research projects, each beginning

with an autobiographical life history exercise. As she wrote to one

friend, physical anthropologist Ruth Sawtell Wallis, after the pub-

lication of the book: ‘‘I think the turning of teachers (and other

‘‘service’’ professionals) to their own backgrounds . . . is absolutely

vital to effective communication. I didnot devise this for therapeu-

tic purposes . . . but oddly it always had such consequence—not

so odd since dignity went with it. It was a direct transfer from our

habitual anthro. ‘comparisons.’ . . . You understand, I’m sure, that

that’s why Iwrotemy opening chapter aboutmyself ’’ (July , ,

, box ).

When her contract position as director of the Claremont An-

thropology and Education Program ended in , Landes finished

writing Culture in American Education and lived again on short-term
teaching contracts: in  she taught summer school at Colum-

bia University, and in the summer of  she taught at the Uni-

versity of Kansas. She was still without permanent employment

whenMargaretMeadwrote on February , , to tell her that the
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AmericanAnthropological Associationhad started a jobplacement

service and to suggest that Landes register her name: ‘‘There are

jobs going everywhere, big, little and middle-sized. . . . Everyone

who registered is getting showered with offers from the U.S. and

Canada’’ (, box ). Landes registered with the  service.

McMaster University, Canada

In  Richard Slobodin, a Columbia-trained anthropologist, had

been hired in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at

McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, to help build

up its nascent anthropology program, which, he said, the univer-

sity ‘‘envisioned as a kind of native studies program.’’
2

The under-

graduate program in sociology had started in , and an M.A. in

sociology had been offered since . Slobodin learned through

the  that Ruth Landes was looking for work. The possibility of

hiring a senior scholarwhohadconductedfieldwork inCanada and

whose intellectual lineage could be traced directly to Franz Boas

and Ruth Benedict was attractive. The chair of the Sociology and

Anthropology Department at McMaster, sociologist Frank Jones,

contacted Ruth Landes’s three references, Margaret Mead, Jules

Henry, and Conrad Arensberg, and asked Landes to make arrange-

ments to travel from California to Hamilton for an interview.

MargaretMead sent this letter of reference toMcMaster onApril

, :

I am glad to write to you about Ruth Landes. I have known her since
she was a young Ph.D. She worked with me when we were doing the So-
cial Science Research Council study on Cooperation and Competition
among Primitive Peoples, and I have been in intermittent touch with
many phases of her later research and applied work. As you will know
from her vitae, she has spent most of her life in a variety of inter-cultural
projects, and less time in teaching. But she taught our Columbia Univer-
sity summer school a summer or so ago with great success, and arouses
a great deal of enthusiasm in her students. She can bring to a new de-
partment what is so hard to find today, a sense of perspective and history,
long experience, the standards of an earlier day, to combine with the inno-
vations of younger members. I have had some experience recently in the
problems of new departments who wish to expand their graduate offerings
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and they are very fortunate indeed if they can get someone as experienced
as Dr. Landes. Her early fieldwork among the Ojibway gives her an entré
into North American Indian materials, and her later work in Brazil, The
United Kingdom, and the West Coast provide her with a wide perspective
on modern anthropological problems.

Jules Henry, professor of anthropology and sociology at Wash-

ington University in St. Louis, wrote to Jones on March , :

‘‘I consider her among the top people in the new field of cultural

factors in education.’’ And Conrad Arensberg, professor of anthro-

pology at Columbia, wrote on March : ‘‘Dr. Ruth Landes . . . is a

distinguished senior anthropologist, much published. . . . She is a

specialist and authority on race relations in theUnited States,Great

Britain and Brazil, in all three of which countries she has carried

out anthropological and sociological research. . . . You can be as-

sured that she is experienced in both graduate and undergraduate

teaching, so much so that we brought her from the West Coast to

summer school here at Columbia.’’

After negotiating to travel first-class rather than economy fare,

Ruth Landes flew from California to Hamilton to be interviewed

at McMaster University on April , . She met with the presi-

dent, thedeansof arts andgraduate studies, anddepartmentmem-

bers the following day and then returned to California. Jones re-

called that as part of the interview ‘‘mywife and I had a party. Ruth

charmed all the movers and shakers.’’
3

On April , the university

president wrote offering her an appointment as professor of an-

thropology at a salary of , and with moving expenses up to

.

Landes ‘‘gladly’’ accepted the offer in a letter to Jones on April ,

and after negotiating an increase in themoving expense allowance

to ,, she turned to the subject that was foremost on hermind:

where to live and how tomake a home on her own as a single, now

mature, woman in a new city and country. She enlisted Jones’s help

not only to locate an apartment for her but also to assess the state

of its carpets, wall paint, andwindow coverings: ‘‘I do have a dream

of a flat already discovered by some one of you, to which I can di-

rect the movers!’’ she wrote to him on April . ‘‘As you know, I

would like a place within walking distance of the University and

foodshops. . . . If painting is tobedone I likeall-whiteor faintly egg-
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shell white.’’ She asked him for information about swimming pool

hours, banks, public library. She confided: ‘‘I’ve just visited the stor-

age vaultwheremy furs have been inuninterrupted rest for  years.

Rememberingmy natal eastern weather, I’m having them cleaned,

remodelled, etc. at an estimated cost, so far, of over .[.] It

makes me feel quite bridal again!’’
4
She was not marrying, but she

was at the threshold of a new beginning. An accomplished anthro-

pologist, she had finally obtained in midlife, what she earlier, in a

letter to Ruth Benedict, called a ‘‘position’’ in the academy in an-

thropology—a world she had longed for all her life. The prospect

was exciting, even romantic, making her look hopefully toward

future years.

In this correspondenceLandes initiated the relationshipwith the

department that shewould continueduringher years atMcMaster:

she treated the department chair and administrative staff like a

kind of family and expected them to serve some of the functions

that family members, notably wives, provided male anthropolo-

gists. When preparing to return to Hamilton from summer re-

search trips, shewould contact the chair of the department and ask

him to call the superintendent of her apartment building to en-

sure that the electricity and telephone would be connected on the

day of her return. Once, when leaving for a research trip, she left

her camera in the taxi she had taken to the airport; she called the

chair of the department to track it down for her. When she broke

her wrist one night falling over a bicycle rack on campus ‘‘that had

been moved by vandals,’’ she asked the chair to assign one of the

department secretaries to help her finish typing amanuscript. Her

requests of colleagues and staff for daily and domestic services cre-

ated all of the ambivalences of family relationships.

Indeed, the period atMcMaster ismarked by contradictions and

ambiguities. In a sense she nowhadno personal life—or at least no

personal life separate from her professional life in anthropology.

In a letter to Margaret Mead she would later describe her years

in Canada as ‘‘curious—absolutely no personal aspects’’ (April ,

, , box ). Anthropology was the sole context within

which she now livedher life, all aspects of it. The years atMcMaster

were extremely productive, leading to numerous publications and

recognition by peers. But Landes’s initial enthusiasm for her first
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and only permanent appointment rapidly evaporated. She felt

hemmed in and displaced in ‘‘drab’’ Canada. The prospect for sta-

bility resulted in her perennial restlessness. And she longed for her

beloved America. She acutely experienced her life in Canada as a

life in exile.

Frank Jones (with the help of his wife, Jean, and Richard Slo-

bodin) did find an apartment for Ruth Landes in Camelot Towers

at  Main Street, within walking distance of the university. She

moved in during the first week of September  and died in the

same apartment  years later—the paint and window coverings

untouched from when she moved in.

The tenure of Ruth Landes at McMaster receives mixed reviews

from those who worked or studied with her. Landes was always

engaged in research. She devoted long hours to her graduate stu-

dents and imposed high standards of scholarship and expectations

of originality. But she did not participate in the communal life of

the department and remained uninvolved in its day-to-day opera-

tions. As Richard Slobodin observed: ‘‘At the age of  when most

male academics are looking toward retirement, shewas introduced

to theworld of tenuredprofessor anduniversity life—committees,

etc. She never took to any of this.’’

Slobodin reflected that in her first years at the university Ruth

Landes helped promote anthropology on campus: ‘‘No one at Mc-

Master in the s had the faintest idea what anthropology was

about and that was one of our problems—one of our tasks was to

establish that. On one occasion in the late s, the then-Dean of

Graduate Studies—a theoretical physicist—asked us to come over

and talk about this. . . . Now he had evidently heard of Ruth, or

somebodyhadapprisedhim, that shewas somebodywhohadwrit-

ten books and so on. So you could see that he thought she was the

one to talk to. . . . She certainly rose to the occasion. She told him

about the four subdisciplines of anthropology and something of

their relationship . . . and very, very well. And he was impressed.’’

Graduate students had many and varied responses to my ques-

tions about Ruth Landes. Many found her simply too harsh in her

judgments and expectations and stayed away if they could. But for

some she was inspirational.

Lynne Teskey-Denton, one of Ruth’s favorite students, did re-
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markable doctoral research on a women’s ascetic religion in India

in the s. In an interviewonMay , , she rememberedRuth

Landes as an inspirational ‘‘mentor’’: ‘‘I must frankly admit to you

that my intellectual and emotional ties to Ruth Landes are strong

and complex. She had a brilliant mind and powerful personality

and would not countenance the separation of the two.’’ Lynne re-

called her first meeting with Landes in the classroom: ‘‘Hers was

my th undergraduate course, the first taught by a woman. She

gave an impassioned -minute introduction to anthropology. . . .

Ahumanist,RuthLandes represented thebest of the anthropologi-

cal tradition.’’ Lynne also described Ruth’s suffering from rheuma-

toid arthritis in her last years—and her loneliness. But, she said,

Ruth maintained that ‘‘as to loneliness, it is the condition for all

understanding.’’
5

Another former student, sociologist EllenWall, sawRuth almost

daily during the last months of her life and regularly drove her on

shopping errands and to the post office and bank. Ellen described

Landes as ‘‘a daunting presence to be around. She drove herself re-

lentlessly. Shewas a courageous and powerful intellect. The energy

of the intellectual endeavor was an essential part of her passion

to live life to the fullest.’’ Ellen Wall remembered how Ruth, de-

spite failing eyesight, continued to read incessantly and was read-

ing EmmaGoldman’s LivingMy Life in theweeks prior to her death.
She told Ellen that the world that Goldman described reminded

her of her own childhood and family. Ellen remembered Ruth as

‘‘an exile of sorts.’’ It was not only that she did not feel at home in

Canada and felt herself to be exiled from her native America, Ellen

said, but ‘‘she was never at home. She could never be at home any-

where so was in a form of exile. She would not allow herself to rest

in comfort and so never settled and created a home.’’
6

Whatever ambivalences she and othersmight have had,McMas-

ter University provided Ruth Landes with the security and credi-

bility to launch a new and final phase of her life and career. She

immediately began two major initiatives: the first was to arrange

funding to return toBrazil in the summer of  to study ‘‘urbani-

zation in an underdeveloped country.’’ The second was finally to

arrange publication of her three unpublished manuscripts from

the s as well as her M.A. thesis on the Harlem Jews.
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When she arrived in Rio de Janeiro inMay , she was shocked

by the changes: ‘‘This oncegorgeous city ishellishlynoisy, crowded,

dirty, being rebuilt and torn down—it looks and sounds under

blitz’’ she wrote to Frank Jones. ‘‘My strongest wish is to end this

bloody enterprise and never see Latin America again.’’ She stayed in

Brazil until September, was often debilitated by the heat, andmost

of the time was ill with various flu-like symptoms and sinusitis.

But there were also good tidings that summer. Ruth Landes met

Edison Carneiro for the first time since . In  he had been

appointed the first director of the Ministry of Education and Cul-

ture’s new Special National Agency for the Protection of Folklore.

One of the first projects he had undertaken was to commission a

Portuguese translation of The City of Women. Landes devoted part of
the time during her stay in Rio to reviewing the translation, and

after she returned to Canada, Carneiro personally and painstak-

ingly corrected the Portuguese translation—‘‘aHerculean task,’’ he

wrote to Landes on December ,  (, box ). The book was

published as A cidade das mulheres in Rio de Janeiro in August ,
 years after its publication in English in the United States and

almost  years after she had conducted the research. Landes wrote

to her old friend Maria Julia Pourchet, a Rio anthropologist, on

October , : ‘‘With his faultless translation, our epoch of inter-

national, ethnological and humane friendship is extended a little

longer. I very much wish that the spirit of our group, identified by

specific names, will survive’’ (, box ).

When she was in Brazil that summer, both the University of

Toronto and University of Wisconsin Presses offered contracts to

publish hermanuscriptOjibwa Religion and the Midéwiwin, based on
the – collaborations with Maggie Wilson and Will Rogers.

‘‘Now I am back in Indian country where Indianmaterials seem to

be of both ethnological and civil rights interest,’’ she had written

prospective publishers that spring. Living in Ontario, she began to

appreciate the intense and growing political issues of aboriginal

self-determination and land claims in Canada. In September she

accepted a contract from theUniversity of Wisconsin Press to pub-

lish not only the Ojibwa manuscript but also The Mystic Lake Sioux
and The Prairie Potawatomi.
Landes fearlessly undertook the necessary revisions of the three
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manuscripts. In a letter to anthropologist Fred Eggan on April ,

, she described the experience of revisiting this old work: ‘‘It is

a pleasure (though pressure-making!) to prepare finally these mss.

that date from the start of my adult self. It’s almost like a fairy

tale, though then I thought it was drudgery. Real drudgery now is

university business, at least up in (dreary) Canada. . . . I finished

the Ojibwa Midéwiwin and Religion ms., as I may have told you,

and after I finish [theMystic Lake Siouxms.], there will be the very

lengthy Potawatomi taking certainly another year. Thiswill not ex-

haust my unpublished book-length mss. but it will dispose of my

s self. How odd’’ (, box ). And to Ruth Sawtell Wallis she

wrote on July , : ‘‘I manage to harass myself withmany pres-

sures, like getting through these  books (I’m starting on the d

now, and it’s the biggest undertaking) so I can start to live again—

elsewhere I hope’’ (, box ).

Once these three books were published, in  she initiated a

decade of research on comparative state bilingualism funded by

the Canada Council that would take her to South Africa, Louisi-

ana, New Mexico, Spain, Switzerland, and Quebec. Based on this

research, shewould complete abookmanuscript entitled ‘‘Tongues

That Defy the State.’’

Landes was forced, against her will, to retire in  when she

reached , the age of mandatory retirement by Ontario law. She

continued teaching part-time until , the maximum post-

retirement teaching allowed atMcMaster. She then reluctantly be-

came professor emerita. When, in the spring of , Richard Pres-

ton, then chair of the department, asked her to give up her office

to make room for a new incoming full-time faculty member, she

was both outraged and distraught and wrote back to him: ‘‘Am I

to be dispossessed? I had always understood that I would have an

office for the duration of my stay!’’ Not concerned with the alloca-

tion of space in the department—as was Preston—shewas, rather,

preoccupied again with the problem of ‘‘home’’: where was she to

live out her retirement and howwould she pack up her things and

move? And, more immediately, how would she finish her manu-

script on the bilingualism research if she was disrupted from her

office and her routine? Preston then arranged for office space that

she could share until she finished her book.
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On November , , the day after she received the news of

MargaretMead’s death, Landes wrote to friend andOjibwa scholar

Keewaydinokwe Peschel that the news had ‘‘crushed’’ her: ‘‘[Mar-

garet] had so much vitality, such a zest for combat, that she made

Anthropology seem important! Her zest will survive longer than

her ideas’’ (, box ). She then went on to describe her own re-

tirement: ‘‘I stay on . . . unpaid, in order to clear up the remains of

the past  years, and to do some emending on my latest ms. to be

a book. They give me a shifting office and everyone likes me be-

cause I am no longer a threat. . . . McMaster hungmy photo on the

Library wall as a ‘distinguished professor’ (There were , of whom

just werewomen.How is that possible?).On Jan. d I go toFlorida

State Univ., Anthro Dept, for their Winter quarter; it’s Tallahassee.

I return here in March and prepare to leave for good by the end of

August probably to Tallahassee. It’s likely to be a dull place but I

want the U.S. and warmth and at the moment see nothing else.’’

Landes did not, however, move to Florida. Over the next few

years she continued to try to establish research affiliationswith sev-

eral different universities in hopes of finally retiring to the United

States.But shecouldnevermakearrangements that completelymet

herneeds anddesires, and so she stayedon inHamilton. She revised

her manuscript ‘‘Tongues That Defy the State’’ and tried to find a

publisher for it until she wrote, discouraged, to Thomas Vennum

onOctober , : ‘‘Nobodywantsmy long, scholarlybookms. on

Tongues that Defy the State (bilingualism, culture, politics). They

won’t even agree to read it, saying it won’t ‘sell’. I’m sure the fault is

Canada’s drabness (as I know after  years here). I’m still hoping to

repatriate’’ (, box ). In  Landes applied for her last research

grant fromMcMaster. She received , to assist her in preparing

a final version of her autobiographical memoir based on her year

at Fisk University. This, too, would not find a publisher. During

this time, she also reread and annotated all her unpublished pro-

fessional papers and correspondence and made arrangements for

their eventualdeposition in theNationalAnthropologicalArchives

at the Smithsonian Institution.

In  theUniversity of Wisconsin–Green Bay gave Ruth Landes

a Faculty Award ofMerit, and in  the  acknowledged Landes

for her pioneering contributions in two fields of research: gen-
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der and race. First, at a reception hosted by the  Committee on

the Status of Women in Anthropology, she was honored for her

early ethnographies of women. Then, at an invited session entitled

‘‘Anthropological Studyof theUnited States,’’ sponsoredby the 

Program Committee, Landes and fifteen others who had contrib-

uted to a special  issueofAmerican Anthropologist, ‘‘The asAn-
thropologists See It,’’ were recognized as pioneers in anthropologi-

cal research ‘‘at home’’ in the United States. Landes’s contribution

to that  volume was an article titled ‘‘Biracialism in American

Society: A Comparative View.’’

After becoming established at McMaster University, Landes had

published a reflective essay on her professional experience in Bra-

zil in –, the now-much-cited ‘‘A Woman Anthropologist in

Brazil’’ (b). As a result, she was often asked to give public lec-

tures on her experiences as a woman in anthropology. In , in

a lecture to the Department of Anthropology at the University of

Calgary titled ‘‘Women inAnthropology,’’ she took theopportunity

to say: ‘‘I hardly think it an accident that only I have ever described

the Brazilian priestesses. Or for that matter, the Ojibwa women

of Ontario’s Rainy River. Male and female scholars preceded me

and followedme in both places for decades. Neither set of women,

Indian and Brazilian Black, gained me straight professional atten-

tion. In the last few years The Ojibwa Woman has been manhandled
in our leading anthropological publications to the effect that I had

followed some bias, either in selecting the women or in giving a

warpedpicture. That is,mypersonalitywas focussed on, not theirs.

As Boas had written decades before, in , about a critique of

Kroeber’s: ‘It was interesting tome to read . . . [the] analysis not only

of my scientific work but also of my personality. . . . I wish to ex-

press my complete disagreement with his interpretation’ (American
Anthropologist, vol. , no. , p. ). Boas’s words andmine. But Boas
was the world authority whom younger men hoped to dethrone,

whereas Iwas thepresumingwoman’’ (). Shewentonto remind

her audience: ‘‘Keep in mind that our women anthropologists are

often depreciated as being emotionally prejudiced. It means they

are not scientific; or intellectually as powerful as men; or even re-

liable. I was told this by no less an authority than Linton. Boas was

dead’’ ().
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On February , , in the depths of the Canadian winter that

she found so harsh, Ruth Landes died at the age of . She was frail

and unable to go out in the cold and snow to walk to the campus

to pick up her mail and enjoy a swim and sauna as she had almost

every day since her move to Hamilton some  years before. But

she was clear of mind and spirit and still at work revising her Fisk

memoir.
7

Ruth Landes and American Anthropology

Ruth Landes made little impact on the discipline during her life-

time. Shewas rarely cited, andbecause, asMargaretMeadobserved,

Landes did not hold a permanent teaching position, she did not

train a cadre of graduate students to advance her vision of an-

thropology. Her major works—The Ojibwa Woman and The City of
Women—were published to negative critical acclaim andwere soon

out-of-print.The extraordinary attacks of her critics, however, now

direct our attention to the innovations she was making and to the

raw nerves she was touching in the discipline. The negative criti-

cism of her work acts as ‘‘a kind of radar that picks up the ping of

thework’s originality. The ‘mistakes’ and ‘excesses’ that early critics

complain of are often precisely the innovations that have given the

work its power’’ (Malcolm :)—and our current appreciation

of its value.

In this book I have reviewed the ethnography of Ruth Landes

and reconstructed the processes by which her work was margin-

alized and her career controlled. The book is a case study in the

history of disciplinary professionalization. It reveals the erasure of

early work on race and gender, the rejection of experimentation

in fieldwork, and the silencing of personal experience in ethno-

graphic writing. But more positively it also reveals continuity and

the enduring interests that motivate the discipline itself. For the

irony is that Ruth Landes’s work has stood the test of time. The

reasons shewas chastised andherwork denounced are the very rea-

sons we have for reconsidering it today. A careful rereading of her

work now places her at the very heart of anthropology, working

with issues that define the most important debates in our disci-

pline at the dawn of the st century. Landes’s major concerns and
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contributions can now be easily recognized: her theory of culture,

inclusive of gender, race, sexuality, and class; her concern for writ-

ing; and her belief in fieldwork.

Landes understood culture as a dynamic and contested process.

While Margaret Mead generalized the ‘‘ethos’’ of a harmonious

cultural whole, Edward Sapir theorized ‘‘genuine culture,’’ Ruth

Benedict identified ‘‘patterns,’’ and Melville Herskovits looked for

‘‘survivals,’’ Landes asked questions about internal diversity—es-

pecially about diversity based on social positions determined by

race, class, gender, and sexuality. She derived insights from her

own life experiences of acculturation, gender norms, and margin-

ality that led her to recognize internal differences within cultural

groups at a time when the convention in the discipline was to

discover and report hegemonic cultural wholes or patterns. Ruth

Landes rejected prevailing dogma and orthodoxy. She understood

that her job as an anthropologist was not simply to record the

dominant norms and prescriptions of a culture but to record the

ways that particular individuals and groups of individuals make

their lives meaningful in spite of divergent norms and prescrip-

tions. Her focus on differentiation, and her delight in the contra-

dictions she observed in the dynamics of culture, frustrated many

of her contemporaries. However, Ruth Landes’s perspective and

focus clearly anticipated late-th-century theorizing on the con-

cept of culture in anthropology.

Ruth Landes’s innovations in ethnographic writing were also

prescient. Fromher very first fieldworkwithMaggieWilson she at-

tempted to establish democratic relationships in the field and to

reveal in her writing that the knowledge she obtained was neither

objective nor subjective but the product of an intersubjective re-

search process dependent upon the respective relationships with

her informants and on the ‘‘situated position’’ of those informants.

In her books and articles she sought to represent this process, her

role in it, and the diverse roles of particular informants. She ex-

perimented with multivocality and self-reflexivity in her writing,

peopling her books with lively descriptions of real individuals and

personalities, informing the reader about her own empathies and

crises of identity. The Ojibwa Womanwas her first experiment. Rely-
ing largely on the voice and expertise of MaggieWilson, Landes re-
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corded testimoniesof the subalternexperienceofdozensofwomen

whose lives challenged and creatively reinterpreted dominant

norms and constraints. The analysis inOjibwa Religion and the Midé-
wiwin revolves around a moving description of her relationship

with the elderly shamanWill Rogers and the context within which

they hadworked together. TheMystic Lake Siouxmixes conventional
third-person narrative with personal anecdotes and reflections. In

The Prairie Potawatomi Landes began to experiment with the ap-

proach she would fully develop in The City of Women: she organizes
her narrative around several main characters (‘‘informants’’) who

are situated in the local social scene in terms of age, gender, class,

religion, and color and whose words and experiences illustrate the

different local interpretations of cultural practices andbehavior. In

The City of Women, she is most radical in motivating the narrative
through her own experience and reflections on those experiences

as she engages in social discourse with a series of individuals in

Brazil. To utilize her anthropological training she used not only

reason but also empathy and intuition to guide her thinking and

understanding. As a result, far from treating research subjects as

‘‘museum specimens,’’ the ethnography is filled with the sense of

the ‘‘dense, teaming vitality’’ of a living culture (Bastide :).

Landes’s ethnographic experiments with dialogue, multivocal-

ity, and reflexivity went against the tide of professionalization in

American anthropology in the interwar years and the decade fol-

lowing the Second World War. Then, the discipline was seeking to

establish its legitimacy in the academy, and one of its key strategies

was the production of scientificmonographs. Professional ethnog-

raphy became associated with a style of scientific report writing

that relied on an absent omniscient narrator using a distanced

third-person voice to create the illusion of objectivity and scien-

tific authority. Historians of anthropology now recognize that the

emergence of scientific ethnography was not inevitable or natural

but was the product of the hegemonic processes of canon making

by influential individuals and powerful institutions.Marginalized

inherday,RuthLandes’s ethnography cannowbe readas anticipat-

ing postmodernist and feminist critiques. Reconsidering Landes’s

work from such a perspective places her squarely in the center of

thediscipline, traces the lineage for late-th-century experiments
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in ethnographic writing, and reminds us of the enduring concerns

in the discipline.

Finally, rereading Ruth Landes’s work, we are reminded that the

integrity of the discipline depends on fieldwork. In her writing

Landes is transparent about her field methods and relationships.

Her approach is rooted in two principles: the value she gives to

the personal friendships and relationships she establishes and the

value she gives to her own experience in the field as a source of

knowledge.

Landes rejected the cliché that fieldwork is an initiation rite for

the novice scholar after which she or he becomes an anthropolo-

gist. ‘‘Fieldwork,’’ she said, ‘‘is the lifeway of [the] anthropologist.

It means attempting to enter the lives of those being observed, in

order to sense how things look to them, as well as to me. The ‘field’
teaches the researcher’’ (:). For Landes, fieldwork is the pro-

cess through which anthropological knowledge is built. There can

benoknowledgewithout it—for either novice or establishedprac-

titioner.

She also rejected the notions of the ‘‘neutral observer’’ and ‘‘par-

ticipant observation’’: ‘‘Has any seasoned fieldworker kidded him-

self about these? It takes little to learn that informants and others

of the field-community assign the outside observer-visitor to this,

that, and others of their factions . . . wielding power on [the] spot’’
(:). She maintained that ‘‘through field work at the pleasure

of thehost culture one learns one’s place there and that is one’s only

vantage point for penetrating the culture’’ (b:).

‘‘Participant observation,’’ Landes said, was a phrase coined by

sociology, but themethod of anthropological fieldwork is farmore

sensual and the goal no less than human understanding. Landes

believed that ‘‘special temperament moves an anthropologist into

fieldwork’’ (:) and that ‘‘the methods of an effective field

worker are rooted in his personality’’ (b:).

Landes also firmly believed that ‘‘highly practical results’’ can

come from the new perspectives that field studies can generate

(:). Landes’s first commitmentwas not to the ivory tower but

to the real world of mixing, contradiction, and conflict, a world

that she knew could be bettered only through increased human

understanding.Thefirst step tounderstandingculturaldifferences
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was knowledge obtained through firsthand experience. Landes’s

appreciation for cultural difference was based on her own experi-

ence and not in a simplistic code of cultural relativism. She thus

did not depend upon a notion of culture as a harmonious, inte-

grated whole. Rather, she acknowledged, even celebrated, the in-

ternal struggles and conflicting local interpretations of cultural

meanings because she knew these contests were giving voice to

marginal and subordinate social categories, to experiences with

which she herself identified.

Landes advocated fieldwork as a source of self-knowledge. As

she wrote in , in the field ‘‘one’s concept of self disintegrates

because the accustomed responses have disappeared’’ (a:).

‘‘Field work permits one to live further, beyond the ordered ar-

rangements of one’s origins, in a personality and a society with

other borders. Briefly one lives two or three additional lives . . . the

addicted fieldworker does not really care for ease any more than

does the competitive athlete. The lure of another culture can never

be discounted for it is the lure of self, dressed otherwise. Moving

among theworld’s peoples, one sees that personalities heremay re-

semblepersonalities there, underneath anddespite the culturedif-

ferences. So one comes home, again and again, to friends and kins-

men’’ (). ‘‘The stance of field work’’ became for Landes ‘‘a private

philosophy of living’’ (). ‘‘Most jobs,’’ she said ‘‘are paths to com-

fortable ends. But the solitary fieldwork,whatever the eventual by-

products in books and academic promotions, remains unique, stir-

ring the researcher’s optimum sense of himself as he tests himself

continually against environing strangeness’’ (). ‘‘What counts in

the field and after is that one glimpses, over and over, humanity

creating’’ ().

A nomad and a pilgrim, Ruth Landes, unlike the biblical Ruth,

remained on the outside of the discipline, always gleaning in the

fields of Boas. She found eventual stability in Canada, but far from

the heartland of her anthropological apprenticeship under Boas

and Benedict, she did not find a home.

Landes pioneered research on the intersections of gender, race,

and class. She pointed the discipline toward reflexivity about field-

work, the very process of the construction of anthropological

knowledge. Her ethnographies document the adaptive strategies
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and cultural creativity of marginalized groups—women, African

Americans, Native Americans, Afro-Brazilians—with whom she

identified. Her interests, neglected in her day, are now legitimate

fields of study, central to the discipline in the st century. In ac-

knowledgment of this, second editions of The City of Women were
published in English in  and in Portuguese in Brazil as A cidade
das mulheres in . The third edition of The Ojibwa Woman was
published in . The questions Ruth Landes asked about the cul-

tural integration of diversity remain, however, as urgent for an-

thropology now as they were then. There ismuch unfinishedwork

to do.





Notes



. See also Alice Echols’s Scars of Sweet Paradise: The Life and Times of Janis
Joplin, a powerful study of how these contradictions played out in the

tragic life of the rock singer who died of a heroin overdose in  at the

age of . A bright and creative adolescent, Joplin desperately sought to

break out from the constraining femininity of s America in order to

live her own life. But she also longed to belong and wanted the even-

tual security of marriage and family, what she called ‘‘that white picket

fence’’ (:–). Joplin’s radical ‘‘bad girl’’ individuality so challenged

not only conventional gender codes but also the ‘‘earthmother’’ ideal for

women in the s counterculture that she was left alone and isolated.

. Richard Slobodin at the memorial service for Ruth Landes, McMas-

ter University, April , .

 

. This story is told in a short, undated, autobiographical memoir en-

titled ‘‘AnAmerican Education’’ (, box ). Other ‘‘Ruths’’ who studied

anthropology with Boas included Ruth Benedict, Ruth Bunzel, and Ruth

Underhill. I have been unable to identify who the other ‘‘Ruths’’ might

be that Landes refers to here.

. In her memoirNotes from an Undirected Life, Esther Schiff Goldfrank,
Boas’s secretary, reports that she gave him this nicknameduring the sum-

mer she accompanied him to Laguna Pueblo for a fewweeks of fieldwork

in  (:). It stuck, and many of his female students called him

‘‘Papa Franz’’ thereafter.

. Bundism grew out of the Jewish labor movement in Russia and Po-

land during the s and s. In addition to being a movement of

radical intellectuals based in Marxist ideology, Bundism was associated

with devotion to Yiddish and to secular Jewish nationalism within East-

ern Europe and was sharply opposed to Zionism and other conceptions

of a global Jewish identity. The Bund (General Jewish Workers’ Union

in Lithuania, Poland, and Russia) was the Jewish socialist party officially
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founded at a secret convention held in Vilna in October  (Encyclopedia
Judaica, :–).
. ‘‘Bessie’’ and ‘‘Matthias’’ are Americanized names.

. See the obituary for Joseph Schlossberg in the New York Times, Janu-
ary , . See also the entry for him in Encyclopedia Judaica, :.
. David Ben-Gurion (–) was the first prime minister and de-

fenseminister of Israel (–, –). Born inPlonsk, Poland, in ,

he moved to Palestine in  and for the next three decades headed the

political mobilization to establish a Jewish socialist society in Palestine.

Joseph Schlossberg met Ben-Gurion when he came to New York in 

to recruit young volunteers to settle in Palestine.

. In a letter dated December , , Anna informed Ruth that she

‘‘would not get a red cent of the inheritance due you when we depart’’

because Anna and Joe so strongly disapproved of her second marriage to

Los Angeles journalist Ignacio Lopez. Concluding the list of everything

she found wrong with Ruth’s marriage choice, Anna wrote ‘‘The man . . .

never contributed towards your support, why then must you continue

your relationship with him[?] . . . How can a self-respecting person en-

dure such a relationship[?] . . . In what way does such a married status

enhance your prestige?’’ (, n.d.).

. In an undated letter Ruth’s maternal cousin, Eleanor Sachs, wrote

to Ruth: ‘‘From what I know she [Anna] was not a demonstrative mother

and somehow caused the strange deficiency in your relationship’’ ().

This portrait of the Schlossberg marriage and family life is my interpre-

tation based onmy reading of Ruth’s correspondence and diaries and on

my discussions with Ruth’s paternal cousin, Emily Sosnow.

. Typical is a letter dated August , in which Anna wrote to Ruth:

‘‘We are happy with your professional progress and hope that things will

crystallize in the near future’’ ().

 

. HistorianCarroll Smith-Rosenbergmakes adistinctionbetween the

NewWomen who emerged from Victorian society at the end of the th

centuryandwhoorganized for collectivepolitical andeconomic rights for

womenandthemodernyoungwomenof the sandswhofocused

on individual self-realization and sexual expression. See also Barbara

Caine (:–). Smith-Rosenberg described the first generation of

NewWomen as

a cohort of middle and upper middle-class American women born between the late s
and the early s, who were educated, ambitious, and most frequently, single. . . . Edu-
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cation constituted their most salient characteristic and their first self-conscious demand.
They linked college education to intellectual self-fulfillment, to autonomous roles outside
the family, to glorious achievements. Graduating from college, the New Women more
frequently than not refused to return to their mothers’ worlds of reproduction and domes-
ticity. Rather, boldly asserting their right to a public voice and visible power, they had
laid claim to rights and privileges customarily accorded only to middle-class men. They
moved into the public sphere, not as religious, reforming matrons but as independent
women trained in the new professions. As lawyers, doctors, writers, or social reformers,
they created new roles for themselves as experts in urban problems, as political lobbyists,
union organizers, publishers, and creative artists. In radical flight from the patriarchal
home and heterosexual marriage, they created a variety of alternative female institu-
tions. Living with (frequently espousing love for) other women within the separatist en-
vironment of women’s colleges, settlement houses, and reform organizations, dedicating
their lives to securing social justice for middle-class and working-class women, the New
Woman amassed greater political power and visibility than any other group of women
in American experience. (:)

. Debates about theNewWoman also reflected the emphasis on sexu-

ality and sexual relations that accompanied the emergence of sexology

and psychoanalysis. Havelock Ellis, in particular, argued that sexuality

was the core of personal identity and that women’s sexuality needed to

be acknowledged. Feminist historians are divided in their interpretations

of the impact of sexology. Some argue that it undermined feminism by

making both celibacy and the female friendships that were so common

among pre–WorldWar I feminists seem abnormal, deviant, and perverse.

Others point to the positive effect that accompanied a recognition of

women’s sexuality and that allowed it to be acknowledged in more open

ways.

. The lesbian relationship of Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead, for

example, although not public at the time, can be understood in this con-

text (Bateson ; Lapsley ).

. See Ryan ; Todd ; Ware . Historians continue to de-

bate the place of the s in the history of feminism (see Freedman

; Caine ; Cott ; Scharf and Jenson ). There was tremen-

dous diversity of opinion, and no unifying issue such as suffrage had

provided earlier feminists. Women were divided: professional middle-

classmothers were separated fromworking-classmothers; mothers were

separated from single women; and ethnic and racial differences among

women became increasingly visible due to high rates of immigration in

the early decades of the century and to the migration of hundreds of

thousands of African Americans from the southern states and the Carib-

bean. Cott writes:
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Literally millions of women were organized into groups, competing with and opposing
one another rather than gathering into one denomination. Advocates of sex-based legis-
lation combatted equal rights amendment supporters. Women lined up on the political
spectrum from left to right. Women were pro- and anti-Prohibitionists. Women profes-
sionals differentiated themselves from women volunteers and clients. Women had dif-
ferent ideological predispositions on questions of marriage and employment tangled up
with their education and wealth, their class and race and ethnicity. . . . For decades
after the s, decentralization and diversification, competition and even sectarianism
were the hallmarks of efforts to define women’s interests and work toward parity between
the sexes. The problems and promises made visible between  and —persistent
structures and ideologies of male dominance, women’s assertions of their heterogeneous
and conflicting interests—reverberated through the twentieth century. (:, )

. During the summer of  when Ruth Landes was in the field in

Minnesota, Ruth Benedict sent her article ‘‘Negro Jews inHarlem,’’ based

on Landes’s master’s thesis research, to Social Forces and American Journal
of Sociology. Both turned it down. At Boas’s suggestion Landes later sent
a revised version to a German sociology journal; the manuscript was lost

when the journal along with others was shut down as part of a prewar

Nazi purge of libraries andpublishinghouses (Landes :–). She later

reconstructed a summary of her findings that was published as ‘‘Negro

Jews of Harlem’’ in the Jewish Journal of Sociology (b).
. Marcus Garvey started the Universal Negro Improvement Associa-

tion () in his native Jamaica in . In  he immigrated to the

United States to organize a New York chapter. Unlike the intellectuals of

the Harlem Renaissance and organizations such as the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Colored People () headed by W. E. B.

DuBois, who appealed to the sympathies of liberal white society, Garvey

taught that racial prejudicewas endemic inAmerican society and that the

only future lay in emancipation througha return toAfrica.He taught that

Africans had a noble past, and he created a formal organization called the

Empire of Africa, appointing himself as president and declaring others

as deputies, knights, and dukes. His appeal to racial pride rapidly found

him a huge following among the poorer classes and the recent rural mi-

grants struggling in hostile northern cities. By some estimates the 

had more than half a million followers by  when he went on trial for

fraud. Garvey was pardoned and deported as an undesirable alien in .

He died in London in  (Franklin :–; Johnson :–

).

George Baker, or Father Divine, started a small group in Sayville, New

York, in , and by the s he had an enormous following and was
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holding open house and feeding thousands in places that came to be

known as ‘‘heavens’’ throughout the eastern andMidwestern states. The

movement also attracted a large number of white followers, some of

whomwere wealthy (Franklin :).

The Beth B’nai Abraham black synagogue, like Garvey’s , was a

nationalist movement that organized the illiterate poor and recent mi-

grants and rejected the social movements led by black intellectuals such

as W. E. B. DuBois and the writers and artists of the Harlem Renaissance.

For their part, black intellectuals denounced the religions as spurious and

their leaders as charlatans and opportunists (Franklin :; Landes

b:; Johnson ).

. Sociologist Howard Brotz, who studied Black Jews in Harlem in the

early s, traces themovement to theAfricanAmerican leader BookerT.

Washington, who, Brotz says, had provided a stimulus to this way of

thinking around the beginning of the th century when he called at-

tention to the Jews as a model for success that African Americans could

emulate andpointed to Jews’ pride in their history as a key to their success

(Brotz :; see also Landes b).

. Howard Brotz in his doctoral research on another Black Jewish sect

inHarlem, the Commandment Keepers Congregation of the LivingGod,

speculated that Ford did not immigrate to Africa because funding dur-

ing the depression would have made the costs prohibitive. He suggests

instead that Fordmoved toDetroit, where he became aMuslim, changed

his name to Farrad, and founded an Islamic congregation (:). The

idea that African American slaves were Hebrews—the lost sheep of the

Biblical House of Israel—continued to be a theme for black preachers,

and throughout the s and s small Black Jewish sects appeared

in Philadelphia, Washington, and New York as well as in smaller east-

ern cities. With the disappearance of Ford, the Commandment Keepers

Congregation in Harlem (also known as the Royal Order of Ethiopian

Hebrews), with a following of about one thousand (of whom almost 

percent were women), became the largest Black Jewish congregation un-

der its leader, Wentworth A. Matthew (see Brotz ).

. In anthropology, the classic revitalization movements are the late-

th-century Melanesian ‘‘cargo cults’’ that arose in response to Euro-

pean colonial domination and whose religious belief system focused on

the acquisition of material goods (‘‘cargo’’) through ritual means. The

Native American Ghost Dance and Peyote religions are other revitaliza-

tion movements associated with experiences of colonialism and social

and economic deprivation andmarginalization. These politico-religious

movements are creative efforts of subordinate groups to imagine a
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brighter future and re-establish control over their lives. See Hobsbawm

; Wallace ; Worsley ; Wilson .

. Landes wrote several versions of this fictionalized autobiographi-

calmemoir, the first in the s. She revised themanuscript again in the

s but never found a publisher. The version quoted here was titled

‘‘Now at Athens.’’ Earlier titles were ‘‘Color Cancer’’ and ‘‘A Chronicle of

Bloods.’’ All versions are deposited in the Ruth Landes Papers at the Na-

tional Anthropological Archives. The memoir was inspired by the year

– when she taught at Fisk University.

. They were not officially divorced until the fall of .

 

. Mead wrote, ‘‘in Boas’s eye [Ruth Benedict] was a wife, amply sup-

ported and with obligations of a wife . . . someone . . . for whom he need

not be responsible’’ (:). EstherGoldfrank, at one timeBoas’s secre-

tary and later his student, also recorded his views (widely held in Ameri-

can society at the time) that married women were financially protected

by husbands: ‘‘To judge from my relations with him and his with [Erna]

Gunther, [Gladys] Reichard, [Ruth] Benedict, [Ruth] Bunzel, and [Mar-

garet] Mead as well, he clearly put no roadblocks in the path of a woman

student because she was a woman, but he believedmarriage and a family

came first in a woman’s life; and however promising a woman student

might be, he never encouraged her to limit or forsake familial duties in

order to further her academic career’’ (:).

. These students includedAlfredKroeber, Ph.D. in ; Robert Lowie

in Ph.D. in ; Edward Sapir, Ph.D. in ; Alexander Goldenweiser,

Ph.D. in ; Paul Radin, Ph.D. in ;MelvilleHerskovits, Ph.D. in .

The teaching and legacy of Franz Boas is a huge topic impossible to treat

adequately here. According to historian of anthropology Regna Darnell:

‘‘The central historiographicquestion in twentieth centuryNorthAmeri-

can anthropology has been the formidable presence of Franz Boas at cen-

ter stage’’ (:).

. Boas officially remained department chair until Ralph Linton was

brought in fromWisconsin in  to succeed him. According to Robert

McMillan (), Lintonwas chosen over Ruth Benedict or other possible

successors because the administration ‘‘did not want a Jew or a woman.’’

. Regna Darnell has described WilliamHallowell’s  University of

Pennsylvania Ph.D. thesis, ‘‘Bear Ceremonialism in the Northern Hemi-

sphere,’’ as making a transition between trait distribution and culture

pattern/psychological integrationstudies.Darnell callshis thesis ‘‘the last
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of the major distributional studies . . . [and] a precursor of the future in

which cultural integration . . . would be the major theme’’ (:).

. The anthropology department was in the Faculty of Philosophy;

sociology was administered in the Faculty of Political Science. This was

unlike the University of Chicago where, until , anthropology had

been part of the sociology department and where, after their separa-

tion, the two disciplines maintained close intellectual ties through the

workof anthropologists suchasRobertRedfieldandLloydWarner.Histo-

rian of anthropology Robert McMillan attributes the antipathy between

sociology and anthropology at Columbia to Franklin H. Giddings, who

headed the Department of Sociology for more than three decades at the

beginning of the th century. According toMcMillan,Giddings blocked

anthropology from finding a place in the Faculty of Political Science; he

objected to Franz Boas as a Jew and described anthropology as ‘‘either a

natural science having no proper place in a school of Political Science,

or an amateurish sociology we could not afford to recognize’’ (quoted in

McMillan ).

. During the s six major schools produced  Ph.D.’s in the four

subfields of anthropology: Harvard,  doctorates; Columbia, ; Chi-

cago, ; Berkeley, ; Yale, ;, and Pennsylvania, . In addition, one or

two Ph.D.’s each were also awarded at Wisconsin, Michigan, Duke, and

Northwestern during this decade. In the years – all of the degrees

awarded at Harvard and Yale and all but one degree at Chicago were

granted to men. At Columbia,  percent of doctorates ( of ) were

awarded towomen. TheUniversity of California at Berkeley (under Boas’s

former students Alfred Kroeber and Robert Lowie) was also active in the

training of women anthropologists at the time:  percent of its doctor-

ates ( of ) were awarded to women. The majority of Harvard’s degrees

were in the fields of archaeology and physical anthropology. Adjusting

the figures to record only those Ph.D.’s in ethnology or cultural anthro-

pology gives the following results: Berkeley, ; Columbia, ; Chicago,

; Harvard, ; Yale, ; Pennsylvania, . By the end of the s there were

more than  separate departments of anthropology and another dozen

or so combined departments of sociology and anthropology; the num-

ber of professional and amateur ethnologists in the United States num-

bered about  in  (Frantz ). Between  and , a total of 

womenandmenreceivedPh.D.’s in anthropologyatColumbiaUniver-

sity.Not until the swouldwomen again begin to enter the discipline

in such proportionate numbers. The history of women in th-century

anthropologyparallels that ofwomen inother disciplines: their numbers

reached apeak in when .percent of full professors in social science
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departments at Americanuniversitieswerewomen andplummeted to an

all-time low in , when only  percent of full social science professors

were women (Parezo ; Rossiter ).

. Although it is true that in the s equal numbers of women and

men were trained at Columbia, few of these women secured permanent

employment in anthropology after receiving their Ph.D.’s. Parezo agrees

with Aisenberg andHarrington that ‘‘for the academic profession there is

such a thing aswomen’s experience’’ (:xii). Parezo points to the barriers
to women and the accommodation strategies women have adopted in

order tofind intellectual and social spaceswithin thediscipline.Women’s

experience, she says, is the experience of devising gender-specific strate-

gies to overcome barriers. Barriers have included higher  requirements

for women for acceptance into some universities; perpetual employment

in untenured, contractual positions and at non-elite institutions; re-

quired reliance upon a male patron; repeated employment as field and

lab assistants without advancement to the status of co-researcher; and

less-frequent citation of women’s scholarship—citation being critical to

the establishment of scholarly careers and reputations (see also Lutz ).

Furthermore, Parezonotes, ‘‘rarelywere professionalwomen able to orga-

nize groups of like-minded women. To succeed, women had to align

themselves withmen, especially those in positions of power. . . . The lack

of support networks . . . was a common theme for all women. It required

that women strive for self-sufficiency’’ (:).

. This was not the case in psychology, however, where male scholars

such as Erik Erikson () and AbramKardiner () used cross-cultural

anthropological data to build on Freudian theory, taking into consider-

ation a much broader spectrum of conditioning factors than Freud had

envisioned, including the effects of cultural variables. They explored cul-

turaldiversity in suchearly childhoodexperiences as toilet training,nurs-

ing, weaning, sibling rivalry, and sexual play and the implications for

the formation of adult personality in a given society. They worked with

anthropologists and supported the development of culture-and-person-

ality studies in the discipline in the s, notably byMead and Benedict.

In  Abram Kardiner, a practicing analyst, organized a seminar at the

New York Psychoanalytic Institute in which Edward Sapir, Ruth Bene-

dict, andRuthBunzel participated. In  the seminarmoved toColum-

bia University, where Ralph Linton (then head of the department) and

Cora DuBois joined the discussions. DuBois, who had received a Ph.D.

in  under the supervision of Alfred Kroeber and Robert Lowie at the

University of California at Berkeley, undertook two years of psychocul-

tural research in Indonesia at Kardiner’s suggestion and as aNational Re-
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search Council postdoctoral fellow. She published the results in  in

The People of Alor: A Social Psychological Study of an East-Indian Island. Ruth
Landes attended the seminar on several occasions but in letters to Bene-

dict expressed skepticism about the speculative method and results of

Kardiner’s psychocultural analysis (see their fall  correspondence,

).

. Not all students shared Ruth Landes’s enthusiasm for Benedict.

Henry Elkin, whobegan graduate study in anthropology in , remem-

bers with irritationwhat he described as Benedict’s ‘‘blank stare’’ signify-

ingdeafness andher ‘‘seraphically sweet and condescending loving smile’’

that she bestowed on the circle of students who surrounded her, whom

Elkindescribes as ‘‘her favorites’’ (quoted inMcMillan :). Formany,

her lectures were tests of endurance. Landes recognized that Benedict

‘‘had the reputation for being amiserable lecturer . . . whomever you talk

towill tell you that. . . . It was like being in a furnacewhen youwerework-

ing the bellows because she would . . . stammer and stutter and repeat

herself andgobackand forth. . . . If youwere absorbed inher as Iwas, itwas

thismind at work . . . I was absolutelymesmerized’’ (quoted inMcMillan

:). Another student, Irving Goldman, contrasted Benedict’s lec-

tures with Boas’s. Where the latter based his lectures on library research,

Ruth Benedict ‘‘offered her ownpoint of view:Weneed to penetrate these

societies—discover patterns.’’ Describing her lectures as ‘‘repetitive, ru-

minative,’’ Goldman remarked, ‘‘I happen to like that. . . . I particularly

enjoyed in her . . . a certain hesitancy . . . uncertainty . . . she was think-

ing . . . she was an honest woman’’ (quoted inMcMillan :; see also

Barnouw :). Sidney Mintz (:) unequivocally states: ‘‘I de-

cided to become an anthropologist because I heard Ruth Benedict give a

lecture.’’

. Like Boas, Benedict critiqued the ethnocentrism by which Ameri-

cans used their own society as a measure or standard evaluating other

cultures and peoples. She pointed out that it was only because of ‘‘for-

tuitous historical circumstances’’ thatWestern society had ‘‘standardized

itself over most of the globe’’ and ‘‘protected us as man has never been

protected before from having to take seriously the civilizations of other

peoples; it has given to our culture a massive universality that we have

long ceased to account for historically, and which we read off rather as

necessary and inevitable’’ (:–). She argued: ‘‘We need to turn to a

wider survey in order to check the conclusions we hastily base upon this

near-universality of familiar customs. Most of the simpler cultures did

not gain the wide currency of the one which, out of our experience, we

identify with human nature, but this was for various historical reasons
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and certainly not for any that gives us as its carriers a monopoly of social

good or of social sanity. Modern civilization, from this point of view, be-

comes not a necessary pinnacle of human achievement but one entry in a

long series of possible adjustments’’ (:). Not incidental to her cri-

tiquewere her observations onAmerican norms ofmasculinity: ‘‘Western

civilization allows and culturally honors gratifications of the ego which

according to any absolute category would be regarded as abnormal. The

portrayal of unbridled and arrogant egoists as family men, as officers of

the law, and in business has been a favorite topic of novelists, and they

are familiar in every community. Such individuals are probably mentally

warped to a greater degree than many inmates of our institutions who

are nevertheless socially unavailable. They are extreme types of those per-

sonality configurations which our civilization fosters’’ ().

. Benedict was privately confronting a growing ambivalence toward

anthropology. In her diary in , the same year she published her land-

mark Patterns of Culture, Benedict, then in her late s, confided that her
longings for intimacy and her pleasure in the companionship she had

foundwith a youngerwoman,Nathalie Raymond, prevailed over anthro-

pology: ‘‘I ought to have enough self-knowledge to know what would

make lifemeaningful tome.Notmywork in anthropology,muchas I owe

to it. Like eating and drinking it has a necessary place inmy life and adds

to it, but the role it plays in Margaret [Mead]’s life or Boas’ is impossible.

Companionship comes close to the core of the matter, and loving Nat

and taking such delight in her I have the happiest conditions for living

that I’ve ever known’’ (quoted in Modell :). For accounts of Ruth

Benedict’s life and her experience of social marginality, see Babcock ;

Caffrey ; Mintz ; Modell . Benedict had left her husband in

 after sixteen years of marriage. During the years that Ruth Landes

knew her, she lived with women partners: Nathalie Raymond from 

to  and Ruth Valentine from  until Benedict died in .

. In her doctoral dissertation, ‘‘The Concept of the Guardian Spirit

in North America’’ (), Benedict had relied exclusively on published

sources on Guardian Spirit belief systems in Native North America and

found theonlydescriptions ofOjibwabeliefs andpractices in JohnLong’s

 Voyages and Travels of an Indian Interpreter and Trader and in the th-
centurywritings of George Copway (), Peter Jones (), JohannKohl

(), andW. J. Hoffman ().

. The correspondence between Benedict and Jenness, in addition to

illustrating the patron-client character of teacher-student relations, also

shows the legacy of colonialism. Community members at Manitou Rap-

idswere not consulted; instead, Landeswas introduced to administrators
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in the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs. In a letter to Jenness on

June , , Benedict wrote: ‘‘The Department has money for a summer

field trip for one of our students, a married woman whom I can rec-

ommend as intelligent and of good judgment. She is anxious to go to

the Ojibwa, and those of this country are so Siouan-hybrid that I have

suggested to her that she go to a group in Canada. I am writing as to

whether this would meet with your approval and if so whether you will

sendme some specific suggestions.Has anyone been among these groups

recently? Is there a pretty uniform acceptance of white conditions among

them, or are some of them still comparatively uninfluenced? . . . The stu-

dent’s name is Ruth Landes’’ (, box :). Jenness wrote to Bene-

dict on June  enclosing a copy of the letter he had sent to the deputy

superintendent-general of the Department of Indian Affairs () and

adding in a postscript: ‘‘Our —like yours?—is very sensitive to an-

thropologists and their ways, but Mrs. Landes will surely have no diffi-

culty, whether the Indian Department acknowledges this letter or not.’’

To the deputy superintendent-general, Jenness had written: ‘‘Mrs. Ruth

Landes, who is on the staff of the Department of Anthropology, Colum-

bia University, New York, is planning to visit and study the Ojibwa Indi-

ans either on the Manitou Indian reserve or on the reserve at Lake of the

Woods. Her Department has asked me to approach the proper official to

give her such papers as will facilitate her work. I am therefore forwarding

you a copy of its letter, for such action as youmay consider advisable.’’

  . 

. Back inMontreal, I contacted variousNative women’s organizations

(regional and provincial) in Thunder Bay and Toronto as well as Ojibwa

feminist writers to try to find women who would be willing to read and

discussTheOjibwaWomanwithme. I hoped tofindwomenwhomight see
the collaboration of Ruth Landes andMaggieWilson as I did—as a politi-

cal act. Theymight see that ‘‘gossip’’ and ‘‘women’s stories’’ can tell truths.

Understandably, however, First Nations women activists were busy with

more current pressing concerns—poverty, unemployment, youth, hous-

ing, health, and political organizing and funding.

 

. Ruth Landes’s letters have been preserved with Ruth Benedict’s

papers at the Vassar Archives whereas many of Ruth Benedict’s letters to

Ruth Landes have been lost due to the latter’s constant change of resi-

dence.

. In the s another Columbia University doctoral student, Ernes-
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tineFriedl, followedupLandes’s study. Inherdissertation, ‘‘AnAttemptat

Directed Culture Change: Leadership among the Chippewa, –’’

(), Friedl developed an argument concerning long-term continuity

in Ojibwa character and personality that supported Ruth Landes’s inter-

pretation. Ralph Linton, who had succeeded Franz Boas as chair of the

Department of Anthropology atColumbiaUniversity (–) hadbeen

intrigued by Landes’s portrait of Ojibwa individualism and social ‘‘atom-

ism.’’ He had directed Friedl to the topic and suggested that she under-

take a study of culture change and patterns of leadership and interper-

sonal relations among the Ojibwa for her Ph.D. research (Friedl :).

She conducted both ethnohistorical research for the period –

and fieldwork in  and  with the Wisconsin Chippewa and docu-

mented thepersistence of individualismandatomismdespite large-scale

political and economic changes. She argued that individualistic behav-

ior and personality were adaptive for survival under the conditions of

frequent and unpredictable change that the Chippewa had experienced

through colonial history and under subsequent Indian administrations.

Friedl suggested that disruptive historical changes reproduced the social

behavior that the unpredictability of game resources had produced in

an aboriginal foraging economy: ‘‘The all-pervasive condition of change’’

was the constant in Chippewa life that maintained persistence in per-

sonality traits (:). Hallowell similarly argued in his work with the

Ojibwa of Berens River, Manitoba, that ‘‘considerable acculturation can

occur without any profound effect upon the ‘modal’ or ‘communal’ as-

pects of personality’’ (Hallowell :).

. This account is from a letter Maggie Wilson sent to Ruth Landes

around , which begins ‘Dear Ruth, This is the story of my mother,

Mrs. Bunyan.’’ It is catalogued as story , box , . According to

Maggie, her Scottishmaternal grandfather was ‘‘named Simpson.’’ I have,

however, found no archival sources to confirm the name.

. I obtained the dates of Maggie Wilson’s marriages and the births

of her children from copies of the Treaty  annuity pay lists that are in

the Ruth Landes Papers. In the last decade of her life, Landes had con-

ducted research in Ottawa at the Public Archives of Canada and the De-

partment of Indian Affairs and compiled handwritten notes for a bio-

graphical sketch that Landes titled ‘‘Maggie Spence Wilson’’ (n.d.). These

notes are among her papers in the National Anthropological Archives.

. Personal communication, July , . Shaganash was devoted to

Maggie Wilson and much saddened by her death, after which he left

Manitou Rapids permanently in  tomarry and to work in a pulp and

paper mill near Thunder Bay. He and his wife, Eva, had  children, 
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of whom lived to adulthood. When he was seven years old, he accompa-

niedMaggieWilsonwhen shewent toRed Lake,Minnesota, toworkwith

Ruth Landes in the summer of : ‘‘I don’t remember much about that

trip to the States. They talked and talked and wrote things down. I just

played.’’

. Maggie Wilson had given the Star Dance for the first time in the

fall of . It was probably because of her dance and songs that she be-

came known to ethnologists, the first of whom was Frances Densmore,

who visitedManitouRapids the following summer, in July , to record

Ojibwa music (see Densmore ). In addition to her spiritual knowl-

edge,Maggie’s bilingual andbicultural competence alsomade her a good

informant. Forother collaborationsbetweenbiculturalNativeAmericans

and anthropologists, see Black-Rogers ; J. Brown ; Cannizzo .

. See JoanMark’s biography of Alice CunninghamFletcher, whomshe

describes as ‘‘Mother to the Indians’’ (). But see also Alice Kehoe’s

analysis of the unpublished stories the Blackfoot woman elder Insima

told to another of Benedict’s graduate students, Sylvia Sue Sommers, in

the summer of  (Kehoe ). Sommers, like Landes, was the daugh-

ter of Russian Jewish immigrants and had worked as a social worker in

Harlem. Also like Landes, she was interested in the experiences of ac-

culturation. Sommers noted a difference between the stories men told,

which were nostalgic about past battles, origin myths, and bison hunt-

ing, and the stories women told, which focused on actual reservation life

and told of who married whom and how good or bad husbands were.

According to Kehoe, ‘‘Insima, who had listened for too many years to

men’s stories of war and prescriptions of correct ritual, wanted young

Long Braids [Sommers] to hear and record the affairs of real life, how

Blackfoot people lived’’ (). Kehoe cites ClarkWissler’s observation that

‘‘so far as I could see, the morale of the women was far less shattered [by

reservation life] and it is they who saved tribal life from complete col-

lapse’’ (). It is interesting to speculate that women’s storytelling, by

enablingwomen to turn the stuff of their everyday lives into history,may

have assisted women therapeutically in overcoming the humiliations of

reservation life.

. Maggie Wilson dictated this story to her daughter Janet andmailed

it to Landes. It is  handwritten pages catalogued as story  in the Ruth

LandesPapers. It is typical of themore than storiesWilson toldLandes,

some recorded by Landes in the field and others mailed to her in New

York.Other thanmakingminor editorial andpunctuationchanges, Ihave

reproduced it here as Wilson dictated it.

. The letters Maggie Wilson wrote to Ruth Landes during the s
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are deposited with the Ruth Landes Papers in the National Anthropo-

logical Archives at the Smithsonian Institution.Most recount the lives of

women known to Maggie Wilson, a few are mythical stories, and some

bear a strong resemblance to European fairy tales. The letters apparently

remained in Columbia University files and were found in the papers of

William Duncan Strong in the s by a Smithsonian archivist who re-

united themwith Ruth Landes’s papers (personal communication: James

Glenn, November ).

. The way that Maggie told other women’s stories as a metaphor

for her own is similar to the storytelling practices of Yukon Athapaskan

womendescribed by Julie Cruikshank in Life Lived Like a Story: Life Stories of
Three YukonNative Elders.Cruikshank recalls: ‘‘When I askedwomen to talk
about the past, they used traditional stories—particularly stories having

a strong competentwoman as the central protagonist—to explain events

in their lives’’ (:). The Yukon women repeatedly told Cruikshank

that young girls should be learning from the stories. Also similar is the

way the Yukon women’s stories, like Maggie’s, tell of women who have

been captured and escaped or who were lost or abandoned and survived

through their resourcefulness and practice of a range of skills taught to

women at puberty. The stories teach that ‘‘women who rely on learned,

shared, ‘practical’ knowledge to achieve their ends eventually succeed’’

(–).

. But see J. Cole () and Van Kirk ().

. On January , , Benedict wrote to Landes, who was then in

the field in Kansas: ‘‘The money for Ojibwa Sociology came through last
week. That means it will be published in the Columbia University series

with you to pay about  for the chapters the Department accepts as

the ‘thesis.’ ’’ In a letter later that spring, April , , Benedict wrote: ‘‘I

can’t tell ’til the printer estimates costs just howmuch of the total can be

published.  is appropriated for the part exclusive of the thesis, that

is  or  pages will have to be paid for extra. The usual cost per page,

bound and distributed, is about . . . . so you can calculate roughly.’’

. On November , , Benedict wrote to Landes in Kansas: ‘‘Will

you drop me a line right away whether you have a carbon of the Ojibwa

Woman? I’m having some editorial work done on it, and if there’s a car-

bon, I’ll have this pasted up at certain points and sent to you before

copying for the publishers.’’ On February , , Benedict wrote: ‘‘I’m

sending along the first chapter of the Ojibwa Woman tomorrow . . . the

rest will follow in less than a week. For this kind of book all diacritical

marks are a stumbling block and any native names you use should be

simplified. Nor is there any advantage in keeping the correct names of
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individuals mentioned—rather the reverse. You can run a note some-

where saying that actual names are on file here. But select short names

and pronouncable ones. Nat [Nathalie Raymond, Benedict’s companion]

has written questions out too, which show what an attentive and unin-

structed readermight have to ask. Take time to go over this soon, as I have

a typist on hand to do it for the printer.’’ Landes did follow Benedict’s

advice and changed most of the Ojibwa names to short, ‘‘pronouncable’’

ones. She did not change the names of individuals who used anglicized

names.OnFebruary , , Landeswrote to Benedict fromKansas, ‘‘I am

sending the Ojibwa [Woman] now—carefully gone over and every alter-

ation made—thank you inexpressibly for your kindness and Nat’s.’’ On

March  she wrote: ‘‘Am still working over the OjibwaWoman of Nat’s.’’

And onMarch  Landes wrote, ‘‘I amwendingmyway to the close of the

Ojibwa Woman. Sorry it takes so long: but there is lots to do on it; and I

have been a-flu-ing or something.’’

 

. Inher lettersduring the summerof ,RuthBenedict also reported

that ‘‘the tales from [Manitou] keep coming in great style.’’ Wilson and

Bombay were sending stories in letters to Ruth Landes c/o Benedict at

Columbia, and Benedict was sending money orders back to Manitou to

pay the women for their work. She also discussed her attempts to find a

publisher for Landes’s ‘‘Negro Jews in Harlem.’’

. See Jules Henry’s  ethnography, Jungle People. Henry conducted
fieldwork with the Kaingáng fromDecember  to January .

. Landes would receive six credits in the Ph.D. program for her field

report on the  research ( to Dean McBain, Columbia University,

April , , ).

. See Devereux . Walter Williams observes:

Given themasses of detail that anthropologists have churned out aboutNative American
cultures, what is surprising is that no more has been written about the berdache tradi-
tion than there has been. Part of the reason for anthropologists’ avoidance of this topic
is that few of them have felt genuinely comfortable in writing about sexual variance.
Indeed, it sometimes seems that the first generations of anthropologists who associated
on a personal level with berdache (most of those who come to mind are women: Matilda
Coxe Stevenson, Elsie Clews Parsons, Ruth Underhill, Margaret Mead, Ruth Landes),
were an iconoclastic bunch who would dispassionately describe whatever they saw. They
seemed more likely to be sympathetic than more recent scholars. . . . Despite their claims
to objectivity, most anthropologists have been raised in Western cultural traditions. . . .
With Western aversions to the discussion of homosexuality, and the assumption—con-
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trary to all the scientific data—that this behavior is relatively rare, many have avoided
discussion of the topic.’’ (:–)

. Stephen O. Murray (:–) suggests that berdache remains
useful as an etic term but that ‘‘good emic analysis’’ uses the local term in

the local language.

   . 

. The Department of Social Science at Fisk was developing three pro-

grams of specialization: Southern Rural Life, Race and Culture, and Afri-

can Studies. It offered courses such as The Negro in America, Culture

Conflicts, Personality and Culture, and Race and Culture, as well as

courses on Africa and the Caribbean. E. Franklin Frazier (The Negro Family
in the United States, ), James Weldon Johnson (Black Manhattan, ),
Horace Cayton (BlackMetropolis, ), and JohnHope Franklin (From Slav-
ery to Freedom, ) all taught at Fisk during the s. White scholars
Robert Park, Donald Pierson, and Hortense Powdermaker (After Freedom,
) were among those who also taught at Fisk in the s.

. Thememoir describes the attempts of her female protagonist, Adele

Howard, to redress the stereotypes of ‘‘sex,misery, violence, hunger, hate’’

she had read about southern blacks before coming to the South (n.d.,

‘‘Athens’’:, ). What emerges from the description of Howard’s af-

fair with the black professor, EthanQuarles—besides great confusion re-

garding age and racial differences—was that he ‘‘was a good man, kind,

thoughtful, generous. . . . He was the sole one to show that she, Adele

Howard, was a person, an individual woman, likable . . . he took her

seriously enough to care to appraise her. . . . It was wonderful how this

man roused in her a belief that she had special worth. . . . Until now, she

thought, she had been handled like a child, considered obedient here,

disobedient there, never reckoned with as a creature of purpose. Ethan

Quarles reckoned with her’’ ().

 

. ArthurRamos signedhis correspondence andpublications ‘‘Arthur,’’

but some scholars since have referred to him as ‘‘Artur’’; both forms are

now current in the literature. Ramoswas later appointed to head the new

Department of Social Sciences at the office in Paris but died sud-

denlya fewmonthsafterhis arrival inOctober .Ramos’s contribution

to the development of anthropology in Brazil is a subject of some debate

among contemporary Brazilian historians of anthropology (Corrêa ,

, ; Cunha ). See Stolcke () for discussion of the rivalry

between Freyre and Ramos.
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. Vargas was reelected president in  by a popular vote but did not

complete hismandate.He committed suicide in  on the eve of amili-

tary coup that would have ousted him from power. See Fausto (:–

).

. Cunha (:) cites a  criminology study of ‘‘recalcitrant

criminals’’:  blacks and mestizos charged with homicide, alcoholism,

and vagrancy and  passive homosexuals.

. See KimButler () for a useful history of the development of can-

domblé in Salvador, Bahia. Butler divides the history into four phases. In

the first phase religious expression was an integral part of the formation

of Afro-Brazilian community life around different African ethnic groups

(nações, lit. ‘‘nations’’) in post-abolition Salvador. The second phase is the
period of consolidation of the major features of candomblé ritual and

secular life, the proliferation of new terreiros, and the growing prestige

of the Nagô (Yoruba-based) terreiros. The third stage is the adaptive re-

sponse to increasing police repression at the beginning of the th cen-

tury, and the fourthphase is the absorptionof candomblé into thegeneral

popular culture of Brazil in the last half of the th century ().

. Landes kept Carneiro’s very personal love letters with her profes-

sional papers, and they are filed together at theNational Anthropological

Archives. Landes’s letters to Carneiro have not been located. It is signifi-

cant that she kept these letters, because she later destroyed the letters she

had received from Elmer Imes throughout the year she was in Brazil.

After October  Carneiro and Landes lost contact until . Car-

neiro, then working as editor-in-chief of the Rio de Janeiro office of the

Associated Press, wrote Landes on February , , to ask if she had

published her ‘‘book on the Bahian negro’’ and to tell her that he had

translated parts of her ‘‘Cult Matriarchate’’ article to appear in a forth-

coming book that he said he planned to dedicate to her as ‘‘My friend and

my companion of so many beautiful days in the candomblés of Bahia’’

(, box ). This anthology, Antologia do Negro Brasileiro (Carneiro ),
contains excerpts from more than  sources in Afro-Brazilian studies.

All, except the two excerpts fromRuth Landes’s article (‘‘Mães e filhas-de-

santo na Bahia’’ and ‘‘Os deuses africanos’’), are written by men. Writing

again on March , , Carneiro updated Landes on the lives of their

Bahian friends and on events in the candomblé world (, box ). Car-

neiro would be instrumental in establishing the Campanha deDefesa do

Folclore Brasileira in  (which, in , became the Instituto Nacional

do Folclore).Hewas its executive director from  to , duringwhich

time he inaugurated the Biblioteca Amadeu Amaral and helped initiate

plans for the national museum of folklore, which was established in 
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and has been known as theMuseu Folclorico Edison Carneiro since .

Carneiro died in .

. Charles Wagley’s experience provides a contrast to theirs and high-

lights the gender, class, and race codes that worked to position Ruth

Landes both in Brazilian society and in Brazilian anthropology. A hand-

some and affable Anglo-American male scholar and Amerindian expert,

Wagley was recruited by Dona Heloisa for the position at the Museu

Nacional to develop a training program in anthropology in Rio. There

he met his future wife, a white Brazilian, Cecilia Roxo, and he continued

to work in Brazil for several years. He eventually received a permanent

academic appointment at Columbia University and was able to build

a lifelong career as the North American authority on Brazilian anthro-

pology. He was also able to marry Cecilia and bring her to the United

States. The affective relationship he contracted while working in Brazil

thus supported respectable conventions whereas Landes’s relationship

with Carneiro would be fodder for corridor talk for years to come. São

Paulo anthropologist Herbert Baldus, who visited Landes in New York

several times between  and , told her that Ramos had continued

his slanders against her for years after she left Brazil (October , ,

Notebook , ).

. The reasons for Buell Quain’s suicide on August , , are not

known. He left a suicide note addressed to the captain of the Maranhão

state police saying that he was dying of a terminal and contagious illness

and asking that his death not be investigated. He also left detailed in-

structions for the disinfection of his fieldnotes and their deposition at

the Museu Nacional and for the distribution of specific amounts of his

remaining monies to Dona Heloisa and to particular Indians who had

workedwithhim (BuellQuain to Sr.Manoel Perna (copy),, box ). Let-

ters from Ruth Landes to Ruth Benedict refer to Quain at various times

as ‘‘nervous,’’ ‘‘mournful,’’ ‘‘hurt.’’ On May , , Quain wrote his last

letter to Landes: ‘‘I am having metaphysical troubles about which I need

your advice. Benedict is either too gullible or too busy to help much. I

would like to talk to Lesser.On the other hand—Al is toowell disciplined

in philosophy and loses patience with muddleheadedness’’ (, box ).

 

. Physical anthropologist M. F. AshleyMontagu was hired to research

and write a memorandum entitled ‘‘Origin, Composition and Physical

Characteristics of the American Negro Population.’’ Myrdal used Mon-

tagu’s work along withHerskovits’s anthropometric studies, Otto Kline-

berg’s work on  scores, andW.Montague Cobb’s applied anthropology
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to establish that African Americans were not mentally or physically in-

ferior to whites (Baker :).

. See Baker (:–) for discussion ofMyrdal’s critique of Hers-

kovits. Baker discusses the approaches of Park (at Chicago and Howard

Universities) and Boas as the dominant frameworks, but he also notes the

work of numerous other social scientists writing on race relations in the

s: ‘‘DonaldYoung’s comparative analysis ofminority groups,Howard

Odum’s southern sociology, John Dollard’s ‘caste and class’ approach,

W. E. B. DuBois’s interdisciplinary studies of Black society and culture,

Carter G.Woodson’sNegro historymovement, Charles S. Johnson’smore

liberal variant of Chicago sociology . . . Otto Klineberg’s social-cultural

psychology approach to studying racial differences and Hortense Pow-

dermaker’s functional-structural studies of southern culture’’ (:).

Baker argues, however, that Myrdal was most strongly influenced by the

Howard University circle, especially Ralph Bunche and Franklin Frazier.

Their ‘‘failure to assimilate’’model supportedMyrdal’s social engineering

program.

. After his work with Myrdal, Ralph Bunche (–) left Howard

University and joined the civil service in .Hewas a chief research ana-

lyst in theOfficeof Strategic Services and thefirstAfricanAmerican tobe a

division head in theDepartment of State. Hewas the first African Ameri-

can towork for theUnitedNations, beginning in . In  he became

principal secretary of the  Palestine Commission for which work he

was awarded the  Nobel Peace Prize.

. Mead pointed out ‘‘the vagueness of criticismwhen the context and

purposes of the report were unknown’’ and apparently asked Johnson to

clarify the questions the commission had asked Ruth Landes to address.

The commission had not provided any direction to Landes in the form of

specific research questions at the time shewas hired. She didnot see those

that Johnson later sent to Mead (and to Benedict), but she told Benedict

that, whatever they were, they were ‘‘a seven-month-later after-thought’’

( to , February , , ).

. All quotations from Ramos’s report are my translations from the

Portuguese. It is not known who translated the report for Johnson and

Myrdal. Ramos later published the full contents of his report in . I

have noted the page numbers in both sources. In the accompanying let-

ter to Herskovits, Ramos first thanked him for his support of Ramos’s

application for a Guggenheim fellowship and reported that he expected

it to be successful. Ramos planned to combine the fellowship with an

invitation to be a visiting scholar at the University of Louisiana. He then

discussed recent research by various of Herskovits’s ‘‘disciples and col-
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laborators’’ on Hausa and Yoruba cultures and commended Herskovits

on his recent book, The Economic Life of Primitive Peoples, which Ramos was
reviewing enthusiastically for a Brazilian journal.

. For further discussion see Fry (:; ) and Murray (:

–). Fry notes that part of the problem arises because both Landes

and Ramos ‘‘used the term ‘homosexual’ without ethnographic infor-

mation about the classificatory scheme of the people concerned.’’ Thus,

‘‘when Landes wrote of ‘passive homosexuals’ it is not possible to know

whether she referred to persons who always assume the ‘passive role’ in

sexual intercourse, those who assume certain ‘effeminate’ mannerisms,

or those who are merely imputed to indulge in one of these’’ (:).

Both Fry andMurray also note that Ramos misrepresented Landes.

. It is likely that Ramos’s report toMyrdal on Landes’s ‘‘Negro Ethos’’

memorandum is the ‘‘letter’’ Landes refers to in her  essay ‘‘AWoman

Anthropologist in Brazil.’’ A thorough search of archival sources has not

yielded any other document that resembles the letter Landes describes.

It is important to appreciate that Landes’s  reflexive memoir was

written with the knowledge of hindsight and of her lived experience of

marginality and the many years of itinerancy in anthropology that she

entered into after the Brazilianfieldwork. The memoir does not nec-

essarily describe her feelings and knowledge in , when she seemed to

bemore concernedwith her employment status and personal well-being

than she was with what Herskovits and Ramos thought of her. At that

earlier time she does not seem to have worried that their critique might

jeopardize her career.

. In putting together a staff thatwould represent themajor schools of

thought on race relations in American social science, Myrdal also hoped

to placate those who might have been slighted by the appointment of

a foreign scientist to head the project, those who might be predisposed

to be critical of its findings, and those who were well situated within

the American academy to have their criticisms taken seriously. Thus, al-

though Myrdal found Herskovits’s focus on African origins ‘‘excessive,’’

he nonetheless contracted him to contribute an entire monograph on

African cultural influences (Mintz :xv; Herskovits ). According

toGuy Johnson, forMyrdal ‘‘it wasmuchmore important just to feel that

he had got this man [Herskovits] to participate than to get what he was

actually going to contribute to the study’’ (quoted in Jackson :).

Herskovits, who had originally hoped to become the director of the Car-

negie project, instead found himself preparing a manuscript for Myrdal

and given a one-year deadline.

In The Myth of the Negro Past Herskovits revoked the assimilationist
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views he hadheld in the s (Mintz :xii–xiii) and declared his com-

mitment todocumenting the survival ofAfricancultures amongcontem-

porary Afro-Americans. He would devote the rest of his career to map-

ping African survivals throughout the New World. Melville Herskovits

was extremely productive, publishing over  articles and almost 

books over the course of his career (Merriam ). Unlike Ruth Landes,

Herskovits had the advantages of the stability of a long career at one in-

stitution, Northwestern University, from  until his death on Feb-

ruary , . Many of his publications were coauthored by his wife,

Frances, who served as his research assistant and typist from the date of

their marriage in , the year after he completed his doctorate, until

his death in . After her husband’s death, Frances Herskovits brought

together a selection of his published and unpublishedwritings in a book

titled The New World Negro ().
. According to a survey conducted by Edison Carneiro in Bahia in

–,  Yoruban candomblé terreiros were led by women and  by

men, whereas  of the caboclo centers were led bywomen and  bymen

(see Landes a:).



. Ruth Landes submitted a -page manuscript entitled ‘‘Color in

Britain’’ to Oxford University Press in , but it was not published.

. The quotations from Richard Slobodin in this chapter are frommy

interview with him on October , .

. Frank Jones, speaking at the memorial service for Ruth Landes held

at McMaster University on April , .

. This correspondenceandsubsequent correspondencebetweenRuth

Landesandthevarious chairsof thedepartment isheldat theDepartment

of Anthropology, McMaster University.

. Lynne Teskey-Denton also spoke at the memorial service for Ruth

Landes on April , . Lynne died of a rare form of leukemia in ,

the year after our interview.

. Ellen Wall, speaking at the memorial service for Ruth Landes on

April , . I also interviewed Ellen on May , , and have main-

tained steady contact with her since.

. Landes bequeathed a substantial estate, accumulated through

shrewd investment and frugality, to the Research Institute for the Study

of Man () in her native New York. The funds now support the an-

nually awarded  Landes Awards for doctoral and postdoctoral inter-

disciplinary research in her fields of interest: race and ethnic relations,

comparative aspects of education, gender issues, and problems of aging.
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